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STUDIA IURIDICA LXXXI

PREFACE

University of Warsaw (the Chair of Civil Procedure), the Supreme Court
of the Republic of Poland and the National Council of the Judiciary of Poland
were co-organising an international conference The functions of the Supreme
Court – issues of process and administration of justice that was held on 12–14
June 2014 under the auspices of International Association of Procedural Law. The
conference aimed at drawing a comparison between models of supreme courts
operating in different countries with a special focus on dissimilar approaches to
it in civil law and common law systems, as well as the presentation of the Polish
perspective on the discussed issues.
This volume contains the contributions to this conference, both prepared
reports and other submitted papers. Its main chapters correspond to topics
of panels during the conference and concern: Functions of the Supreme Courts
in the judicial system (I), Organisation of Supreme Courts (II) and Access to
the Supreme Courts (III).
In the first part the authors present a comprehensive overview on the functions of supreme courts both in common law and civil law countries. In particular
they focus on the role of the US Supreme Court as well as French and German
highest instances, taking into account the very different nature of these legal systems. They also deal with the crucial issue of where is a balance between the public and private functions in the European national supreme courts.
In the second part you will find considerations related to relationship between
the functions and organisation of the supreme courts at the present time. Apart
from the in-depth analysis of the various organisational elements that influence
the operation of the supreme courts, there are many national examples of a huge
impact of efficient organisation on the work of these courts. The authors present
very interesting comments on Dutch, Russian, Chinese and Polish organisational
issues.
In the third – most comprehensive part – the authors consider questions of limits in access to supreme courts. They do so by setting out the following issues:
the court’s jurisdiction; standing; permission to appeal requirements; and substantive nature of appeals. In this part individual authors describe in detail rules
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of access to the supreme courts of England, France, Italy, Germany, the Republic
of Macedonia and Poland.
Taking this opportunity, we would like to offer our sincere thanks to professor
Loïc Cadiet, who as the President of the International Association of Procedural
Law was extremely helpful in organising our conference. Moreover, we warmly
thank all reporters and moderators for their successful work.
Tadeusz Ereciński
Piotr Rylski
Karol Weitz
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Loïc Cadiet Introduction to the conference
Monsieur le Président,
Monsieur le Recteur,
Monsieur le Doyen,
Mesdames, Messieurs,
Chers Collègues, chers amis,
Au nom de l’Association internationale de droit processuel, je vous remercie
de m’avoir offert de prendre la parole au cours de cette cérémonie d’ouverture
du colloque co-organisé par la faculté de droit et d’administration de l’université
de Varsovie, la Cour suprême de Pologne et le Conseil national de justice, dont je
salue ici les hauts représentants.
C’est, pour moi, un honneur et un plaisir.
L’honneur est institutionnel.
L’Association internationale de droit processuel est toujours grandement
honorée d’être associée aux manifestations scientifiques organisées dans le monde
entier sur les questions de justice et de procès. Créée au lendemain de la deuxième
guerre mondiale, elle s’est donnée pour ambition de réunir les processualistes
du monde entier et de faire vivre entre eux, au-delà du droit comparé, la flamme
de l’amitié et de la solidarité dans la défense de l’Etat de droit et des droits
fondamentaux, qui ne sont jamais acquis, nulle part, et doivent être considérés,
partout, comme l’enjeu d’un combat permanent. L’actualité nous en convainc tous
les jours. Nous étions à Toronto en 2009, à Pécs en 2010, à Heidelberg en 2011,
à Buenos-Aires et à Moscou en 2012, à Athènes en 2013. Nous serons également
cette année à Séoul et l’an prochain à Istanbul, avant de nous rendre en Colombie
en 2016 et, sans doute, en Chine en 2017, pour y défendre les mêmes valeurs.
C’est à Heidelberg, il y a trois ans, à l’occasion du 14ème congrès mondial
de notre association, que mon collègue et ami, le professeur Erecinski, avait émis
l’idée qu’un colloque pourrait être organisé à Varsovie. C’était, si mes souvenirs
ne me trahissent pas, lors d’un diner sur le Neckar. Ce n’était pas parole en l’air.
L’idée a rapidement pris forme. Les premiers courriers échangés datent du mois
de décembre 2011. Le présidium de l’Association internationale de droit processuel
l’a acceptée sans aucune espèce d’hésitation, comme une manière, aussi, de rendre
hommage au professeur Erecinski, qui est l’un de ses membres, éminent et fidèle,
participant régulièrement à nos travaux dès lors que les obligations de ses charges
lui en laissent la possibilité.
L’honneur se double alors d’un plaisir, d’un grand plaisir, et ce plaisir
comporte également, pour ce qui me concerne, une part plus personnelle que vous
me permettrez de confesser. Ce colloque me renvoie en effet quelques années
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en arrière, beaucoup d’années en arrière, je crains que cela fasse 20 ans, lorsque
j’étais venu à Varsovie, au Collège de droit français et européen, pour y dispenser
un cours. J’y avais été chaleureusement accueilli par Philippe Chauvin et son
épouse, Tatiana, et c’est dans ces circonstances que j’avais rencontré, pour la
première fois, le professeur Erecinski, dans son bureau de la Cour suprême.
Depuis lors, l’eau a coulé, beaucoup coulé, sous les ponts de la Vistule, mais je
suis heureux de constater que mes repères passés font toujours partie du paysage
de Varsovie dont chacun sait qu’elle est devenue, ou redevenue, un foyer artistique
et culturel important, une place financière et un pôle économique majeurs en
Europe centrale, incontournable comme l’on dit aujourd’hui. Back to Poland and
happy to be back!
Nous sommes réunis ici, jusqu’à vendredi, pour parler des fonctions de la
cour suprême que nous allons envisager à travers quelques questions choisies
d’administration et de procédure.
La question n’est certes pas nouvelle. A la fin des années 1970, une importante
enquête comparative internationale avait été conduite par André Tunc et Adolphe
Touffait sur «La cour judiciaire suprême». Cette étude avait un précédent, quarante
ans avant, avec une enquête menée par l’Institut de droit comparé de Paris.
Cette question n’est pas nouvelle, mais elle connaît un regain certain
d’actualité depuis une dizaine d’années comme en témoignent: la création, en
2004, du Réseau des présidents des cours suprêmes judiciaires de l’Union
européenne; la publication en Espagne, en 2008, d’un ouvrage coordonné par
Manuel Ortells Ramos sur Los recursos ante los Tribunales supremos en Europa;
l’ouvrage paru en 2011, en Argentine, sous la direction d’Eduardo Oteiza, sur Las
Cortes supremas. Funciones y recursos extraordinarios; la publication, en Italie,
de l’Annuario di diritto comparato e di Studi Legislativi dont le premier volume
en 2011 avait pour thème «The New Roleof Supreme Courts in the Political
and Institutional Context»; l’organisation à Paris, en 2011, d’un colloque sur le
juge de cassation en Europe, à l’occasion du 20ème anniversaire de l’Association
européenne des barreaux des cours suprêmes. Il y a quelques semaines encore la
question des cours suprêmes a été abordée par Michele Taruffo, dans un article
paru à la Rivista trimestale di diritto e procedura civile, sur «La giurisprudenza
tra casisica e uniformità», ainsi que dans un ouvrage paru chez Intersentia, sous
la direction de Remco van Rhee et Alan Uzelac, sous le titre éloquent Nobody’s
perfect. Comparative Essays on Appeals and other Means of Recourse againts
Judicial Decision in Civil Matters, qui comprend, notamment, une contribution
de notre ami, le professeur Marcus.
Nous sommes donc en pays de connaissance puisque Remco van Rhee, Alan
Uzelac et Rick Marcus sont là, parmi nous, mais, dans ce concert doctrinal, ce
colloque de Varsovie va jouer sa propre partition en permettant de faire apparaître
ce qui rapproche et ce qui distingue la Cour suprême de Pologne de ses homologues
étrangères, que ce soit au regard du rôle de la Cour suprême dans le système
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judiciaire, du point de vue de l’organisation des cours suprêmes ou de l’accès des
justiciables à la cour suprême. La comparaison n’est pas aisée. Le langage luimême ajoute son lot de difficultés, avec l’ambiguité que recèlent certains concepts
comme celui d’appeal ou de supreme court. Nous aurons sans doute l’occasion
d’y revenir.
Mais, quoi qu’il en soit de ces différences, les juridictions suprêmes sont,
pour l’essentiel, confrontées aux mêmes défis. Ces défis sont politiques: il s’agit,
pour le pouvoir judiciaire, de se faire respecter des autres pouvoirs dans une
conception intelligente de la séparation des pouvoirs et d’assurer la garantie des
droits de l’homme et du citoyen car «Toute Société dans laquelle la garantie des
Droits n’est pas assurée, ni la séparation des Pouvoirs déterminée, n’a point
de Constitution» (art. 16 Déclaration des droits de l’homme et du citoyen). Ces
défis sont également économiques. Ici et là, l’augmentation des recours formés
devant les juridictions suprêmes a engendré la même nécessité d’endiguer le flot
montant des affaires afin de permettre à la plus haute juridiction d’accomplir
correctement sa mission dans un délai raisonnable de jugement. Le législateur
a tenté de répondre et tente encore de répondre à cette nécessité, de manière plus
ou moins satisfaisante, en jouant sur un certain nombre de variables: le nombre
de juges, le périmètre des formations de jugement, l’institution d’un fitrage des
recours, la recherche de solutions préventives évitant la saisine de la juridiction
suprême. Si des résultats encourageants ont pu être obtenus ici ou là, les problèmes
sont loin d’être réglés ailleurs comme certains intervenants auront sans doute
l’occasion de le dire et il est temps, du reste, qu’ils nous le disent, ce pourquoi
je termine ici mon allocution en vous remerciant de votre attention et en vous
adressant tous mes vœux de bon et fructueux colloque.
Loїc Cadiet

PART I

Supreme Court and its functions
in the judicial system

STUDIA IURIDICA LXXXI

Richard Marcus
University of California, Hastings College of the Law

A COMMON LAW PERSPECTIVE ON THE SUPREME
COURT AND ITS FUNCTIONS

The University of Warsaw is to be commended for focusing attention on
the role of a supreme court, for that can be a critical component of a court system
and, more generally, critical also to the fair functioning of a democratic government (and to others, no doubt). It makes sense to start out such a conference
considering the roles a Supreme Court can play in a judicial system, and also to
approach that question with an eye to the somewhat divergent attitudes toward
the judicial role of common law and civil law systems. Those differences may
mean a lot for the role of such a court and for the organization of the Court, a topic
to be taken up by the next panel. I hope I will not trespass too much on topics to
be addressed by others in my presentation.
I will argue that questions of design and function – while important – probably are not more important than more elusive questions about institutional status and evolution, something one could refer to as “legal culture.” So we must
approach our analysis with considerable humility. Particularly here in the countries of the former Warsaw Pact, where constitutional and democratic institutions
have taken root over the last quarter century, it is important to appreciate the permutations of that sort of development.
I am here as the representative of the common law approach to the function
of a Supreme Court, and will begin by cautioning that in some ways the common
law v. civil divide is not entirely informative in regard to procedure, but that it
is highly important in terms of the role of judges in “declaring” law. I will also
speak mainly about the Supreme Court of my country, for it is a distinctive institution. That said, the US situation offers an example of functions a court may have
that differs from the function of courts in many other judicial systems, and those
differences can importantly be said to relate to its role in a common law system.
At the same time, I will regard such questions as whether the Supreme Court
should have the power of judicial review of legislation as somewhat background.
In the US, as is well known, we have had such review since Marbury v. Madi-
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son,1 but that 1803 decision did not immediately place a stamp on our Court that
remained unchanged for the ensuing 200 years.

I. DIVIDING THE WORLD INTO “COMMON LAW”
AND “CIVIL LAW” SPHERES
Below I will emphasize that a common law tradition says a lot about the function of a Supreme Court as it says a lot about the function of courts in general.
But as I’ve emphasized before,2 that divide does not stand up to close scrutiny as
a compelling clue to procedural arrangements. So I start with a caution – not all
common law countries are alike in terms of the function of their Supreme Court
– but end up affirming that there seems a significant divide in terms of the role
of judges in making law, which can be at its most important in relation to the functioning of the supreme court in such a system.
One approach to the function of a supreme court is to recognize a different
division among national judicial systems. Many report that there are two main
prototypes – the US version with diffused constitutional review, and the centralized constitutional court with an “abstract” authority to pronounce on constitutional matters but no other role in the judicial system. That oracular alternative
vision of a Supreme Court is most associated with Hans Kelsen,3 and that vision
has been cited as the model used by many European constitutional courts, not just
Austria’s. The distinction remains an organizing technique for scholars.4 To some
measure, it may correspond to the common law/civil law divide.
But neither the common law camp nor the civil law camp is monolithic. The
US has had a Supreme Court almost from the outset. The UK, on the other hand,
has formally had such a court only since 2005, less than a decade, and at least
some notable observers were quite cool to its creation.5 And the UK court is not
equipped with the powers the US Supreme Court announced in Marbury because
it cannot invalidate an Act of Parliament.6 Australia, on the other hand, has had
5 US 137 (1803).
See R. Marcus, Exceptionalism and Convergence: Form versus Content and Categorical
Views of Procedure, (in:) J. Walker, O. G. Chase (eds.), Common Law, Civil Law, and the Future
of Categories (2010), at 521.
3
See generally M. Cappelletti, Judicial Review in the Contemporary World (1971).
4
See, e.g., A. Gamper, F. Palermo, The Constitutional Court of Austria: Modern Profiles of an
Archetype of Constitutional Review in Comparative Perspective, (in:) A. Harding, P. Leyland (eds.),
Constitutional Courts: A Comparative Study (2009), at 31.
5
See, e.g., N. Andrews, The United Kingdom’s Supreme Court: Three Skeptical Reflections Concerning the New Court, 9 “Utah Law Review” (2011).
6
Id. at 10 (“The Supreme Court lacks the power to invalidate an Act of Parliament”).
1
2
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a Supreme Court since the beginning of the 20th century, although not in a system with separation of powers comparable to the US version.7 But the Australian
court does function in a legal setup that involves somewhat independent judiciaries of various Australian states, more akin to the US situation. In short, being
a “common law” jurisdiction does not magically answer important questions
addressed in this conference.
The “civil law” jurisdictions seem, from a distance, not to be entirely uniform
either. Some, such as Austria, evidently adopted the pristine version of a constitutional court of the sort Professor Kelsen advocated. Speaking in the civil law
context, however, scholars have observed that “French constitutional review is
quite unique.”8 A majority of the members of the distinctive French court have
political backgrounds, including all former presidents of the Republic, and some
have no formal professional legal training.9 Moreover, this court “is not situated
at the summit of a hierarchy of judicial or administrative courts. In that sense it is
not a supreme court in the meaning of the Supreme Court of the US.”10
But another difference needs mention here. In many civil law jurisdictions, it
seems that the customary path to judicial office, and to rising in the judiciary, is
a careerist one separate from the path of the practising bar. The route to promotion
involves satisfying and hopefully impressing those in higher positions in the judicial hierarchy. American lawyers come to the bench in a very different way:
“Because American judges sit on courts of widely varying types and come from
a variety of backgrounds and experiences, it is difficult to generalize about them.
Two generalizations, however, are possible. First, judges in the United States initially come to the bench from other lines of legal work and after a substantial
number of years of professional experience. Second, once on the bench they do
not, generally, follow a promotional pattern through the ranks of the judiciary.
In these respects, American judges differ from judges in the common-law and
civil-law systems in other parts of the world.”11
Again, the US experience is distinct from that of common law systems elsewhere and civil law systems. In this instance, that distinctiveness might erode
the power over American judges wielded by any appellate court, including
a Supreme Court. Indeed, Professor Dalton suggested 30 years ago that the typical
American trial court judge might not care much about whether she was affirmed
or reversed.12
7
See T. Stevens, G. Williams, A Supreme Court for the United Kingdom? A View from the High
Court of Australia, 24 Legal Studies 188 (2004).
8
M-C Ponthoreau, F. Hourquebie, The French Conseil Constitutionnel: An Evolving Form
of Constitutional Justice, (in:) Harding & Leyland, supra note 4, at 81, 82.
9
Id. at 86-87.
10
Id. at 95.
11
D. Meador, American Courts 49 (2000).
12
H. Dalton, Taking the Right to Appeal (More or Less) Seriously, 95 “The Yale Law Journal”
62 (1985). See generally, R. L. Marcus, Appellate Review in the Reactive Model: The Example of the
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But an overarching distinction between the common law and the civil law
versions of the judicial role seems to outweigh all the messiness of the distinction
noted above. In civil law systems, “the role and function of the judiciary . . . were
rigidly circumscribed. The judge’s role was a subservient and bureaucratic one:
he was required to verify the existence and applicability of statutory norms to
a case at hand . . . To recognize a judge-made law in this system was to diagnose
pathology.”13
This is a key point Professor Cappelletti emphasized in his analysis of diverging attitudes toward judicial review, tracing the civil law view to the French Revolution. He pointed to “the revolutionary legislators’ profound distrust of the judges,”
which led to an effort “to prevent the judicial organs from interfering in the legislative sphere and to ensure that they apply only the letter of the law. This was
a phase in the development of the concept which soon resulted in the great French
codification, and concept that the entire body of law could and should be contained in written instruments.”14
Things were markedly different in England, Professor Cappelletti explained,
because “the English judiciary . . . generally enjoyed the respect of all as a protector of individuals,” with the result that “the English legal tradition had often
tended to assign a subordinate role to the legislative function of King and Parliament, holding that the law was not created but ascertained or declared. Common
law was fundamental law, and, although it could be complemented by the legislator, it could not be violated by him.”15 As we shall see in Part III, this difference
means that being a court in a common law system carries with it much broader
authority. A supreme court in such a system is, as a result, much more supreme.

II. THE DISTINCTIVE HISTORY OF THE US SUPREME COURT
AND THE US FEDERAL SYSTEM
It may be true, as Lord Bingham of Cornhill said in 2002, that the US
Supreme Court is “the world’s best-known supreme court.”16 But that does not
mean it was inevitable it would attain that status from the outset, or that the basic
American Federal Courts, (in:) A. Uzelac, C. H. van Rhee (eds.), Nobody’s Perfect: Comparative
Essays in Appeals and Other Means of Recourse Against Judicial Decisions in Civil Matters (2014)
at 105.
13
A. Stone, Abstract Constitutional Review and Policy Making, (in:) D. W. Jackson, C. Neal Tate
(eds.), Comparative Judicial Review and Public Policy (1992) at 41, 42.
14
Cappelletti, supra note 3, at 13.
15
Id. at 36–37.
16
Lord Bingham of Cornhill, A New Supreme Court for the United Kingdom, The Constitution
Unit 12–13 (May 1, 2002), quoted in M. Fennell, Emergent Identity. A Comparative Analysis of the
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structure set up at the outset made the current reality likely. Although some 21st
century scholars have concluded that “a constitutional court’s success or failure
depends as much on legal design as on the political culture in which a court operates,”17 the American experience provides considerable reason to credit political
culture for the present eminence of the American court. As a starting point, it is
worth emphasizing again that this does not seem a particularly common law – as
opposed to distinctively American – circumstance: “[T]he UK Supreme Court
will never mirror the US Supreme Court, because the new UK Supreme Court
is designed to create a more muted and less recognizable court identity than that
of the US Supreme Court.”18
Making predictions early on about how courts will turn out is risky, as a 2011
book by Professor Crowe, a political scientist, on the evolution of the US Court
emphasizes. Thus, he begins with the “sorry scene” when the US Supreme Court
first convened in New York City in 1790; only four of the six justices even bothered to show up, and the Court had no cases to decide.19 “With several distinguished men having refused appointment and the docket languishing without any
substantial business, the Court of the late eighteenth century was a feeble institution.”20 Perhaps mighty oaks will grow from tiny acorns, but there is no guarantee
that will happen.
This reality might not entirely have surprised the Framers of the US Constitution, who were decidedly ambivalent, or perhaps a better word is divided, on
the proper role for the federal judiciary in general. Although the US Constitution
did create a Supreme Court, it did not create any other federal courts, leaving
that to Congress. That ambivalent feature of the judiciary article of the Constitution resulted from a profound disagreement between the Jeffersonians, who
favoured state governments, and the Federalists, who emphasized national governmental powers. The Jeffersonians resisted the idea of a cadre of federal judges
across the land who owed primary allegiance to the national government and
not the state in which they sat. The first Congress nonetheless created a lower
federal court system and gave the Supreme Court authority to review the decisions of those federal courts as well as the decisions of state courts when those
decisions involved issues of federal law. The seeds for federal judicial power were
therefore planted early.
The early debate between the Federalists and the Jeffersonians reflected
a divide that has not vanished, and also bears on the structure of the American
New Supreme Court of the United Kingdom and the Supreme Court of the United States, 22 “Temple
International and Comparative Law Journal” 279, 297 (2008).
17
K. Lach, W. Sadurski, Constitutional Courts of Central and Eastern Europe: Between Adolescence and Maturity, (in:) Harding & Leyland, supra note 4, at 52, 57.
18
Fennell, supra note 15, at 305.
19
J. Crowe, Building the Judiciary 1 (2011).
20
Id. at 2.
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court system, or better perhaps to say systems (including the state courts).
At first,there was little federal statutory law, but much judge-made common law.
That law was shaped by state courts and, after their creation, also by federal
courts. But the US Supreme Court never had authority review that common law
decisions of state supreme courts unless there was a claim the state court decision
violated some provision of federal law. But when federal courts made common
law decisions, as we shall see, they felt free until the 1930s to disregard state court
decisions.
Over the last 200 years the prominence of American federal law has increased
dramatically. Indeed, 50 years ago it seemed that the balance of law-making
power had shifted so far that Jeffersonian localism was dead. But in reality localism has not died, and it has enjoyed something of a resurgence in recent decades.
As a result, in the US there is not just one Supreme Court. Instead, each of the
50 states has a supreme court that is the supreme arbiter of the law of that state.
This circumstance is surely not an inevitable feature of a common law system.
Indeed, it may not be true of many others. It is surely not true of England and
Wales,21 and in Canada the national supreme court is the ultimate arbiter of most
legal questions, not the provincial courts.22 At the same time, there may be civil
law systems in countries that emphasize localism – Switzerland comes to mind
as a possible example.
But those seeds depended on more than the structural question whether to
have a Supreme Court and whether to have lower federal courts. The American
political soil may have been particularly susceptible to growing independent and
powerful judicial institutions. As de Tocqueville observed in the 1830s: “I do
not think that, until now, any nation in the world has constituted judicial power
in the same manner as the Americans.”23 In such a system of government, judges
are likely to wield substantial power.
That power links up with the common law system because judges are not
entirely beholden to the legislature to make law, and it empowers appellate courts
in general and Supreme Courts in particular because the common law notion
of precedent makes their decisions farther reaching than a civil law court’s ruling
an a single case. But another factor is the selection process that produces judges
with significant backgrounds and only a weak sense of belonging to a bureaucratic judicial institution. Professor Kagan has graphically described this distinc21
Consider the views offered in 2006 by The Economist: “Power in Britain has long been more
centralized than in America or other European countries, but it has become more so in the past
50years.” A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Council, The Economist, Feb. 25, 2006, at 60.
22
See P. W. Hogg, Constitutional Law in Canada (4th ed. 229–33 2002). See also infra text at
note 62 for a contrast between the Canadian and US approach to common law powers of the federal
supreme court and lower federal courts.
23
A. de Tocqueville, Democracy in America 93, H. C. Mansfield, D. Winthrop translation, University of Chicago Press (2000) (originally published in 1835).
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tive feature: “Compared to most national judiciaries, American judges are less
constrained by legal formalisms; they are more policy-oriented, more attentive
to the equities (and inequities) of the particular situation. In the decentralized
American legal system, if one judge closes the door on a novel legal argument,
claimants can often find a more receptive judge in another court.”24
This feature may also tend to weaken the appellate courts’ (and therefore
Supreme Court’s) control over judicial actions by lower courts. At least in the US,
that limitation on the authority of higher courts is fortified by stringent limitations on timing of appellate review and scope of appellate review. Different
from most civil law countries, in the US appellate review is allowed only after
a “final judgment” has been entered in the trial court,25 and even then is limited to
the record made in the trial court. In Continental systems, opening the record to
new arguments and even new evidence on appeal is the norm, but not in America.
So appellate courts are circumscribed in their ability to control what lower courts
do, and are less “supreme” as a result. Most American cases never reach a posture
(final judgment) in which an appeal can be taken, and for those cases appellate
courts in general – and Supreme Courts in particular – are ordinarily not able to
wield any power.26 If structural features are emphasized in relation to the power
of appellate courts, these must be considered among the most important.
This distinctiveness of the appellate function bears also on the question
of remedies available in the US Supreme Court in particular, and American appellate courts more generally. These courts are part of the overall US court system,
and their authority is limited to appellate review of decisions by lower courts. As
a consequence, these remedies are, in general, to affirm or reverse what the lower
court has done in the case, basing these decisions on the record and arguments
made in the lower court. The Supreme Court does not itself choose or implement
the remedy.
It appears that supreme courts elsewhere would wield broader powers and
deploy additional remedies. More than 30 years ago, the Supreme Court of India
decided that “public interest litigation in India [would be] primarily judge-led and
even to some extent judge-induced; the product of juristic and judicial activism
of our Supreme Court.”27 Recent newspaper reports in the US say, for example,
that India’s Supreme Court ordered in 1998 that all public transport in Delhi be
switched to compressed natural gas,28 and that in 2014 it ordered an investigation
R. Kagan, Adversarial Legalism: The American Way of Law 16 (2001).
See, e.g., 28 USC. ‘1291.
26
In exceptional circumstances, it may be possible for an appellate court to intervene in a case
using a writ of mandamus, but this is quite exceptional. See infra text accompanying note 106.
27
P. N. Bhagwati, Judicial Activism and Public Interest Litigation, 23 “Columbia Journal
of Transnational Law” 561, 561 (1985). The author was then a justice of the Supreme Court of India,
and about to become chief justice.
28
G. Harris, Beijing’s Bad Air Would Be A Step Up for Smoggy Delhi, “New York Times”, Jan.
26 (2014), at 6 (“In 1998, India’s Supreme Court ordered that Delhi’s taxis, three-wheelers and buses
24
25
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into charges that village elders in West Bengal ordered a gang rape of a 20-yearold woman as “punishment” for a the victim’s romantic relationship with a man
from another community.29 Similarly, in Bangladesh the High Court responded to
a petition by “activists and lawyers” by ordering an investigation into a clothing
factory fire that killed 112 employees.30
These are simply not the sorts of things that American courts, including
supreme courts, would do. The US federal courts, for example, may only decide
“cases or controversies” involving adversary parties who assert “legal” rights to
judicial relief. This contrasts with “abstract” review done by a constitutional court
in the Kelsen mode; as the leading treatise on the US federal courts explains, “[t]he
courts of the United States do not sit to decide questions of law presented in a vacuum, but only those question that arise in a ‘case or controversy’.”31 “Unconstitutional statutes there may be, but unless they are involved in a case properly
susceptible of judicial determination, the courts have no power to pronounce that
they are unconstitutional.”32 Instead, the federal courts will only decide cases
presented by litigants with “standing to sue.”33
In American federal-court litigation, then, the initiative rests with the parties,
not with the court, and only when a case is presented by genuine adversaries with
legal rights at stake may the court decide. But the breadth of judicial remedies
in American litigated cases – often called “public law” cases34 – probably outstrips what courts can do in most civil law systems, perhaps also common law
jurisdictions. American judicial remedies in such cases may command the other
branches of government to do or stop doing something even though the political
actors in those other branches of government strongly want to pursue their chosen course. Particularly tensions can result when a federal court enters such an
order against a state government. Those remedies are usually not directly granted
or administered by supreme courts, and although lower court decisions granting
such remedies are subject to appellate review that review is often under an “abuse
of discretion” standard that accords substantial latitude to the lower courts.

be converted to compressed natural gas, but the resulting improvements in air quality were short-lived
as cars flooded the roads.”).
29
High Court Orders Inquiry of Gang Rape, S.F. Chron., Jan. 25, 2014, at A4.
30
J. Ali Manik, E. Barry, Months After Deadly Fire, Owners of Bangladesh Factory Surrender
to Court, “New York Times”, Feb. 10, 2014, at A8. See also S. Shoaib Hasan, Top Court Confronts
Military on Missing Persons, “New York Times”, April 23, 2014, at A9 (reporting that “[t]he
Supreme Court is moving to prosecute military officials in civil courts for failing to produce
missing persons”).
31
Ch. A. Wright, M. K. Kane, Law of Federal Courts 61 (7th ed. 2011).
32
Id. at 62.
33
See id. ‘13.
34
The classic study of this subject is A. Chayes, The Role of the Judge in Public Law Litigation,
89 “Harvard Law Review” 1281 (1976).
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But it can hardly be said that American courts shy from employing forceful
remedies. Perhaps the most striking recent example of such “public law” remedies
is the US district court order that the State of California reduce its prison population because the level of crowding violated the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition on “cruel and unusual punishment.”35 The district court’s injunction emerged
from years of litigation about overcrowding, and directed that the prison population be reduced by release of prisoners before their sentences were fully served,
perhaps as many as 46,000 prisoners. Professor Issacharoff has called this case
“the most significant class action litigation of the past decade.”36 Justice Scalia,
dissenting in the Supreme Court, called it “perhaps the most radical injunction
issued by a court in our Nation’s history,” an order that “ignores bedrock limitations on the power of Article III judges, and takes federal courts widely beyond
their institutional capacity.”37 He also deplored “the inevitable murders, robberies,
and rapes to be committed by the released inmates.”38 The majority, meanwhile,
concluded its opinion with an admonition to the district court to consider revising its order and to give weight to any concerns about public safety.39 But when
the district court did not change the injunction, the Supreme Court did not take up
the case again, prompting Justice Scalia to taunt the majority with the argument
that “[t]he [Court’s] bluff [regarding revision of the injunction that was subject
to an abuse of discretion standard on appeal] has been called, and the Court has
nary a pair to lay on the table.”40 This case may illustrate both the aggressiveness
of American federal courts and the limited authority the Supreme Court has to
rein them in. Perhaps the Supreme Court is not so “supreme” after all.
Though the case or controversy limitation distinguishes the American federal courts from the Kelsen model, it cannot be said to be integral to all common
law systems. By the late 18th century the power of English judges to give advisory opinions was well recognized.41 The Supreme Court of Canada similarly
may take advisory jurisdiction.42 At least some American states do allow their
supreme courts to provide Kelsen-style advance review of proposed legislation.43
The Supreme Court of India treats informal communications from citizens as
Brown v. Plata, 131 S.Ct. 1910 (2011).
S. Issacharoff, Class Actions and State Authority, 44 “Loyola University of Chicago Law Review” 369, 375 (2012).
37
131 S.Ct. at 1950–51 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
38
Id. at 1957.
39
Id. at 1946.
40
Brown v. Plata, 134 S.Ct. 1, 1 (Scalia, J., dissenting from delay of application for a stay of enforcement of district court order).
41
Wright, Kane, supra note 31, at 66.
42
Hogg, supra note 22, at 239–41.
43
M. C. Dorf, Abstract and Concrete Review, (in:) V. Amar, M. Tushnet (eds.), Global Perspectives on Constitutional Law (2009), at 3, 4 (reporting that Massachusetts permits review of the constitutionality of proposed legislation).
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sufficient to invoke its “epistolary jurisdiction,” and then eschews the adversary
method in handling such cases, sometimes appointing scholars or others to investigate underlying circumstances and report back to the court.44 And it seems that
the Indian court is at least as aggressive as American courts in using “public law”
remedies without worrying about “standing to sue.”
So the US arrangement is distinctive in ways that could enable and hobble
the Supreme Court. It could be hobbled by the case or controversy requirement if
no litigation between parties with legal rights at stake arose. It could be hobbled
by inability to intervene in proceedings in lower courts in most cases, or in time
to make a difference. It could be empowered because so much can depend on what
courts can order or reorder in American society. The American experience need
not be everyone’s experience, and might come closer to being unique.
One final point should be made before turning to specific heads of this paper.
That is to emphasize how long this American institution took to build. Professor Crowe’s recent work emphasizes the gradual and long process by which
the weakling US Supreme Court of the 18th century became the potent Supreme
Court of the 21st century. Very few governments have lasted nearly as long as
the Court (and the US government) has lasted. In Europe, for example, the only
others of similar or greater age are the UK and Switzerland. And the UK is now
confronting the possibility of secession by Scotland. Professor Crowe’s point
about the two centuries it took to build the American Supreme Court is that at
many points along the way that process depended on political judgments made by
the political branches.45 Some or most of those might have gone another way, and
if they had the US Court would likely have a different profile.
In sum, the US is distinctive and instructive because (a) it has a common law
system, in (b) a federal state (including 50 “mini” state supreme courts authorized
to pronounce common law rules), with (c) broad authority to interpret federal legislation, and (d) authority also to design and refine the procedure used in the federal courts. One more distinction should be mentioned – our Supreme Court is not
subject to review by any outside body. In the EU, the presence of the European
Court of Justice and the European Court of Human Rights presents a very dif-

Bhagwati, supra note 27, at 572–74.
Professor Crowe examines a variety of episodes in the two centuries it took to bring American
judicial institutions to their present eminence. For those who are interested, here is a short summary:
The first episode is the adoption of the First Judiciary Act in 1789 (chp. 2); the second is the reorganization of the federal judiciary during the first half of the 19th century (chp. 3); the third is the empowerment of the judiciary by the Compromise of 1850, which admitted California to the union as a free
state and began the period leading up to the American Civil War (chp. 4); the fourth is the restructuring
of the federal judiciary between 1877 and 1913 (chp. 5); the fifth was what he calls the bureaucratization of the judiciary between 1914 and 1939 (chp. 6); and the sixth was the increased specialization
of the judicial branch between 1939 and 2000 (chp. 7).
44
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ferent situation.46 In the US, the Supreme Court occasionally invokes or refers
to non-American legal principles, sufficiently frequently to prompt apoplectic
objections from some members of Congress.47 But nothing can make the US
Supreme Court accept those “un-American” legal pronouncements, whether or
not Congress can forbid consideration of them.

III. JUDICIAL SUPREMACY IN A COMMON LAW SYSTEM
Being a Supreme Court is different in a common law system. As noted above,48
the civil law limits on judicial action have been traced to the French Revolution.
That distinction evidently endures; in France now, one begins with “the sacred
character of statute law.”49 Surely a legislature would appreciate having its statutes regarded as sacred. Surely a court system attuned to regard statutes as sacred
would be reluctant to stray far from their literal commands. And perhaps surely, it
would be attractive to such a court system to declare that judicial decisions were
simply resolutions of disputes about how the sacred statutes apply, and therefore
not precedent for later judicial decisions, which should look only to the sacred
statutes.
A common law system is different. Indeed, one could say that the very idea
of a common law system is at odds with legislative supremacy. Where exactly
did the royal judges in England who created the common law find it? Surely not
in Acts of Parliament. Instead, they looked to precedent, which obviously contained the work product of earlier generations of judges. But as one follows this
development back up the line, one is left with a troubling initial question – what is
the ultimate source of all this law? Is it simply the creation of the judges? That is
when one is tempted toward embracing some version of “natural law,” somewhat
like saying that God created the law, and judges are in a sense the priests who
have the skill and training to discern that law.
This is not just an American phenomenon. Thus, a Justice of the Supreme
Court of India explained the “activist” bent of that court in terms that would be
anathema to the makers of the French Revolution: “There is a myth strongly nurtured in the Anglo-Saxon tradition and propagated by many jurists that judges do
46
For a thoughtful analysis of some of these issues, see J. C. Cohen, The European Preliminary
Reference and US Supreme Court Review of State Court Judgments: A Study in Comparative Federalism, 44 “American Journal of Comparative Law” 421 (1996).
47
For a contrast, see A. Lollini, The South African Constitutional Court Experience: Reasoning
Patterns Based on Foreign Law, 8 “Utrecht Law Review” 55 (2012) (exploring the use by supreme
courts, particularly the one in South Africa, of legal principles from other countries).
48
See supra text at note 14.
49
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not make law, that they merely interpret law. Law is there, existing and immanent,
and judges merely find it. The lawmaking function does not belong to them – it
belongs to the legislature – and judges merely reflect what the legislature has said.
This is the proclaimed theory of the judicial function, but I am afraid that it hides
the real nature of the judicial process. It has been deliberately constructed in order
to insulate judges against vulnerability to public criticism, and to preserve their
image of neutrality, which is regarded as necessary for enhancing their credibility.
It also helps judges escape accountability for what they decide, because they can
always plead helplessness (even if the law they declare is unjust) by saying that it
is the law made by the legislature and that they have no choice but to give effect
to it.”50
In such a system, being a Supreme Court means being quite supreme. For
a wide variety of important subjects, judges themselves devise, develop, and
refine the legal rules that determine the rights of other citizens. In France, this
process may have led to revolution, but in England it did not. Instead, it was
imported into America, where local courts followed the English common law tradition, and often also followed English common law cases on questions like rules
of contract law. After the American Revolution, a number of American statutes,
by statute, “received” English common law as the law of the state.
That reception of English common law left open the question what that law
became after it was “received.” Could it be changed? The English judges did
not stop refining and improving their common law at the time of the American
Revolution, or when given states decided to “receive” it as their own. Should
American states be locked into English common law that had been rejected by
the courts of England? The question answers itself, whether or not there was
a formal “reception” of English common law in a particular American state.
The answer was that the courts of the state could interpret and improve
the state common law, just as the English courts could interpret and improve
the English common law. That task was one of the things that were on the minds
of the Framers of the US Constitution when they debated creating lower federal
courts. At least some were concerned that having a phalanx of federal judges
acting in the common law manner would raise the risk that state interests, and
perhaps even state court decisions about issues of common law, would not be
recognized in federal court. Seemingly to assuage this concern, when it created
the lower federal courts in 1789 Congress included in the First Judiciary Act
Bhagwati, supra note 27, at 562–63. He also quotes Lord Reid, an English judge, as follows:
“There was a time when it was thought almost indecent to suggest that Judges make law – they only
declare it. Those with a taste for fairy tales deem to have thought that in some Aladdin’s cave there is
hidden the Common Law in all its spendour and that on a judge’s appointment there descends on him
knowledge of the magic words Open Sesame. Bad decisions are given when the judge has muddled
the password and the wrong door opens. But we do not believe in fairy tales any more.” Id. at 563
(quoting Reid, The Judge as Lawmaker, 12 J.S.P.T.L. 22 (1972)).
50
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a provision commonly known as the Rules of Decision Act, which directs federal
judges to apply “the laws of the several states” in cases before them.51
The problem then was whether this statute applied to “state” common law
– the decisions of state courts. In 1842, the US Supreme Court ruled that this
statute52 did not apply to state court decisions: “In the ordinary use of language
it will hardly be contended that the decisions of Courts constitute laws. They
are, at most, only evidence of what the laws are, and not themselves laws.”53 This
decision meant that federal judges were free to act as common law judges and
continue to develop rules of common law in the traditional manner of the judicial priesthood. That law would not be “federal” law (which the US Constitution
declares is the supreme law of the land), so the US Supreme Court would not be
supreme in declaring general common law. But it would be free of any outside
constraint in doing so.
In the view of many, this freedom for federal judges to shape common law
principles produced undesirable results in the late 19th and early 20th centuries.54
American Progressives found that federal judges too often interpreted this common law in ways that favoured business interests over the interests of consumers
and others.55 State court judges might modernize their states’ common law to take
account of the challenges of an industrializing society, but their efforts might be
frustrated were litigants able to get their cases into federal court, where federal
judges’ hidebound version of “common law” applied. Strong objections to this
behaviour included Justice Holmes critique that it seemed to rest on the assumption that there was “a transcendental body of law outside any particular State
but obligatory within it unless and until changed by statute.”56 This contretemps

51
See 28 USC. ‘1652: “The laws of the several states, except where the Constitution or treaties
of the United States or Acts of Congress otherwise require or provide, shall be regarded as rules of decision in civil actions in the courts of the United States, in cases where they apply.”
52
Note that this is an example of statutory construction, a topic covered in Part IV. The Justices
of the Supreme Court in 1842 assumed that the members of Congress who enacted the statutory provision in issue – a part of the First Judiciary Act of 1789 – shared their vision of the judicial role. But
as noted later in text, that vision was fading, as a “positivist” interpretation of law emerged in the 19th
century and supplanted a “natural law” notion that law did somehow suffuse the atmosphere.
53
Swift v. Tyson, 41 US 1, 12 (1842).
54
In terms of the issues addressed in Part VI on constitutional interpretation, it is worth noting
that during this same period the Supreme Court interpreted the Due Process clause of the Constitution
as constricting the authority of the state legislatures to enact some kinds of protective legislation. See,
e.g., Muller v. Oregon, 208 US 412 (1908) (invalidating state statute that set limit of ten hours per day
for women to work).
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emphasizes, however, the great importance of common law judges who are not
bound to respect the legislature’s word as sacred.
These circumstances fostered a 19th century movement in the US to “codify”
all of common law that began around the same time the French were codifying
all their law,57 seeking to supplant the entirety of common law with statutory
codes.58 One important goal of this effort was rein in American common law
judges. Those judges often took a very strict attitude toward legislation, regarding
it as un unwelcome “intrusion” into the common law.59 The codification effort
continued through the 19th century; California, for example, “codified” its law
in 1872. But the common law authority of state court judges did not vanish; even
in California the “codified” common law is applied in terms of myriad judicial
interpretations, and those interpretations built originally on prior common law
precedents. Indeed, the codification legislation itself was build on a foundation
of common law precedents.
With regard to the common law powers of federal judges, however, the watershed came in 1938, when the US Supreme Court decided in the famous case Erie
Railroad Co. v. Tompkins60 that it had been wrong in 1842 to hold that the Rules
of Decision Act excused federal judges from following and applying decisions
of state courts. Indeed, it held that this judicial behaviour violated the US Constitution: “Except in matters governed by the Federal Constitution or by acts
of Congress, the law to be applied in any case is the law of the state. And whether
the law of the state shall be declared by its Legislature in a statute or by its highest
court in a decision is not a matter of federal concern. There is no federal general
common law. Congress has no power to declare substantive rules of common law
applicable in a state whether they be local in their nature or ‘general,’ be they
commercial law or a part of the law of torts. And no clause in the Constitution
purports to confer such a power upon the federal courts.”61
Even a common law country with a federal form of government might reject
this attitude. Thus, Canada permits its federal supreme court to decide common
law questions from throughout the nation, and a leading Canadian scholar had
endorsed its refusal to follow the route of the US Supreme Court: “Albert Abel
argued that the Supreme Court of Canada should follow the lead of the Supreme
Court of the United States and adopt a rule of restraint in provincial law cases
like the rule in Erie Railroad Co. v. Tompkins. He argues that such a rule would
make the law more responsive to the differing needs and sentiments of the provinces. . . [W]ith respect to the nine common law provinces it is easy to agree
with Gibson that ‘such a change would result in many more interprovincial legal
See supra text accompanying note 14.
See M. J. Horwitz, The Transformation of American Law 1780–1860, pp. 16–30 (1977).
59
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discrepancies than could be attributed to cultural differences.’ It must be remembered that whenever a province does desire a different regime of law, it is free
to enact a statute. In my opinion, the uniformity of the common law throughout Canada, while undoubtedly at variance with the ideal model of federalism,
does not really impair provincial autonomy in any practical way. Moreover,
the rule of uniformity makes Canada’s laws much less complicated than those
of the United States, and it allows the highest court (with presumably the best
judges) to apply its talents to the development of all Canada’s laws, both provincial and federal.”62 So the Supreme Court of Canada is really supreme as to
common law.
Since 1938, however, the US Supreme Court and the lower federal courts have
had no authority to develop rules of law to govern the multitude of everyday matters addressed by the common law. True, as attitudes on federal power evolved
Congress was found to have broader powers to legislate on matters that had been
governed by common law, and under the Constitution’s Supremacy Clause that
legislation might displace the common law. But federal judges – as common law
deciders – could not make similar decisions.63
State courts could make such decisions, however. Accordingly in the US
we have not one Supreme Court, but 50 – one for each state.64 Note that in its
1938 decision the US Supreme Court recognized the possibility that “the law
of the state shall be declared by is legislature in a statute or by its highest court
in a decision.”65 Subject to state law, those state courts have “supreme” authority
over the content of state common law. The US Supreme Court can alter their
decisions based on that law only by concluding that some federal constitutional or
statutory reason exists for rejecting that decision.

IV. STATUTORY SUPREMACY
Perhaps American courts might be more like the French when it comes to
statutes, however. Being a “supreme” court would not be so supreme then. But
having a two-party political system and a bi-cameral legislature, plus a President
Hogg, supra note 22, at 231–32.
See T. Merrill, The Common Law Powers of Federal Courts, 52 “University of Chicago Law
Review” 1 (1985) (arguing that the only branch of the federal government that is restrained under this
constitutional doctrine is the judiciary, since both Congress and the Executive have broad powers to
affect legal rules across the country).
64
Technically there are also similar judicial bodies to make decisions on local law in the District
of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and also the Virgin Islands and Guam. And one state
– Louisiana – originated as a civil law jurisdiction, so it presents a singular profile.
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with veto power, limits this constraint on the courts. As Professor Crowe noted
in his study of the growth of judicial power in the US, one strategy Congress
might employ to reach a compromise would be “drafting vague statutes in need
of judicial interpretation.”66 Even if French judges can treat their statutes as “scripture,”67 American judges sometimes cannot. More generally, it has seemed that
the Supreme Court and lower federal courts have interpreted statutes broadly or
narrowly as they have found more suitable, rather than solely when Congress has
left the question to them.
Indeed, interpretation of statutes may shift over time. A prime example is
another provision in the First Judiciary Act of 1789, known as the Alien Tort
Claims Act, which says in full: “The district courts shall have original jurisdiction
of any civil action by an alien for a tort only, committed in violation of the law
of nations or a treaty of the United States.”68 It should be clear that this statute
invoked uncertain language – what is “the law of nations”? Perhaps due to that
uncertainty, it sat on the books but was not used in the courts for about 190 years,
until the US Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit ruled in 1980 that it could
be used for modern human rights claims.69 This possibility produced tremendous
excitement in the academic community70 and eventually led to two Supreme Court
decisions limiting the application of the Act.71 These decisions produced predications that human rights litigation would gravitate to the state courts, because
the Supreme Court’s interpretation of the statute would bind all the federal courts.
Supreme Court interpretations of statutes are vulnerable to “reversal” by
Congress. One prominent example occurred after the US Supreme Court made
several rulings in its 1989–1990 Term that many viewed as unduly restrictive
in cases brought under Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act,72 the basic law
against employment discrimination. In 1990, Congress, dominated by the Democratic Party, passed a Civil Rights Act of 1990, containing strong pro-plaintiff
provisions for Title VII cases. President George H.W. Bush, a Republican, vetoed

Crowe, supra note 19, at 12.
See supra text accompanying note 49 (referring to the “sacred character of statute law”
in France).
68
28 USC. ‘1350.
69
Filartiga v. Pena-Irala, 630 F.3d 876 (2d Cir. 1980).
70
See B. Stephens, The Curious History of the Alien Tort Statute, 89 “Notre Dame Law Review”
1467, 1468 n. 3 (2014) (reporting that more than 4,000 law review articles have cited the statute since
1980). The Stephens article provides a very thorough overview of this litigation experience.
71
Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain, 542 US 692 (2004) (upholding judicial power in appropriate circumstances); Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co., 133 S.Ct. 1659 (2013) (applying a presumption against
extraterritoriality to actions under the statute).
72
The decisions were Patterson v. McLean Credit Union, 491 US 164 (1990); Wards Cove Packing
Co. v. Atonio, 490 US 642 (1990); Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins, 490 US 228 (1990); Martin v. Wilks,
490 US. 755 (1990).
66
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the bill. The following year, Congress came back and adopted less aggressive
legislation, which President Bush signed into law.73
But as the veto of the 1990 Civil Rights Act suggests, making changes by legislation is a “sticky” and difficult process. As Professor Farhang has pointed out
in his recent analysis of American reliance on statutes that permit private enforcement of public norms, one of the reasons legislatures might favour such statutes is
that they would want to protect their legislative choices (favouring enforcement)
from the results of later elections (that might produce majorities with different
attitudes or Executive actors who have different priorities).74 Judges’ decisions
can play a very prominent role in the application of statutes. Early experiences
under the Title VII legislation, for example, made supporters of the legislation
glad they chose to authorize private enforcement because federal judges took
an expansive view of its provisions even after the election in 1968 of President
Nixon, who had a less enthusiastic attitude toward anti-discrimination efforts.75
The basic message is that the federal courts have become arbiters of statutory law
to a significant extent, and the US Supreme Court is the supreme arbiter in that
mode.
For the last 20 years, the American government has more often been in “sticky”
mode than in “fast track” mode. Unlike the UK, it has three genuine branches,
and they are genuinely independent of each other. Considering Congress and
the Legislature, divided government has been the norm more than single-party
domination. As a result, legislative stasis has also been a norm, perhaps never
more so than since 2010. Under these circumstances, it has been suggested that
the Supreme Court has even more latitude than normally for interpreting federal
statutory law in ways it finds congenial.
A prime example of that sort of activity has been judicial creation of private
rights to sue for violation of statutory or regulatory norm. Congress can surely
create a private right to sue when it wants to bolster enforcement with private
initiative. For example, in 1890 it passed the Sherman Antitrust Act,76 forbidding
contracts or conspiracies in restraint of trade. This initial legislative effort had
some unfortunate flaws, so in 1914 Congress passed the Clayton Antitrust Act
to correct flaws in the original legislation and also add a private right permitting
those injured by antitrust violations to sue for treble damages.77
One might infer from the antitrust act experience that Congress would specify whether there should be a private right of action. But in several instances
Pub. L. No. 102–166, 1205 Stat. 1071–1100 (codified in scattered sections of 42 USC. For analysis of the legislation, see Donald R. Livingston, The Civil Rights Act of 1991 and EEOC Enforcement,
23 “Stetson Law Review” 53 (1993).
74
See S. Farhang, The Litigation State (chp. 2) (2011).
75
See id. at 129–31.
76
15 USC. ‘1.
77
15 USC. ‘15.
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the Supreme Court took up the cudgel even though Congress did not so authorize.
The most prominent example is the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, which created the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) and authorized it to promulgate
regulations and enforce the antifraud provisions of the Act. This Act, along with
other legislation, was designed to deal with the activities that led to the stock
market crash in 1929 and ensuing depression of the 1930s. But Congress did not
authorize private suits by those claiming injury due to violations of the Act. The
SEC promulgated rules, including Rule 10b-5 forbidding false statement in connection with the sale of a security. The lower courts began to entertain private
actions brought by those who claimed to be victims of such fraud.
In 1964, the Supreme Court endorsed the creation of a private right to sue
by the courts, reasoning that it was “a necessary supplement to [SEC] action. As
in anti-trust treble damage litigation, the possibility of civil damages or injunctive relief serves as a most effective weapon in the enforcement of the [antifraud]
requirements.”78 If one measures success by impact, this court-enabled effort
was a great success, particularly when combined with the broadened class-action
procedures introduced by amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
in 1966. By 2006, it was said that securities fraud class actions had become “the
800-pound gorilla that dominates and overshadows other forms of class actions.”79
Many did not like this 800-pound gorilla, and claimed that it had set loose
predatory litigation in which the merits of the claims did not matter because
defendants had to settle for considerable amounts due to high litigation costs and
the risks of putting a “bet the company” case before a lay jury.80 Particularly strong
objections to securities class actions came from high tech companies in Silicon
Valley, and Congress responded in 1995 by passing the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act, which imposed high pleading requirements and a discovery
stay on such suits. President Clinton vetoed the bill, but Congress almost immediately re-passed it over his veto. On one level, of course, this legislation confirmed
(some 30 years after the fact) that the Court had been right in implying a private
right to sue. At least Congress did not entirely forbid such private actions. Recall
that Congress can “overrule” the Court on such matters. But Congress clearly did
also want to curtail such litigation.
Nonetheless, when in 2007 the Supreme Court came to interpret the pleading
requirements of the new legislation it chose a standard the dissenting Justices
J.I. Case Co. v. Borak, 377 US 426, 432 (1964).
J. Coffee, Reforming the Securities Class Action: An Essay on Deterrence and Its Implementation, 106 “Columbia Law Review” 1539, 1539 (2006).
80
See J. C. Alexander, Do the Merits Matter? A Study of Settlements in Securities Class Actions,
43 “Stanford Law Review” 497 (1991); compare J. Seligman, The Merits Do Matter, 108 “Harvard
Law Review” 438 (1994). For a more recent examination of related issues, see T. Baker, S. Griffith,
How the Merits Matter: Directors’ and Officers’ Insurance and Securities Settlements, 157 “University of Pennsylvania Law Review” 755 (2008) (finding that “merits” issues seem to have some effect on
settlement amounts, but that the amount and provisions of directors’ insurance do also).
78
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thought too lax, beginning its opinion by citing its 1964 decision authorizing private suits and observing that “[t]his Court has long recognized that meritorious
private actions to enforce federal antifraud securities laws are an essential supplement to criminal prosecutions and civil enforcement actions brought, respectively,
by the Department of Justice and the Securities and Exchange Commission.”81
One might object that this insistence on its own support of private suits in seeming opposition to efforts by Congress to curtail those suits is a bit of effrontery,
but it well captures the reality that the US Supreme Court considers itself to have
considerable latitude in interpreting statutes adopted by Congress to fit its mold.82

V. PROCEDURAL SUPREMACY
A very different sort of supremacy has to do with procedure. One could regard
procedure as inherently a matter for courts to develop and therefore insulated
against intrusion from other arms of government. There is some support in American scholarship for this view.83 But the historical reality was quite different for
the American federal courts. From their creation in 1789 until the 1930s, statutes
directed federal courts to apply the same procedure as state courts.84 In the early
20th century, a broad movement arose to authorize a set of nationwide procedure
rules for the federal courts. For a variety of reasons, this legislation was stymied
in Congress for a quarter century, but it was finally passed in 1934.85 The Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure followed in 1938. Thereafter, most states adopted procedure codes modeled on the Federal Rules.86
Tellabs, Inc. v. Makor Issues & Rights, Ltd., 552 US 308, 313 (2007).
It should be noted, however, that the Supreme Court long ago adopted a more restrained attitude
toward implying private rights to sue. Indeed, Justice Scalia asserted in 2001 that the court-created securities fraud cause of action was “a relic of the heady days in which the Court assumed common-law
powers to create causes of action.” Correctional Services Corp. v. Malesko, 534 US 61, 75 (2001)
(Scalia, J., concurring).
83
“There are spheres of activity so fundamental and so necessary to a court, so inherent in its
very nature as a court, that to divest it of its absolute command within these spheres is to make meaningless the very phrase judicial power.” A. Leo Levin, A. G. Amsterdam, Legislative Control Over
Judicial Rule-Making: A Problem of Constitutional Revision, 107 “University of Pennsylvania Law
Review” 1, 30 (1958); see also M. M. Martin, Inherent Judicial Power: Flexibility Congress Did not
Write Into the Federal Rules of Evidence, 57 “Texas Law Review” 167, 193 (1979) (arguing that judicial
supremacy extends to “rulemaking that is indispensable to courts’ functioning”).
84
See Process Act of 1792, 1 Stat. 275, 276; Conformity Act of 1872, 17 Stat 196, 197.
85
See S. Burbank, The Rules Enabling Act of 1934, 130 “University of Pennsylvania Law Review” 1015 (1982).
86
See J. Oakley, A. Coon, The Federal Rules in State Courts: A Survey of State Court Systems
of Civil Procedure, 61 “Washington Law Review” 1367 (1986).
81
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This sequence is not the only one found in common law countries. In the UK,
by way of contrast, procedure had been a common law matter from time immemorial until the early 19th century. By then, objections to common law procedure
had mounted to such a pitch that the judges decided to adopt procedure rules –
the infamous Rules at Hilary Term, which were the first court-adopted procedure
rules87 and were condemned as a complete failure by Bentham and many others. An early 20th century view from the US was that “it became perfectly clear
[in England] that delegation of the control of procedural technique to the legal
profession was a policy which was socially unsound,” so that “legal procedure
was brought under public, not professional regulation.”88 In 1873–1875, Parliament passed Judiciary Acts to regulate procedure, but thereafter rules committees developed revisions. In 1994, the Lord Chancellor appointed Lord Woolf to
review and propose changes to the rules, and Lord Woolf proposed the adoption
of the Civil Procedure Act 1997, which Parliament adopted.89 That Act creates
a committee structure somewhat like the Rules Enabling Act in the US.
In the US, the Federal Rules were drafted for, and promulgated by, the US
Supreme Court. Although Congress could prevent them from going into effect, that
would require affirmative action by Congress and the signature of the President.90
In 1993, one Senator prevented passage of such legislation to alter a rule-amendment package approved by the Supreme court after the House of Representatives
had passed it and the President had indicated he would sign it.91 From the perspective of the Court, therefore, a similar form of “stickiness” might prevent changes
to the rules it adopted.
This authority over the rules of procedure can be exceptionally important,
perhaps eclipsing even the importance of state-court supremacy in matters
of common law. A prime example arose in the 1990s, when American courts
were overwhelmed by suits claiming injury due to exposure to asbestos. After
the Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation combined all federal-court personal
injury cases into a single proceeding before a single federal judge in Philadelphia,
a group of defendants reached a proposed settlement with a group of plaintiff
lawyers that used a “settlement class action” to substitute a claims process for
87
Roffery v. Smith, 172 Eng. Rep. 1409, 1409–10 (1834) (noting that the Rules of Hilary Term
were the first rules of court to have the force of law).
88
E. Sunderland, The English Struggle for Procedural Reform, 39 “Harvard Law Review” 725,
728–29 (1926).
89
For the Civil Procedure Act 1997, see: www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1997/12/contents (last
visited 7 May 2014).
90
See 28 USC. ‘2074(a).
91
See P. Carrington, D. Aponovich, The Constitutional Limits of Judicial Rulemaking: The Illegitimacy of Mass-Torts Settlements Negotiated Under Rule 23, 39 “Arizona Law Review” 461, 485
(1997) (describing how one senator’s refusal to consent to suspending the Senate’s rules prevented
passage of legislation that would have changed the amendment package adopted by the Supreme Court
in 1993).
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individual litigation and, it was hoped, reduce the very high transaction costs
associated with this form of litigation. That solution was attractive to many.
But as I noted at the time92 the class action rule did not supply the federal
courts with the authority to supplant applicable state law. As noted above,93
the Supreme Court ruled in 1938 that federal judges did not have authority to
make rules of common law, and instead had to accept and apply rules made by
state-court judges. That is why America has 51 supreme courts, not just one. Yet
federal judges reviewing settlements of class actions were substituting the very
detailed deals worked out by those who negotiated the proposed settlement.
In 199794 and 1999,95 the Supreme Court ruled that these efforts to use procedure to resolve the complications of asbestos litigation could not stand, emphasizing the limitations imposed by the Rules Enabling Act on modifying substantive
legal rights by use of procedural devices. As the Court explained, “the federal
courts – lacking authority to replace state tort systems with a national toxic tort
compensation regime – endeavoured to work with the procedural tools available
to improve management of federal asbestos litigation.”96
As the Supreme Court saw it, the class-action settlement approved by the district court was “[a]n exhaustive document exceeding 100 page, [which] presents
in detail an administrative mechanism and a schedule of payments to compensate
class members who meet defined asbestos-exposure and medical requirements.”97
But the court found that the text of the federal class-action rule “limits judicial
inventiveness” and could not be stretched to justify this arrangement.98 Concluding, the Court remarked ruefully that “[t]he argument is sensibly made that
a nationwide administrative claims processing regime would provide the most
secure, fair, and efficient means of compensating victims of asbestos exposure.
Congress, however, has not adopted such a solution.”99 The Supreme Court would
not be as adventuresome as the district court had been, although Congress might
not have done anything had the Court permitted this use of the class-action procedure.
Other recent developments underscore the importance of procedural supremacy in dealing with mass torts, however. Although the Supreme Court stymied
broad use of class actions to resolve mass tort cases,100 the lower courts looked
elsewhere within their procedural quivers and found new procedural arrows to
See R. Marcus, They Can’t Do That, Can They? Tort Reform Via Rule 23, 80 “Cornell Law
Review” 858, 872–82 (1995).
93
See supra text accompanying notes 60–61.
94
Amchem Products, Inc. v. Windsor, 521 US 591 (1997).
95
Ortiz v. Fibreboard Corp., 527 US 815 (1999).
96
Amchem, 521 US at 599.
97
Id. at 603.
98
Id. at 620.
99
Id. at 628–29.
100
See supra text accompanying notes 94–99.
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use to slay the dragon of mass tort litigation. As barriers to using class action
mounted, American lawyers and judges turned more often to the “multidistrict”
procedure authorized by federal statute.101 The most striking example is the resolution of litigation concerning the pharmaceutical product Vioxx. The US Judicial
Panel on Multidistrict Litigation transferred the claims of over 4,000 plaintiffs to
a single federal judge in New Orleans and that judge invited state court judges
from California and New Jersey to collaborate in fostering a settlement of all
the cases. Eventually, this judicial collaboration resulted in a mass settlement for
$4.85 billion. Employing what he regarded as “equitable authority” to manage
this “quasi class action,” the judge then capped the attorney fees the plaintiff lawyers could claim (even though many had contracts calling for higher fees) and
directed that some of that money should be used to pay the court-appointed lead
counsel for the plaintiffs instead of going to the lawyer who had the contract
with the given plaintiff.102 Although the “quasi class action” notion is nowhere
spelled out in a rule or statute, other judges had used the same idea.103 To date,
no appellate courts have addressed the question whether this sort of innovation is
permitted. But it stands as another example of the great authority federal courts
can manage using procedure creatively.
These efforts to make aggressive and creative use of procedure underscore
the importance of procedure, which is administered by and under the direction of the Supreme Court. Indeed, the Court finds itself in the curious position
of being both a legislature and a judicial body in regard to federal rules of procedure when the interpretation of those rules is before it in a litigated case. In
the view of at least one professor who is now a federal appellate judge, this role
in rulemaking gives the Court even more latitude in interpreting rules than statutes,104 although there is dissent from this view.105 So this is another way in which
the US Supreme Court is a peculiarly supreme body.
28 USC. ‘1407. For discussion, see E. Sherman, The MDL Model For Resolving Complex Litigation If A Class Action is Not Possible, 82 “Tulane Law Review” (2008).
102
See In re Vioxx Products Liability Litigation, 574 F.Supp.2d 606 (E.D. La. 2008).
103
See, e.g., In re Guidant, 2008 WL 682174 (D. Minn., March 7, 2008); In re Zyprexa Products
Liability Litigation, 424 F.Supp.2d 488 (E.D.N.Y. 2006).
104
See K. Nelson Moore, The Supreme Court’s Role in Interpreting the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure, 44 “Hastings Law Journal” 1039, 1093 (1993): “[T]he Court’s imprimatur is placed on
the Rules; the court has an opportunity to reject whatever Rules it believes are inappropriate and to
provide further clarification, detail, or changes of any kind in the proposed Rules. Given these substantial, although largely unexercised, powers of the Court in the promulgation process, a more activist
role in the interpretative stage, one that considers purpose and policy, is appropriate. Congress has
explicitly delegated to the Court rulemaking power, and it is not inconsistent to imply the Court has
greater power to interpret Rules than it does to interpret statutes.”
105
See C. T. Struve, The Paradox of Delegation: Interpreting the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 150 “University of Pennsylvania Law Review” 1099 (2002) (arguing that the fact Congress delegated the power to promulgate rules to the Supreme Court does not give it greater latitude to interpret
those rules as it sees fit).
101
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The Court’s ability to control the lower courts’ handling of cases before them
provides a further avenue for it to exercise its supremacy. To take a recent and
prominent example, in the federal-court litigation challenging Proposition 8,
the California ballot measure invalidating same-sex marriage, the district judge
in San Francisco used a new local rule to arrange for the trial to be broadcast
to a number of other federal courts where people could watch it unfold. Proponents of Proposition 8, who had been allowed to “intervene” in the federal case
to defend California law, objected to broadcast of the trial, asserting that various
of their witnesses had been threatened. They objected that the local district court
had not strictly complied with the procedures for adopting local rules like the one
used to support broadcast of the trial. The Supreme Court actually took the case
on short notice, using its “supervisory authority to invalidate local rules that
were promulgated in violation of Act of Congress.”106 By a 5–4 vote, it forbade
broadcast of the trial. A network then undertook to obtain verbatim transcripts
of the trial and have actors do a reading for its audience, so the interested public
could observe a simulated version of the real trial.
In sum, the procedural authority of the US Supreme Court is too often overlooked, but it is a supreme authority that can only be changed by Congress, or
by the rules process over which the Court has the final word. And in cases like
the same-sex marriage litigation broadcast, it cannot be changed by anything.

VI. CONSTITUTIONAL AUTHORITY
It may seem odd to leave constitutional adjudication until last, but the point
of this paper is that the supremacy of the US Supreme Court depends on much
more than that. Needless to say, the US Supreme Court is the ultimate arbiter
of the meaning of the US Constitution. Acting under the “case or controversy”
requirement of the Constitution, it cannot – as can constitutional courts in some
other countries – offer advance or abstract evaluations of the constitutionality
of proposed legislation. Even with legislation that has been adopted, it can act
only in the context of a concrete case brought by litigants with “standing” to raise
the issue of constitutionality.
But within those constraints, the Court is supreme. If legislation to change
the Court’s rulings is a “sticky” prospect, constitutional change is almost frozen.
In the 220+ years since the first ten amendments to the Constitution were adopted
in 1791, there have been only 17 more, and the last one was adopted in 1992.107
Hollingsworth v. Perry, 130 S.Ct. 705, 713 (2010).
The 27th amendment, finally ratified in 1992, was originally submitted for ratification in 1789
but ratification took over 200 years. This is not an easy process.
106
107
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Under the Supremacy Clause, the state courts must follow the Supreme Court’s
interpretation of the Constitution, and are subject or reversal by the Court if they
don’t.
The lower courts are equally empowered to pass on the constitutionality
of legislation and the actions of public officers. That is part of the reason the independence and creativity of American judges noted by Professor Kagan108 is so
important. Applying the Constitution is an everyday task for judges all around
the nation. Every work day, judges all across America – in federal and state court
– are called upon to rule whether searches and seizures violate the Fourth Amendment of the US Constitution. Holding that legislation is unconstitutional is much
rarer, but within the authority (and duty) of every court in the land.
The Supreme Court is not required to take up constitutional issues at the behest
of other governmental actors, however. Although constitutional courts in other
countries are evidently mandated to act when presented with such questions by
other branches of government or by other courts, there is no such commandment
for the US Supreme Court presently.109 Control over its docket may be essential to
protect a supreme court against a deluge of cases,110 and it may enable the court to
accept or reject cases in a strategic manner. Part of that strategy involves a supreme
court’s recognition that its main job is rule articulation, not error correction. The
US Supreme Court has recognized that “[i]t is axiomatic that this Court cannot
devote itself to error correction.”111 From some perspectives, the Court may even
seem to “duck” important issues. For example, after the US District Court in San
Francisco found California Proposition 8 unconstitutional,112 the Supreme Court
ruled that the “intervenors” did not have “standing” to pursue an appeal of that
ruling, with the result that the district court ruling the California law was invalid
therefore stood,113 but the Supreme Court did not have to decide the underlying
constitutional issue.114
See supra text accompanying note 24.
Into the 20th century, the Court had some “mandatory” docket, and a small number of cases
– such as litigation between states – still qualifies. But this effect on its docket is minuscule, and does
not raise matters of constitutional import as discussed in text.
110
See M. C. Dorf, Abstract and Concrete Review, (in:) V. Amar, M. Tushnet (eds.), Global Perspectives on Constitutional Law (2009), at 1, 13 (“In Germany, where anyone can, in principle, bring
a constitutional complaint to the Constitutional Court, the success rate of such complaints is 2.5 percent, and the Court has accordingly adopted screening procedures to deny full consideration to most
complaints.”).
111
Calderon v. Thompson, 523 US 538, 569 (1998).
112
See supra text accompanying note 106, for discussion of the Supreme Court’s order that the trial of the case not be broadcast.
113
Hollingsworth v. Perry, 133 S.Ct. 2652 (2013).
114
But in the companion case, United States v. Windsor, 133 S.Ct. 2675 (2013), the Court found
that litigants in a similar situation to the proponents of Proposition 8 did have standing to litigate
whether a federal statute entitled the Defense of Marriage Act was constitutional, and the court ruled
that it was not. Since then, there have been many decisions in lower courts invalidating other legisla108
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Indeed, it has been argued that the Supreme Court’s ability to defer decision actually contributes to its decision-making. Thus, when it was proposed
in the 1970s and 1980s that a new National Court of Appeals be created to resolve
conflicting decisions among the federal appellate courts, one argument was that
allowing the lower courts to explore divergent interpretations of the law will
ultimately assist the Court because those decisions will fully air issues before
the Court has to decide them.115 In 1983, for example, Justice Stevens issued
an opinion in regard to the Court’s denial of certiorari in case, explaining that
“I believe that further consideration of the substantive and procedural ramifications of the problem by other courts will enable us to deal with the issue
more wisely at a later date.”116 The new court of appeals was also opposed on
the ground that it would undermine the Supreme Court’s sense of responsibility.117
That responsibility results from and reaffirms the Court’s supremacy; interpreting the Constitution is the most important aspect of that supremacy, but hardly
the only one.

VII. CONCLUSION – DECIDING WHICH SYSTEM IS BEST
No one system is “best” for all countries. The system that is best for a given
nation is dependent on too many variables to support such a sweeping conclusion.
Although it may be that the specialized constitutional courts recently introduced
in a number of civil law countries succeed or fail as much due to their design
as to “political culture,”118 the US experience suggests otherwise. The technical arrangements for the US Supreme Court were set out in the Constitution
in 1789, and have remained relatively constant since then.119 As Professor Crowe
has shown, however, the prominence of the US Supreme Court has increased
enormously since the 18th century.120 Other scholars have recently suggested that
tion based on the decision in the Windsor case. See E. Eckholm, Wave of Appeals Expected to Turn
the Tide on Same-Sex Marriage Bans, “New York Times”, March 23, 2014, at 18.
115
See A. Hellman, Caseload, Conflicts, and Decisional Capacity: Does the Supreme court Need
Help?, 67 “Judicature” 28, 37 (1983) (referring to conflicts among the lower courts as “the judicial
system’s analogue to the adversary process”).
116
McCray v. New York, 461 US 961, 961 (1983).
117
See W. Brennan, The National Court of Appeals: Another Dissent, 40 “University of Chicago
Law Review” 473, 480–85 (1973).
118
See supra text accompanying note 17.
119
True, Congress has changed the number of justices on occasion. On one occasion – the notorious “court-packing scheme” of President Franklin Roosevelt in 1937 – an effort to do that to achieve
short-term political advantage backfired. And the country has grown hugely since the 18th century,
both in land mass and population. But the basic arrangements are not really significantly different.
120
See Crowe, supra note 19.
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“[t] ere is a sense in which constitutions and the courts may seem to mature like
a fine claret.”121 The American experience partly supports that view. The supreme
or constitutional courts established in many countries in the late 20th century can
hardly have hit maturity in two decades compared to the American Court, which
was founded in the 18th century and developed gradually over the ensuing two
centuries.
As we have seen, the supremacy of the US Supreme Court (and perhaps
a number of other supreme courts in common law systems) can depend on many
attributes. Arguably, the most important is the latitude afforded judges in common law systems to “make law,” which stands in stark contrast to the supposed
narrowness of the judicial function in many civil law countries.122 In a related
sense, the supremacy the courts have in interpreting statutes stands as something
as a counterweight to the legislature’s power to enact them (and to change judicial
outcomes by further enactment).123 And in the US, the authority of the judiciary over procedure can matter at least as much as its supremacy on other matters.124 So although the supreme court’s supremacy in regard to the meaning
of the constitution is surely extremely important,125 it is only one among a variety
of supremacies our Supreme Court exhibits. As a very prominent American judge
recently put it, “it is fair to ask whether the leading change agent in American
society in some years has been the Supreme Court.”126 That probably can’t be said
of many other countries.
Even though it is not possible to proclaim any system “best,” it is very useful to appreciate the consequences of features of any system that those within it
may take for granted. That is a prime value of comparative studies, like the ones
on display in this conference. The starting point is, as the organizers foretold,
the common law/civil law distinction. But that starting point is mainly important with regard to the judicial “law making” permitted in common law systems,
which can make supreme courts nearly as supreme with regard to a range of legal
issues as they are with respect to constitutional interpretation. Whether this is
good or bad, I leave to others with the hope that this introduction has identified at
least some of the issues.

121
A. Harding, P. Leyland, T. Groppi, Constitutional Courts: Forms, Functions and Practice
in Comparative Perspective, (in:) Harding & Leyland, supra note 4, at 1, 25.
122
See Part III.
123
See Part IV.
124
See Part V.
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See Part VI.
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J. S. Sutton, Courts As Change Agents: Do We Want More or Less?, 127 “Harvard Law Review” 1419, 1421 (2014).
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A COMMON LAW PERSPECTIVE ON THE SUPREME COURT
AND ITS FUNCTIONS

Summary
The text presents different attributes of the Supreme Court in common law and civil
law systems. The author claims that the question of design and function of a supreme
court, while important, is no more significant than the issue of its institutional status and
evolution, i.e. something one could refer to as “legal culture”. Neither the “common law
camp”, nor the “civil law camp” turns out to be monolithic in this regard.
The distinctive history of the US Supreme Court is presented through the perspective
of its statutory and procedural supremacy, as well as its power of constitutional
adjudication. The author indicates that the supremacy of the US Supreme Court depends
on many factors. Arguably, the most important attribute of the US Supreme Court’s
supremacy is linked with the latitude offered to judges in common law system to “make
law”, which stands in contrast to a limited judicial function in many civil law countries.
The author argues that being a court in a common law system carries with it much broader
authority. A supreme court in such a system is, as a result, much more supreme.
The author concludes his comparative remarks by saying that it is not possible to
proclaim the superiority of one specific system because there are too many variables that
come into play with regard to respective nations.
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A CIVIL LAW PERSPECTIVE ON THE SUPREME
COURT AND ITS FUNCTIONS

1. INTRODUCTION
The ageless theme of the functions of supreme courts continues to preoccupy the legal community – academics, judges, practising lawyers, and drafters of legislation alike. If one could offer final, uncontroversial, and clear-cut
answers regarding such questions, this would surely not be the case. A clear sign
that the fundamental questions concerning supreme courts are always worthy
of in-depth discussion among legal scholars and practitioners is that they – at
regular intervals – find a prominent place at the conferences of the International
Association of Procedural Law. To mention just two of the more recent events,
these were Thessaloniki 1997, where late Professor Jolowicz contributed a brilliant general report based on equally brilliant national reports1 and Gandia 2005,
where the modern trends in the most influential European civil law jurisdictions
were discussed2. It would therefore be much too pretentious for me to attempt
to add anything truly fundamentally new to this conundrum. But perhaps it is
nevertheless worth revisiting this topic in the context of the global trend towards
reshaping the criteria regarding access to supreme courts.3
The broad title of this paper needs to be narrowed. Many potential functions
of supreme courts will be left out of consideration, such as rendering advisory

1
P. Yessiou-Paltsi (ed.), The Role of the Supreme Courts at the National and International
Level: Reports for the Thessaloniki International Colloquium, 21–25 May 1997, Sakkoulas Publ.,
Thessaloniki, Athens, 1998. Another important project which should be mention here, resulted
in the book, edited by T. Jolowicz and C. H. Van Rhee, Recourse against judgments in the European union, Kluwer Law International, 1999.
2
M. Ortells Ramos (ed.), Appeals to Supreme Courts in Europe, Difusion, Juridica, Madrid
2008.
3
About this global trend see P. H. Lindblom, Progressiv Process – Spridda uppsatser om
domstollsprocessen och samhällsutvecklingen, Uppsala: Iustus Förlag, 2000, pp. 87–149, p. 136.
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opinions in the legislative process, rendering preliminary rulings4, deciding on
cases brought by public bodies solely for the benefit of the development and uniformity of the law5, the power to issue binding interpretational statements irrespective of any real-life pending case6, exercising judicial review of legislation,
deciding jurisdictional disputes, participating in the appointment of judges and
conducting disciplinary proceedings against them, etc.). Instead I am only going
to look at the functions of supreme courts in the light of the system of individual
litigants’ appeals (whatever they are called, e.g. cassation, revision).

2. DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN A (FINAL) APPEAL,
A REVISION, AND A CASSATION; STILL A RELIABLE POINT
OF DEPARTURE?
Defining the functions of supreme courts in civil law jurisdictions is a difficult task. There is simply no single civil law model or even a prevailing civil law
approach. A valid and instructive starting point is perhaps still the traditional categorisation of three models: the cassation model, the revision model, and the appeal
model.7 The cassation model (with its oldest proponent being the French Cour
de cassation) is typical of the so-called “Romanic legal circle”, the “revision”
4
E.g. so-called procedure for “resolving a disputed question of law” (postupak za rešavanje
spornog pravnog pitanja) pursuant to Art. 180 of the Serbian Civil Procedure Act. The introduction of preliminary rulings has recently been implemented in the Netherlands as well. C. H. Van
Rhee R., Appeal in civil and administrative cases in the Netherlands, (in:) C. H. Van Rhee, Uzelac,
Nobody’s perfect: Comparative Essays on Appeals and other Means of Recourse against Judicial
Decisions in Civil Matters, Intersentia, 2014, pp. 127–158, p. 138.
5
E.g. Il ricorso nell’interesse della legge in Italy or Cassatie in het belang der Wet
in the Netherlands. These instruments, brought by the Court’s Procurator General have no immediate effect on the parties’ position since adopted decisions are merely declaratory. They should be
sharply distinguished from powers of public prosecutors to file appeals (“requests for protection
of legality”) to supreme courts, which were typical for the communist countries (and still survive,
at least to a certain extent and with a different purpose, in some of them). Here, the public prosecutor’s recourse to the Supreme court results in a decision that affects civil rights and obligations
of the parties.
6
Concerning this highly controversial instrument, typical for the procedural systems
of the communist era (but still surviving in most post-communist states) see e.g. Z. Kühn, The
Authoritarian Legal Culture at Work: the Passivity of Parties and the Interpretational Statements
of Supreme Courts, 2 Croatian Yearbook of European Law & Policy (2006), available at: http://
www.cyelp.com/index.php/cyelp/article/view/12/12 (15 May 2014).
7
T. Jolowicz, The Role of the Supreme Courts at the National and International Level, (in:)
P. Yessiou-Paltsi, The Role…, p. 50; M. Bobek, Quantity or Quality? Reassessing the Role of Supreme Jurisdictions in Central Europe, “American Journal of Comparative Law” 2009, Vol. 57/1,
pp. 33–58, p. 36.
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model was adopted in Germany and Austria and is typical of the countries with
closely related procedural systems, whereas the appeal model (while being typical
of common law jurisdictions) is present in the Scandinavian type of procedure
(e.g. in Sweden8, Finland9, and Norway10).
What is certain is that the categorisation of procedural models concerning
access to a supreme court cannot be made on the basis of “outer appearances” and
form. It is not decisive how the means of recourse to the supreme court is termed
(“appeal”, “appeal on points of law”, “cassation”, revision”).11 Even less decisive
is how the highest court is called. The highest court can be called a “court of cassation”, but the individual appeal enabling access to this court is still a “revision”
(e.g. in Serbia12). Or vice versa: there are quite a few systems which provide for
a “cassation”, but they are decided by a court called a supreme court (e.g. the Sąd
Najwyższy in Poland and the Tribunal Supremo in Spain). Turning to another
point; the criteria whether the highest court can – if the appeal is well founded –
only quash the decision and remand the case to the lower court (which had traditionally been a distinctive feature of “cassation”13) or whether it can itself reverse
the decision of the lower court and thus replace such with its own decision (which
traditionally is typical of a “revision”)14 is no longer reliable either. For example, if the cassation appeal concerns errores in iudicando, the Supreme Court

E.g. B. Svensson, Managing the flow of appeals – Swedish experiences, Conference papers,
Development of the Supreme Court of Latvia, 7 October 2005, Lindblom, 2000, p. 88, available at:
www.at.gov.lv/files/docs_en/.../Svensson_eng.doc (15 May 2014).
9
P. Haapaniemi, (in:) L. Ervo (ed.), Civil Justice in Finland, Nagoya University Comparative
Study of Civil Justice 2009, Vol. 2, pp. 200–202.
10
I. L. Backer, The Norwegian Reform of Civil Procedure, (in:) Procedural Law, Scandinavian Studies in Law, Vol. 51, Stockholm 2007, pp. 41–76, p. 54, available at: http://www.domstol.
no/upload/DA/Internett/domstol.no/Aktuelt/Backer.pdf (15 May 2014).
11
T. Jolowicz, Appeal, Cassation, Amparo and All That: What And Why?, (in:) Estudios en
homenaje al doctor Hector Fix-Zamudio en sus treinta anos como investigador de las ciencias
juridicas, Tomo III: Derecho Procesal, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, 1998,
pp. 2045–2074, available at: http://biblio.juridicas.unam.mx/libros/2/643/26.pdf (15 May 2014).
12
Vrhovni kasacioni sud (The Supreme Court of Cassation).
13
See e.g. L. Cadiet, L., El sistema de la casacion francesa, (in:) M. Ortels Ramos, Los
Recursos ante los Tribunales Supremos in Europa, Valencia: Difusion Juridica, 2008, pp. 21–54,
p. 48. It seems that this feature of the cassation system has for a longest time survived in Belgium.
See Jolowicz, p. 2054 and the judgment of the ECtHR, Delcourt v. Belgium, 17 January 1970,
Series A No. 11, §§ 25, Series A No. 11.
14
For many authors, pointing to the difference between “kassatorische” and “reformatorische”
appeals is still an important method of describing differences between a cassation and a revision
in civil law countries. See e.g. L. Rosenberg, K. H. Schwab, P. Gottwald, Zivilprozess, 16. Aufl.,
2004, p. 935; T. Erecinski, Entwicklung der Regelung der Kassation in Zivilsachen in Polen, (in:)
L. Bittner, T. Klicka, G. E. Kodek, P. Oberhammer (eds.), Festschrift für Walter H. Rechberger
zum 60. Geburtstag, Srpnger, Wien, 2005, pp. 115–124, p. 117–118.
8
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in the Netherlands15 or in Spain16 can (in principle: should) replace the decision
with its own decision (unless a supplementary examination of the facts is deemed
necessary). A similar approach has been adopted also in Italy (Art. 384/3 CPC).17
On the other hand, remittals were and still are frequent in certain “revision” systems in the post-communist countries (e.g. Slovenia, Croatia) in spite of the existing powers to reverse the decision.18 Another possible criterion for classification,
namely whether a supreme court is entitled to review findings of facts or only
questions of (procedural and substantive) law does not really enable any practical categorisation either. Both the cassation and the revision models only enable
the correction of errors of law19 (but it is equally well known that distinguishing
between questions of law and of fact is far from clear-cut), whereas in the (Scandinavian) appeal system questions of fact can be examined by the supreme court.
But it is observed that the practical importance of this power is, at least in civil
cases, negligible (logically, these courts are – as will be discussed later – precedential courts and only the resolution of questions of law can have a genuine
precedential value).20
It is also not decisive whether the appeal to the supreme court is considered to
be an ordinary or extraordinary means of recourse. In some jurisdictions the “revision” is considered to be a regular appeal (Austria, Germany), whereas in others
(Slovenia, Croatia) it is defined as an extraordinary appeal, which does not prevent
the judgment from becoming res iudicata.21 Also with regard to cassation, this
appeal is considered to be ordinary in some jurisdictions (e.g. the Netherlands22,
Italy23), whereas it is categorised as extraordinary in others (e.g. Greece24). But
15
C. H. Van Rhee, Recourse against Judgments in the Netherlands, (in:) J. A. Jolowicz,
C. H. Van Rhee (eds.), Recourse against Judgments in the European Union, The Hague, 1999,
pp. 239–260, chapter 3.1, available at: http://arnop.unimaas.nl/show.cgi?fid=1038 (15 May 2014).
16
Jolowicz (quoting Fairen-Guillen), p. 2049, Espluegos-Mota, Barona-Vilar, p. 212, who note
that the Spanish system of revision has always been “jurisdictional” and already in origins quite
different from the French one.
17
L. P. Comoglio, C. Ferri, M. Taruffo, Lezioni sul processo civile, Quinta edizione, Mulino,
Bologna, 2011, p. 727.
18
In Croatia (while the overwhelming majority of final appeals are rejected as unfounded
(ca. 32%) or inadmissible; ca. 55%) statistics for the year 2012 show that remittals are almost twice
as frequent as reversals (5.39–3.39%); also the mid-term trend clearly shows that comparing to reversals, cases of remittals are increasing (Uzelac, Supreme Courts between Individual Justice and
System Management, lecture materials, China EU School of Law, Beijing, 2014).
19
See e.g. Erecinski, 2005, p. 118 et seq.
20
Lindblom, 2000, p. 115.
21
The classification of the Swiss Beschwerde in Zivilsachen to the Bundesgericht remains
disputed and so do the criteria for distinguishing ordinary and extraordinary appeals. I. Meier,
Schweizerisches Zivilprozessrecht, Schulthess, Zurich, 2010, p. 455.
22
See e.g. Van Rhee, 1999, chapter 1.4.
23
See e.g. Comoglio, Ferri, Taruffo, 2011, p. 647.
24
D. Maniotis, S. Tsantinis, Civil Justice in Greece, Nagoya University Comparative Study
of Civil Justice 2010, Vol. 6, p. 74. The Greek regulation of cassation follows the French pattern,
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pursuant to the criteria established by the European Court of Human Rights
in the Yanakiev case, all these appeals are “ordinary” (hence the question whether
they are compatible with the guarantees concerning res iudicata effect, which
forms an integral part of the right of access to court enshrined in Art. 6/1 ECHR,
does not arise).25

3. THE DECISIVE CRITERIA FOR CATEGORISATION:
DOES THE SUPREME COURT HAVE A (PREDOMINANTLY)
PRIVATE OR PUBLIC FUNCTION?
The main function of the supreme court when it comes to deciding final
appeals can be either private or public. The supreme court can focus on the private
purpose of the just and correct resolution of every individual case (in German:
Einzelfallgerechtigkeit), thereby striving to fulfil the expectations of litigants
in the case at hand.26 In such a case, the activity of the supreme court is predominantly oriented towards the past – by checking, in the interest of the individual
parties, whether the law has been applied correctly in the lower courts.27 The
Supreme Court should intervene when serious errors by lower courts are referred
to it, even if such errors merely affect the interests of parties and a judgment
of the Supreme Court would not help to develop the law generally.28 It should
rather than the German Revision (although in other aspects German law of civil procedure is based
on the German model). See ibid, p. 89.
25
Yanakiev v. Bulgaria, 40476/98, 10 August 2006. The respect for res iudicata has a prominent role in the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights (hereinafter: ECtHR). But
notions of ‘final judgment’ and ‘extra-ordinary appeal’ are interpreted in an autonomous manner
by the ECtHR. It is not decisive whether a certain appeal is considered extra-ordinary in the national legal order of a given state. The ECtHR must be satisfied that the judgment was final in the substantive, not formal sense. Thus, it found out that a case concerning an appeal to the Bulgarian
supreme court did not amount to a situation in which a final and binding judgment was overturned
in extraordinary proceedings. This is because review proceedings before this court were not extraordinary proceedings, but part of the normal three-instance proceedings. This was so because:
(i) they were directly accessible to the litigants, (ii) were, as a rule, initiated, as in the case at hand,
by the parties to the case, not by a third-party State official, (iii) the possibility of instituting them
was subject to a relatively short time-limit, and (iv) in these proceedings the Supreme Court could,
much as a court of cassation, examine whether the judgments of the courts below were contrary
to the law or ill-founded, or whether there had been a substantial breach of procedure, and had
the power to quash them. Thus, although the judgment was technically regarded as final, it was
in effect not such, as it could be overturned in the review proceedings.
26
Lindblom, 2000, p. 104.
27
Bobek, 2009, p. 40 et seq.
28
Improving cassation procedure; Report of the Hammerstein Committee on the Normative
Role of the Supreme Court, The Hague, February 2008 (chapter 2.1), available at: http://www.
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be guaranteed, to the maximum possible extent, that justice is done in the litigation in question.29 The supreme court, however, can alternatively focus on
the public purpose of adjudication, oriented foremost to the effects of its decisions on the future (as has traditionally been the case with supreme courts not
only in common law jurisdictions, but in Scandinavia as well30). The public function of supreme courts’ decision-making consists of safeguarding and promoting
the public interest of ensuring the uniformity of case law, the development of law,
and offering guidance to lower courts and thus ensuring predictability in the application of law.31 This must be done in such a way as to provide maximum clarification for similar cases in the future.32 Thereby guidance in the form of clarification
and development of the law materialised in a precedent prevents future private
conflicts.33 Of course, by deciding real cases (which should not be confused with
rendering advisory opinions or issuing general binding legal opinions or binding
interpretational statements), the supreme court also protects the private interests
of the parties in these cases.34 But this is rather merely a “by-product” or a “collateral effect” of its activity that is primarily intended to have general positive
effects for the future. The subjective dimension of an appeal on points of law,
i.e. protecting parties’ rights in specific disputes, is not primary.35
Of course, the private and the public interest cannot be entirely separated. The
goal that the court should achieve adequate results in every individual case by
accurately determining the facts and correctly applying the law is closely linked
to the general interest in ensuring the social acceptability of the outcome of legal
proceedings.36 And vice versa, the uniformity of case law is closely linked to
the fundamental guarantee of equality before the law. Also, clear, uniform and
predictable interpretation of the law enables individuals to know where they stand
even before any court proceedings are initiated and this can protect their individual interests even better than the courts could.37

rechtspraak.nl/Organisatie/Hoge-Raad/Supreme-court/How-to-cope-with-the-growing-caseloadof-the-Supreme-Court/Pages/Report-of-the-Hammerstein-Committee.aspx.
29
See Lindblom, 2000, p. 108.
30
See e.g. information available on the website of the Finnish Supreme Court (http://www.
kko.fi/27080.htm). In general on the Supreme courts of Sweden and Finland as precedential courts,
fulfilling a public purpose, see Lindblom, 2000, p. 113 et seq.
31
Bobek, 2009, p. 41 et seq., Lindblom, 2000, p. 105 et seq., Erecinski, 2005, p. 121. About
the so-called funzione nomofilattica see also Comoglio, Ferri, Taruffo, 2011, p. 708.
32
The Hammerstein Committee Report (chapter 2.1).
33
Lindblom, 2000, p. 113.
34
Compare Erecinski, 2005, p. 119.
35
Compare Lindblom, 2000, p. 113 et seq.
36
Compare Jolowicz, 1998, p. 2062.
37
Compare Bobek, 2009, p. 40.
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4. CAN SUPREME COURTS EQUALLY FOCUS ON BOTH
FUNCTIONS: BETWEEN BOLD PROCLAMATIONS
AND (NOT SO BOLD) REALITY?
There is no doubt that both goals – ensuring that justice is done in the individual case and ensuring the consistency and uniformity of the case law and development of law – are extremely valuable. When one is faced with a difficult choice
between two equally attractive options, the most natural solution is simply: “Take
them both!” The question thus arises whether a supreme court can perfectly and
completely fulfil both its private and public functions. The answer to this question
is yes if all the following conditions are fulfilled: (1) “The doors to the Supreme
court are wide open”; everyone has a right to have his or her dispute in the last
instance decided by the highest judicial authority. (2) In this manner, citizens
can be confident that the state will make every effort and offer its best and most
experienced judges for decision-making on their disputes, thus minimising errors
to the greatest possible extent. (3) Still, in spite of its heavy caseload, the supreme
court devotes its full capacity to every case and its decisions are always the product of an in-depth study (by judges and their clerks and advisors) and thorough
discussions and deliberations. (4) The supreme court’s judgments are all rendered
within a reasonable time, and still (5) are well reasoned, convincing and logically
consistent. (6) The case law of the supreme court is uniform – there are no inconsistencies and divergences between different panels within the supreme court
itself. (7) The supreme court’s judgments are published, and lower courts, practising lawyers, and legal scholars study them carefully. (8) Lower courts always
follow the positions of the supreme court, thus making adjudication predictable
already at lower levels of jurisdiction. (9) For the same reason, practising lawyers
know well what to suggest to their clients and for this reason alone less cases flow
into courts. In conclusion: both justice as well as legal certainty and uniformity
of case law is fully achieved.
In fact, many academics and practising lawyers insist that the supreme court
should equally and fully serve both the private purpose (pursuing a correct decision in every individual case) and the public purpose (striving for the uniformity
of the application of law, offering guidance to lower courts).38 Such view has been
firmly promoted by certain constitutional courts as well (see infra, chapter 8). But
what is missing is a clear answer as to whether it is realistically at all possible for

38
E.g. S. Triva, V. Belajec, M. Dika, Gradjansko parnično procesno pravo, Zagreb 1986,
pp. 540 and 558, R. Holzhammer, Österreichisches Zivilprozessrecht, Springer 1976, p. 332;
W. H. Rechberger, D. A. Simotta, Zivilprozessrecht, 6. Aufl., Wien, 2003, p. 472, C. Esplugues-Mota, S. Barona-Vilar, Civil Justice in Spain, Nagoya University Comparative Study of Civil
Justice, Vol. 3, 2009, p. 213.
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the supreme court to adequately and to the full extent achieve both its private and
public purposes.
At least when it comes to the country which I know best (Slovenia), experience, already from the era of communist rule in Yugoslavia (and until the comprehensive reform adopted in 2008) shows that this is hardly possible. Access
to the Supreme Court was (nearly) unrestricted. The sole filter for access to
the Supreme Court (Vrhovno sodišče) was the amount in controversy.39 As this
was set low and was constantly decreased due to inflation, access to the Supreme
Court was widely available, which resulted in constantly growing backlogs. In
order to tackle such a huge caseload, a high number of supreme court judges were
appointed. But this inevitably resulted in a decrease in the esteem they enjoyed
in the public opinion and in the legal community.40 The Supreme Court decided
a huge amount of cases on their merits, however this rarely offered an “added
value” and could not really contribute much to legal certainty and predictability
in the decision-making of the lower courts.41 Just as attorneys often filed revisions
in a “copy-paste” manner, also the supreme courts replied to them in an equally
“copy-paste” manner, repeating their already well established positions, without
much added value. Supreme court judges were heavily overburdened and could
not devote enough time and attention to important cases which raised complex and
hitherto unresolved legal questions. In addition a huge “output” made it impossible for the Supreme Court itself to keep track of its own case law. Most importantly, due to their huge amount of “output”, the supreme courts were not even
able to keep track of their own case law, hence inconsistency within the Supreme
Court’s case law was inevitable.42 It thus became inconsistent and unpredictable
as well.43 If even this court was not truly able to follow its own case law, this could
not at all be realistically expected of the lower courts, practicing lawyers and legal
scholars. In the more recent era of computerization, the publication of supreme
court decisions in electronic databases became widely available, but the volume
of case law was simply too huge to be properly “absorbed” (noticed, studied, anaIn addition to the ratione valore criteria for certain types of disputes (e.g. paternity claims,
maintenance, unfair competition, copy-right, patents…), access to the supreme courts was available in every case (ratione materiae criteria).
40
Compare Uzelac, 2011, pp. 383–391.
41
Compare Bobek, 2009, pp. 33–34.
42
This is why the proposal to find the solution to the supreme courts’ backlogs in appointing
additional supreme court judges should be rejected. Maybe in this way backlogs could really be diminished, however for the supreme court to effectively fulfil its role, it is of paramount importance
that its case law can be followed and that it finds a proper response in both the decisions of lower
courts and scholarly commentaries. Furthermore, it is also necessary to ensure that the case law
of the supreme court itself is uniform. See also the decision of the Slovenian Constitutional Court,
U-I-302/09, 12 May 2011. Compare Bobek, 2009, p. 37 and The Hammerstein Committee Report,
chapter 3.1.
43
The same: Bobek, 2009, p. 63.
39
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lysed, commented on, and followed). As it was nearly impossible to advise clients
whether their cases have prospects of success, this in itself generated a vicious
circle with an increasing number of cases flowing into the courts.44 One further
disastrous consequence of the “wide opened doors” to the second and third tiers
of jurisdiction was the changing mentality of litigants and their attorneys. As they
could be confident that there was still “time to catch up later”, they simply too
often did not take the procedure in the first instance court as seriously as they
should have.
I am not confident enough that the above findings concerning the experiences
of one country are immediately “transferable” to all other (civil law) countries;
this is left for the reader to weigh. It is true, however, that practically an “identity crisis” of supreme courts, concerning its functions, can be detected in other
countries of Central and Eastern Europe (most typically the Czech Republic).45
It might be tempting to simply write off the importance of this discussion by
considering it to be just another problem of the judiciaries in the post-communist
countries in transition. But in the last couple of decades, pressure to redefine
the functions of their supreme courts (triggered by a constantly growing workload) has preoccupied also Western European countries. This is an indication
that the problems described above were – perhaps to a lesser or greater extent
– detected in most countries which adhere to either the “cassation” or “revision”
models. The most notorious example is probably Italy, where the Corte (suprema)
di Cassazione is supposed to perform the function of ensuring uniformity and
the development of law.46 But at the same time, the private purpose is heavily
accentuated since access to the Corte di Cassazione by way of a final appeal on
a point of law is available to every dissatisfied litigant as a constitutional right47).
The consequences are well known. The Court is confronted with an enormous
caseload (ca. 30,000 new civil cases pending in 201348). There are approximately
400 judges tackling this caseload.49 But it is noted that the high volume of cases
at the Corte di Cassazione (in combination with frequent legislative changes),
44
Compare Lindblom, 2000, p. 136, who questions for similar reasons whether unrestricted
appeal to the supreme court actually favours individual justice as much as is commonly presumed.
45
Bobek, 2009, p. 44 et seq.
46
See e.g. Comoglio, Ferri, Taruffo, 2011, pp. 708–709.
47
Art. 111/ 7 of the Italian Constitution: “Contro le sentenze e contro i provvedimenti sulla
libertà personale, pronunciati dagli organi giurisdizionali ordinari o speciali, è sempre ammesso
ricorso in Cassazione per violazione di legge.”
48
Comoglio, Ferri, Taruffo, 2011, p. 709.
49
See J. Komárek, “In the Court(s) We Trust?” On the need for hierarchy and differentiation in the preliminary ruling procedure, (2007) 32 European Law Review 32 (4), pp. 467–491,
p. 471, final draft available at: http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=982529 (5 May
2014). The average duration of proceedings in the Corte di Cassazione is currently 42 months.
See the official statistics: Corte Suprema di Cassazione, Ufficio di Statistica: La Cassazione civile, Anno 2013, available at: http://www.cortedicassazione.it/Documenti/AG2014-CIVILE.pdf
(15 May 2014).
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makes it extremely hard for it to deliver on its mandate of ensuring legal consistency.50 The Court’s intervention in the judicial system’s operation is massive but
it does not achieve greater uniformity of law.51 On the contrary, contradictions
within the case law of the Supreme Court are endemic.52It has been observed that
the case law of the Supreme Court “resembles a supermarket” where the losing
party in the trial can always find a favourable precedent.53 This results in unpredictability and inevitably triggers the influx of a huge number of new cases and
then new appeals.54 The unpredictable outcome of court cases is an important
factor which boosts litigation.55
Italy is probably the most extreme case. Therefore, I will mention just two further examples. In Germany, the problem of the inconsistency and unpredictability
of the supreme court’s adjudication was not perceived as a major problem to such
an extent, but the problem of the excessive caseload of the Supreme Court (Bundesgerichtshof ) was. This prompted the legislature to gradually shift the balance
between the public and private functions of the Supreme Court’s adjudication
from a point of equilibrium more towards the public aspect. Whereas in 1980
the Federal Constitutional Court still clearly emphasised the Supreme Court’s
private function of ensuring Einzelfallgerechtigkeit (besides its role of providing
guidance and ensuring uniformity), subsequent developments showed that this
approach was not sustainable. As the caseload pressure on the Supreme Court
grew, this resulted in the reform of 2001. Perhaps not everyone is ready to openly
admit it, but this reform shows that certain choices were made as to what function should prevail (see infra, chapter 6). The situation concerning the caseload
of the Supreme Court (Hoge Raad) in the Netherlands still seems – in the eyes
of a foreign observer – quite comfortable (approximately 500 appeals in cassation
annually in civil cases – the situation is much more critical in criminal cases).
Nevertheless, it prompted the Hammerstein Committee to admit – although
G. Esposito, S. Lanau, S. Pompe, Judicial System Reform in Italy – A Key to Growth; IMF
Working Paper, 2014, p. 7 (available at:http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/wp/2014/wp1432.pdf
(5 May 2014).
51
Komárek, p. 741; S. Chiarloni, Fundamental Tasks of the Corte di Cassazione. Heterogenous
Objectives Arisen from the Constitutional Right to Appeal and Recent Reforms, (in:) M. Ortels
Ramos, Los Recursos ante los Tribunales Supremos in Europa, Valencia: Difusion Juridica, 2008,
p. 79; Comoglio, Ferri, Taruffo, 2011, p. 709.
52
“[An] essay concerning conflicts [judgments] in civil matters, which consider[ed] only
five years and judgments published by 12 legal journals, show[ed] that the court ha[d] fallen into
contradiction no less than 864 times. M. Taruffo, M. La Torre, Precedent in Italy, (in:) N. MacCormick, R. S. Summers (eds.), Interpreting Precedents: A Comparative Study (Aldershot, 1997) at
p. 144, quoted by Komárek, p. 471.
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Chiarloni, p. 79.
54
See the official statistics: Corte Suprema di Cassazione, Ufficio di Statistica: La Cassazione civile, Anno 2013, http://www.cortedicassazione.it/Documenti/AG2014-CIVILE.pdf (15 May
2014).
55
Esposito, Lanau, Pompe, p. 7.
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in very carefully framed and balanced words and while still stressing that both
functions are important – that against the background of the limited capacities
of the Supreme Court “a new approach” as to what function should be given more
attention is inevitable.56 An excessive caseload consisting of cases that are not
of essential importance reduces the scope for hearing important cases, thereby
making it more difficult to address them promptly and give them the attention
they deserve.57

5. HOW TO DETERMINE WHAT PREVAILS:
BETWEEN THE INTENDED AND ACHIEVED FUNCTIONS?
The above findings indicate that the most important dilemma concerning
the functions of the supreme court is whether the emphasis is placed on its public function or private function. But how then to determine which of these two
functions prevails in a specific model of appeals to the supreme court? To start
with, programmatic proclamations or historical origins are of little help here.
For example, the traditional role of cassation courts (first in post-revolutionary
France) was purely public as regards their purpose, namely to monitor the quality
of the administration of justice58 (“to protect the law from the courts”).59 They
were intended to be a kind of a supervisory authority, separated from the regular
court structure. But because the doors to these courts were wide open for individual litigants, these courts were called upon to decide thousands of cases annually.
Because inconsistencies were inevitable and because it was almost impossible to
“keep track” of the supreme courts’ case law, the public function (the benefit for
future litigants) almost vanished.60 In Italy it is claimed that reality has to a great
extent detached itself from the theoretical model.61 So the model which was proclaimed to have and was intended to pursue a purely public function, in reality
(at least in Italy, where no adequate selection mechanisms were – until 2009 –
implemented) slid towards serving only the private function.

The Hammerstein Committee Report, chapter 2.2: “In view of its function, it should, wherever possible, seek ways of answering legal questions, perhaps more actively than at present. To
maintain the authority of its judgments (confining its attention to important cases would help to increase this authority) and also manage its workload, the Supreme Court will have to place greater
emphasis on its functions of establishing legal uniformity and developing the law.”
57
Ibidem.
58
See e.g. Bobek, 2009, p. 41.
59
See the Hammerstein Committee Report, chapter 3.1.
60
Bobek, 2009, p. 41, Jolowicz, 1998, p. 2049.
61
Comoglio, Ferri, Taruffo, 2011, p. 709.
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Exactly the opposite trend can be seen in the countries adhering to the “revision model”. Here, rules for restricting access to supreme courts have always
existed. But the main criterion for selection was whether a sufficiently high amount
in controversy (as defined in the law) was reached. Clearly, such a selection criterion is oriented towards the individual interests of the litigants as it ensures that at
least when much is at stake for them, the doors of the supreme court will remain
open.62 But in such system the supreme court often (and routinely) deals with
questions that it had already answered on numerous occasions. On the contrary,
the criterion of (sufficiently high) amount in controversy prevents a whole range
of legal issues of fundamental significance from reaching the supreme court
(e.g. concerning consumer contracts) although there is a pressing public interest
in ensuring the supreme court’s guidance in such cases. True, the criterion is to
a certain extent detached from the individual litigants because for richer parties
the same amount can be much less significant than for poorer parties. But in general, disputes where a high value is involved are more important for the parties,
whereas this criterion is irrelevant from the viewpoint of the need to create precedents (in order to ensure the uniformity, clarity, and possibly the development
of the law). In the previous system, if a dispute was significantly important for
the parties (from the objective viewpoint of the value in dispute), the supreme
court had to admit it for deciding although it was of no importance from the viewpoint of future litigants. Nowadays, however, in “revision model” jurisdictions
the criterion of the threshold of the value of the claim is increasingly being abandoned (entirely, as in Germany, or at least partially, as in Slovenia) and even more
so is the view that at least for certain types of disputes access to the supreme
court comes as a matter of right. This amounts to a major paradigm shift. With
the introduction of the “leave to appeal system” (promoting the selection criterion
of the importance of the case for ensuring the uniformity of case law, the development of law, and offering guidance to lower courts), the public purpose of adjudication by the supreme court, oriented foremost to the effects of its decisions on
the future, is clearly emphasised.
But even greater differences than between systems that adhere to the cassation model, on the one hand, and those that follow the revision model, on the other
hand, can be detected within these two “groups”. There is hardly any similarity
left concerning the prevailing function of the supreme court between those revision models that have introduced as the criterion for granting leave to appeal
the objective importance of the case (e.g. Germany) and those that still exclusively
apply the criterion of the amount in dispute (e.g. Montenegro, Hungary).63 In
the former, the public function is emphasised (at least the criterion for selection is
For Slovenia: The Explanatory memorandum to the draft amendment of the Civil Procedure Act, 2008, p. 156.
63
Combined with a positive or a negative list of types of disputes, where the access is always
available.
62
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framed in such a manner), whereas the latter (at least in its practical consequence)
exclusively promotes the private function.
Likewise, there are fundamental differences also within the cassation “family”. Where adequate filtering mechanisms exist (e.g. Spain64, Lithuania; Art. 346
CPA-2003, Poland65), especially if these are combined with the possibility to omit
reasons in decisions which do not manage to “get through the gate” (e.g. France)
or where, for whatever reason, the caseload of the supreme court in civil cases
remains relatively low (the Netherlands), the precedential function of the supreme
court’s adjudication remains relevant. Italy, on the contrary (at least until the practical results of the most recent reforms are felt), is another story (see supra, chapter 4).
It is clear that the cassation/revision divide no longer provides a reliable tool
for categorisation. Especially the (new) Spanish model of casación, combining –
in an alternative manner – the criteria of (1) the amount in dispute; (2) the general
importance of the case, and (3) the violation of constitutional rights66, comes very
close to some revision models (e.g. the Czech67 or the German models before
the 2001 reform). The same is true for the new system of kasacja in Poland
(which combines criteria of fundamental importance and uniformity of case law
on the one hand and of manifest mistake of law and grave procedural error on
the other hand)68, whereas in Bulgaria, criteria for granting leave for cassation
appeal under the new Civil Procedure Act are practically identical to the criteria
for Zulassungsrevision in the German Zivilprozessordnung (hereinafter: ZPO)
and are exclusively public function oriented.69
Another possible point of categorisation concerns whether a legislature has
instituted filters to reduce the inflow of cases by virtue of pre-selection (selection
“at the door”) or regimes of summary dismissals (selection “after the entrance”70).
The latter used to be more typical for the cassation models and can prove to be
quite effective if the power of a summary dismissal includes also the power to omit
64
See: Esplugues-Mota, Barona-Vilar, p. 212 et seq.; A. De la Olivia Santos, Spanish civil
procedure act 2000: flying over common law and civil law tradition, (in:) J. Walker, O. G. Chase,
Common Law, Civil Law and the Future of Categories, Lexis Nexis, 2011, pp. 62–74, p. 69 and 72.
65
See Erecinski, 2005, p. 122.
66
See Esplueges-Mota, Barona-Vilar, p. 213 et seq. It should be noted that in addition to
cassacion (which enables correction of errores in iudicando) another final appeal (so-called “extraordinary appeal for procedural error” (El recurso extraordinario por infracción procesal) is
available for correction of errores in procedendo. See ibidem, p. 210 and J. V. Gimeno Sendra, The
Spanish Civil Cassacion: Perspectives for Reform (abridged version), (in:) M. Ortels Ramos, Los
Recursos ante los Tribunales Supremos in Europa, Valencia: Difusion Juridica, 2008, pp. 153–161.
67
About the Czech system of “revision” appeal in civil cases see Bobek, 2009, p. 45 et seq.
68
See Erecinski, 2005, p. 122.
69
O. Kollmann, Wesentliche Neuerungen der bulgarischen Zivilprozessordnung, (in:) T. Sutter-Somm, V. Harsagi (eds.), Die Entwicklung des Zivilprozessrechts in Mitteleuropa um die Jahrtausendwende, Schulthess, Zurich, 2012, pp. 165–176, p. 175.
70
E.g. the Netherlands; see The Hammerstein Committee Report, chapter 4.
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(substantive) reasons for cases not accepted for a full review. In such case even if
criteria for denying (full) access are framed in a manner emphasizing the function
of obtaining individual justice (typically, if the appeal is manifestly ill-founded),
the possibility to omit reasons (so the individual litigant cannot realize why
his appeal is “manifestly ill-founded”) inevitably promotes the public function
of the supreme court (concerning issue of omitting reasons in the supreme court’s
decisions denying leave to appeal see infra chapter 8).

6. THE IMPORTANCE OF THE SELECTION CRITERIA
– BUT HOW ARE THEY APPLIED IN PRACTICE?
An interim conclusion can already be made: no matter what the theoretical or
programmatic proclamations are, if the doors to the supreme courts are wide open,
this will inevitably result in the fading away of the public function of the supreme
court’s adjudication.71 The authority of the supreme court in providing guidance
and developing law is undermined if “too many cases are dealt with and the overall thrust of decided cases is thereby perhaps obscured rather than clarified.”72
The question of access to the supreme court is a topic for another panel at this
conference and I will strive to not trespass into that domain more than necessary.
Nevertheless, in order to properly assess the civil law approach to the functions
of the supreme court, it is necessary to have a closer look at the methods (“rules
for the doorkeeper”73) how cases are selected for a full review by the supreme
court (and how the rest are treated; and especially whether the supreme court
needs to give reasons in cases that it does not select for a full review). This reveals
whether private or public functions of the supreme court are given priority.74
What makes it all much more complicated is that reliable answers cannot
be given on the basis of simply analysing the wording of the selection criteria
in the law. What matters is how these criteria are applied in practice. For example
the wording of Art. 543 of the German ZPO, which determines selection criteria
for granting leave to appeal to the Bundesgerichtshof, very clearly emphasises
the public function of the Supreme Court: leave is granted if there is a fundamen71
Compare e.g. situation in Poland. In 1996 the legislator introducted the cassation appeal as
a purely public-function oriented instrument. But because lack of adequate filtration mechanisms
the Supreme Court was not able to fulfil its role and this quckly (in 2000) prompted the legislator
to introduce adequate filtration criteria, thus restricting access to the Supreme Court. Only in this
manner can the public function of the Supreme Court be effectively fulfilled. Concerning the development of regulation of cassation in Poland see Erecinski, 2005, pp. 121–122.
72
The Hammerstein Committee Report, chapter 2.2.
73
Lindblom, 2000, p. 106.
74
Ibidem.
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tal question of law or if a decision of the Supreme Court is required in the interest of the uniform application of the law or in the interest of the development
of law. It seems that by imposing such selection criteria the legislature openly
opted for the public function model; questions put to the Supreme Court should
be relevant beyond the limits of the individual case. Legal errors in individual
cases cannot constitute questions of fundamental importance (unless perhaps
the individual decision itself has far-reaching effects, especially economic ones;
but again beyond the parties to the dispute).75 Only such questions of law that
can affect an indefinite number of cases apart from the one at hand can constitute
questions of fundamental importance. It should hence be clear that the function
of the Supreme Court is not primarily to ensure correct justice in the individual
case.76 In general, the Supreme Court has developed restrictive criteria: errors
in individual cases cannot constitute questions of fundamental importance, no
matter how grave or obvious they might be.77 If there is no danger that other
courts will follow (a “symptomatic error”), an individual error cannot meet
the requirement of preserving the uniform case law. But in fact, if an error is
evident, the danger of repetition is, by common experience, even smaller, not
bigger.78
The view that the main (though not the only) function of the Supreme Court is
to ensure the uniformity and the development of law in the public interest and that
the goal of guaranteeing a correct and just decision in an individual dispute is only
secondary, seems to be a prevailing view in German legal theory today.79 Nevertheless, the perception that the treatment of revision should reconcile the public
and private functions of the Supreme Court’s adjudication is still very much alive
in the German legal community (especially within the Bar and the academia80),
regarding which also the Constitutional Court has remained quite ambiguous thus
far. Fierce criticisms of the new system81 perhaps caused the Bundesgerichtshof to
See T. Domej, What is an important case? Admissibility of Appeals to the Supreme Courts
in the German-speaking Jurisdictions, (in:) A. Uzelac, C. H. Van Rhee, Nobody’s Perfect; Comparative Essays on Appeals and other Means of Recourse against Judicial Decisions in Civil
Matters, Intersentia, 2014, pp. 275–285, p. 280.
76
R. H. Stürner, P. L. Murray, German Civil Justice, Carolina Academic Press, 2004, p. 386.
77
Ibidem. Compare also Gottwald, Review appeal to the German Federal Supreme Court
after the reform of 2001, (in:) M. Ortels Ramos, Los Recursos ante los Tribunales Supremos in Europa, Valencia: Difusion Juridica, 2008, p. 92.
78
The decision of the German Federal Court No. XI ZR 71/02 dated 1 October 2002.
79
Jacobs in: F. Stein, M. Jonas, Zivilprozessordnung-Kommentar, 22. Aufl., 2013, Vorbemerkung zu Par. 542–566, No. 8–12, Domej, p. 275, Rosenberg, Schwab, Gottwald, p. 392.
80
E.g. C. von Mettenheim, Kant, die Moral und die Reform der Revision, “Neue Juristische
Wochenschrift” 2004, Vol. 57, pp. 1511–1513. Compare Jacobs in Stein, Jonas, 22. Aufl., Vorbemerkung zu Par. 542–566, No. 9, Stürner, Murray, p. 390.
81
E.g. v. Mettenheim, p. 1511 et seq., for further references see E. Barnert, Vom Zufall bei der
Suche nach Recht, Die Revisionszulassung durch den BGH nach der ZPO-Reform, (in:) R. M. Kiesow, D. Simon (eds.), Vorzimmer des Rechts, Vittorio Klostermann Verlag, 2006, pp. 13–35, p. 19.
75
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come to the conclusion that it is – at least in the most extreme cases – of general
importance to correct errors in individual cases. This is achieved in an indirect
manner, by making reference to the general interest in safeguarding the uniformity of the case law.82 Hence, even if the error has no significance beyond the individual case, leave to appeal is granted if it concerns fundamental constitutional
guarantees (and it is beyond doubt that the Constitutional Court would quash
the judgment if the constitutional complaint were filed83) or if the misapplication
of the law is so grave and evident that it amounts to judicial arbitrariness (objektive Willkür). At least in certain instances (but not all84), the so-called absolute
Revisionsgrunde also form sufficient grounds for granting leave. The Bundesgerichtshof allows for such cases to be brought for review since otherwise “the
confidence in an efficient court system would be shaken”.85 The most relevant
question is how to draw the line between mere obvious errors of law (which is
not sufficient for granting leave) and such an error that amounts to arbitrariness
(which is a concept developed by the Constitutional Court). A great deal depends
on the ability of the Supreme Court’s judges to exercise self-restraint; but also on
their perception – and the value-laden choice – as to how important the Supreme
Court’s function of pursuing a just and correct result in the individual case is.
Even if statutory provisions concerning filtering criteria are (almost) identical, the degree to which supreme courts concern themselves with a just or correct decision in an individual case varies considerably between jurisdictions.
Domej observes that the Austrian Oberster Gerichtshof is much more lenient as
regards granting such leave in order to dispute errors (without any questions that
are relevant beyond the individual case) than the German Bundesgerichtshof.86
On the contrary, an almost identical statutory definition of grounds for leave to
appeal have been construed very strictly in Slovenia – even more strictly than
in Germany. The legislature openly stated that the main function of the Supreme
Court in the new system of revision is public in nature.87 This is a major paradigm
shift: from focusing on the protection of litigants in the individual case, to the promotion of the public interest of ensuring uniform case law and the development
of law. This position has been accepted by the Constitutional Court.88 Certain
authors who are sceptical of the shifting of the Supreme Court’s function from
the individual to the public function, suggested that appeal should also be granted
if “the lower court has clearly erred” or “if there are grave consequences for
82

p. 390.

Domej, p. 281; Gottwald, P. Gottwald, 2008, pp. 87–116, p. 92 and 105, Stürner, Murray,

See eg. BGH, Beschluss v. 1. Oktober 2002 – Az: XI ZR 71/02.
E.g. BGH, Beschluss v. 30. November 2011 – I ZR 26/11.
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See Gottwald, 2008, p. 93, Jacobs in Stein, Jonas, 22. Aufl., Par. 543 at 18.
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Domej, 2014, p. 281.
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See: The Explanatory Memorandum to the draft amendment of the Civil Procedure Act,
2008, p. 156.
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Decision of the Slovenian Constitutional Court, U-I-302/09, 12 May 2011.
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the applicant” or “if the applicant’s constitutional rights have been violated”.89
Thus far, however, such views have not been followed by the Supreme Court (and
neither have they been endorsed by the Constitutional Court).90 However, this
clear support for a restrictive construction of selection criteria should also be seen
against the background that the fundamental importance of the question of law
at issue is a general requirement for the selection of an appeal to the Supreme
Court where the amount in controversy does not exceed € 40,000 (€ 200,000
in commercial cases).91 Thus, here another “track” exists for accepting appeals
that are, due to the high amount involved, of (presumed) significant importance
for the parties.
So, the wording of the German and Austrian ZPO would mislead a reader
into believing that an individual error that has no significance beyond the case at
hand can never be sufficient for granting leave to appeal. The reader might also be
surprised to learn that a (nearly) identical wording of the law can result in significantly different application in practice (Germany, Austria, Slovenia). A similar
mistake could be made by simply reading the wording of the Swedish and Finnish
laws concerning criteria for granting leave to appeal. Here, although the first criterion is that leave to appeal can only be granted where a point of general interest is involved so the Supreme Court could fulfil its guidance function, the law
also provides for additional grounds, such as a “serious violation of procedural
law” and (for access to the Högsta domstolen in Sweden) a “substantive defect”,
a “gross oversight or gross mistake”92 or (in Finland) a “clear misinterpretation
of law”.93 This would imply that the individual function of the Supreme Court
(coming to expression in the second group of grounds for appeal) is (almost) as
important as the public one. But such conclusion would be wrong. The supreme
courts in these two countries are very reluctant to grant leave on the basis of these
additional criteria and it is clearly emphasised that almost all (in civil matters)
cases, where leave to appeal is granted are of a precedential nature.94
89
See D. Wedam-Lukić, Ali naj bo dovoljenost revizije v diskreciji Vrhovnega sodišča, “Pravna praksa” 2007, Vol. 36, p. 86. For similar conclusions, with regard to the situation in the Czech
Republic, see: Bobek, 2009, pp. 43 and 48.
90
For an overview of the case law of the Supreme Court concerning the selection criteria
under the new system see M. Orehar-Ivanc, Institut dopuščene revizije po ZPP-D, “Pravna praksa”
2009, Vol. 28, p. 22 et seq.
91
A similar situation exists in Switzerland, where the Bundesgericht also applies restrictive
construction of selection criteria, but these are only relevant in smaller value cases (under CHF
30,000). See Domej, p. 282.
92
See Svensson, 2000, p. 111.
93
Haapaniemi, (in:) Ervo, p. 201.
94
Lindblom, 2000, p. 111, Haapaniemi, (in:) Ervo, p. 201. Probably the same situation exists
in Estonia, where the system of the access to the Supreme Court (Riigikohus) was introduced under
a distinct Finnish and Swedish influence. Therefore it is difficult to conclude merely on the basis
of the wording in the law which function of the Supreme Court prevails. The wording of the law
reconciles the public (“fundamental importance with respect to guaranteeing legal certainty and
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Concerning the “Scandinavian model”, it is also interesting to note that very
similar statutory provisions defining filtering criteria have been construed differently in the countries applying this model. In Norway, unlike in Sweden and
Finland, non-precedential cases were traditionally often accepted for review by
the Supreme Court (Høyesterett), which was not (in the eyes of the sitting judges)
perceived as a “precedent court”.95 This was so in spite of the provision that
pursuant to the law, leave could be denied “if the outcome could not be seen to
have any impact beyond the actual case”.96 The Supreme Court was, as has been
observed, “split in its fulfilment of a private and a public purpose”.97 But since
the adoption of a new procedural law in Norway (although with similar wording
concerning access to the Supreme Court), it is emphasised that the main function
of the Supreme Court is of a precedential nature. Justice in the individual case
should be dispensed by the court of appeal.98

7. A GENUINE EMBRACE OF THE PREVAILING PUBLIC
FUNCTION OF THE SUPREME COURTS OR ONLY
A “HALF HEARTED” ONE?
A common characteristic in the civil law jurisdictions is that the reshaping
of the role of the supreme courts is not achieved smoothly and without resistance. In Slovenia for example, the new leave to appeal system introduced in 2008
was soon confronted with severe, although often demagogical and populist criticisms.99 It has been argued that access to justice was unreasonably restricted and
that litigants would become exposed to judicial arbitrariness.100 It is more than
developing a single judicial practice or for the further development of the law”) and the private
(“evidently applied a provision of substantive law incorrectly or has materially violated a provision
of procedural law”) function. See the booklet “The Supreme Court of Estonia”, Tartu, 2011, available at: http://issuu.com/riigikohus/docs/riigikohus_brozh_eng_veeb (15 May 2014).
95
Lindblom, 2000, p. 107.
96
I. L. Backer, The Norwegian Reform of Civil Procedure, (in:) Procedural Law, Scandinavian Studies in Law, Vol. 51, Stockholm, 2007, pp. 41–76, p. 55, available at: http://www.domstol.
no/upload/DA/Internett/domstol.no/Aktuelt/Backer.pdf (15 May 2014).
97
Lindblom, 2000, p. 136.
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Backer, p. 54.
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Typically: P. Feguš, Revizija in zahteva za varstvo zakonitosti kot izredni pravni sredstvi
v teoriji in praksi po novi procesni ureditvi, “Pravna praksa” 2009, Vol. 47, p. 6: “By introduction
of such a system the appellate courts will no longer be subject to a control of the third instance,
which leads to arbitrariness and opens gates for an inevitable violation of fundamental rights
of the parties”.
100
It is also indicative that some scholars expressed great scepticism as to the separation
of the procedure concerning the issue of leave and the issue of merits. They put a question why
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evident that a large part of the legal community – especially some practising
lawyers, although some academics as well – have difficulty accepting the shift
in the supreme court’s role from the above-mentioned private purpose to a public
one as well as difficulty detaching themselves from the perception that the access
to a supreme court is a matter of right, even a constitutionally protected right.101
A strong resistance of the German bar against the reform of access to the supreme
court in also well known.102 The same resentment towards shifting the role
of the supreme court toward the public one was typical for the Czech republic as
well.103
The legislators in civil law jurisdictions have tackled this opposition in different manners. In some instances the implemented reforms were presented as if
they were of a rather technical nature, pursuing merely the goal of saving time
and cost and reducing backlogs in supreme courts.104 It was not openly admitted
or perhaps even not considered that the reform might inevitably, at least in practice, shift the prevailing function of the supreme court to the public one. No strategic consideration as to the possible effect of changing ideological paradigm as to
the functions of the supreme court was (openly) made. This is perhaps one reason
why today it is practically impossible to distinguish clearly between the cassation
and the revision model.105
As a consequence of a strong opposition to the reform compromises often have
to be reached by mixing conditions for admission to the supreme court. In numerous jurisdictions the introduction of the leave to appeal system (focusing solely on
should the Supreme Court grant leave to appeal against a judgment, which is correct or argued that
it was impossible to know if a certain legal question was important unless it was established that
the lower court decided on it incorrectly (compare L. Ude, Reforma revizije in zahteve za varstvo
zakonitosti, “Podjetje in delo” 2007, Vol. 6–7, p. 1085; Wedam-Lukić, 2007, p. 10; V. Rijavec,
L. Ude, Zakon o pravdnem postopku z novelo ZPP-D – Uvodna pojasnila, Ljubljana: GV Založba,
2008, p. 89). But if one cannot accept that the question whether a particular issue of law has general
significance (in the sense of novelty, uniformity in application or complexity) is quite different
from the question whether the lower court has decided on it incorrectly in the case at hand, he or
she cannot really genuinely embrace the idea that the primary role of the Supreme Court is that
of creating precedents.
101
The same is observed (in general perspective concerning the German legal circle and for
central-eastern European countries in transition) by Bobek, 2009, p. 48.
102
Typically: v. Mettenheim, p. 1511 et seq., who in a striking demagogical manner questions
whether the “dark ages” when the “the fate of an individual played no role” were so quickly forgotten in Germany and whether the Supreme Court has no problems in accepting that it is becoming
an “instrument against the morality”.
103
See Bobek, 2009, p. 48.
104
Jolowicz, p. 2074.
105
The perception that the recourse to the supreme courts can equally serve both the private
and the public function and that the only question is how these purposes are best and most economically achieved is wrong. Rather, as Jolowicz (ibidem) contends, it should be openly considered which of those purposes, not easily reconciled with one another, should predominate before
tackling the detailed methods of implementation of reform.
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the public interest purpose of deciding legal issues of fundamental importance,
unifying case law, and developing the law) was not implemented in a pure form.
The system of the threshold of the value of the claim as an additional filtering
mechanism is partially retained in some jurisdictions (e.g. all countries of former Yugoslavia, but also in Spain and Switzerland). If this threshold is reached
access to the Supreme Court becomes a matter of right. This should not be confused with the systems which apply the threshold of the amount of controversy
but in the opposite way: namely that the access to the supreme court is never
admissible (regardless of the public interest involved) if the case does not reach
a sufficient amount, e.g. in Austria (Par. 502/2 ZPO; € 4,000) and in Lithuania
(Art. 341/2 CPA; 5.000 Litas; ca. € 1,400).
The partial retainment of the value of the claim criterion shows that the idea
of the paradigm shift from supreme courts pursuing individual interests to pursuing a public purpose has only been embraced in a half-hearted manner. The lower
the threshold where the revision becomes a matter of an automatic right is set,
the much more important in practice remains the private function of the supreme
court. Such is the case e.g. in Switzerland (CHF 30,000; ca. € 24,000106 and especially in Bosnia where this threshold is set to such a low level (€ 5,000) that realistically this does not really amount to any significant reform concerning shifting
the focus of the Supreme Court from a private to a public purpose. On the other
hand, in systems with a high threshold (e.g. Slovenia – € 40,000 for ordinary and €
200,000 for commercial litigation, Serbia – € 100,000 for ordinary and € 300,000
for commercial litigation, Spain – € 150,000), the leave to appeal system (based
on pursuing the public purpose of judicial decision-making) is the main feature
of access to the supreme court and the criterion of the value of the claim has
become merely auxiliary. In my opinion it would be much better if the criterion
of the amount in dispute were abolished entirely. The existence of two parallel
systems – namely, that in principle revision is admissible only if leave to appeal is
granted (under the precondition that the case raises issues of general importance),
but that in cases with a high amount in dispute revision is admissible per se –
leaves the impression that the doors of the supreme court are left wide open only
for rich parties and large commercial companies (it will usually be their disputes
that will reach a high threshold concerning the value of the claim).107 Furthermore, the partial retainment of the amount in dispute as a criterion for the admissibility of access to the supreme court creates the erroneous impression in public
opinion that the essence of the latest reform is merely the raising of the monetary
threshold for the admissibility of a revision.108 Most importantly, if supreme court
About the Swiss system, see Domej, p. 278.
The same is observed, commenting on recent developments in Germany, by Gottwald,
2008, p. 89.
108
Compare the decision of the Serbian Constitutional Court No. IUz-2/2010 dated 14 March
2013.
106
107
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judges need to deal with cases which reach them through two entirely separate
“tracks” – one pursuing the public purpose and the other pursuing the private
interest – this makes it very difficult for them to properly assess what their actual
task is. In addition the problem remains how to treat cases of a non-pecuniary
nature.
Some legislators who strive to balance private and public functions
of the supreme court use a different method. Besides public function oriented
criteria for admission (e.g. fundamental legal significance or need to preserve or
achieve uniformity of case law) they provide for another basis for access, which
is purely private in purpose – such as “clear contradiction with the substantive
law” in the Czech Republic.109 It is claimed that such approach never works as
the supreme court is “soon swamped with revision of individual cases and the public purpose becomes submerged”.110 A similar approach prevails in Poland, where
the cassation appeal must be accepted in case of a manifest mistake of law or
a grave procedural error.111 The considerations concerning balancing private and
public function prompted the Dutch legislator to introduce Section 81 of the Judiciary (Organisation) Act which entitles the Hoge Raad to dismiss the case summarily (with simplified reasons) if it finds that the the appeal (1) cannot “result
in cassation” (i.e. if there is no violation of substantive or procedural law) and (2)
it does not raise any legal issues that need to be addressed in the interest of legal
uniformity or the development of the law. Thus only if both conditions – one
relating to the goal of ensuring a correct outcome of individual case and the other
relating to the public interest – are fulfilled the supreme court may avail itself
of this simplified “track” of disposing of the case.

8. THE STANCE OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURTS TOWARDS
THE PROMOTION OF THE PUBLIC FUNCTION OF THE
SUPREME COURTS: WILL THEY SUPPORT OR FRUSTRATE IT?
Sometimes the legislator ultimately succeeds in emphasising the public
function of the supreme court. Nevertheless the opponents to the reform sometimes still find strong and powerful allies in the constitutional courts. Especially
the Czech and the Hungarian constitutional courts prevented the public function of the supreme court to prevail. The Hungarian constitutional court held that
the new system of the final appeal (“revision”) in the Hungarian Civil Procedure
Act, which introduced public function oriented selection criteria, did not conform
See Bobek, 2009, p. 48.
Ibidem.
111
See Erecinski, 2005, p. 122.
109
110
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with the constitution.112 It held that the private purpose of the supreme court must
be safeguarded. Therefore in cases of a violation of the law an individual litigant may not face additional “hurdles” (such as examination whether his case has
any fundamental importance from an objective point of view) concerning access
to the supreme court.113 In very rigid terms the Constitutional Court held that
the regulation where “the violation of the law is not sufficient for admissibility of
the final appeal (revision) is contrary to the rule of law. From the constitutional
point of view an assertion of a violation of law should be sufficient for admissibility of any legal remedy.”114 When such concept was imposed, the legislator had no
choice but to abandon public purpose oriented selection criteria. The only available criteria for limiting access to the supreme court (since 2012: Kúria) relate to
the private function of the supreme court (predominantly the threshold of amount
in controversy; currently HUF 3,000,000; ca € 10,000).115 In this manner the Hungarian system of access to the Kúria effectively became a “legal backwater”. It is
one of the very few civil law systems where the private function is clearly emphasised and no effective instruments are in place that would promote the public
function of the supreme court (at least not insofar as individual appeals in pending cases are concerned116).
Although in much less rigid terms, but nevertheless almost equally effectively also the Czech Constitutional Court frustrated the attempted legislative
reform toward predominantly public function of the supreme court. The issue
was not directly whether new criteria for leave to appeal, which are (at least
partially) oriented toward public function of the supreme court are admissible
per se. Rather it was the question whether the supreme court’s rulings denying
leave should contain full reasons as to why the statutory conditions for the leave
were not fulfilled. Usually the introduction of the “leave to appeal” system goes
112
Decision of the Hungarian Constitutional Court No. 42/2004 (IX.9). Quoted in: M. Kengyel, V. Harsagi, Civil Justice in Hungary, Nagoya University Comparative Study of Civil Justice
2009, Vol. 4, p. 173.
113
Decision of the Hungarian Constitutional Court No. 42/2004 (IX.9): “additional grounds
apart from the violation of a legal rule affecting the case on the merits restrict the function of remedy significantly or extinguish it”. Quoted in: Kengyel, Harsagi, p. 173.
114
Decision of the Hungarian Constitutional Court No. 42/2004 (IX.9); quoted by K. Rozsnyai,
Richterliche Unabhängigkeit und die Instrumente zur Wahrung der Rechtseinheit, Annales Universitatis Scientiarum Budapestinensis de Rolando Eötvös Nominatae – Sectio Iuridica LII: (52),
pp. 179–192 (at p. 188), available at: http://www.ajk.elte.hu/file/annales_2011_17_Rozsnyai.pdf
(16 May 2014).
115
There exists also a “negative” list enumerating the causes excluding review whereas in certain types of disputes access to the supreme court is only possible if the first instance and the appellate court’s judgments diverge. See e.g. Kengyel, Harsagi, p. 177.
116
On the contrary the Kúria has far reaching powers – and uses them on regular basis – to issue binding interpretational statements (so-called “uniformity decisions”), but these are not adopted in the course of a pending individual case. See e.g. the official website of the Kúria: http://www.
kuria-birosag.hu/en. See also M. Dezső, Constitutional Law in Hungary, Kluwer, 2010, p. 79.
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“hand in hand” with the rule that for those cases where the application for leave
to appeal is dismissed, the court does not need to give substantial reasons for this
dismissal. Most of the goals that the leave to appeal system pursues could not be
achieved if the court had to provide reasons in its decisions denying leave – neither the goal of reducing backlogs in supreme courts, nor the goal that supreme
court judges should fully devote their capacities to deciding and diligently reasoning cases of general importance pro futuro, nor the goal that the amount
of “output” of the highest courts should be kept relatively low. But the Czech
Constitutional Court (just like its counterparts in Armenia117 and Poland118) did
exactly that: it imposed the requirement that the decisions of the supreme courts
denying leave to appeal need to contain substantive reasons. In addition to invoking arguments concerning prevention from arbitrariness and respect for the right
to be heard the Czech Constitutional Court also stated that the omission of reasons in the supreme court’s decisions rejecting leave applications negated the private purpose of the appeal to the supreme court.119 It stated that the individual
role cannot be downgraded merely to the position of “a supplier of material to
the Supreme Court”. In this manner the Czech Constitutional Court most clearly
showed that by opposing the omission of reasons in decisions denying leave to
appeal it actually opposed the very essence of shifting the role of the supreme
court from private to the public one.120
It seems that both the Hungarian and the Czech constitutional courts were
under influence of the (older) jurisprudence of the German Constitutional
Court, which also clearly emphasized the importance of preserving the private
function (Einzelfallgerechtigkeit) of the Revision (final appeal to the Supreme
Court).121 There the German Constitutional Court stressed that the individual
function of the Supreme Court is not merely subordinate to its public function.
Nevertheless it must be taken into account that this decision related to a specific
model applicable in the German ZPO at that time (concerning cases exceeding
the threshold of DEM 40,000), where the Revision was in principle admissible per
se, but the Supreme Court was nevertheless entitled (but not obliged!) to reject it if
the case did not have any fundamental significance. This decision did not prevent
the German legislator to (at least in practical effect) even more clearly emphasise
the public function of the Supreme Court (the 2001 reform – see supra, chapter 6).
The Decision of the Armenian Constitutional Court of 9 April 2007, cited and summarized
in the judgment of the ECtHR in the case Nersesyan v. Armenia, 15371/07 of 19 January 2010.
118
The judgment of the Polish Constitutional Court of 31 March 2005 (SK 26/02), cited
and summarized, inter alia, in the judgment of the ECtHR in the case of Plechanow v. Poland,
22279/04 of 7 July 2009. Concerning the emphasising of the public (precedential) role of the Supreme Court in Poland after the 2000 reform see: Erecinski, 2005, p. 125.
119
Judgment of the Constitutional Court of the Czech Republic of 11 February 2004, Pl. US
1/03, Sb.n.u.US, sv. 32, č. 15, str. 13, summarized and discussed by Bobek, 2009, p. 50.
120
Ibidem.
121
A plenary decision No. 1PBvU 1/79 dated 11 July 1980 (especially Para. 40–41).
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Unlike the Hungarian Constitutional Court the German Constitutional court does
not consider such filtering criteria as denying the private function of the Supreme
Court.122 Neither does it prevent the Supreme Court omitting reasons in cases not
selected for a full review.123
The rule that the Supreme Court does not need to reason a decision rejecting
a request for leave to appeal has been the subject of numerous challenges before
the Slovenian Constitutional Court. Nevertheless, this court chose to provide
a very strong support for the reform. It rejected the view that the omission of reasoning in the Supreme Court’s rulings denying leave to appeal amounts to a violation of the right to be heard or the requirement that judicial decisions should not be
arbitrary.124 It obviously does not embrace the ECtHR’s understanding of “higher
standards of protection.”125 In order to reach this result, the Constitutional Court
first thoroughly explained that the goal of the reform was to strengthen the public purpose role of the Supreme Court. Thereby, the Constitutional Court did
not shy away from explicitly stating that this role consists in creating precedents.126 The Constitutional Court also affirmed that the omission of reasoning
in decisions rejecting leave to appeal is actually an inherent element of the new
system. To require otherwise would thus amount to a frustration of the reform.
Therefore the Slovenian Constitutional Court in my opinion correctly concluded:
“The requirement to provide reasoning on the merits of orders rejecting leave
to appeal would undermine the purpose of the regulation of the appeal to the
Supreme Court and consequently the significance of that Court would be weakened.”127 Only in this manner can the goal of reducing the workload of supreme
court judges be achieved. This is a precondition for fulfilling the expectation that
the Supreme Court’s judges will fully concentrate their research, discussions, and
deliberations and thus create well and thoroughly reasoned judgments in cases
122
Order No. 1 BvR 864/03 dated 8 January 2004. Available at: http://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/entscheidungen/rk20040108_1bvr086403.html.
123
Ibidem.
124
Decision of the Slovenian Constitutional Court, U-I-302/09, 12 May 2011.
125
While the ECtHR has acknowledged that the supreme court is not required to give reasons
for a decision not to grant leave to appeal (e.g. Nerva v. UK, 42295/98, 11 July 2000, Øvlisen
v. Denmark, 16469/05, 30 August 2006, Persson v. Sweden, 27098/04, 27 March 2008), it nevertheless suggested on a couple of occasions that if national legislation requires otherwise this is an
expression of “higher standards of protection” (Nersesyan v. Armenia, No. 15371/07, 19 January
2010, Wnuk v. Poland, 38308/05, 1 September 2009).
126
Decision of the Slovenian Constitutional Court, U-I-302/09, 12 May 2011. In summarising
the goal of the reform, the Slovenian Constitutional Court went on to establish the following:
“When the Supreme Court takes positions on relevant legal issues within the scope of interpretation it has as the supreme authority of the third branch of power, it co-creates the law. It co-shapes
the criteria that in similar cases in the future will serve as ex ante guidelines for courts and the addressees of legal rules in general. In such a manner it enhances the predictability of legal rules and,
by extension, legal certainty.”
127
Ibidem.
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which they have accepted for review.128 Furthermore the option of only stating
the formal reasoning of orders dismissing leave to appeal is necessary to ensure
the precedential dimension of the Supreme Court’s mission. What is crucial, as
the Constitutional Court reiterates, is that manageability and clarity with regard
to the number of cases are inherent to the nature of precedent.129 Only if the number of cases is manageable and it is possible to maintain an overview in terms
of substance is it reasonable to expect that the cases will indeed serve as ex ante
guidelines. The Constitutional Court further suggested that the omission of reasoning also explicitly shows that a decision of the Supreme Court to deny leave
to appeal in a particular case should not be considered of any significance as to
the merits of the case.130
The quoted decision of the Slovenian Constitutional court clearly demonstrates that a system that allows for the omission of reasoning in supreme court
decisions rejecting leave to appeal is not only constitutionally acceptable, but also
preferred or even necessary – but only if one is willing to accept that the Supreme
Court can (and should) better perform its tasks on the level of creating precedents
and thus of pursuing the public purpose of judicial decision-making.131
The new system of leave to appeal, based on selection criteria based in the need
to ensure uniformity of case law and the development of law in the public interest
has been scrutinised also by the constitutional courts in Croatia and in Serbia. The
Croatian Constitutional Court declared the implemented reform unconstitutional.
However it based its holding on a different reason – not for the reason of promoting private function of the Supreme Court. On the contrary it emphasised
the Supreme Court’s public function (ensuring uniformity of case law), it just
did not consider the implemented reform not sufficiently effective.132 A decision
whether to grant leave for a further appeal on points of law was namely exclusively left to appellate courts and this was, in the view of the Constitutional Court,
defective.133 The Constitutional Court thereby feared that if the Supreme Court
does not sufficiently fulfil its function in safeguarding uniformity of case law,
this burden would fall upon the Constitutional Court itself. Following the decision of the Constitutional Court the legislator reacted by shifting the power to
grant leave to appeal from the appellate courts to the Supreme Court. The Serbian Constitutional Court also backed the reform, oriented toward emphasising
more the public role of the Supreme Court. It rejected the view that the access
Ibidem.
Ibidem. See also the Constitutional Court’s decision No. Up-349/11-7 of 14 February 2013.
130
This idea was developed already long ago by the US Supreme Court in the famous Missouri v. Jenkinscase; (93-1892) 515 US 70 (1995).
131
In this sense (and rejecting the opposite views of the Czech Constitutional Court): Bobek,
2009, p. 49 et seq.
132
The decision of the Croatian Constitutional Court No. U-I-1569/2004 dated 20 December
2006.
133
Ibidem.
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to the Supreme Court is a matter of constitutionally protected right as well as
the view that following the reform the access became excessively restrictive and
that litigants will be exposed to judicial arbitrariness.134
The concern expressed by the Croatian Constitutional Court that limiting
access to the Supreme Court should not result in a bigger caseload falling on
the Constitutional Court is perhaps indicative. If a constitutional court itself has
no formal filtration device for cases brought before it (including powers to omit
reasons in some of its rulings), it would hardly allow the courts below to filter
their dockets.135 If, on the other hand, the constitutional court itself is equipped
with similar filtration mechanisms (such as the Slovenian one), its positive attitude
toward similar instruments in the Supreme Court is not surprising. But a hesitation
of certain constitutional courts to support the changing function of the supreme
court is linked also to another – by far more complex – issue. If the constitutional
court perceives itself as a de facto supreme jurisdiction, it will be tempted to treat
the supreme courts “bellow it” as a mere “appellate court” and hence will be
reluctant to accept that the role of this “lower” court is predominantly focused on
a public function of adjudication.136 In the pages that follow I therefore turn my
attention to the relation between constitutional and supreme courts.

9. HOW “SUPREME” IS “SUPREME”?: THE RELATION BETWEEN
CONSTITUTIONAL AND SUPREME COURTS
9.1. LEGISLATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL REVIEW AND
CONSTITUTIONAL COMPLAINTS AGAINST JUDGMENTS

There is a wide spectrum of approaches towards legislative constitutional
review in civil law jurisdictions. In some civil law jurisdictions there are no constitutional courts. But this comes as a result of two entirely different reasons:
either because the legislation cannot be subject to any kind of constitutional review
once it comes into force (e.g. in the Netherlands, where the Constitution explicitly

134
The decision of the Serbian Constitutional Court No. IUz-2/2010 dated 14 March 2013. The
reasoning of this decision is somewhat weak though and when it comes to comparative arguments
downright erroneous. It is e.g. stated that the threshold of the amount in controversy in the German
ZPO is € 20,000 (obviously the Court was not aware of the 2001 ZPO reform in Germany) whereas
in the Austrian ZPO supposedly € 5,000 (the Court misunderstood that this is the threshold under
which the revision in Austria is always inadmissible, not the threshold above which it becomes
available as a matter of right).
135
Bobek, 2009, p. 54.
136
See ibidem.
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imposes a ban on constitutional review137) or because the supreme court itself
also functions as the court of constitutional review (e.g. in Estonia138). In some
countries (e.g. Sweden, Finland) a decentralised system applies and all courts can
assume the role of constitutional courts, meaning that they can exercise constitutional review of legislation.139 There are also systems where the competence to
exercise legislative review is split between ordinary courts and the constitutional
court.140 On the other hand, there are also fundamental differences between jurisdictions where constitutional courts do exist. They can exercise either a priori
review of laws, before they enter into force (this has traditionally been the case
with the French Conseil Constitutionnel141) or a posteriori review only concerning laws already enacted (e.g. Austria). Concerning the major issue of access,
there are two different types of constitutional review: “concrete judicial review”,
originating from pending individual cases (upon the request of a court), and
“abstract judicial review”, not linked with any case.142 As far as “concrete judicial
review” is concerned, in some countries only the highest courts are authorised to
request such a “preliminary ruling” by the constitutional court (e.g. Greece). On
the contrary, in Slovenia143, for example, every court has to take into consideration all questions of constitutional law and a court is obliged to refer a question to
the constitutional court if it deems a law which it should apply to be unconstitutional (Art. 156 of the Constitution). The mere doubt is not sufficient.144

M. Adams, G. van der Schyff, Constitutional Review by the Judiciary in the Netherlands,
A Matter of Politics, Democracy or Compensating Strategy?, ZaöRV 66 (2006), pp. 399‒413
http://www.zaoerv.de/66_2006/66_2006_2_a_399_414.pdf.
138
About the constitutional review role of the Estonian Supreme Court (Riigikohus) see: http://
www.riigikohus.ee/?id=186 (14 May 2014).
139
Lindblom, 2000, p. 92; S. Lind, Constitutional review of legislation in the Nordic countries: the example of Finland, Juridica, 2001, Vol. 6, pp. 393–398.
140
In Portugal, ordinary courts can refuse to apply a law which they deem unconstitutional
but this non-application is valid only in the specific case and the law as such remains valid. However, once a law is found unconstitutional three times by the ordinary courts, the public prosecutor’s department may request the Constitutional Court to annul the law with general effect. See
the Study on individual access to constitutional justice – Adopted by the Venice Commission at
its 85th Plenary Session (Venice, 17–18 December 2010), available at: http://www.venice.coe.int/
webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-AD(2010)039rev-e.
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But since 2010 the Conseil Constitutionnel also exercises the a posteriori review upon
motion of individual citizens party to a lawuit.
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Gabriele Kucsko-Stadlmayer, Constitutional review in Austria, Traditions and New Developments, International Conference dedicated to the 20th anniversary of the Constitutional Court
of Romania, http://193.226.121.81/events/conferinta/kucsko.pdf.
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Art. 156 of the Slovenian Constitution: “If a court deciding some matter it must stay the proceedings and initiate proceedings before the Constitutional Court. The proceedings in the court
may be continued after the Constitutional Court has issued its decision.”
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There are several sets of problems concerning the relationship between
the supreme court and the constitutional court. But in the context of this paper
– determining the functions of supreme courts in light of individual appeals –
the question of the supreme court’s (lack of) powers to carry out legislative review
is not significant. By far the most critical point concerns the question of whether
individual litigants can have the judgment reached in their case reassessed by
the constitutional court. In certain jurisdictions it is possible to file a constitutional complaint (Verfassungsbeschwerde in Germany, recurso de amparo constitucional in Spain) against individual acts (judgments). The German system has
been used as a model for the introduction of this legal instrument in numerous
post-communist countries since the early years of transition (e.g. Slovenia, Croatia, the Czech Republic, since 2002 Slovakia145, and since 2012 Hungary146). An
individual may (after the exhaustion of all available remedies147) appeal against
a judgment which (allegedly) violates his fundamental rights.148 This should be
contrasted to systems, such as in Poland, where an individual constitutional complaint is possible, but only against a norm (a legislative act).
9.2. A CONSTITUTIONAL COMPLAINT THAT CHALLENGES
A JUDGMENT – AN INEVITABLE SOURCE OF CONFLICT
BETWEEN THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT
AND THE SUPREME COURT

The introduction of individual constitutional complaints against the judgments of the regular judiciary has inevitably given rise to questions about the distribution of power at the supreme judicial level.149 If a constitutional court has
the power to review judgments, tension and even conflicts between the ordinary
judiciary, in particular the supreme court and the constitutional court, are inevitable. The relation between the constitutional court and the ordinary courts is less
conflict-ridden in systems featuring normative constitutional complaints where

Z. Kühn, The Judiciary in Central and Eastern Europe: Mechanical Jurisprudence in
Transformation, Leiden: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 2011, p. 196.
146
T. Pásztor, Constitutional complaints, The Lawyer Briefing, 28 May 2012, available at:
http://www.nt.hu/_userfiles/Constitutional_Complaints_Hungary_2012.pdf.
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A doctrine prevails that legal remedies have to be exhausted formally as well as substantively. The latter means that the complainant has to assert a violation of human rights already
in the proceedings before the court. See e.g. the ruling of the Slovenian Constitutional Court
No. Up-678/09 dated 20 October 2009.
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See e.g. K. Prokop, Polish Constitutional Law, Bialystock Law Books, 2011, p. 163.
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L. Garlicki, Constitutional courts versus supreme courts, “International Journal of Constitutional Law” 2007, Vol. 5(1), Oxford University Press, Oxford, p. 45.
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the constitutional court does not directly review the application of a normative act
by the ordinary court (e.g. Poland).150
In theory, there should not really be any significant overlapping between
the functions of the constitutional court and the supreme court or tension concerning the delimitation of their respective powers. At least this should not happen to a greater extent than in the countries where constitutional courts exercise
merely a normative review of legislation (thus reviewing the abstract content
of the statutes themselves). The general idea of delimitation appears relatively
simple. Constitutional courts should, when examining constitutional complaints
against judgments, restrict their review exlusively to infringements of constitutional rights. Questions concerning mistakes in interpretation and the application
of norms which do not amount to violations of the constitution should be left out
of the scope of the constitutional court’s review. The constitutional court should
restrict itself to reviewing the constitutionality of the application of statutes. On
the contrary, the application of ordinary legislation should fall within the exclusive province of the ordinary courts.151 Experience, however, has shown that
constitutional courts are unable (or perhaps unwilling) to maintain a firm delimitation between the functions of the constitutional court and those of the supreme
court.152 They are unable to define what is a question of constitutional significance, i.e. to clearly define the scope of their own review.153 The problem becomes
exacerbated due to the “judicialisation of constitutions” (the constitution becomes
a legal instrument directly applicable before all courts) and due to the “constitutionalisation” of specific areas of law, typically civil procedure law (meaning that
laws are applied and interpreted on the basis of constitutional principles).154
The starting point that the constitutional court is only authorised “to assess
whether the courts have, by their decisions, violated human rights and fundamental freedoms”155 does not yet solve the problem. It is equally insufficient to state
that the constitutional court should only look into “constitutional matters”, leaving
the interpretation of ordinary law to the general courts.156 The question remains
how to distinguish between a violation of statutory law on the one hand, and violations of constitutional rights on the other. The dilemma is linked to the phenomenon of the “constitutionalisation of procedural law” which has prompted some
See also the Study on individual access to constitutional justice – Adopted by the Venice
Commission at its 85th Plenary Session, op.cit., Par. 210.
151
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authors to state that “virtually everything can be a constitutional question”157 or
that the identification of constitutional matters can be difficult “where any procedural violation by the ordinary courts could be seen as a violation of the right
to a fair trial.”158
But the latter views cannot be maintained. The constitutional court’s relation to the supreme court has to be determined in clear and predictable terms.
The ordinary courts and the supreme court as their highest proponent must be
entrusted with the “final word” on binding interpretation of non-constitutional
law; the Constitutional Court should not be able to intervene here. It should not
become a “super-supreme court” (Superrevisionsgericht) or “a fourth instance”
within the regular judiciary. But certainly the problem remains how to define
the limit between a violation of constitutional law and of ordinary law.
9.3. THE SCHUMANN FORMULA – A RELIABLE DELIMITATION
BETWEEN THE FUNCTIONS OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT
AND THE SUPREME COURT

Undoubtedly, it is a difficult task to establish the proper scope of the constitutional court’s review in the framework of constitutional complaints against
the judgments of the ordinary judiciary. Nevertheless, reliable methods for clearly
separating questions of “specific constitutional law” (which fall within the scope
of the constitutional court’s review) from questions concerning the application
of ordinary legislation (where the “final word” is reserved for the supreme court)
do exist. The so-called Schumann formula offers a solution that is at the same
time logically consistent and reliable. When an ordinary court adopts an interpretation of a statutory law, and the judgment based on that interpretation is
challenged in the constitutional court, the constitutional court judges should ask
themselves the following question: If the decision (the interpretation of legislation) of the ordinary court that is challenged before the constitutional court
could be explicitly transformed into a piece of legislation and this legislation
would be in conformity with the constitution, then the decision of the ordinary
court is also in conformity with the constitution. If not, the decision of the ordinary court violates the constitution.159 It is hence irrelevant whether the inter157
See Bobek, 2009, p. 54 (quoting a personal interview with a member of the Czech Constitutional Court).
158
See the Study on individual access to constitutional justice – Adopted by the Venice Commission at its 85th Plenary Session, op.cit., Par. 210.
159
R. Arnold, The decisions of the German Federal Constitutional Court and their binding
force for ordinary courts, paper presented at a Conference “Interrelations between the constitutional court and ordinary courts”, Baku, Azerbaijan, 9–10 November 2006 by the Venice
Commission, available at: http://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-JU(2006)047-e.
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pretation of legislation adopted by a regular court is correct (i.e. in conformity
with the law), it is decisive only whether the interpretation is in conformity with
the constitution. And if the legislature could also adopt such interpretation and
transform it into a specific legislative rule without violating the constitution,
the same is true for the judge as well. The formula is logical. It basically says
that the judge can do (insofar as the constitutional guarantees are concerned)
what also the legislature could do; the constitutional court may not interfere
in the ordinary judiciary’s interpretation of laws if this interpretation remains
within the limits of what is constitutionally admissible. The formula is coherent;
the method of review of the constitutional court remains essentially the same
irrespective of whether it is a piece of legislation that is challenged or the manner
the legislation was interpreted by the ordinary courts. The formula acknowledges that a constitutional complaint against a judgment is inherently linked
to the original jurisdiction of the constitutional court that relates to the review
of the constitutionality of the legislation. It is not sufficient if the piece of legislation as such is in conformity with the constitution if it is interpreted in a manner that makes it unconstitutional in practice The results reached pursuant to
this formula are predictable – at least to the same extent as the normative legislative review of the constitutional court is predictable. Moreover, the formula
to the greatest extent possible maintains a clear separation between the scope
of the constitutional court’s review and the domain reserved for appellate review
within the ordinary judiciary. The constitutional court is only entitled to review
whether the ordinary court, via the interpretation, “filled” the legislation with
content not in conformity with the constitution. On the contrary, the question
whether the courts applied the legislation correctly falls within the exclusive
province of the appellate courts and the supreme court.
The jurisprudence of the German Constitutional Court tacitly160 and the Slovenian Constitutional Court explicitly161 accept the Schumann formula as the standard method of limiting the scope of their review of judgments. When deciding
on a constitutional complaint, the Slovenian Constitutional Court limits itself to
examining whether the challenged decision is based on some legal standpoint
that is unacceptable from the point of view of the protection of human rights,
i.e. whether in the course of interpretation of (“ordinary”) law the significance
of a fundamental right has been misjudged. In constitutional complaint proceedings, the Constitutional Court does not review whether the court has established
the factual situation correctly, or whether it has correctly applied procedural and
Garlicki, 2007, p. 52.
The Slovenian Constitutional Court (No. Up-1292/08-17 dated 10 September 2009) explains the Schumann formula by stating that a human right is violated if the judicial decision is
based on a position due to which the Constitutional Court would annul a statute with the same
substance. Thereby the Constitutional Court uses the same method as in the event of a review
of the conformity of legislation with the Constitution.
160
161
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substantive law. Also the German Constitutional Court merely performs control
over constitutional justifiability162, examining whether “a specific constitutional
law” has been violated.163
9.4. AN ADDITIONAL POSSIBILITY FOR THE CONSTITUTIONAL
COURT TO INTERVENE: JUDGMENTS FLAWED BY
ARBITRARINESS OR OTHERWISE MANIFESTLY UNREASONABLE

Although it is reliable and logically coherent, the Schumann formula has
failed to find consistent implementation in the practice of the constitutional
courts. The German Constitutional Court seems to delineate the limits of review
mostly on a case-by-case basis and uses more vague, flexible terms to indicate
the limit between violation of law and of the constitution.164 In principle, the Slovenian Constitutional Court adheres to the Schumann formula as the method
of review more strictly. But the main problem is that all constitutional courts
have “invented” other ways to exercise broader review of judgments. It is especially the “doctrine of arbitrary judgments” that has caused the most uncertainty
concerning the delimitation between the constitutional and supreme courts. As
explained above, the constitutional court’s hands are tied when a decision is otherwise erroneous, however still within the limits of results that are admissible
from the viewpoint of the constitution. But the situation changes if the challenged judgment is “so evidently erroneous and without sound legal reasoning
that it can be considered arbitrary.”165 This is an additional method of review,
besides the one based on the Schumann formula. It enables the constitutional
court to venture deeply into the sphere of the correct application of “ordinary”
law, provided that the degree of error is grave. If the application of the law is
obviously incorrect then the court decision could be reproached for judicial
arbitrariness and consequently lead to an unfair trial. This additional “track”
for the review of judgments has been implemented by all constitutional courts
vested with the power to exercise a review of judgments (e.g. the German,166
162
O. Klein, The Federal Constitutional Court’s relation to the German ordinary courts, paper presented at conference Interrelations between the constitutional court and ordinary courts,
Baku, Azerbaijan, 9–10 November 2006, European Commission for Democracy Through Law
(Venice Commission); available at: ehttp://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.
aspx?pdffile= CDL-JU(2006)045-e (15 May 2014).
163
Arnold, 2006, p. 4.
164
Ibidem.
165
See e.g. the decision of the Slovenian Constitutional Court No. Up-13/99-24 dated 8 March
2001.
166
See e.g. judgment No. 1 BvR 735/09 dated 12 October 2009. The judgment is arbitrary if it
is not legally justifiable under any conceivable aspect and therefore imposes the conclusion that
it is based on irrelevant considerations. Erroneous application of law alone does not make a court’s
decision arbitrary. Arbitrariness occurs if an evident legal provision was overlooked or if the court
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Slovenian,167 Croatian168, and Czech169 courts). The concept of arbitrariness has
been increasingly applied also by the European Court of Human Rights.170
There can be no reliable formula as to how to differentiate between cases
where the challenged judgment is objectively defective under the standards
of ordinary law (this alone does not constitute grounds for the constitutional court
to intervene) and cases where the law was applied manifestly (“flagrantly”, “evidently”, “incomprehensibly”) incorrectly or a judgment is based on an “objectively
untenable and therefore arbitrary interpretation the law”171 (or even the finding
of facts172) which enables the constitutional court to intervene under the rubric
of “arbitrariness”. Hence, this inevitably creates a broad area of uncertainty for
the litigants and an equally broad area of possible conflict between the constitutional court and the ordinary courts (especially the supreme court). At the end
of the day, it all depends on whether the constitutional court’s judges have enough
sense of necessary self-restraint. Otherwise the delimitation between the role
of the constitutional court and the supreme court becomes totally blurred and
the limits of the constitutional court’s constitutional role are transgressed.
In this regard there are considerable differences between constitutional courts.
The German Constitutional Court seems to exercise a sufficient degree of self-restraint and merely exceptionally quashes judgments for reason of arbitrariness
(objektive Willkür).173 On the other side of the spectrum, the Czech Constitutional
Court has become “famous” for venturing deeply into the domain of the ordinary judiciary.174 The Slovenian Constitutional Court, somewhere in the middle,
in general exercises an adequate degree of self-restraint. For example, it holds that
misunderstood the norm in a flagrant way or applied it in a manner that cannot be considered
legally justifiable pursuant to any conceivable aspect.
167
See e.g. the decision No. Up-270/01 dated 19 February 2004.
168
See e.g. the decision No. U-III-4611/2008 dated 12 May 2011. See also D. Ljubić, Granice
ustavnog sudovanja iniciranog ustavnom tužbom, “Zbornik radova Pravnog fakulteta u Splitu”
2013, No. 1, pp. 159–176.
169
See e.g. judgment No. II. ÚS 1009/08 dated 8 January 2009: “it is not every violation of
the norms of ordinary law, in their application or interpretation, which entails a violation of an
individual’s fundamental rights. Nevertheless, the violation of certain of the norms of ordinary law
in consequence of arbitrary conduct (carried out, for ex., by the failure to respect a peremptory
norm) or in consequence of interpretation which is in extreme conflict with the principle of justice,
might be capable of encroaching upon an individual’s fundamental rights or freedoms.”
170
See e.g. Ebahattin Evcimen v. Turkey, Application No. 31792/06 dated 23 February 2010
and M. and S. against Italy and the United Kingdom, 2584/11 dated 13 March 2012.
171
Compare e.g. Stürner, Murray, p. 411.
172
See e.g. the decision of the Slovenian Constitutional Court No. Up-747/09-9 dated 30 November 2010.
173
See e.g. the judgment of the Federal Constitutional Court, 2 BvR 1290/99 dated 12 December 2000.
174
Already the notion of arbitrariness is defined in broad terms: “a failure to respect a mandatory norm” or “an interpretation that is extremely inconsistent with the principles of justice”. See
e.g. the judgment of the Czech Constitutional court No. I. ÚS 22/10 dated 4 July 2010.
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if, in view of the established methods of interpretation, a law can be interpreted
in one or several ways, the matter only concerns which interpretation is (more)
correct, which is not for the Constitutional Court to assess. However, an obviously
untenable interpretation that cannot be determined in terms of any legal aspect
or cannot “stand logical evaluation” can be evaluated as evidently erroneous.175
But there are cases where the Constitutional Court drew the limits of evident
errors (too) broadly. Probably the most blatant example concerns the case where
the Constitutional Court concluded that in an arbitrary or unreasonable manner the Supreme Court applied the criteria for distinguishing between questions
of law and questions of fact. The Supreme Court decided that the interpretation
of “declarations of will”, such as contracts, is a question of law and therefore
within the scope of a final appeal on points of law. On the contrary, the Constitutional Court (in the constitutional complaint proceedings) held that this constitutes a question of fact. Therefore, it quashed the Supreme Court’s judgment,
declaring it “manifestly erroneous” and thus arbitrary.176 Here the Constitutional
Court ventured into a typical sphere of “ordinary” law, which has no “constitutional dimension” and where the “final word” should be reserved for the Supreme
Court. At the same time, it is well known that differentiation between questions
of fact and questions of law in the sphere of the interpretation of contracts is one
of the most disputed dilemmas that have long occupied the legal science. And
yet the Constitutional Court was confident enough to denounce the standpoint
adopted by the Supreme Court as “manifestly erroneous”. The question, however, could be whether the decision of the Supreme Court was erroneous at all.177
But what is most important is that if such a broad concept of what constitutes
“arbitrariness” prevails and if the Constitutional Court may step so deeply into
the shoes of the final adjudicator as to complex questions regarding the interpretation of legislation, it does practically become a “super-supreme court.” Another
critical point – in addition to the concept of arbitrariness – where there is an inherent danger that the delimitation between the constitutional court and the ordinary
judiciary can become entirely blurred is the procedural guarantee that the judgment must contain sufficient reasons. The delimitation between “insufficient”
reasons (which may constitute a violation of the right to be heard) and “erroneous” reasons (which is a question of ordinary law) is not easy and the constitutional court might be tempted to invoke a broad construction of the procedural
175
See e.g. the decision of the Slovenian Constitutional Court No. Up-270/01 dated 19 February 2004.
176
Decision of the Constitutional Court No. Up-232/00 dated 10 May 2001.
177
E.g. for the Netherlands it is reported that the approach has changed and that the interpretation of “declarations of will” is currently regarded as not only consisting of the determination
of the subjective will of the persons involved, but also of the objective meaning of their declaration.
Therefore, the interpretation of declarations of will is brought within the scope of cassation. Van
Rhee, 1999, chapter 3.1, see also Jolowicz, p. 2050.
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standard of “insufficient reasons”.178 The same danger that the constitutional court
could unduly interfere with ordinary courts (especially the supreme court) exists
in the sphere of ensuring the uniformity of case law. If there are conflicting interpretations of “ordinary” law within the ordinary judiciary, but they are all within
the limits of what is constitutionally acceptable, it is not the task of the constitutional court to determine which of these interpretations should prevail. This task
must remain reserved for the supreme court, along with the task of developing
“ordinary” law through case law.
9.5. THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURTS AND JUDICIAL
SELF-RESTRAINT

Constitutional courts’ uneasiness in accepting the Schumann formula as
the only criterion of the scope of review in constitutional complaint proceedings demonstrates that these courts are sometimes tempted to assume the role
of a “forth instance” court. Perhaps additional criteria, such as a standard
of arbitrariness, are indeed necessary, but they should remain applicable solely
for the most severe cases of prima facie errors. The only reliable answer here is
that constitutional courts should exercise a sufficient degree of self-restraint. But
the question is whether they really want to act in this manner.
Cohabitation with supreme courts appears to be calmer in Germany than
in some other countries.179 Especially the distrust of the Czech Constitutional
Court toward the Supreme Court is well known, at least in earlier years.180 Similar tensions have also become apparent in other post-communist countries.181 This
is especially so if constitutional courts are (still) perceived – as they are vested
with the power to challenge court rulings by means of a constitutional complaint – as a tool of legal transition in post-communist societies (just like they
were perceived as such a tool in Germany and Spain in the early years of democratic transition).182 This was based on the assumption that “following a period
of authoritarian rule, the existing courts were unable to offer adequate guarantees
178

2004.

See e.g. the decision of the Slovenian Constitutional Court No. Up-53/02 dated 2 December

Garlicki, 2007, p. 53; O. Klein, 2006.
Bobek, 2009, p. 64. This prompted the Czech Supreme Court to openly revolt against
the Constitutional court’s decisions and its openly activist approach. J. Priban, Judicial Power
vs. Democratic Representation, (in:) W. Sadurski (ed.), Constitutional Justice, East and West:
Democratic Legitimacy and Constitutional Courts in Post-Communist Europe in a Comparative
Perspective, “Law and Philosophy Library” 2003, Vol. 62. The Hague: Kluwer Law International,
pp. 373–394, p. 380.
181
Concerning “wars between courts”, when constitutional courts are placed in the position
of “super-appellate courts” see also W. Sadurski, Rights Before Courts: A Study of Constitutional
Courts in Postcommunist states of Central and Eastern Europe, Springer, Wien 2005, p. 25.
182
Bobek, 2009, p. 58.
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of structural independence and intellectual assertiveness.”183 This should be seen
against the background that in the period of transition to democracy, the creation
of post-communist constitutional courts was in large part fuelled by the distrust
of the judiciary inherited from the communist regime.184 Such (self)perception
of constitutional courts and of their almost “missionary role” inevitably led to
their accentuated activism instead of adequate self-restraint. Such activism often
amounted to an undisguised wish to “downgrade” supreme courts and it was
applauded by one part of the legal (and political) community.185 It is hence not
surprising that these “new important players” on the legal scene tended towards
a broad scope of scrutiny of the judgments of the ordinary judiciary in constitutional complaints proceedings.186
In my opinion, however, when the initial period of democratic transition is
over, a high degree of judicial self-restraint by the constitutional court is essential.
Judicial self-restraint is not only a tool for combating the judiciary’s own overburdening.187 It is foremost necessary because otherwise the constitutional court
would turn into a court of fourth instance or a super-supreme court, which is not
its constitutional role. The delimitation between the jurisdiction of the constitutional court and the ordinary courts should not become completely blurred and
supreme courts should not be degraded to mere appellate courts. Also for the benefit of individual litigants, clear and predictable rules governing where their litigation ends are necessary. This is also a question of the quality of adjudication. The
supreme court’s judges are expected to be better qualified than the Constitutional
Court’s judges when it comes to the interpretation of ordinary statutory law –
i.e. the law that does not interfere with the constitutional level.

See Garlicki, 2007, p. 45.
See e.g. R. Uitz, Constitutional Courts in Central and Eastern Europe: What Makes a Question Too Political?, “Juridica International”, Tartu, 2007, Vol. XIII, pp. 47–59; Z. Kühn, Worlds
Apart: Western and Central European Judicial Culture at the Onset of the European Enlargement,
American Journal of Comparative Law 2004 (52), pp. 531–567, Garlicki, 2007, pp. 44–45.
185
Typically: Kühn, p. 175 et seq. In his view in the Constitutional court “we can find outstanding figures able to give the Court’s reasoning appropriate direction toward sophisticated
western style adjudication”. On the other hand, he claims that the “textual positivism continues to
govern the post-communist legal and judicial discourse” (of the ordinary judiciary).
186
See Kühn, p. 230 citing the member of the Czech Constitutional Court Mrs. Vagnerova
who stated “that there were only fifteen people at the Constitutional Court fighting the remainder of the professional legal community.” For the critic of such approach see: J. Komárek, J., The
struggle for legal reform after communism, Law Society and Economy Working Paper Series,
WP10/2014, London School of Economics and Political Science, London, p. 17, available at: http://
eprints.lse.ac.uk/55833/1/WPS2014-10_Komarek.pdf (15 May 2014).
187
See also the Study on individual access to constitutional justice – Adopted by the Venice
Commission at its 85th Plenary Session, op.cit., Par. 211.
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10. CONCLUSION
The divide between the cassation, revision, and appeal models is not a reliable
basis for defining the functions of supreme courts in civil law jurisdictions. What
matters is whether the supreme court serves predominantly its public function or
private function. Regarding such, official proclamations, historical origins, and
programmatic rules are of little importance. It all depends on the (non-)existence
of adequate filtering mechanisms (including the question of whether the supreme
court can omit reasons in cases not selected for a full review) and how these
are applied in practice. A kind of “identity crisis” concerning the function
of the supreme court still preoccupies the debate in several civil law jurisdictions.
Some courts are split between the private function of safeguarding individual justice and the public function of – to put it in the simplest possible manner – creating
precedents. Nevertheless, experience shows that the choice has to be made since it
is not possible for the supreme court to adequately fulfil these functions that are
not easily reconciled with one another. If the supreme court must decide a large
number of cases (in order to safeguard individual justice), this inevitably affects
the nature of the decisions and their impact on future litigants and also results
in the inability of the supreme court to maintain the coherence of its own case
law. In fact, it seems that the majority of civil law jurisdictions have – through
reforms implemented in the last couple of decades – already shifted the balance
of the private and public functions of the supreme court clearly toward the benefit
of the latter. The major difference that remains is that some of them are willing
to openly recognise that giving preference to the public function of the supreme
court is a deliberate and value-laden choice, whereas the others still present it
as merely a pragmatic way to reduce backlogs at the supreme court. Just like
some jurisdictions have openly admitted that selection mechanisms for access to
the supreme court must exist, whereas the others have invented different – concealed – ways to regulate their docket. But, as Professor Lindblom puts it, the predominantly public function of supreme courts must be recognised and accepted
openly.188 Equally openly, it must be admitted that the concept of a supreme court
which takes as many appeals as possible and thus to the greatest possible extent
ensures individual justice is merely a myth. As explained in part 4 of this paper,
such an approach inevitably produces results that are exactly the opposite of those
that it aimed to achieve.
Especially in the societies that have endured communist rule until recently,
advocating the prevalence of the “public interest” over the “private purpose”
inevitably raises suspicion. Resentment toward the era when the benefit of an
individual was sacrificed for some higher goals is natural. But it is a serious
188

Lindblom, 2000, pp. 105 and 136.
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misperception not to recognise that the “public interest” and the “public function” of supreme courts have an entirely different meaning and are promoted in an
entirely different context. Here in fact, the public interest concerns private parties
as well – only not the (two) private parties in the litigation at hand but (all) prospective private parties in the future. It is foremost for their benefit that precedents are created and that the supreme court provides guidance. In this manner,
the right to equality before the law as well as legal certainty and effective access
to justice are strengthened, as is the overall quality of judicial decision-making –
not only in the supreme court itself, but as a result of the supreme court’s guidance
in the lower courts as well. Such a reform therefore does not mean that the legislative goal of pursuing substantive justice for the benefit of the individual has been
relinquished. Since the above findings concerning the public purpose of judicial
decision-making apply only to the supreme court and not to courts of first and
second instance, the reform also does not mean that that the protection of individual rights is no longer the main goal of civil procedure. Precisely in order to
effectively protect individual rights, it is better for the parties to know what they
can expect already from the lower courts (or to avoid litigation altogether), following the guidance of the supreme court, rather than having to go through three
levels of proceedings.
In addition, open recognition of the precedential value of the supreme court’s
decision-making is the most powerful tool of judicial empowerment. And precisely judicial empowerment vis-à-vis the other two branches of state government
is an essential element of any democratic transition. It is not a coincidence that
in the communist era the role and the esteem of supreme courts was deliberately
kept low and the case law was denied any real significance. It fit well in that
concept that the supreme court’s judges had to (often in a bureaucratic manner)
hear thousands of cases, without any added value for anyone except the parties to
the litigation in question. Therefore, although it might look different on the face
of it, at least in the practically relevant results, the model that focuses on the public function of the supreme court is much more compatible with the liberal concept of society than the one that (presumably) pursues its private function.
In this paper I have deliberately avoided the issue of so-called “binding
interpretational statements”, whereby the supreme courts clarify important legal
issues, but irrespective of any real life and pending cases (which was typical
in the communist systems). I am convinced that this is not a proper way to promote the public function of supreme courts. Judges are here to decide real cases,
brought on appeal in pending cases and based on the arguments of the parties
before them. They should not be dragged into assuming a role that is half academic and half legislative.
A treatise on the functions of supreme courts cannot avoid mentioning also
constitutional courts. Firstly, because constitutional courts can either provide powerful support to legislative reforms promoting the public function of the supreme
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court, or frustrate such altogether. Secondly, the possibility to challenge judgments with a constitutional complaint is an inevitable source of conflict between
the constitutional court and the supreme courts. Concerning the latter, if constitutional court judges are not willing to exercise judicial self-restraint when
reviewing the judgments of the ordinary judiciary, and if they cannot comprehend
the role of the supreme court in the constitutional framework, then it is probably
better to abolish the instrument of the constitutional complaint.
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A CIVIL LAW PERSPECTIVE ON THE SUPREME COURT
AND ITS FUNCTIONS

Summary
The text presents the issue of the Supreme Court’s functions from the perspective
of civil law countries. The author argues that the division into cassation, revision and
appeal is not an adequate point of reference enabling to define those functions. The
author asserts that the most important criterion is whether the Supreme Court acts
overwhelmingly in public or private interest. The assessment of that criterion should
be made on the basis of the methods of selection of cases by the Supreme Court. What
is essential is whether the selection is based on public aims or whether it simply aims at
solving a given case accurately. It may be argued that as a result of reforms introduced
in the last few years, the majorityof civil law countries have focusedon the implementation
of the public rather than private functions. The author concludes that the public function
of supreme courts is of a completely different significance than in the times of socialism.
The public interest is combined with private interest as it refers to the situation of parties
– not parties to the specific proceedings, but all parties which are going to engage
in litigation in the future.
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LE POURVOI EN CASSATION EN MATIÈRE CIVILE

Voie extraordinaire de recours, le pourvoi en cassation est surtout, et avant
tout, une voie de recours singulière, qui se distingue de toutes les autres. S’il est
de l’essence de celles-ci, ordinaires comme extraordinaires, que, comme en dispose le code de procédure civile, “il soit à nouveau statué en fait et en droit”1,
le pourvoi en cassation est exclusif d’une telle démarche. C’est que, selon l’article
604 de ce code, il “tend à faire censurer par la Cour de cassation la non-conformité du jugement qu’il attaque aux règles de droit”. Ainsi, c’est non pas le litige,
mais l’acte qui le tranche, qui est déféré au juge de cassation. Certes, le jugement est indissociable du litige, en sorte que celui-ci est nécessairement porté
à la connaissance de la Cour de cassation. Au demeurant, vérifier que le juge a,
comme lui en fait devoir l’article 12, alinéa 1er, du code de procédure civile, tranché le litige conformément aux règles de droit qui lui sont applicables, c’est s’assurer que lesdites règles sont celles que les éléments de fait du litige commandent
d’appliquer.
Le juge de cassation ne peut donc ignorer les faits.
Mais tels qu’ils ont été appréhendés par les juges du fond. Ces derniers sont
à cet égard souverains, comme le reconnaît l’article L. 411-2, alinéa 2, du code
de l’organisation judiciaire, qui fait défense à la Cour de cassation de connaître
du fond des affaires.
Ainsi, le juge de cassation n’est pas un juge comme les autres.
Il est unique. Doublement.
D’une part, par l’originalité de sa tâche.
Comme l’observe M. le Professeur Zénati, “la Cour de cassation n’est pas
nominalement une juridiction; son activité, au plan des principes, est étrangère,
voire contraire, à l’acte de juger. La cassation consiste à anéantir un jugement
et l’interprétation qui la fonde n’est pas de type prudentiel comme celle du juge,
mais de type doctrinal”. Et d’ajouter que la cassation permet “à la fois de confé-

1
Art. 561 pour l’appel, art. 572 pour l’opposition, art. 582, alinéa 2, pour la tierce opposition,
art. 593 pour le recours en révision.
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rer à la jurisprudence les qualités de la loi et d’assurer à un système de droit
codifié l’homogénéité et la cohérence de ses sources”.2
D’autre part, et en conséquence, parce qu’une telle tâche ne peut être confiée
qu’à un juge unique.
Ce que proclame l’article L. 411-1 du code de l’organisation judiciaire, aux
termes duquel “Il y a, pour toute la République, une Cour de cassation”.
Reste que si la Cour de cassation est unique, son fonctionnement est pluriel.
À plusieurs égards.
D’abord, en raison de sa composition. Ainsi, la Cour de cassation, saisie
annuellement d’environ 30.000 pourvois, dont les deux tiers en matière civile, est
constituée de 160 magistrats du siège et de 48 magistrats du parquet.
Ensuite, et par voie de conséquence, parce que ce nombre important de magistrats du siège, interdit leur réunion en une seule assemblée délibérante.
Aussi, la Cour de cassation est-elle divisée en chambres, savoir cinq chambres
civiles et une chambre criminelle.
Chacune de ces chambres est composée d’un président, de conseillers, dont le
plus ancien porte le titre de doyen, et de conseillers référendaires, lesquels, d’un
rang hiérarchique inférieur à celui des conseillers, et plus jeunes que ceux-ci,
exercent leurs fonctions pendant une durée maximum de dix ans. Si les conseillers référendaires peuvent être chargés d’assister les conseillers, l’expérience
montre qu’en réalité, ils sont, comme ceux-ci, investis de la tâche de rapporter
les affaires attribuées à la chambre à laquelle ils appartiennent. Dans les affaires
qu’ils rapportent, ils siègent avec voix délibérative, tandis que leur voix n’est que
consultative dans les autres affaires.
Le premier président, qui préside la Cour de cassation, détermine la compétence de chacune des chambres et désigne les magistrats qui la compose.
Ainsi, s’agissant de la répartition des compétences entre les chambres civiles,
on observe que la deuxième chambre civile connaît principalement de la procédure civile et des voies d’exécution, de la responsabilité civile délictuelle, du droit
des assurances et de la sécurité sociale, que la troisième chambre civile est compétente notamment en matière de baux, de propriété immobilière, de copropriété,
de publicité foncière et de responsabilité des architectes, entrepreneurs et promoteurs, que la chambre commerciale, financière et économique connaît essentiellement, comme cette dénomination l’indique, du contentieux afférent aux
procédures collectives, aux effets de commerce, aux sociétés commerciales, à la
banque, à la bourse, à la concurrence et à la propriété industrielle, tandis que la
chambre sociale statue principalement sur les pourvois formés en matière de droit
du travail.
Quant à la première chambre civile, lui sont dévolues les affaires relevant
de matières qui n’entrent pas dans la compétence des autres chambres, tels, par
2

F. Zénati, La nature de la Cour de cassation, B.I.C.C. 15 avril 2003, pp. 3 et suivantes.
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exemple, le droit des personnes et de la famille, la nationalité, la propriété littéraire
et artistique, le droit de la presse, le droit commun des obligations, le droit de la
consommation, le droit des régimes matrimoniaux, des successions et des libéralités, la discipline et la responsabilité des officiers ministériels et des avocats.
L’importance quantitative du contentieux dévolu à chaque chambre détermine
son effectif. Ainsi, selon les chambres, le nombre des conseillers varie de 12 à 22,
celui des conseillers référendaires, de 3 à 10.
Cette division de la Cour de cassation en chambres est accentuée par la subdivision de chacune d’elles en diverses formations de jugement.
À cet égard, la loi est muette, qui se borne à définir des seuils de composition
des formations de jugement. Ce seuil est fixé à trois magistrats lorsque le sort
du pourvoi s’impose et élevé à cinq magistrats dans le cas contraire, de sorte que
peuvent être crées au sein de chaque chambre plusieurs formations de jugement
de plein exercice. Ainsi, les première et troisième chambres civiles, de même que
la chambre commerciale, financière et économique sont, chacune, divisées en
deux sections, tandis que la deuxième chambre civile est divisée en trois sections
et que la chambre sociale, à l’effectif le plus important, de 35 magistrats, est divisée en quatre sections.
Une telle multiplication des formations de jugement, si elle trouve sa justification dans l’impérieuse nécessité de célérité dans l’examen des pourvois, risque
de porter atteinte au non moins impérieux principe d’unicité de la Cour de cassation.
Lequel commande qu’une seule et même voix émane non seulement de chaque
chambre mais aussi de la Cour de cassation.
Il est du rôle du président, assisté du doyen, d’éviter les discordances au sein
de la chambre à laquelle ils appartiennent. À cette fin, au moins une semaine
avant chaque audience, ils tiennent une conférence préparatoire consacrée
à l’étude des projets préparés par chaque rapporteur et, le cas échéant, attirent
l’attention de celui-ci sur d’éventuels risques de divergence entre le projet proposé
et la jurisprudence de la chambre.
En outre, s’il y a lieu de prendre position sur une question nouvelle, ou s’il
apparaît nécessaire de modifier ou d’affiner la jurisprudence de la chambre, le
président peut décider d’inviter l’ensemble des magistrats de la chambre à faire
connaître leur opinion en les réunissant en formation plénière de chambre.
À ces dispositions informelles, propres à chaque chambre, s’ajoutent des dispositifs institués pour assurer l’unité jurisprudentielle de la Cour de cassation,
à tout le moins éviter les contrariétés de jurisprudence.
Ainsi, d’une part, une chambre peut solliciter l’avis d’une autre chambre sur
un point de droit relevant de la compétence de celle-ci3.

3

Art. 1015-1 du code de procédure civile.
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D’autre part, des conseillers appartenant à différentes chambres, voire à toutes
les chambres, de la Cour de cassation peuvent être appelés à définir ensemble sa
jurisprudence.
La plus haute expression de cette délibération collective est l’assemblée plénière. Présidée par le premier président, chacune des six chambres y est représentée par son président, son doyen et un conseiller4. Elle est réunie pour répondre
aux questions de principe. Et c’est aussi elle qui est appelée à statuer en cas
de rébellion des juges du fond, c’est-à-dire lorsque, après cassation d’une décision,
la juridiction de renvoi rend une décision qui est attaquée par les mêmes moyens
que ceux qui avaient été invoqués contre la décision précédemment cassée5.
Il est une autre formation spécialement orientée vers l’éradication des divergences de jurisprudence internes à la Cour de cassation. C’est la chambre mixte
qui rassemble de magistrats appartenant aux chambres appelées à connaître d’une
même question. Aussi, la composition de chaque chambre mixte dépend-elle de la
question posée. Présidée par le premier président, elle est composée, sur décision
de celui-ci, de magistrats appartenant à trois chambres au moins, savoir le président, le doyen et deux conseillers de chacune des chambres intéressés6.
On voit que cette architecture complexe est dominée paradoxalement par une
idée simple, celle d’assurer l’unicité de la juridiction, pour faire en sorte qu’elle
réponde d’une seule voix aux questions qu’on lui pose.
C’est qu’en effet, la Cour de cassation ne peut parler sans qu’on l’ait interrogée.
En principe, la Cour de cassation ne peut être saisie qu’après qu’une décision
a tranché un litige.
Il existe une exception à ce principe. En effet, une loi du 15 mai 1991 a introduit dans le code de l’organisation judiciaire, un article L. 441-1, qui donne aux
juges du fond la faculté de solliciter l’avis de la Cour de cassation sur “une question de droit nouvelle, présentant une difficulté sérieuse et se posant dans de
nombreux litiges”. Et la formation qui est appelée à donner cet avis, lequel ne lie
pas le juge qui l’a sollicité, n’est pas l’une des formations de jugement de la Cour
de cassation mais une formation à composition variable constituée, en matière
civile, du premier président, des présidents de chambre et de deux conseillers
appartenant à chaque chambre spécialement concernée par l’avis sollicité7.
Hors l’hypothèse de la demande d’avis, la Cour de cassation est saisie d’un
recours dirigée contre une décision émanant d’une juridiction du fond.
Ce recours émane des parties au litige tranché par cette décision.
Sauf en deux hypothèses.

Art. L. 421-5 du code de l’organisation judiciaire.
Art. L. 431-6 du code de l’organisation judiciaire.
6
Art. L. 421-4 du code de l’organisation judiciaire.
7
Art. R. 441-1 du code de l’organisation judiciaire.
4
5
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Ainsi, d’une part, le procureur général près la Cour de cassation peut former
pourvoi dans l’intérêt de la loi8. D’autre part, le Garde des Sceaux peut prescrire
au procureur général de la Cour de cassation de déférer à celle-ci les actes entachés d’excès de pouvoir9.
Hors ces cas, au demeurant rares, c’est aux parties au litige qu’il appartient
de déférer à la Cour de cassation la décision qui a tranché celui-ci.
Le temps qui m’est imparti me conduit à délaisser l’examen des conditions
de forme, et de délai, du pourvoi, pour me consacrer au débat qui s’ouvre devant
la Cour de cassation et que cette dernière clôt par une décision.

LE DÉBAT DEVANT LA COUR DE CASSATION
On sait que le pourvoi “tend à faire censurer par la Cour de cassation la
non-conformité du jugement qu’il attaque aux règles de droit”.
Aussi, le débat porte-t-il exclusivement sur le point de savoir si la décision
déférée à la Cour de cassation est, ou non, conforme aux règles de droit.
S’il appartient aux parties de nourrir ce débat, en demande comme en défense,
le juge n’en est pas exclu.

LE RÔLE DES PARTIES
Le vecteur du débat est le moyen. Ainsi, l’article 978 du code de procédure
civile fait obligation au demandeur en cassation d’exposer dans un mémoire “les
moyens de droit invoqués contre la décision attaquée”.
Qu’entend-on par moyen de droit?
Pour le définir, on en examinera le contenu. Celui-ci est composé de trois
éléments. Le premier élément reproduit la disposition du jugement contre laquelle
est dirigée la critique. Ainsi, à titre d’exemple, imaginons qu’il soit reproché à la
décision d’avoir condamné une partie à payer à l’autre partie une somme d’argent.
Le second élément vise les motifs sur lesquels s’est appuyé le juge du fond pour
“S’il apprend qu’il a été rendu, en matière civile, une décision contraire aux lois, aux
règlements ou aux formes de procéder, contre laquelle cependant aucune des parties n’a réclamé
dans le délai fixé, ou qui a été exécutée, il en saisit la Cour de cassation après l’expiration du délai
ou après l’exécution”. En ce cas, “si une cassation intervient, les parties ne peuvent s’en prévaloir
pour éluder les dispositions de la décision cassée” (art. 17 de la loi du 3 juillet 1967).
9
L’article 18 de la loi du 3 juillet 1967, qui institue ce recours, prévoit qu’en cas de censure,
celle-ci est opposable à tous.
8
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justifier sa condamnation. Par exemple la constatation que ladite somme d’argent
a été effectivement remise à l’une des parties par son adversaire. Le troisième
élément expose la critique juridique développée contre le raisonnement du juge
du fond. Telle celle selon laquelle la preuve de la remise de fonds à une personne
ne suffit pas à justifier l’obligation pour celle-ci de restituer la somme qu’elle
a reçue.
C’est la détermination du dernier élément qui pose problème.
Autrement dit, quelle critique juridique peut-on développer devant la Cour
de cassation?
On observera, d’abord, qu’en principe le débat juridique qui se noue devant
la Cour de cassation ne peut excéder les limites du débat qui a eu lieu devant les
juges du fond.
Cette règle est posée par l’article 619 du code de procédure civile, aux termes
duquel, “les moyens nouveaux ne sont pas recevables devant la Cour de cassation”.
Autrement dit le troisième élément du moyen ne peut développer contre la
décision attaquée une critique juridique qui n’a pas donné lieu précédemment
à débat.
On comprend la règle. On en voit aussi les limites, que le même texte fixe,
en prévoyant que peuvent néanmoins être invoqués pour la première fois, d’une
part, les moyens de pur droit, d’autre part, les moyens nés de la décision attaquée.
En effet, s’agissant de ceux-ci, ils ne peuvent apparaître qu’après le débat. Quant
aux moyens de pur droit, leur admission répond à l’exigence de trancher le litige
conformément aux règles de droit qui lui sont applicables.
On observera, ensuite, que si la question de la teneur de la critique juridique
susceptible d’être développée devant la Cour de cassation se pose, c’est parce que
l’article 978 du Code de procédure civile, qui fait obligation au demandeur en
cassation de déposer un mémoire contenant les moyens de droit invoqués contre
la décision attaquée, ajoute que chaque moyen doit préciser le cas d’ouverture
invoqué.
La voie de la cassation n’est donc ouverte qu’en certains cas.
Reste qu’aucune disposition légale ou réglementaire ne définit ceux-ci.
Faute d’une telle définition il faut se tourner vers la pratique entérinée par la
jurisprudence.
Ainsi, parmi les cas d’ouverture, il est d’usage de distinguer, la violation de la
loi, les vices de motivation, l’excès de pouvoir, l’incompétence, la contrariété
de jugement, la perte de fondement juridique, les vices de forme.
À titre d’illustration, on retiendra, d’une part, la violation de la loi, d’autre
part, les vices qui affectent la motivation de la décision.
La violation de la loi constituele cas d’ouverture par excellence.
Ce fut, à l’origine de la procédure de cassation, l’unique cas d’ouverture. La
loi des 27 novembre-1er décembre 1790 qui institua un tribunal de cassation lui
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donna en effet mission “d’annuler tout jugement qui contiendra une violation
expresse au texte de la loi”.
Le contrôle qu’appelle ce cas d’ouverture porte tant sur la loi de fond que sur
la loi de procédure. Il offre à la Cour de cassation la possibilité d’en définir le sens
et la portée.
Ainsi, la violation de la loi peut résulter soit d’une fausse interprétation
de celle-ci par les juges du fond, en sorte que la censure de ce chef permet à la
Cour de cassation de faire prévaloir son interprétation, soit d’une erreur dans la
qualification des faits, soit d’une fausse application de la loi, tenant par exemple
à l’ajout à celle-ci d’une condition qu’elle ne prévoit pas ou au refus d’en faire
application à une situation entrant dans son champ d’application.
La violation de la loi peut aussi résulter de la dénaturation d’un contrat. Les
conventions légalement formées tenant lieu de loi à ceux qui les ont faites, selon
l’article 1134, alinéa 1er du code civil, c’est violer la loi que de méconnaître les
termes du contrat. Encore faut-il distinguer.
La violation de la loi est patente lorsque le juge va à l’encontre de stipulations claires et précises. Mais, lorsque celles-ci sont susceptibles d’interprétations
divergentes, il faut en déterminer le sens. On quitte alors le domaine de la loi pour
entrer dans celui de la recherche de la commune intention des parties. Une telle
recherche, purement factuelle, échappe donc au contrôle de la Cour de cassation.
En revanche entre évidemment dans la champ de son contrôle la vérification du respect de la règle selon laquelle tout jugement doit être motivé, à peine
de nullité10.
Aussi, l’absence de motifs entraîne-t-elle la censure de la décision.
Comme la motivation affectée de vices qui en altèrent l’existence. Ainsi, est
assimilée à l’absence de motifs, la contradiction des motifs entre eux, de même
que la contradiction entre les motifs et le dispositif, dès lors que de telles contradictions, en ce qu’elles interdisent d’appréhender le cheminement intellectuel
du juge, prive, en réalité, sa décision de motifs. Il en va de même lorsque le juge
fonde celle-ci sur un motif qui exprime le doute (motif dubitatif) ou qui s’appuie
sur une supposition (motif hypothétique), voire sur un motif d’ordre général qui
fait abstraction des éléments de fait du litige.
Est assimilé au défaut de motifs le défaut de réponse aux conclusions dans la
mesure où le juge est tenu de se prononcer sur les conclusions dont il est saisi, en
sorte qu’ignorer celles-ci, c’est omettre de motiver sa décision.
Reste que seules exigent une réponse les conclusions qui invoquent un moyen
opérant, c’est-à-dire un raisonnement qui, tirant des conséquences juridiques des
éléments de fait invoqués, est susceptible d’avoir une incidence sur la solution
du litige.

10

Art. 455, alinéa 1er et 458, alinéa 1er, du code de procédure civile.
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On terminera par l’étude du cas d’ouverture qui emprunte à la fois au vice
de motivation et à la violation de la loi, savoir le défaut ou manque de base légale.
Ce cas d’ouverture est constituée non par une absence mais par une insuffisance de motivation de la décision attaquée, telle que la Cour de cassation ne se
trouve pas en mesure de vérifier si les juges du fond ont, ou non, fait une application correcte de la loi qu’ils ont retenue.
Autrement dit, en pareille hypothèse, la motivation ne permet ni de justifier ni
d’exclure la loi appliquée par les juges du fond faute de constatation de l’existence,
ou de l’absence, des éléments de fait à la réunion desquels est subordonnée cette
application.
Si les parties ne peuvent s’abstenir de nourrir le débat, les moyens qu’elles
invoquent ne sont pas nécessairement les seuls ingrédients de celui-ci.

LE RÔLE DU JUGE
Si le juge de cassation ne peut connaître du fond du litige ayant donné lieu
à la décision qui lui est déférée, il lui incombe de vérifier que celle-ci a tranché
celui-là conformément aux règles de droit qui lui sont applicables, en sorte qu’il
peut être appelé à s’immiscer juridiquement dans le débat, soit pour suppléer la
carence d’une partie, soit pour pallier la déficience du juge du fond.
Ainsi, d’abord, la Cour de cassation peut soustraire la décision attaquée à une
censure encourue en réparant l’erreur de droit commise par le juge du fond. L’article 620, alinéa 1er du code de procédure civile lui permet, en effet, de “rejeter le
pourvoi en substituant un motif de pur droit à un motif erroné”. En effet, à quoi
bon censurer un jugement si la disposition critiquée, quoiqu’assise sur un raisonnement juridique erroné, est conforme à l’application de la règle idoine.
Une cassation aurait pour seul effet de retarder le prononcé d’une solution qui
est d’ores et déjà acquise. Elle serait donc vaine. Et l’arrêt de rejet revêt la même
portée didactique que l’arrêt de cassation qui eût dû être prononcé dans la mesure
où à la dénonciation de l’erreur commise par les juges du fond se substitue la
réparation de celle-ci.
À l’inverse, la Cour de cassation, gardienne de la rectitude juridique, peut
sanctionner une erreur de droit qui aurait échappé aux parties. L’article 620, alinéa 2, du code de procédure civile l’autorise à “casser la décision attaquée en
relevant d’office un moyen de pur droit”.
Bien entendu, dans ces deux hypothèses, l’intrusion du juge de cassation est
subordonnée au respect du principe fondamental de la contradiction. L’article
1015 du code de procédure civile selon lequel “le président doit avertir les parties
des moyens de cassation qui paraissent pouvoir être relevés d’office et les inviter
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à présenter leurs observations dans le délai qu’il fixe”, reçoit aussi application en
cas de substitution de motifs.
Au débat succède la décision.

LA DÉCISION DE LA COUR DE CASSATION
Dès lors que la Cour de cassation est appelée à statuer exclusivement sur le
pourvoi, sa décision ne peut qu’être l’expression d’un choix binaire: accueillir ou
ne pas accueillir le pourvoi.
L’accueillir, c’est censurer la décision attaquée.
Ne pas l’accueillir, est-ce, nécessairement, le rejeter?

LE REFUS D’ADMETTRE LE POURVOI
À l’effet d’accroître l’efficacité de la lutte contre l’encombrement de la Cour
de cassation, la loi du 25 juin 2001 a institué une procédure d’admission, ou plutôt
de non-admission, des pourvois.
Ainsi l’article 1014 du code de procédure civile donne à une formation restreinte de trois magistrats constituée au sein de chaque chambre civile le pouvoir
de déclarer “non admis” non seulementles pourvois irrecevables mais aussi ceux
qui ne sont pas “ fondés sur un moyen sérieux de cassation”.
Désormais, à côté de l’arrêt de rejet et de l’arrêt de cassation, apparaît un arrêt
de troisième type, l’arrêt de non-admission du pourvoi, faute de moyen sérieux
de cassation. Arrêt singulier en ce sens que le seul motif qu’il comporte se borne
à énoncer que “le(s) moyen(s) de cassation annexé(s) au présent arrêt, invoqué(s)
à l’encontre de la décision attaquée, n’est (ne sont) pas de nature à permettre
l’admission du pourvoi”.
Dira-t-on qu’une telle décision méconnaît l’exigence de motivation prescrite
tant par la norme interne (articles 455, alinéa 1er et 458, alinéa 1er, du code de procédure civile) que par la norme européenne (article 6 de la Convention de sauvegarde des droits de l’homme et des libertés fondamentales)?
On aurait tort.
D’abord, parce que si l’arrêt lui-même se borne à constater l’absence de moyen
sérieux de cassation, il s’appuie sur le rapport du conseiller rapporteur, lequel
explique en quoi le (ou les) moyen(s) invoqué(s) à l’appui du pourvoi ne peut
(peuvent) être regardé(s) comme sérieux.
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Et ce rapport est accessible aux représentants des parties, lesquels sont ainsi
mis en mesure, s’ils le jugent utile, de présenter des observations avant qu’il ne
soit statué sur l’admission du pourvoi.
Ensuite, parce que la Cour européenne des droits de l’homme a admis la
conformité à la Convention de la procédure de non-admission en considérant que
l’article 6 de celle-ci n’exige pas que soit motivée en détail la décision par laquelle
une juridiction de recours, se fondant sur une disposition légale spécifique, écarte
un recours comme dépourvu de chance de succès11.
Si le pourvoi n’est pas ainsi écarté, il faut y répondre.
La réponse au pourvoi

Si le pourvoi n’est pas déclaré non-admis, son examen est renvoyé à l’audience
de la chambre, à moins que la solution du pourvoi s’impose. En ce cas, c’est la formation de trois magistrats, chargée de se prononcer sur l’admission du pourvoi,
qui examine celui-ci12.
Reste que, quelle que soit la formation qui se prononce sur le sort du pourvoi,
l’arrêt que celle-ci rend ne peut être que de rejet ou de cassation.

L’ARRÊT DE REJET
C’est la décision par laquelle la Cour de cassation explique que le (ou les)
moyen(s) ne peu(ven)t être accueilli(s). Le rejet du pourvoi, qui en découle, rend
irrévocable la décision attaquée.
Ce n’est pas à dire que ces moyens ne soient pas fondés.
Mais, on a précédemment expliqué que le juge de cassation pouvait venir
au soutien du juge du fond défaillant en substituant à un motif critiqué un motif
de pur droit. Il peut aussi, sans qu’il y ait lieu à substitution de motifs, priver d’efficacité un moyen, pourtant pertinent, en constatant que celui-ci critique un motif
surabondant de la décision attaquée, c’est-à-dire un motif qui n’est pas indispensable à celle-ci. Aussi, l’article 620 du code de procédure civile prévoit-il que la
Cour de cassation peut rejeter le pourvoi “en faisant abstraction d’un motif de
droit erroné mais surabondant”.
Reste qu’hors ces hypothèses assez rares de substitution, ou de constatation
de surabondance, de motifs, l’arrêt de rejet développe une analyse juridique à l’effet de réfuter la critique développée contre la décision attaquée.

11
12

Arrêt du 9 mars 1999, société Immeuble Groupe Kosser c/ France.
Art. L. 431-1, alinéa 2, du code de procédure civile.
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De la teneur de cette analyse dépend la portée de l’arrêt qui l’exprime, en sorte
que l’arrêt de principe, celui qui fixe la position de la cour de cassation sur une
question de droit controversée, peut être de rejet comme de cassation.
Reste que, fût-il de principe, l’arrêt de rejet obéit toujours aux mêmes règles
de construction. En effet, dans la mesure où l’arrêt de rejet s’analyse en une réfutation de la critique présentée par le moyen, la logique commande d’exposer
celle-ci avant de développer celle-là. Aussi, l’arrêt de rejet ne peut-il s’ouvrir sur
un attendu de principe précédé du visa du texte sur lequel il s’appuie. Ce n’est pas
à dire qu’un tel attendu n’y figure jamais. Mais dès lors qu’il répond au moyen,
il le suit, de sorte qu’il se trouve au coeur de l’arrêt, emplacement qui interdit le
recours au visa.
La rédaction de l’arrêt de cassation obéit à la démarche inverse.

L’ARRÊT DE CASSATION
La cassation suppose que le moyen soit fondé, à défaut, comme il a été précédemment expliqué, que la décision attaquée soit entachée d’une erreur juridique
appelant le relevé d’office d’un moyen de pur droit.
Dans l’un comme dans l’autre cas, il s’agit de censurer la décision déférée
pour non-conformité de celle-ci à la règle de droit.
Aussi, est-il primordial de rappeler ladite règle.
D’abord, et toujours, en la visant. L’arrêt, dit l’article 1020 du code de procédure civile, “vise la règle de droit sur laquelle la cassation est fondée”. L’emploi du singulier n’est pas exclusif du visa de plusieurs textes. De même la règle
de droit à laquelle se réfère le texte s’entend non seulement de la loi au sens constitutionnel du terme mais aussi de toute autre norme juridique tels, par exemple, le
traité, l’ordonnance ou le règlement, voire un principe général du droit.
Ensuite, parfois en en déterminant le sens et la portée, par l’énoncé d’un
attendu introductif, que l’on appelle le chapeau.
À l’inverse de l’arrêt de rejet, qui réfute l’analyse juridique développée par le
moyen, l’arrêt de cassation vient désapprouver la décision attaquée. Aussi, après
avoir rappelé la teneur de celle-ci, l’arrêt de cassation explique-t-il en quoi elle
encourt la censure.
La cassation qui en découle peut être soit totale si elle atteint l’ensemble des
chefs du dispositif de la décision attaquée, soit partielle, si elle n’en affecte que
certains à condition que ceux-ci soient dissociables des autres13. La détermination de la portée de la cassation prononcée est parfois chose fort délicate. Aussi,
l’usage s’est-il institué, à l’effet d’éviter tout débat à cet égard, en cas de renvoi
13

Art. 623 du code de procédure civile.
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de l’affaire devant une nouvelle juridiction du fond, d’indiquer dans le dispositif
de l’arrêt de cassation les dispositions de la décision attaquée affectée par la censure de celle-ci.
En principe, la cassation emporte obligation de statuer à nouveau en fait et en
droit du chef desdites dispositions, de sorte que l’affaire est renvoyée soit devant
une juridiction autre que celle qui a rendu la décision cassée, soit devant la même
juridiction autrement composée14.
Reste qu’il est des hypothèses dans lesquelles la solution du litige s’impose au
regard des éléments de fait constatés par les juges du fond. La Cour de cassation
peut alors
y mettre fin par application de la règle de droit appropriée. Il en va de même
lorsque par l’effet de la cassation, il n’y a plus lieu de statuer au fond15.
***
Ces quelques observations sur le mécanisme du pourvoi en cassation ne suffisent pas à en définir la nature. Nécessairement singulier dès lors qu’il tend à la
censure d’une décision, elle aussi évidemment singulière comme le litige qu’elle
tranche, il s’imprègne de généralité quand l’arrêt qui le rejette ou l’accueille
devient l’expression de la position de la Cour de cassation sur un problème juridique abstraitement formulé.
Il faut alors s’interroger sur la compatibilité de cette démarche avec la défense
faite aux juges, donc à la Cour de cassation, par l’article 5 du code civil “de prononcer par voie de disposition générale et réglementaire sur les causes qui leur
sont soumises”.
L’incompatibilité n’est-elle pas déjà avérée?
La jurisprudence sur le contrôle de conventionnalité de la loi en est le révélateur.
On sait que, selon l’article 55 de la Constitution, “les traités ou accords régulièrement ratifiés ou approuvés ont, dès leur publication, une autorité supérieure
à celle des lois”.
Aussi, dans la mesure où le Conseil constitutionnel juge que les dispositions
du texte précité ne prescrivent ni n’impliquent que le respect du principe qu’elles
édictent “doive être assuré dans le cadre du contrôle de la conformité des lois
à la Constitution”16, la question s’est-elle posée de savoir si le juge devait, ou non,
s’incliner devant une loi contraire à un traité antérieur17.
Art. 626 du code de procédure civile.
Art. L. 411-3 du code de l’organisation judiciaire.
16
CC 15 janvier 1975, décision n° 74-54 DC.
17
Si le traité, contraire à la loi, est postérieur à celle-ci, sa supériorité s’impose par application des règles qui gouvernent la succession des normes dans le temps, étant, en outre observé,
qu’une telle dérogation à la loi reçoit nécessairement l’onction du législateur dès lors que tout traité
modifiant une loi interne française doit être ratifié par le Parlement (v. H. Capitant, F. Terré et
Y. Lequette, Les grands arrêts de la jurisprudence civile, Tome 1, 2000, p. 17, n° 2).
14

15
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La Cour de cassation y a répondu en consacrant, dans un arrêt d’une Chambre
mixte du 24 mai 197518, le pouvoir du juge d’écarter une loi incompatible avec un
traité qui la précède temporellement19. Si la portée de cette jurisprudence a été
ensuite atténuée par un arrêt d’Assemblée plénière du 2 juin 1990 qui pose en
principe que la suprématie conférée aux engagements internationaux ne s’applique pas dans l’ordre interne à une disposition légale de valeur constitutionnelle20, il demeure que son champ d’application est particulièrement vaste, qui
englobe notamment le droit européen et le droit communautaire tant primaire que
dérivé21.
Commentant l’arrêt du 24 mai 1975, une doctrine éminente fait observer que
“profitant du déclin du pouvoir législatif, le pouvoir judiciaire s’arroge le droit
de censurer, sinon toutes les lois, du moins celles qui lui paraissent contraires
aux traités”, de sorte que “les juges sont désormais en mesure d’écarter un texte
clair et précis voté par le Parlement, au prétexte qu’il n’est pas conforme aux
axiomes passe-partout d’une pseudo constitution étrangère”22.
Et il est vrai que le contrôle de conventionnalité opéré par le juge est particulièrement marqué. Ainsi, par exemple, prenant appui sur une jurisprudence
fournie de la Cour européenne des droits de l’homme23, l’Assemblée plénière
de la Cour de cassation, pose en principe que “si le législateur peut adopter,
en matière civile, des dispositions rétroactives, le principe de prééminence du
droit et la notion de procès équitable consacrés par l’article 6 de la Convention
de sauvegarde des droits de l’homme et des libertés fondamentales, s’opposent,
sauf pour d’impérieux motifs d’intérêt général, à l’ingérence du pouvoir législatif
dans l’administration de la justice afin d’influer sur le dénouement judiciaire
des litiges” et que “cette règle générale s’applique quelle que soit la qualification
formelle donnée à la loi et même lorsque l’État n’est pas partie au procès”.24
Faut-il, peut-on, aller au-delà du contrôle judiciaire de la conventionnalité
de la loi?
Ch. mixte 24 mai 1975, Bull.Ch. mixte n° 4.
La jurisprudence du Conseil d’État, telle qu’exprimée dans l’arrêt Nicolo du 20 octobre
1989 (Rec. P. 190), est désormais semblable à celle de la Cour de cassation.
20
A. P. 2 juin 2000 B. 2000, n° 4. Le Conseil d’État avait déjà statué dans le même sens (arrêt
Sarran du 30 octobre 1998, Rec. p. 368 ).
21
Ainsi l’arrêt précité du 24 mai 1975 pose en principe que le Traité de Rome du 25 mars 1957
“institue une ordre juridique propre intégré à celui des États membres”, de sorte “qu’en raison de
cette spécificité, l’ordre juridique qu’il a créé est directement applicable aux ressortissants de ces
États et s’impose à leurs juridictions”.
22
v. H. Capitant, F. Terré et Y. Lequette, Les grands arrêts de la jurisprudence civile, Tome 1,
2000, p. 20, n° 8.
23
v. p. ex. Raffineries grecques Stran c/ Grèce du 9 décembre 1994, National and Provincial
Building c/ Royaume Uni du 23 octobre 1997, Zielinski, Pradal, Gonzales et autres c/ France du
28 octobre 1999.
24
A.P. 23 janvier 2004, Bull. A.P. n° 2.
18

19
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Peut-être est-ce par agacement que je n’évoque qu’en conclusion de cet exposé
une question que le législateur qualifie pourtant de prioritaire, celle du contrôle
citoyen de la constitutionnalité de la loi.
On pourrait comprendre que le juge s’en désintéresse dès lors qu’il ne peut ni
la poser, ni y répondre.
Que la réponse soit réservée au Conseil constitutionnel, cela va de soi.
Mais n’y a-t-il pas quelque incohérence à exiger que la question soit posée
à l’occasion d’un procès et à faire défense au juge, pourtant tenu de trancher le
litige conformément aux règles de droit qui lui sont applicables, de déférer au
Conseil constitutionnel une règle dont la constitutionnalité lui paraît contestable?
Si en droit allemand, comme en droit espagnol, l’exception d’inconstitutionnalité ne peut être soulevée que par le juge, tandis qu’en droit luxembourgeois, cette
faculté est partagée par le juge et les parties, en revanche, la loi française interdit
à celui-ci de la soulever d’office. C’est que, explique le Conseil constitutionnel
dans sa décision de contrôle de la loi organique d’application de la réforme, “les
termes de l’article 61-1 de la Constitution imposaient au législateur organique
de réserver aux seules parties à l’instance le droit de soutenir qu’une disposition
législative porte atteinte aux droits et libertés que la Constitution garantit”25.
La référence au “droit de soutenir” exprime l’idée que le monopole des parties va au-delà de la simple initiative du questionnement.
Ainsi, soulignait le Premier Président de la Cour de cassation, lors de son
audition par la commission des lois de l’Assemblée nationale, “dans la mesure
où le juge n’aura pas le pouvoir de relever d’office une question de constitutionnalité, il ne devrait pas davantage avoir celui de reformuler une question posée
par une partie”.
Et d’ajouter, “s’il peut envisager de réécrire dans un français plus clair une
question maladroitement formulée, le juge ne saurait cependant en dénaturer le
sens dans la mesure où la loi lui fait obligation d’en vérifier la recevabilité au
regard des questions de fond qu’elle pose”26.
Cette opinion est consacrée par la Cour de cassation dont chaque arrêt s’applique à reproduire fidèlement le texte de la question, tel que rédigé par celui qui
la pose.
Il ne peut en être autrement.
Mais faut-il qu’il en soit ainsi?
Le principe de prééminence du droit, si essentiel aux yeux du juge strasbourgeois, ne commanderait-il pas d’adopter la solution luxembourgeoise, à tout
le moins d’autoriser le juge français à contribuer plus activement au contrôle
Décision n° 2009-595 DC du 3 décembre 2009, considérant n° 9.
Rapport fait au nom de la commission des lois constitutionnelles, de la législation et de l’administration générale de la République sur le projet de loi organique (n° 1599) relatif à l’application
de l’article 61-1 de la Constitution par M. Jean-Luc Warsmann, p. 186.
25

26
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de constitutionnalité en lui permettant de participer, d’un commun accord avec la
partie qui a pris l’initiative de la question, à la rédaction de celle-ci?
Reste que, fût-ce en mode mineur, la Cour de cassation est depuis le
1er mars 2010, date de l’entrée en vigueur de la loi constitutionnelle instituant la
question prioritaire de constitutionnalité, devenu un juge qui applique le droit
constitutionnel.
C’est que si elle ne peut ni poser la question, ni y répondre, il lui revient de la
transmettre au Conseil constitutionnel, en sorte que tout refus de transmission
commande, conformément à l’exigence tant constitutionnelle que conventionnelle
de motivation, d’expliquer en quoi la question n’est ni nouvelle, ni sérieuse27, partant de développer à cet égard une argumentation de nature constitutionnelle,
laquelle échappe au contrôle du Conseil constitutionnel.
Il est vrai que de temps à autre ressurgit l’idée d’un tel contrôle.
Mais qu’on en mesure les conséquences!
Si l’on veut bien admettre qu’on ne peut jamais déférer une décision juridictionnelle qu’à une juridiction de même nature que celle qui l’a rendue, un contrôle par
le Conseil constitutionnel de la décision de non-renvoi, par voie soit d’appel, soit
d’évocation, conduirait, implicitement mais nécessairement à investir à rebours la
Cour de cassation d’un pouvoir juridictionnel de nature constitutionnelle.
Aussi, en une telle hypothèse, faudrait-il s’interroger, sur le sort du moyen qui
tendrait non pas à faire disparaître du paysage juridique la norme prétendument
entachée d’inconstitutionnalité, mais simplement à l’écarter du jugement du litige,
comme en matière de contrôle de conventionnalité.
Mais c’est une autre histoire, qui n’est pas encore en marche.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Capitant H., Terré F., Lequette Y., Les grands arrêts de la jurisprudence civile, Tome 1,
2000
Zénati F., La nature de la Cour de cassation, B.I.C.C. 15 avril 2003
27
Selon l’article 23-5 de l’ordonnance du 7 novembre 1958 portant loi organique sur le Conseil
constitionnel, telle que modifiée par la loi organique du 10 décembre 2009, le Conseil constitutionnel est saisi de la question prioritaire de constitutionnalité dès lors que la disposition contestée
est applicable au litige, qu’elle n’a pas été déclarée conforme à la Constitution dans les motifs et le
dispositif d’une décision du Conseil constitutionnel, sauf changement de circonstances, et que la
question est nouvelle ou présente un caractère sérieux.
S’agissant du concept de nouveauté de la question, le Conseil constitutionnel a décidé qu’une
question prioritaire de constitutionnalité ne peut être nouvelle au seul motif que la disposition
législative contestée n’a pas déjà été examinée par le Conseil constitutionnel et précisé à propos
des cas de nouveauté autres que celui de l’interprétation d’une disposition constitutionnelle encore
vierge d’application par le Conseil constitutionnel, le législateur organique avait entendu permettre
au Conseil d’État et à la Cour de cassation d’apprécier l’intérêt de saisir le Conseil constitutionnel
en fonction de ce critère alternatif.
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CASSATION IN CIVIL CASES IN FRANCE

Summary
The author analyzed the structure of cassation proceedings in France. He remarked
that the French Cassation Court does not examine the dispute, but the judgment which
was issued as a result of the proceedings in a specific case. He claims that the function
of the cassation proceedings, as well as the role of a cassation judge is special for several
reasons. Most importantly, cassation consists in overruling a judgment. The legal
interpretation and the justification of the grounds of such a ruling bear more similarity to
doctrinal considerations rather than a purely judicial verdict.
The text also presents the organisation of the French Cour de cassation by describing
the composition of each chamber, their scope of competence, the tasks of the president
of the court as well as the overall day-to-day functioning. The author asserts that
the organisation of the court reflects its main endeavour, namely to assure the uniformity
of the jurisprudence. Additionally, he puts an emphasis on the relation between
the selection mechanism of cassation cases and the Cassation Court’s ability to efficiently
fulfill its role. The author argues that such mechanisms do not infringe on Article 6 (1)
ECHR. Next, the author proceeds to describe an outline of the court session at the Cour
de cassation, including the role of judges, parties to the proceedings, as well as the scope
of examination of a cassation and the possible outcomes that come into play. The author
concludes his considerations by analysing the extent to which the French cassation court
may control the constitutionality of legal provisions and juxtaposing it with solutions
adopted in some other European countries.
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LA COUR SUPRÊME ET SES FONCTIONS DANS
LE SYSTÈME JUDICIAIRE POLONAIS

1. LES BASES CONSTITUTIONNELLES DU POUVOIR
DE LA COUR SUPRÊME
L’organisation du pouvoir judiciaire dans chaque pays varie et évolue dans le
temps. Cela vaut aussi, évidemment, pour l’organisation du pouvoir judiciaire polonais, qui a évolué pendant plusieurs siècles. Sa forme actuelle résulte de l’évolution
de la société, des circonstances politiques et socio-économiques, mais aussi des
traditions culturelles. Plusieurs facteurs ont impacté l’évolution du système judiciaire polonais à l’époque moderne et contemporaine: dans les années 1795‒1918
la Pologne était partagée, dans les années 1939‒1945 occupée par les Allemands,
et après 1945 (jusqu’en 1989) le pays était politiquement, idéologiquement et économiquement dépendant de l’Union soviétique. La Cour suprême a été instituée
en 1917.1 Depuis cette date, ses fonctions et ses activités ont évolué, tout comme
l’organisation et le schéma de fonctionnement du système judiciaire polonais. En
période d’avant-guerre, la Cour suprême a essentiellement joué le rôle de la Cour
de cassation, sous l’occupation allemande ses activités ont été suspendues, et sous
la République populaire de Pologne ‒ en raison de l’abolition du pourvoi en cassation ‒ son fonctionnement a été copié sur le modèle soviétique (en particulier,
en lui confiant les «révisions» extraordinaires des jugements définitifs rendus par
les juridictions de l’ordre judiciaire). Un nouveau changement des règles d’organisation et de fonctionnement du système judiciaire polonais (y compris la Cour
suprême) a eu lieu essentiellement après 1990, mais une unification finale des principes d’organisation, des tâches et du fonctionnement de la justice a été apportée
par la nouvelle Constitution polonaise, qui a été adoptée en 1997.
1
Voir D. Malec, Sąd Najwyższy w latach 1917–1939 [La Cour suprême dans les années
1917–1939], (dans:) Sąd Najwyższy Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej. Historia i współczesność. Księga
Jubileuszowa 90-lecia Sądu Najwyższego 1917–2007 [La Cour Suprême de la République de Pologne. Histoire et temps modernes. Livre commémoratif pour le 90e anniversaire de la Cour suprême 1917–2007], Varsovie 2007, p. 121 et suivantes.
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C’est cette Constitution qui consacre le principe de séparation des pouvoirs,
à savoir son art. 10 précise que Le régime politique de la République de Pologne
a pour fondement la séparation et l’équilibre entre les pouvoirs législatif, exécutif
et judiciaire. Ce sont les cours et les tribunaux qui exercent le pouvoir judiciaire.
La Constitution fait une distinction entre la définition fonctionnelle de l’autorité
judiciaire (article 10) ‒ qui se réfère à l’administration de la justice par les juridictions ‒ et le pouvoir judiciaire au sens organique – selon son article 173, les cours
et les tribunaux exercent un pouvoir séparé et indépendant des autres pouvoirs.
En d’autres termes, premièrement le pouvoir judiciaire est assimilé au fait d’administrer la justice, ou exécuter une fonction spécifique, deuxièmement le pouvoir
judiciaire est défini à travers ses unités organisationnelles (cours et tribunaux).
En vertu de la Constitution, le pouvoir judiciaire appartient aux cours et aux tribunaux polonais. Selon son article 175 «En République de Pologne, la justice est
rendue par la Cour suprême, les juridictions judiciaires, les juridictions administratives et les juridictions militaires». Cependant deux juridictions échappent à la
règle. Elles n’administrent pas la justice au sens propre du terme, tout en faisant
partie des organes qui exercent le pouvoir judiciaire. Il s’agit de la Cour (constitutionnelle et de la Cour d’État. Conformément à l’article 183 «la Cour suprême
exerce le contrôle juridictionnel des arrêts rendus par les juridictions judiciaires et
les juridictions militaires». Puis, «la Cour suprême accomplit également d’autres
actes définis par la Constitution et par les lois». Selon la Constitution de la République de Pologne, la Cour suprême exerce son contrôle principalement à travers
les actes de procédure qui relèvent du contrôle juridictionnel des arrêts rendus par
les juridictions judiciaires et militaires. La Cour suprême statue sur les pouvoirs
en cassation et contribue à la formulation des décisions qui seront rendues par les
juridictions de fond (en annulant la décision d’une juridiction de deuxième degré
et en renvoyant l’affaire devant cette juridiction qui statuera conformément à l’arrêt de cassation avec renvoi) ou statue de manière indépendante en infirmant la
décision attaquée et en statuant sur le fond. La Cour suprême exerce le contrôle
juridictionnel des arrêts rendus par les juridictions de niveau inférieur, qui répond
en même temps à la définition de l’exercice de la justice, ce qui signifie que l’administration de la justice et le contrôle juridictionnel ne s’excluent pas mutuellement,
car l’exercice de la justice passe par le contrôle juridictionnel des arrêts rendus.

2. LA COUR SUPRÊME: L’APPROCHE FONCTIONNELLE
AU POUVOIR JUDICIAIRE
Conformément à la Constitution, la Cour suprême ‒ tout comme les autres
cours et tribunaux ‒ doit être analysée à la lumière de la double définition du pouvoir judiciaire, à la fois fonctionnelle (qui découle de son article 10) et organique
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(une entité distincte et indépendante des autres autorités ‒ à l’article 173). Du point
de vue fonctionnel, la Cour suprême exerce le pouvoir judiciaire, qui dans son cas
se traduit essentiellement par l’administration de la justice assimilée au contrôle
juridictionnel des arrêts rendus par les juridictions judiciaires et les juridictions
militaires. En outre, la Cour suprême réalise des actes qui dépassent la définition
du concept de l’administration de la justice tout en rentrant dans le périmètre d’actions qui s’inscrivent dans la notion de l’exercice du pouvoir judiciaire, qui est une
catégorie plus large que la notion de l’administration de la justice. En plus des actes
qui relèvent de la notion de l’administration de la justice et des cas d’exercice par la
Cour suprême du pouvoir judiciaire, certaines activités de la Cour non seulement
ne relèvent pas de la notion de l’administration de la justice, mais vont au-delà
de la notion du pouvoir judiciaire constitutionnel. Les arrêts et les ordonnances
rendus par la Cour suprême statuant sur les pourvois en cassation, mais aussi les
jugements rendus dans les affaires relatives à la durée excessive des procédures
judiciaires (en vertu de la loi du 17 juin 2004 sur la plainte pour violation du droit
à une procédure préparatoire menée ou supervisée par un procureur et à un procès
sans retard indu), ainsi que dans le cadre des recours actions en constatation d’illégalité d’une décision de justice devenue définitive (article 424 1 ‒ 424 12 du Code
de procédure civile) ‒ relèvent de la notion de l’administration de la justice2). On
peut se poser la question si dans le cas de ces deux dernières plaintes l’action
de la Cour suprême relèvent du contrôle juridictionnel des arrêts rendus par les
juridictions. Dans le cas d’une plainte relative à la durée excessive de la procédure
judiciaire, ce n’est pas le jugement ni le fond de l’affaire qui est contrôlé, et dans
le cas d’une demande de déclaration d’illégalité d’une décision définitive, la Cour
suprême ne peut pas contester le caractère définitif du jugement attaqué, mais seulement constater sa non-conformité avec la loi, ce qui est une condition nécessaire
pour pouvoir demander au juge du tribunal régional (Sąd Okręgowy) de prononcer
une réparation par le Trésor public des dommages causés la décision judiciaire.
La notion de contrôle juridictionnel exercé par la Cour suprême certainement
ne concerne pas les cas où la Cour statue en premier et dernier ressort. Tel est
le cas des recours formés par les juges contre les décisions du Conseil national
de la magistrature (par exemple sur la mise à la retraite d’un juge). Dans ce cas,
la Cour administre la justice, mais ses actions ne peuvent pas être assimilées au
contrôle juridictionnel pour la bonne et simple raison que le Conseil national de la
2
Cette plainte a été introduite au Code de procédure civile suite à l’adoption du principe
(article 417 1 § 2 du Code civil), selon lequel si le dommage est causé par une décision de justice
devenue définitive, le justiciable est en droit de demander la réparation du préjudice subi par le
Trésor public, à la suite d’une procédure de déclaration d’illégalité devant le juge compétent. Cette
réglementation résulte de l’introduction du principe selon lequel chacun a droit à la réparation
du dommage subi à la suite de l’action illégale de la puissance publique à l’article 77 de la Constitution. Les normes ci-dessus ont modifié le principe de la responsabilité du Trésor public pour les
dommages causés par les décisions de justice jugées illégales.
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magistrature n’est pas une juridiction. La Cour suprême exerce également des activités qui, ne relèvent pas de contrôle juridictionnel des arrêts rendus par les juridictions judiciaires et les juridictions militaires, de l’administration de la justice ou
encore du pouvoir judiciaire au sens large. Des résolutions prises par la Chambre
du travail, de la sécurité sociale et des affaires publiques de la Cour suprême sur la
validité des élections du Président de la République, au Sejm et au Sénat, et au Parlement européen et sur la validité d’un référendum national sont un bon exemple
de l’exercice du pouvoir judiciaire, qui, cependant, ne relèvent pas du contrôle juridictionnel ni l’administration de la justice.3 [Validité des élections à la lumière de la
Constitution polonaise, Revue judiciaire n° 7–8/2012, p. 12] La même Chambre
contrôle également les décisions de la Commission électorale nationale sur les rapports financiers transmis par les partis politiques et les comités électoraux. Cette
activité ne correspondent pas, sans aucun doute, à la notion de contrôle juridictionnel, et en même temps ne peut pas être qualifiée de l’administration de la justice ni
même associée à l’attribution du pouvoir judiciaire au sens large.
Tout ceci conduit à la conclusion qu’à la lumière de la Constitution de la République de Pologne, la tâche principale de la Cour suprême – au-delà de la mission
générale d’exercer le pouvoir judiciaire – est d’exercer le contrôle juridictionnel
des décisions judiciaires rendues par les juridictions d’ordre judiciaire et les juridictions militaires, mais l’exercice de ce contrôle peut être assimilé à l’administration de la justice par ladite Cour . En outre, la Cour suprême administre la justice
en quelque sorte directement et en dehors de sa mission de contrôle juridictionnel
(p.ex. en statuant sur les recours contre les décisions du Conseil national de la
magistrature). En plus, la Cour exerce le pouvoir judiciaire, qui est difficilement
qualifiable de l’administration de la justice ou du contrôle juridictionnel. Enfin,
la Cour suprême s’est vue également confier des missions, qui ne correspondent
pas, non seulement à la notion de l’administration de la justice et du contrôle
juridictionnel, mais aussi à la notion du pouvoir judiciaire (par exemple, la Cour
donne son avis sur les projets d’actes normatifs, se charge elle-même de l’édition
du Recueil des arrêts de la Cour suprême).

3. LA COUR SUPRÊME: L’AUTORITÉ JUDICIAIRE
AU SENS ORGANIQUE
A cause de la spécificité des missions confiées à la Cour suprême après la
Seconde Guerre mondiale, la Cour est devenue une unité organisationnelle
3
Cf. W. Sanetra, Ważność wyborów w świetle Konstytucji Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej, „Przegląd Sądowy” 2012, nr 7–8, p. 12.
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indépendante, qui reste en dehors et à vrai dire un peu au-dessus de la structure organisationnelle des juridictions de l’ordre judiciaire.4 Ses missions et son
fonctionnement sont définies dans une loi spécifique (actuellement la Loi du 31
décembre 2002 sur la Cour suprême5). C’est cette loi, qui a instauré un certain
nombre de solutions systémiques et financières, des garanties de l’indépendance
des magistrats, et mis en œuvre le principe dérivé de l’article 173 de la Constitution, selon lequel les cours et tribunaux (y compris la Cour suprême), en tant
qu’entités organisationnelles distinctes ‒ exercent un pouvoir séparé et indépendant des autres pouvoirs. La Cour suprême a été conçue comme un organisme
unique, ce qui renforce son identité et son indépendance des autres pouvoirs.
Elle est divisée en chambres: civile, pénale, du travail, de sécurité sociale et des
affaires publiques et militaire. La Cour suprême est dirigée par le Premier Président de la Cour suprême, nommé par le Président de la République de Pologne
(parmi les candidats sélectionnés par l’Assemblée générale des juges de la Cour
suprême), tandis que les chambres sont dirigées par les Présidents des chambres
nommés eux aussi par le Président de la République, à la demande du Premier
Président de la Cour suprême. Les chambres s’occupent respectivement des questions généralement indiqués dans leurs noms (la Chambre militaire est chargée
des affaires liées aux infractions commises par les militaires). Par conséquent,
nous avons affaire à une spécialisation très poussée de la part des juges qui siègent
dans les chambres, en vertu du principe selon lequel les juges sont nommés par
le Président de la République pour siéger dans une chambre particulière. Cela ne
signifie pas, que la Cour suprême est une sorte de fédération des chambres. Bien
au contraire, il s’agit d’un seul organisme, dont les unités d’organisation et les
ressources humaines sont hautement spécialisées pour statuer, chacune, dans une
catégorie d’affaires.
Le catalogue actuel d’affaires jugées par la Cour suprême est particulièrement
large. Ce catalogue a déjà évolué et continue d’évoluer. Ces évolutions résultent
en particulier de la mise en place en 1980 de la Cour suprême administrative
(NSA), puis en 2002, de la justice administrative organisée en deux degrés (les
tribunaux administratifs de voïvodie et la Cour suprême administrative comme
deuxième instance – conformément à la loi du 25 juillet 2002 – la Loi sur l’organisation des tribunaux administratifs6). Elles ont été provoquées par la mise
en place, en 1985, de la Cour constitutionnelle et la Cour d’État (en 1982), par
4
Pour plus d’informations sur la position du sujet, la fonction et l’organisation de la Cour
suprême dans les années 1917–1989: voir D. Malec, p. 121 et suivantes et A. Bereza, Sąd Najwyższy w Polsce Ludowej [La Cour suprême dans la République Populaire de Pologne], (dans:)
Sąd Najwyższy Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej. Historia i współczesność. Księga Jubileuszowa 90-lecia
Sądu Najwyższego 1917–2007 [La Cour suprême de la République de Pologne. Histoire et temps
modernes . Livre commémoratif pour le 90e anniversaire de la Cour suprême 1917–2007], Warsovie 2007, p. 191 et suivantes.
5
Journal des lois n° 240, texte 2052
6
Journal des lois, n° 153, texte 1269.
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l’adhésion de la Pologne à la Convention de sauvegarde des Droits de l’Homme et
des Libertés fondamentales (1993), qui a obligé la Pologne à prendre en compte
la jurisprudence de la Cour européenne des droits de l’homme, ainsi que de l’adhésion en 2004 à l’Union européenne et l’impact de la jurisprudence de la Cour
de justice de l’Union européenne sur les jugements des juridictions polonaises.
Dans ce contexte, on peut parler de la déconcentration des instances suprêmes
du pouvoir judiciaire polonais.7 Le principe constitutionnel (article 177), selon
lequel les juridictions judiciaires administrent la justice dans toutes les affaires
à l’exception de celles, qui sont réservées par la loi à la compétence des autres
juridictions joue un rôle important pour déterminer la compétence de la «justice judiciaire». En fait il s’agit d’une sorte de présomption de compétence des
juridictions de l’ordre judiciaire, et en même temps de la Cour suprême qui est
l’autorité qui exerce le contrôle juridictionnel. L’importance de ce principe est
encore plus grande dans le contexte de l’article 45, alinéa 1, de la Constitution,
qui instaure le droit à un procès. Selon cette disposition, toute personne a droit
à ce que sa cause soit entendue de manière équitable et publique, sans retard
injustifié, par un juge compétent, indépendant et impartial. Cette disposition
ne précise ni la définition ni les limites de la notion de «l’affaire», ce qui fait
apparaître de nouvelles affaires pour lesquelles la compétence d’une juridiction
concrète n’a pas été précisée par la loi et qui, en vertu du principe de présomption
constitutionnelle de compétence sont jugées par les juridictions de l’ordre judiciaire, et donc par la Cour suprême. Parfois on parle dans ce contexte du principe
de l’universalité.8
Il convient de rappeler que la Cour suprême a une légitimité constitutionnelle
propre (l’article 173, alinéa 1 et l’article 183 de la Constitution), et son fonctionnement est basé sur une loi spécifique (la Loi sur la Cour suprême). La Cour
elle-même est placée en dehors des structures organisationnelles des juridictions
judiciaires et militaires. Contrairement aux juridictions de l’ordre judiciaire (l’article 9 de la loi du 27 juillet 2001 sur l’organisation des juridictions de l’ordre
judiciaire9) la Cour suprême n’est pas soumise au contrôle administratif exercé
par le ministre de la Justice. En plus, le ministre en charge des finances publiques
est obligé de l’incorporer le projet des recettes et dépenses de la Cour suprême,
adoptée par le collège de la Cour, dans le projet de loi de finances. Pour l’exécution du budget de la Cour suprême, les compétences du Premier Président
de la Cour suprême sont assimilables aux pouvoirs du ministre en charge des
finances publiques. La Cour suprême est l’une des plus hautes instances judi7
Voir le discours du Premier Président de la Cour suprême, prof dr. Lech Gardocki, (dans:)
Sąd Najwyższy Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej. XX-lecie odrodzonego Sądu Najwyższego 1990–2007.
Księga Jubileuszowa [la Cour suprême de la République de Pologne. Le vingtième anniversaire
de la nouvelle Cour suprême 1990–2007. Le livre du jubilé], Varsovie 2010, p. 20–23.
8
Voir ci-dessus, p. 20–21.
9
Journal des lois n° 154, texte 1787, avec modifications.
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ciaires en Pologne, à côté de la Cour constitutionnelle, de la Cour d’État et de la
Cour suprême administrative. En même temps, sa compétence d’attribution est la
plus large et ouverte. A titre de comparaison, conformément à l’article 184 de la
Constitution, la Cour suprême administrative (ainsi que les tribunaux administratifs) sont appelés à exercer, dans les limites prévues par la loi, le contrôle de l’activité de l’administration publique. Ce contrôle consiste également à statuer sur la
conformité des délibérations des collectivités territoriales et des actes normatifs
des autorités territoriales de l’administration gouvernementale.
Il convient également de rappeler qu’en vertu de la Constitution de la République populaire de Pologne de 1952, la Cour suprême était la plus haute instance
judiciaire, qui exerçait le contrôle juridictionnel des arrêts rendus par toutes les
autres juridictions. Cependant ce principe constitutionnel n’a pas été correctement
mis en œuvre pendant toute la période communiste (par exemple, la Cour n’a pas
exercé de contrôle juridictionnel sur la Cour de la sécurité sociale, ni sur la Cour
d’arbitrage économique de l’État, existantes à l’époque). En plus, la Cour d’État
a été instituée en 1982 et la Cour constitutionnelle – en 1985. La Cour suprême
administrative, instituée en 1980, était, jusqu’à la réforme de la justice administrative (qui a eu lieu en 2002 et plus strictement en 2004) soumise au contrôle
juridictionnel de la Cour suprême, qui statuait sur les révisions extraordinaires
des arrêts de cette Cour. La Constitution de la République de Pologne a instauré
(à l’article 184), à côté des juridictions judiciaires et militaires, supervisées par la
Cour suprême, la justice administrative, qui n’est pas soumise au contrôle juridictionnel de la Cour suprême, tout en maintenant la Cour constitutionnelle et la
Cour d’État.

4. LES FONCTIONS DE LA COUR SUPRÊME PRÉVUES PAR LA
LOI SUR LA COUR SUPRÊME (2002)
L’article 1 de la loi sur la Cour suprême détermine les compétences de la
Cour suprême (en tant qu’autorité judiciaire) au sens fonctionnel. Ces compétences comprennent: 1. L’administration de la justice: a) en assurant la conformité
à la loi et l’uniformité de la jurisprudence des juridictions judiciaires et militaires
en statuant sur les pourvois en cassation et d’autres voies de recours, b) en adoptant les décisions préjudicielles, c) en statuant sur les contentieux spécifiques
prévus par la législation. 2. La Cour juge les recours électoraux et constate la
validité des élections du Président de la République, au Sejm et au Sénat, ainsi
que la validité du référendum nationale et constitutionnel. 3. La Cour donne son
avis sur les projets de loi et d’autres actes normatifs qui déterminent le fonctionnement du pouvoir judiciaire, ainsi que d’autres lois, si elle le juge opportun.
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4. Elle accomplit d’autres actes prévus par la loi. Parmi les différentes missions
de la Cour suprême il y en a une qui mérite une attention particulière. Il s’agit
du devoir d’assurer la conformité à la loi et l’uniformité de la jurisprudence des
juridictions judiciaires et militaires. Cette mission de la Cour suprême n’a pas été
clairement articulée dans l’article 183 de la Constitution. Il convient cependant
de reconnaître que cet article impose indirectement à la Cour suprême la tâche
d’assurer la conformité à la loi et l’uniformité de la jurisprudence des juridictions
de l’ordre judiciaire et celles militaires, car elle découle de la nature de la mission
de contrôle juridictionnel confiée à la Cour suprême par la Constitution de la
République de Pologne.10 Il s’agit donc d’un principe fondamental (de nature
systémique) et non pas uniquement une obligation légale de la Cour suprême.
À mon avis, l’obligation d’assurer l’uniformité des décisions de justice constitue le premier devoir de la Cour. Cela résulte, entre autres, de la construction
du pourvoi en cassation adoptée dans le droit polonais, selon laquelle le pourvoi
en cassation n’est pas une voie de recours ordinaire et ne peut être exercé que
contre un jugement rendu en dernier ressort, donc la Cour suprême n’est pas juste
un autre (deuxième) niveau d’appel. Bien qu’exercé au nom et dans l’intérêt de la
partie qui conteste la décision de la juridiction de deuxième instance, le pourvoi
en cassation a été conçu comme un instrument au service avant tout de l’intérêt
publique. Dans les affaires civiles, non seulement une règle a été adoptée, selon
laquelle qu’une partie de jugements peuvent faire l’objet d’un pourvoi en cassation en raison de leur objet (type d’affaire) et la valeur de l’objet du pourvoi peut
être contestée, mais en plus chaque pourvoi en cassation spécifique fait l’objet
d’un examen individuel par le juge pour déterminer sa recevabilité. Les conditions de recevabilité d’un pourvoi en cassation sont les suivantes: 1. L’affaire
contient une question juridique importante, 2. Il y a besoin d’une interprétation
des dispositions législatives qui soulèvent des doutes sérieux ou provoquent une
divergence dans la jurisprudence des juridictions compétentes, 3. La procédure
n’est pas valide ou, 4. Le pourvoi en cassation est clairement justifié (l’article
3989 du Code de procédure civile). Ces conditions résultent de l’hypothèse que la
Cour suprême ne doit traiter que les cas les plus graves ou les cas dans lesquels
la violation de la loi par la juridiction de seconde instance du point de vue de la
procédure est particulièrement grave ou évidente. Il en résulte indirectement que
la Cour suprême a principalement pour mission d’interpréter la loi et d’éliminer
des écarts dans la jurisprudence, ce qui conduit à la conclusion que la princiVoir W. Sanetra, Jednolitość orzecznictwa jako wartość sądowego stosowania prawa i rola
Sądu Najwyższego w jej zapewnieniu [L’uniformité de la jurisprudence comme une valeur dans
l’application de la loi par les juridictions et le rôle de la Cour suprême dans son assurance],
„Przegląd Sądowy” [«Revue Judiciaire»] 2013, n° 7–8, p. 9 et suivantes; du même auteur: O roli
Sądu Najwyższego w zapewnieniu zgodności z prawem oraz jednolitości orzecznictwa sądowego
[Le rôle de la Cour suprême dans l’assurance de la conformité à la loi et de l’uniformité des décisions de justice], „Przegląd Sadowy” [«Revue Judiciaire»] 2006, n° 9, p. 4 et suivantes.
10
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pale fonction de la Cour suprême est d’assurer l’uniformité de la jurisprudence,
notamment à travers l’harmonisation de l’interprétation de la loi appliquée par
les juridictions.
Il y a donc lieu de constater, que les représentants des parties, comme d’ailleurs les parties mêmes, essayent souvent traiter le pourvoi en cassation comme
une voie de recours ordinaire, et la Cour suprême comme un troisième degré
de juridiction (deuxième instance d’appel ordinaire) et comme un instrument qui
renforce le droit constitutionnel du justiciable à un procès. Ces tentatives sont
d’ailleurs partiellement justifiées, puisque un pourvoi en cassation est un droit
et son exercice pousse la Cour suprême à exercer son contrôle juridictionnel des
arrêts rendus par les juridictions judiciaires et militaires. En statuant, la Cour corrige le jugement attaqué ou en confirme la validité. Cependant le système de sélection (filtrage) des questions qui peuvent faire l’objet d’un pourvoi en cassation et
être jugées par la Cour suprême, montre clairement que le législateur a voulu que
la Cour traite un petit nombre de cas et généralement, il s’agit des affaires dans
lesquelles il existe un besoin particulier d’interprétation de la loi. Cela conduit
à la conclusion que la tâche principale de la Cour suprême est d’assurer l’uniformité de décisions de justice, et en particulier l’uniformité de l’interprétation
de la loi appliquée par les juridictions. Le législateur est parti du principe que la
Cour suprême a donc à concilier – au moins dans une certaine mesure – le désir
de rendre justice dans les affaires jugées avec la mission d’assurer l’uniformité
des décisions judiciaires. Chaque arrêt prononcé par la Cour suprême à la suite
de l’introduction d’un pourvoi en cassation contribue automatiquement à l’harmonisation des décisions de justice, même si dans un cas particulier le problème
des écarts de jurisprudence peut ne pas exister. En plus, il arrive bien souvent,
qu’à la suite d’une décision de cassation rendue par la Cour suprême non seulement il n’y a pas d’harmonisation des décisions de justice, mais bien au contraire,
elle peut devenir une source des écarts dans la jurisprudence de la Cour suprême.
Indépendamment de cela et malgré la conclusion qui découle d’une interprétation
littérale de l’article 1 alinéa 1 de la loi sur la Cour suprême – la mission de la Cour
d’assurer la conformité à la loi et l’uniformité de la jurisprudence, est réalisée non
seulement à travers les pourvois en cassation (et d’autres voies de recours), mais
surtout en adoptant des décisions préjudicielles qui apportent des solutions aux
questions juridiques (réponses aux questions posées par les tribunaux de deuxième instance, les juges de la Cour suprême, et les instances judiciaires telles
que le Premier Président de la Cour suprême, le Procureur général ou l’Ombudsman). En d’autres termes, le pourvoi en cassation (en tant que voie de recours)
n’est pas toujours un instrument qui permet d’assurer l’uniformité de décisions
de justice, et les pourvois ne sont pas les seuls moyens de l’assurer. L’uniformité
des décisions de justice est assurée par le mécanisme de questions préjudicielles
et de réponses fournies par la Cour suprême.
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5. LE POURVOI EN CASSATION COMME INSTRUMENT DE
CONTRÔLE JURIDICTIONNEL (EN DEHORS DE L’INSTANCE),
UNE GARANTIE DE CONFORMITÉ À LA LOI ET UN
OUTIL D’HARMONISATION DE LA JURISPRUDENCE DES
JURIDICTIONS
La Constitution de la République de Pologne met en avant surtout la tâche
de la Cour suprême qui est d’exercer le contrôle de la jurisprudence, tandis que la
loi sur la Cour suprême semble accentuer principalement son rôle d’autorité qui
a pour mission d’assurer la conformité à la loi et l’uniformité de la jurisprudence
des juridictions judiciaires et militaires. Il convient de souligner à ce stade, que
le contrôle juridictionnel exercé par la Cour suprême n’est généralement pas un
contrôle ordinaire, comme la Cour suprême n’est pas un troisième degré de juridiction ordinaire. Le contrôle ordinaire est exercée en premier lieu par les juridictions de deuxième instance. D’une manière indirecte, cela découle, entre autres,
de l’article 176, alinéa 1 de la Constitution, qui instaure le principe de double (au
moins) degré de juridiction, ce principe étant assurée par les juridictions judiciaires et militaires. Ceci justifie la constatation selon laquelle le contrôle juridictionnel exercé par la Cour suprême est en principe un contrôle extraordinaire.
En pratique, ce contrôle est exercé principalement en statuant sur les pourvois
en cassation et sur d’autres voies de recours. Plus de 10 000 affaires par an sont
introduites devant la Cour suprême, dont environ trois quarts ce sont les pourvois
en cassation. 30% des pourvois en cassation sont considérés comme recevables
et jugés par la Cour. Cela signifie que la Cour suprême joue en pratique et principalement le rôle de la Cour de cassation, d’une juridiction qui assure le contrôle
juridictionnel sur les juridictions judiciaires et militaires, dans le cadre déterminé
par le mécanisme de pourvoi en cassation. C’est de cette façon que la Cour doit
principalement assurer la conformité à la loi et l’uniformité de la jurisprudence
des juridictions judiciaires et militaires.
En revenant une fois de plus aux principales fonctions de la Cour suprême,
exprimées directement ou indirectement par la Constitution, force est de constater que la Cour suprême: exerce le pouvoir judiciaire (l’article 10, alinéa 2), exerce
le contrôle juridictionnel des arrêts rendus par les juridictions judiciaires et militaires (l’article 183 alinéa 1), rend la justice (l’article 175, paragraphe 2) dans le
cadre du contrôle juridictionnel des arrêts rendus par les juridictions, mais aussi
par d’autres voies, et assure la conformité à la loi et l’uniformité de la jurisprudence des juridictions judiciaires et militaires (l’article 183 alinéa 1 – implicitement). En outre, la Constitution impose à la Cour suprême la mission de statuer
sur les recours électoraux, d’adopter des résolutions sur la validité des élections
présidentielles, législatives (Sejm et Sénat), ainsi que sur la validité des référendums nationaux. Toutes ces fonctions générales de la Cour suprême sont étroite-
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ment liées et ne peuvent pas être séparées les unes des autres. En revanche, on
peut apercevoir un certain conflit entre la mission de contrôle juridictionnel et la
mission d’assurer l’uniformité des décisions judiciaires. L’élargissement de la portée du contrôle exercé conduit à une augmentation du nombre de causes soumises
à la Cour suprême, ce qui naturellement contribue à l’augmentation du nombre
de décisions divergentes. L’augmentation de la charge du travail empêche la Cour
de se concentrer sur les activités qui portent sur des questions d’importance et qui
nécessitent un effort particulier afin d’harmoniser la jurisprudence.
Avant 1990, la Cour suprême jouait, dans certaines catégories d’affaires, le
rôle du tribunal de deuxième instance, en statuant en particulier sur les révisions
extraordinaires de jugements prononcés par d’autres juridictions.11 En outre, la
Cour était compétente en matière de recours extraordinaires qui pouvaient être
introduits par les organes compétents (par exemple par le Premier Président de la
Cour suprême, par le ministre de la Justice) et par les syndicats. Dans une certaine mesure, ce recours (révision) – basé sur le modèle introduit plus tôt par
l’Union soviétique – était un substitut d’un pourvoi en cassation, avec une différence fondamentale, car ce recours ne pouvait pas être introduit par une des parties au procès. En 1990, la Cour suprême a perdu – à la suite de la mise en place
de cours d’appel – son rôle de tribunal de deuxième instance, la révision a été
remplacée par l’appel, la révision extraordinaire a été supprimée et le pourvoi
en cassation réinstauré en 1996. L’existence de la révision extraordinaire était un
élément qui facilitait à la Cour suprême l’exercice de sa mission d’assurer l’uniformité des décisions de justice, mais le rôle du tribunal de deuxième instance
(ordinaire) rendait cette mission plus difficile à remplir. Après 1990, la situation
a radicalement changé parce que sauf pour les affaires en cours (affaires arriérées)
– la Cour statuait uniquement sur les révisions extraordinaires, ce qui a permis
de créer un cadre favorable à l’exercice de sa mission d’assurer l’uniformité de la
jurisprudence. Un autre changement radical s’est produit en 1996: le pourvoi en
cassation a été réinstauré. Initialement, la recevabilité d’un pourvoi en cassation
en matière civile a été relativement large, seulement quelques types d’affaires
étaient exclues (jugés moins importants), tout comme les affaires dans lesquelles
la valeur du litige ne dépassait pas un plafond fixé relativement bas (il s’élève
actuellement à 50 mille zlotys, et en matière prudhommale et de sécurité sociale:
à 10 mille zlotys). Cette situation a conduit à l’augmentation du nombre «d’affaires arriérées» à la Cour suprême et l’a empêchée de remplir sa fonction qui
consiste à assurer l’uniformité de la jurisprudence. L’introduction en 2004 des
critères supplémentaires pour déterminer la recevabilité d’un pourvoi en cassa11
W. Kozielewicz, Sąd Najwyższy Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej 1990–2007 [La Cour
suprême dans les années 1917–1939], (dans:) Sąd Najwyższy Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej. Historia i współczesność. Księga Jubileuszowa 1997–2007 [La Cour Suprême de la République de
Pologne. Histoire et temps modernes. Livre commémoratif pour le 90e anniversaire de la Cour
suprême 1917–2007], Varsovie 2007, p. 299 et suivantes.
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tion, d’une sorte de «filtre» supplémentaire, dénommée aussi «pré-Cour», a permis de maîtriser ces phénomènes indésirables. Á la suite de l’adoption de cette
solution des retards de traitement des pourvois en cassation ont été rattrapés et la
Cour suprême était à nouveau en mesure de se concentrer sur des mesures visant
à assurer l’uniformité de la jurisprudence.
Les remarques ci-dessus démontrent bien, que les fonctions de la Cour
suprême dépendent principalement du système des voies de recours adopté. Ces
fonctions sont différentes dans un système qui admet une révision extraordinaire et qui limite la fonction de contrôle juridictionnel de la Cour suprême. En
revanche, ce système crée des conditions favorables à la réalisation des tâches
liées à l’uniformité de la jurisprudence. Par contre le système du pourvoi en cassation crée un cadre dans lequel un épanouissement de la fonction de contrôle
de la jurisprudence est possible, parce que le nombre d’affaires portées devant la
Cour suprême est plus grand, car les parties au procès ont le droit d’introduire un
pourvoi en cassation. Cependant, cette possibilité a aussi un impact négatif sur la
capacité de la Cour de mettre en œuvre efficacement l’harmonisation de la jurisprudence des juridictions judiciaires. Ce qui est aussi important pour le système,
c’est le modèle du pourvoi en cassation adopté. Le modèle du pourvoi en cassation
peut être, du point de vue de la partie qui souhaite exercer ce pourvoi, un modèle
extrêmement libéral, extrêmement restrictif, ou encore un modèle intermédiaire,
à mi-chemin entre les deux. Dans le modèle extrêmement libéral, il n’existe
aucune restriction à la recevabilité du pourvoi en cassation. Dans le système
extrêmement restrictif, des limites et des règles de «filtrage» des pourvois sont un
outil qui permet de limiter le nombre d’affaires traitées à un pourcentage presque
négligeable. Dans le ou les modèles intermédiaires le pourcentage de pourvois
jugés recevables est important (en tout cas plus important) et dépend des mesures
concrètes adoptées afin de restreindre la recevabilité d’un pourvoi en cassation,
de la méthode adoptée pour définir les critères de recevabilité d’un pourvoi, et
finalement de la procédure adoptée par la «pré-Cour» (composition de jury, possibilité de contester le refus). Le modèle du pourvoi en cassation actuellement en
vigueur en Pologne est relativement restrictif, ce qui signifie qu’il favorise plutôt
la réalisation des fonctions de la Cour suprême liées à l’uniformité de la jurisprudence que de sa mission de contrôle juridictionnel.

6. COUR SUPRÊME: INSTANCE D’INTERPRÉTATION
Comme j’ai déjà mentionné, la Cour suprême – à côté des autres cours et
tribunaux – exerce le pouvoir judiciaire (l’article 10, alinéa 2 de la Constitution).
L’essence de ce pouvoir peut être présenté sur la base du modèle décisionnel
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de l’application de la loi par les juridictions12. Selon ce modèle, l’application judiciaire du droit revient, essentiellement, à l’évaluation par le juge, en vertu des
lois en vigueur, des conséquences juridiques des faits, applicables aux parties.
L’application judiciaire du droit peut être décomposée en quatre étapes, à savoir:
1. déterminer qu’elle est la norme juridique applicable et utile pour déterminer la solution judiciaire du problème, 2. reconnaître les faits avérés sur la base
de preuves apportées et sur la base de la théorie de la preuve adoptée, en exprimant le résultat dans un langage propre à la norme juridique appliquée, 3. procéder à la qualification juridique des faits exposés et considérés comme prouvés,
conformément à la norme juridique applicable, 4. déterminer de manière définitive les conséquences juridiques du fait avéré sur la base de la norme juridique
applicable. Dans le cadre de ce processus, le juge dispose d’une certaine marge
d’appréciation à chacune des étapes distinguées ci-dessus. Par conséquent, on
peut distinguer plusieurs composantes de son pouvoir: le pouvoir d’interprétation
(la première étape de l’application de la loi), le pouvoir processuel (la deuxième
étape de l’application de la loi), le pouvoir lié à la qualification juridique (la troisième étape de l’application de la loi) et le pouvoir de décision (la quatrième étape
de l’application de la loi – par exemple, le pouvoir d’appréciation du juge dans le
cadre de la prise de décision de condamnation)13.
Le pouvoir judiciaire de la Cour suprême présente quelques particularités.
Tout d’abord, la Cour suprême est juge du droit et non pas juge du fond, donc ce
qui domine dans sa jurisprudence, c’est l’interprétation de la règle juridique qui
découle de son pouvoir d’interprétation. Deuxièmement, on s’attend à ce que la
Cour suprême – plus que les autres juridictions – aille au-delà de l’interprétation
stricte et «linguistique» de la loi, et même apporte des solutions juridiques en
créant un précédent. Cela conduit à la conclusion que les fonctions de la Cour
suprême dans le cadre de l’exercice du pouvoir judiciaire sont marquées par des
particularités importantes. De même, quant au contrôle juridictionnel, il s’agit
d’un contrôle qui est principalement exercé dans à travers les renvois en cassation jugés, et non pas dans le cours normal de la procédure judiciaire. Dans le
cadre de cette procédure, la Cour – contrairement à un tribunal de première et
12
Cf. J. Wróblewski, Sądowe stosowanie prawa [L’application judiciaire du droit], Varsovie
1972, p. 50 et suivantes
13
Voir W. Sanetra, Władza sądownicza według Konstytucji Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej [Le
pouvoir judiciaire d’après la Constitution de la République de Pologne], (dans:) M. Sewerynski,
J. Steliny (réd.), Wolność i sprawiedliwość w zatrudnieniu. Księga pamiątkowa poświęcona Prezydentowi Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej Profesorowi Lechowi Kaczyńskiemu [Liberté et justice de l’emploi. Le livre commémoratif du président polonais, le professeur Lech Kaczynski], Gdańsk 2012,
p. 273 et suivantes; du même auteur: Sądy powszechne i Sąd Najwyższy jako władza sądownicza
[Les juridictions de l’ordre judiciaire et la Cour suprême en tant que pouvoir judiciaire], „Przegląd Sądowy” [«Revue Judiciaire»] 2008, n° 6, p. 5 et suivantes; du même auteur: Swoboda decyzji
sędziowskiej z perspektywy Sądu Najwyższego [Le pouvoir d’appréciation du juge du point de vue
de la Cour suprême], „Przegląd Sądowy” [«Revue Judiciaire»] 2008, n° 11–12, p. 5 et suivantes.
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de deuxième instance – n’apporte et n’évalue pas de preuves, d’où sa souveraineté
(pouvoir) quant à l’établissement des faits et des éléments de preuve et à leur l’appréciation (pouvoir processuel) est en principe désactivée. Le pouvoir judiciaire
et le contrôle juridictionnel exercé par la Cour suprême a une forme particulière.

7. INTERVENTIONS CORRECTIVES ET PRÉVENTIVES
DE LA COUR SUPRÊME: MOYEN D’HARMONISATION
DE LA JURISPRUDENCE
Surtout de nos jours, la fonction de la Cour suprême, qui consiste à assurer
l’harmonisation de la jurisprudence est particulièrement importante14. À l’heure
actuelle, il y a en effet un certain nombre de facteurs objectifs et subjectifs qui
aggravent les écarts entre les décisions rendues dans les affaires jugées. Le doute
quant à l’interprétation des normes, généré par la mauvaise qualité de la loi, est la
principale source des écarts. D’une part, les dispositions juridiques sont souvent
très casuistes, nombreuses et éphémères, d’autre part, nous avons un catalogue
de plus en plus large des droits et libertés traduits dans les actes juridiques organiques et internationaux qui, par leur nature, sont rédigés de manière très synthétique (générale, pour ne pas dire vague), et en même temps souvent contradictoire,
ce qui pousse à revenir et à interpréter les valeurs fondamentales avec une marge
d’appréciation considérable et arbitraire. A cela s’ajoute la multiplicité des instances judiciaires nationales et supranationales qui interprètent les normes, ce
qui est souvent une source de conflits d’interprétation supplémentaires et de différences entre les décisions judiciaires. Il n’est pas sans importance qu’en 1989,
les principes de la démocratie et du pluralisme politique et social ont été adoptés
en Pologne, et le principe de l’indépendance des juges et des juridictions a été
reconnu comme fondamental pour le nouveau système judiciaire polonais.
Dans ce contexte, la fonction de la Cour suprême, qui consiste à assurer l’harmonisation de la jurisprudence devient particulièrement importante. En réalisant
cette mission, la Cour suprême agit de manière préventive et en même temps
corrective. Les questions juridiques (préjudicielles) sont un instrument juridique
à caractère essentiellement préventif.15 Par exemple, conformément à l’article 390
14
Voir W. Sanetra, Jednolitość orzecznictwa... [L’uniformité de la jurisprudence...], p. 9
et suivantes.; du même auteur: O roli Sądu Najwyższego... [Le rôle de la Cour suprême...], p. 6 et
suivantes.
15
J’ai tenté de présenter une approche holistique du problème des questions préjudicielles
posées dans les affaires civiles, pénales et administratives, ainsi que des questions préjudicielles
adressées à la Cour constitutionnelle, à la Cour de justice de l’Union européenne et à la Cour
européenne des droits de l’homme, dans un article intitulé: Pytania w sprawie pytań prawnych
[Les questions sur les questions préjudicielles], (dans:) G. Uścińska (réd.), Prawo pracy. Refleksje
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du Code de procédure civile, si le juge d’appel tombe sur un problème juridique
qui soulève des doutes sérieux, il peut soumettre la question préjudicielle à la
Cour suprême. La Cour a le pouvoir de se déclarer compétente pour juger l’affaire
ou bien de confier la question à une formation de jugement en composition élargie. La décision préjudicielle adoptée par la Cour suprême en réponse à une question de droit, lie les juridictions nationales. En outre, conformément à l’article 59
de la Loi sur la Cour suprême, si la Cour suprême, qui statue sur un pourvoi en
cassation ou un autre moyen de recours (en formation de trois juges), tombe sur
un doute sérieux quant à l’interprétation de la loi, la formation de jugement peut
décider de surseoir à statuer et soumettre cette question de droit à un jury élargi,
composé de sept juges de cette même Cour.
Le rôle correctif de la Cour suprême apparaît quand il y a des divergences
de jurisprudence entre les juridictions, qui résultent essentiellement de la divergence d’interprétation soit d’une norme juridique soit de la loi en général. Il
convient de garder à l’esprit qu’en pratique, l’une des principales raisons de l’admission par la Cour d’un pourvoi en cassation est l’existence de dispositions qui
génèrent des problèmes de divergence de jurisprudence des juridictions (l’article
3899 § 1, alinéa 2 du Code de procédure civile), ces dispositions n’étant pas suffisamment claires et nécessitant une interprétation. En outre, conformément à l’article 60 de la Loi sur la Cour suprême, si des divergences de jurisprudence sont
révélées au niveau des juridictions de l’ordre judiciaire, des juridictions militaires,
ou bien de la Cour suprême, suite à une divergence d’interprétation de la loi, le
Premier président de la Cour suprême (ainsi que les autres organes prévus par la
loi) peut soumettre une question à la Cour suprême qui statue à sept juges ou en
composition appropriée. Dans ce cas, l’effet harmonisant de l’action de la Cour
suprême consiste à donner une interprétation de la norme en question de façon
à éliminer les questions d’interprétation existantes et les écarts préexistants entre
les décisions judiciaires.

8. HÉTÉROGÉNÉITÉ DE LA JURISPRUDENCE SOUMISE
AU CONTRÔLE DE LA COUR SUPRÊME ET MANQUE
D’UNIFORMITÉ DANS LA JURISPRUDENCE DE LA COUR
SUPRÊME. L’INTERPRÉTATION «CONCRÈTE» ET «ABSTRAITE»
Le manque d’uniformité des décisions de justice se manifeste, non seulement
dans la jurisprudence surveillée par la Cour suprême, mais aussi dans la jurisprudence de la Cour suprême elle-même. Pour cette raison, à côté des mécanismes
i poszukiwania. Księga Jubileuszowa Profesora Jerzego Wratnego [Le droit du travail. Réflexions
et recherches. Le livre du jubilé du Professeur Jerzy Wratny], Varsovie 2013, p. 47 et suivantes.
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qui visent à assurer l’uniformité de la jurisprudence des juridictions judiciaires
et militaires, la loi sur la Cour suprême a instauré des instruments pour assurer
la cohérence des décisions de la Cour suprême. Il est clair que l’existence d’une
jurisprudence uniforme de la Cour suprême est une condition de départ pour
assurer l’uniformité de la jurisprudence des juridictions judiciaires et militaires,
et que – en dépit des mécanismes existants qui visent à harmoniser cette jurisprudence – tout n’est pas rose. Parmi ces mécanismes, il y a la possibilité de renvoyer
certaines questions préjudicielles par la Chambre qui siège en formation ordinaire à sa formation «élargie», ainsi que la possibilité de renvoyer des questions
à la Chambre mixte ou bien même à l’Assemblée plénière de cette Cour. Il faut
également souligner la possibilité pour le Premier président de la Cour suprême
de soumettre une demande de décision, afin de résoudre une divergences d’interprétation de la loi (l’article 60 de la loi sur la Cour suprême).
La possibilité de formuler des «principes de droit» est un mécanisme juridique spécial qui vise à empêcher l’apparition des divergences dans la jurisprudence de la Cour suprême. Ces principes peuvent être établis par voie d’arrêt
de principe prononcé en assemblée plénière (l’ensemble des juges) de la Cour
suprême, de la Chambre mixte ou en formation plénière d’une Chambre. En outre,
une formation de sept juges en prononçant un arrêt préjudiciel peut décider de lui
attribuer la valeur du principe de droit. Les principes de droit s’imposent aux
juges de la Cour suprême jusqu’au moment où l’interprétation ainsi formulée ne
sera pas modifiée en suivant la procédure spéciale prévue à cet effet. Pour abolir
un principe de droit adopté en formation de sept juges, la question doit être soumise à la formation plénière d’une chambre. Pour abolir un principe adopté en
formation plénière d’une Chambre, par la Chambre mixte ou bien en assemblée
plénière de la Cour suprême, la question de droit doit être réexaminée respectivement par la Chambre concernée, la Chambre mixte concernée ou à nouveau par
l’assemblée plénière de la Cour suprême.
On distingue deux types d’interprétation de la loi faite par la Cour suprême
dans le cadre de sa mission d’harmonisation de la jurisprudence des juridictions
soumises à son contrôle – une interprétation concrète et abstraite. L’interprétation
concrète est rattachée à une affaire concrète traitée par la Cour, tandis que l’interprétation abstraite n’a pas de tel lien. Dans le premier cas, les constatations faites
par la Cour suprême sont contraignantes, mais seulement dans ce cas précis. Dans
le second cas la décision préjudicielle de la Cour suprême – à l’exception des arrêts
de principe qui lient toutes les formations de la Cour suprême jusqu’au moment
de leur abolition selon la procédure prévue à cet effet – n’a pas formellement
de caractère contraignant, mais en pratique est un outil relativement efficace, car
soutenu par l’autorité de la Cour suprême. Les décisions adoptées en réponse aux
questions préjudicielles posées dans le cadre d’une affaire traitée, conformément
à l’article 390 du Code de procédure civile, ont un caractère contraignant. L’interprétation formulée par la Cour dans le cadre d’un pourvoi en cassation a aussi
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un caractère concret et contraignant. Car conformément à l’article 39820 la juridiction à laquelle la Cour a transmis l’affaire, est liée par l’interprétation de la
loi faite dans cette affaire par la Cour suprême. On voit bien que le catalogue
d’instruments juridiques visant à assurer une compréhension commune de la loi
et donc à garantir l’uniformité de la jurisprudence des juridictions judiciaires et
militaires, ainsi que de la jurisprudence de la Cour suprême – est tout à fait large.
Cependant, le poids de différents facteurs qui provoquent des divergences jurisprudentielles est suffisamment grand pour limiter l’efficacité de l’action de la
Cour suprême qui vise à assurer l’uniformité des décisions judiciaires – rendues
par les juridictions judiciaires et militaires, mais aussi par la Cour elle-même – en
dépit des efforts engagés.

9. REMARQUES FINALES
L’histoire de la Cour suprême de Pologne est relativement longue et intéressante. Ses missions sont nombreuses et variées. Elle a eu dans le passé et
a aujourd’hui une forte légitimité constitutionnelle. Conformément aux dispositions de la Constitution actuelle de la République de Pologne, la Cour est un
organe qui exerce le pouvoir judiciaire, qui rend la justice, qui contrôle la jurisprudence des juridictions judiciaires et militaires, dont la mission consiste à assurer la conformité à la loi et l’uniformité de la jurisprudence des tribunaux et cours
supervisés, mais aussi à traiter les recours électoraux et à constater la validité des
élections aux organes du pouvoir exécutif et législatif, et des référendums nationaux. Un certain nombre de tâches et de missions de la Cour suprême est prévu
dans des lois «ordinaires». Mis à part les renvois en cassation, la Cour Suprême
est amenée à statuer sur les plaintes pour durée excessive de la procédure judiciaire, sur les demandes de constatation d’illégalité des décisions de justice devenues définitives, sur les recours en matière disciplinaire (exercés par les juges,
procureurs, avocats, conseils juridiques), sur les recours contre les décisions
du Conseil national de la magistrature (Krajowa Rada Sądownictwa). La Cour
est aussi amenée à contrôler les décisions adoptées par les organes des ordres des
professions juridiques et judiciaires (avocats, notaires, conseils juridiques, huissiers de justice) et à statuer sur les recours contre les décisions de la Commission
électorale nationale de rejet des rapports financiers des partis politiques et des
comités électoraux. La Constitution ne précise pas si l’exercice du contrôle juridictionnel doit être limité au (ou se faire principalement à travers le) traitement
des renvois en cassation. Cependant, en pratique, la Cour suprême se concentre
principalement sur les activités liées aux pourvois en cassation portés devant la
Cour. De ce point de vue la Cour suprême mérite d’être appelée – la Cour de cassation. Par contre, il ne s’agit pas d’une cour de cassation typique ou d’une cour
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de cassation à vocation unique. Et cela pour une bonne et simple raison. En plus
du contrôle juridictionnel et du traitement des pourvois en cassation, la Cour statue sur un certain nombre de plaintes et recours (affaires) et remplit bien d’autres
fonctions. La mission qui consiste à assurer la conformité à la loi et l’uniformité
de la jurisprudence des juridictions paraît particulièrement importante. C’est cette
mission particulière qui limite, entre autres, le nombre de juges siégeant à la Cour
suprême. S’ils étaient trop nombreux, le risque de divergences jurisprudentielles
au sein même de la Cour deviendrait excessif, et son uniformité et cohérence est
une condition nécessaire pour assurer l’uniformité des juridictions supervisées
par la Cour. Dans une certaine mesure la mission de contrôle de la jurisprudence
des juridictions judiciaires et militaires à travers le traitement des pourvois en
cassation – est en concurrence avec la mission de la Cour suprême d’assurer l’uniformité de cette jurisprudence. La mise en œuvre de cette mission pousse la Cour
à introduire quelques restrictions quant à la recevabilité des pourvois en cassation, et donc à limiter le contrôle juridictionnel de la Cour suprême de la jurisprudence des juridictions judiciaires et militaires. Vu le nombre limité de juges,
il y a un risque d’aggravation du retard et d’allongement des délais de jugement.
Un trait propre à la Cour suprême de Pologne est qu’elle ne peut pas se limiter
à remplir sa mission d’assurer le traitement, dans un délai raisonnable et conformément à la loi et aux règles de droit en vigueur, des pourvois en cassation (et
d’autres moyens de recours), tout en abandonnant sa mission d’assurer l’uniformité de la jurisprudence soumise à son contrôle.
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THE SUPREME COURT AND ITS FUNCTIONS IN THE POLISH
JUDICIAL SYSTEM

Summary
The author asserts that the organization of judicial system in each country is a result
of a long evolution triggered by political, economic, social and cultural developments.
The Polish Supreme Court was created in 1917, but its current shape is an outcome
of changes initiated in 1990s, most notably the entrance into force of the new Polish
Constitution in 1997.
The author analyses the notion of judicial power by juxtaposing a functional
approach and a structural approach. Next, he remarks that the most important function
of the Polish Supreme Court is to ensure the uniformity of jurisprudence by examining
cassation complaints. Among other functions of the Supreme Court, the author
enumerated examination of electoral protests, declaring the validity of elections
of executive and legislative authorities, stating the validity of national referendums. The
author emphasized that some specific duties of the Supreme Court are stipulated not only
in the Constitution, but also in other legal acts. By presenting a wide range of attributes
bestowed upon the Supreme Court, the author also invoked the duty of examining
complaints against the excessive length of the proceedings, complaints for declaring
a final judgment contrary to law, the appellate measures in disciplinary cases involving
judges, prosecutors and legal advisors as well as appellate measures against the decisions
of the National Judiciary Council. In addition to it, the author hinted at the Supreme
Court’s obligation to control acts adopted by the authorities of self-governing bodies
of attorneys, notaries, legal advisors and bailiffs.
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The author comes to the conclusion that the Supreme Court in Poland cannot be
described as a typical cassation court. Although its principle role is to examine cassation
complaints with a view to ensure uniformity of jurisprudence and its conformity with
law, it also fulfils many other functions that are of great significance for the legal order
in Poland.
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SUPREME COURTS IN THE 21ST CENTURY:
SHOULD ORGANISATION FOLLOW THE FUNCTION?

1. INTRODUCTION
In May 1997, the International Association of Procedural Law devoted its
Thessaloniki Colloquium to the comparative research on the national and
supra-national supreme courts. This event, which produced a comprehensive
publication1, gave a survey of global issues pertinent to the work of the supreme
courts at the end of the 20th century. Now, almost two decades later, it may be
time to see what has changed, and whether there are any new trends and developments that have changed the landscape of national judiciaries and their supreme
judicial institutions.
The dominant focus of the last IAPL attempt to deal with supreme courts
was on their role and function. However, in the conclusion of his general report,
distinguished professor and IAPL member, late Professor Tony Jolowicz noted
that “there is a substantial degree of consensus on the main topic [role and function of the supreme courts]”. In fact, he said, while we all agree that the supreme
courts must serve a variety of predominantly public purposes, the focus needed
to be shifted to the “How?” question.2
One of the important but generally less discussed aspects of the “How?” question is the organisation of the supreme courts. Namely, if the supreme courts
aspire to fulfil certain special social goals a necessary precondition is to have
appropriate organisational structures, means and personnel to realise the defined
mission. And, in particular, if the court system is evolving, and some changes
in functions and purposes of the highest tribunals occur, it may have to reflect on
its organisation – or, on the contrary, the supreme courts may face the risk of failing to deliver what is promised due to inadequate framework for the new tasks.
See P. Yessiou-Faltsi (ed.), The Role of the Supreme Courts at the National and International Level, Athens: Sakkoulas, 1997.
2
J. A. Jolowicz, The role of the Supreme Court at the national and international Level, (in:)
Yessiou-Faltsi (ed.), The Role… (note 1), p. 63.
1
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In this report, I will not provide an in-depth analysis of the various organisational elements that have an impact on the successful work of the supreme courts.
Rather, I will only try to outline a few developments regarding the role and functions of the supreme courts that have become more prominent in the first decades
of the 21st century, and point to the need for more thorough comparative and
empirical research of their impact on the organisation of the supreme courts. As
will be demonstrated later, some of those new functions are doubtful and stretch
the institutional capacity of the supreme courts to successfully deal with them
beyond the limits, therefore leading to the need for rethinking and, as the case
may be, changing the course of development. On the other hand, some developments are ultimately inevitable and necessary, but invoke the need to adjust
the organizational structures and introduce new organisational elements, while
abandoning or reducing the existent ones.
In the second part, as an illustration of the possible comparative and empirical
research regarding the organisation of the supreme courts based on the quantitative data analysis, I will examine information supplied by the European national
judiciaries to the European Commission for the Efficiency of Justice (CEPEJ).
What will be extracted is the data on the number of the supreme court judges
in national justice systems of the member states of the Council of Europe. Based
on the comparison of data for selected sets of small, medium-sized and large
European jurisdictions, some provisional conclusions regarding balance between
the public and private functions in the European national supreme courts will be
suggested for further discussion and research.

2. TRENDS AND DEVELOPMENTS REGARDING NATIONAL
SUPREME COURTS: WHAT MAY BE CHANGING
IN THE THIRD MILLENNIUM?
As history teaches us, in judicial matters several decades usually do not
bring revolutionary changes. The same is true of the developments regarding
the supreme courts, which are among the most established (and therefore inert)
judicial institutions. Still, we believe that, at least as a matter of quantity and
intensity (if not as qualitatively wholly new features) some global and regional
developments did have a more or less profound impact on the work of the highest judicial institutions in the past few decades. Such developments could significantly change the way in which they operate – asking for new organisational
structures and methods of work.
The first change in the work of the national supreme courts is associated
with the rise in the activity and the case law of the supra-national and international level. Though the courts such as the European Court of Human Rights
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in Strasbourg and the Court of Justice of the European Union have existed since
the 1950’s, the intensifying of their activity and production of the ever-increasing case law was raised to a much higher level since the late 1990’s and further
on in the 2000s. Other international courts, especially related to international
criminal law (ICTY, ICTR and ICTR), contributed to the internationalisation
of matters that were earlier ending in the supreme national institutions. Thereby,
the supreme courts are increasingly becoming less supreme, bound to pay more
and more attention to the matters that were previously in the sovereign domain
of their sound discretion in interpretation of legal norms. At the organisational
level, this raises several new issues. On the one hand, the supreme courts need to
be in a position to monitor not only its own case law, but also to follow the relevant case law of the supra-national courts that are in some matters undoubtedly
“higher” than the highest courts in national judicial hierarchies. This demands
creation of adequate services, and extension of staff and organisational units
devoted to legal research. Ultimately, in the case of interpretation of some legal
instruments, such as the EU law, the supreme national courts must have capacity
and structures needed for reference to and dialogue with the international judicial institutions (eg. in preliminary ruling procedure, or in retrial of cases where
the court in Strasbourg found violations of the European Human Rights Convention)3. Although most of the supreme courts today have some staff, department or office entrusted with legal research and analysis, the rise in importance
of international jurisprudence is putting on the agenda the need for restructuring and reinforcing the existing departments. This development may have twofold consequences: first, the supreme courts becoming less and less self-centred
in their adjudication; and, second, the change in the organisation and methods
of work by focusing on legal research and analysis of international and comparative law. The latter may mean the imperative of embedding units and departments
entrusted with comparative research and monitoring of legal developments not
only at the national, but also on the international and supra-national level. Some
European supreme courts, such as German BGH, have made important structural
changes in that direction. The BGH currently employs over 50 “scientific assistants” 4 who prepare the work of judges and assist them in drafting judgments,
using inter alia a court library of over 400,000 publications. Therefore, in a comparative study of the supreme court organisation, attention will have to be paid to
the structures that are being set up to meet the demand of following international
jurisprudence and case law, and to the way how their work affects the decisions
of the highest national tribunals. Indeed, for all those who have not established
3
See Art. 267 of the TFEU. The notion of “European judicial dialogue” was introduced and
used in the 2000s to describe the interaction of the highest national tribunals with the European
judicial bodies (“vertical dialogue”). See e.g. C. Baudenbacher, The EFTA Court: An Actor in the
European Judicial Dialogue, “Fordham International Law Journal” 2005, No. 28, pp. 353‒391.
4
Wissenschaftliche Mitarbeiter, or wissenschaftliche Hilfskräfte, see § 193 Abs. 1 GVG.
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sufficient or comparable organisational units, this should serve as guidance and
encouragement.
The second change that has an impact on the organisation of the supreme
courts is connected with the technological revolutions5, in particular to so-called
digital revolution and information revolution. Though those notions refer to
changes caused by the introduction of new technology that partly reaches back
to the 1950’s, it seems that most of the judiciaries around the globe relatively
successfully resisted them until 2000s. However, in the 21st century not even
the supreme courts, which are often strongholds of traditional, well-established
methods and technologies, can remain immune to the changing world of internet, electronic communications and IT to which the users of judicial services
have got accustomed. Superficial changes, such as the introduction of computers for the daily routine work, happened relatively fast. For more affluent judiciaries, the use of video- and audio-conferencing also became reality. However,
the potential of technological revolutions that have an impact on the work and
the organisation of the supreme courts goes far beyond these points. The trend
towards designing an integral case management system for all courts (ICMS)
poses natural challenges to the role of the supreme courts. The “integral” systems
as such need unified management and professional supervision that cannot be
left to technical experts. The clash between often fuzzy legal logic and stringent
mathematical logic of digital systems, and the potential incompatibilities of various systems introduced in different times by different actors invoke a need for
one central, highest institution that would secure interoperability and uniform
application of new technologies across all judicial bodies. These tasks may be
partly in the domain of executive bodies (eg. ministries of justice) or the special
services (eg. councils for judiciary), but the central role of the Supreme Courts
in the supervision of the work of the lower courts and secure uniformity of their
work naturally calls for its active participation, if not leadership. On the other
hand, the Supreme Courts are facing the challenge of adjusting their own practices to the new case management systems. They offer much faster and more complete insight into the work of the lower bodies of the judicial hierarchy (including
instant statistical monitoring and reporting), and thereby enable more accurate
and speedy reaction to diagnosed problems. Nevertheless, they also raise public
expectations in terms of speed and transparency of the work of all actors, including supreme courts. Not only that the standards of work change with technological
revolutions, but new work arises as well. The information components of the technological revolutions calls for publication of case law in electronic databases. One
of the new functions assumed by (some) supreme courts is in the establishing or
supervision of on-line publication systems for court judgments – at least of those
5
On the notion of technological revolution see N. Bostrom, Technological revolutions: Ethics and Policy in the Dark, (in:) N. M. de S. Cameron, M. Ellen Mitchell (eds.), Nanoscale: Issues
and Perspectives for the Nano Century, John Wiley, 2007, pp. 129‒152.
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of the Supreme Court, but often also of the other high tribunals. The effective
maintenance of these information systems, user-friendly policies and practices,
and good search engines are becoming an important part of the services that
are provided by the highest national judicial bodies. They also call for the adequate organisation, able leadership, good IT departments and close cooperation
with other institutions and bodies within and outside of the judiciary. Taking into
account the composition of the Supreme Courts, which are in many countries
staffed by senior career judges whose professional training and socialisation date
back to the times much before the technological revolutions, the challenge of new
technologies may be considerable. All these factors should be discussed more
thoroughly in the future comparative work on supreme courts.6
Finally, the third change that is happening to the supreme courts has a more
complex and diffuse nature, and is of a more political than a legal or technical origin. It deals with the regional and global trends in the understanding of the concept of judicial independence, and the resulting shift in powers that presses
the supreme courts to assume more powers and responsibilities for the overall
administration of justice. At least in Europe, it seems that for many jurisdictions,
in particular those from post-socialist countries (but not only them), the emphasis
put on the independence of judiciary resulted in the evolving idea that judiciary
should not only be independent in the adjudication of cases (functional independence), but also independent in its own management (organisational or corporate independence of judiciary). The proof for this submission comes both from
the common and civil law jurisdictions. The formation of the Supreme Court
of the United Kingdom, that has assumed all judicial functions of the House
of Lords, was motivated by the wish to enhance the separation of judicial, legislative and executive powers by organisational measures. In the rest of Europe,
the trend of establishing High Councils for Judiciary, or broadening of their competences, is also motivated by the idea that judiciary should be self-managed
(autogoverno della giustizia). While not entering into discussion about the advantages and disadvantages of this trend, it should be noted that supreme courts have
also been affected by it, though differently in different countries. The common
denominator is the tendency to intensify the engagement of the supreme courts
in the decision-making on matters that are not strictly of judicial nature, but affect
the work of the national judiciary and have an impact on the overall administration of justice.

6
A special attention should be devoted also to the role of the supreme courts in eventual selection of leading cases (or cases that will appear in the on-line database), or the policies applied by
the court regarding summarisation, anonymisation of judicial decisions, timing and other aspects
of publication of case law. Some of these elements were controversial in Croatia, and it was argued
that Court’s department for monitoring of case law (evidencija) assumes too broad informal powers in selecting “good” and “bad” law of the court.
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A borderline example is the engagement of the supreme courts in the fight
with delays and backlogs in the national judiciary. Namely, one of the inherently
modern means of intervention into cases that last excessively long in various
jurisdictions (among them Croatia and Poland) is the one inspired by the case law
of the ECtHR, and has prima facie judicial nature. It is the ruling upon individual
petition ordering the lower courts to accelerate the proceedings and/or pay just
compensation for the fair trial violation, which may be issued by courts of higher
jurisdiction, including the supreme courts. The statistical share of such cases has
recently become considerable in some countries, raising also the organisational
issues (eg. who should deal with them, as such cases are usually regarded as too
simple or trivial for the supreme court judges).
However, the involvement of highest courts in speeding up the cases at lower
courts may take other, more policy-related forms. In Croatia, the Supreme Court
and its president launched in 2006 a project on the reduction of “old cases”
(defined as all cases lasting over three years).7 The project involves monitoring
of these cases, their assignment of higher priority in case-flow (inter alia marked
by issuance of “red covers” for these case files), and the need for regular periodical reporting by lower courts on the resolution of these cases.
Activities of the Supreme Courts in the area of securing the right to trial
within reasonable time in principle require only moderate organisational adjustments (eg. special judicial formations for speeding up applications; engagement
of law clerks or temporary assignment of judges of lower courts; administrative
offices for statistics on time-management in lower courts). Considerably more
demanding may be the transfer of the powers to the supreme courts in the domain
of financing of judiciary and creation of court budgets. In Slovenia, in 2000
the Supreme Court assumed the highest power for the financial distribution
of means acquired from the state budget, based on the “lump-sum” awarded by
the government. The Supreme Court thereby became the highest body of financial autonomy in the Slovenian judiciary, again with the argument that such an
autonomy is beneficial for the (corporate) judicial independence. However, this
move required the establishment of general financial services and the adjustment
of a number of departments of the Supreme Courts.8
Finally, another trend that may be diagnosed in some jurisdictions is in the more
intensive participation of the supreme courts and its judges in the design, interpretation and amendments of the statutory law, not via adjudication in concrete
cases, but in a more abstract manner. Here, we can distinguish softer and indirect
forms from direct, mandatory form. One way of influencing the design of legal
norms and their interpretation is in the institutional participation of the Supreme
7
See http://www.vsrh.hr/EasyWeb.asp?pcpid=780; http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/jos-uvijek-imamo-osam-tisuca-nerijesenih-predmeta-starijih-od-14-godina-840200.
8
See http://www.sodisce.si/sodisca/posebne_sluzbe/skupna_financna_sluzba/.
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Court or its members in the drafting committees and other bodies entrusted with
legal reforms.
Another way of influencing the case law without being active as adjudicator
in concrete cases may happen when supreme courts arrange meetings with judges
of lower courts and discuss issues that occur or may occur in their practice. The
practice of regular meetings with the judges of lower courts is a regular feature
of Russian courts, where it has become a customary occurrence as to have an
impact on the architecture of court buildings – all larger federal courts dispose
of conference or congress facilities which are big enough to assemble all or almost
all judges of the lower courts. A softer, but equally effective form is taking place
when the Supreme Court or its members participate in the programmes of education and professional training of current and future legal professionals, or sit on
the examining commissions that control the entry to the judicial and other legal
professions. These activities provide an opportunity for setting forth the law and
expressing opinions on its purpose and meaning, they also reinforce the institutional monopoly of the supreme court judges on the construction of national legal
rules. However, there may be other, more direct ways as well. Some supreme
courts in Europe and Asia maintain the practice of issuing practice directions,
decrees and opinions that regulate certain fields or interpret the law. They may
be phrased in an abstract and impersonal way, outside of any concrete pending
cases, and often have a binding force for all judges. Such general decrees and
opinions are regularly issued by the larger formations or even the plenary session
of the court, and thereby even in their outer shape resemble the legislative process. All these extended non-adjudicative ways of influencing the law are being
legitimized by the argument that they are necessary in the interest of the public
purpose of the supreme court, i.e. in the interest of securing uniform application
of law. However, it is questionable both whether the supreme courts are institutionally capable of producing good and consistent drafts of general legal acts,
and whether this encroachment into the functions that are normally reserved for
the legislative branch of government is compatible with the constitutional norms
of the states that recognize the doctrine of separation of powers.9,10 We may be
reminded here on the wise words of Jolowicz, who argued that “since Supreme
Courts are courts, any contribution they may make to a public purpose is, and
must continue to be, by way of their decisions in actual live cases.”11
9
On the critique of “authentic interpretation” of the Supreme Court, in a Croatian example,
see S. Rodin, Vjerodostojno – jedinstveno tumačenje zakona odjela Vrhovnog suda RH – sedam
smrtnih grijeha članka 57. prijedloga Zakona o sudovima, “Pravo u gospodarstvu” 2005, Vol. 44,
No. 3, pp. 80–87.
10
Indeed, if this is not the case, like in PR of China, the Supreme Court openly and without
any reservations accepts that it has overlapping jurisdiction with other government bodies.
11
J. A. Jolowicz, The role of the Supreme Court at the national and international level, (in:)
P. Yessiou-Faltsi (ed.), The Role… (note 2), p. 62. Admittedly, some encouragement for overstepping the thin line between a “court” and another government body may be found in the recent
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3. SIZE MATTERS: DOES THE NUMBER OF SUPREME COURT
JUDGES HAVE AN IMPACT ON THE COURT’S ABILITY
TO REALISE ITS PUBLIC PURPOSE?
The trends and developments described in the previous chapter may be significant for the present and future of the supreme courts and their organisation,
but the core of the work of the supreme courts is, and will remain to be, fulfilment of its main functions by adjudication of individual matters. In the approach
of the supreme courts to this main area of work, the most essential issue raised
in comparative analysis is the balance between the two different kinds of objectives which the supreme courts seek to achieve, defined through the notions
of “public” and “private” purposes of the exercise of their jurisdiction. It is commonly held that, at the supreme court level, the public purpose of clarification,
unification and development of the law should play a prominent, if not exclusive
role. On the other hand, it is also manifest that many supreme courts, in particular in the civil law tradition, still devote a large part of their activities to private
purposes, i.e. to resolving disputes in which the private interest of the parties –
dispute resolution according to law – dominate. In extreme cases, such as in Italy,
the private purpose is elevated to the level of constitutional principle according
to which anyone has a right to have his or her case heard and adjudicated by
the Supreme Court (Corte di cassazione). It seems that the comparative research
suggests that, at least for those countries in which the crowded dockets adversely
affect the ability to deal with really important matters of general importance,
more attention should be paid to the public purpose. As Jolowicz observed, “it is
manifest that a Supreme Court will be unable adequately to fulfil its public role
if its judges do not have the time for full discussion and reflexion on the complex
problems they have to consider”.12 However, there are different ways to cope with
the larger number of cases imposed by the shifting of balance in favour of private
purpose. One of the ways is to employ a larger number of judges and create larger
organisational structures that could cope with the high number of incoming cases.
The highest tribunals, which are more restrictive and concentrate on their public
function, may need a significantly lower number of judges.
developments regarding the powers of the European Court of Human Rights. By the Protocol 16
to the European Convention the ECtHR will be granted the right to issue advisory opinions on
questions of principle upon request of highest courts and tribunals of the CoE member states. The
opinions of the Court will not be binding, and should build upon its “constitutional” role, but this
development may anyway sparkle new initiatives to give comparable powers to national supreme
courts vis-à-vis the lower courts in judicial hierarchy. It may be noted that Protocol 16 stays in contradiction with the previous ECtHR practice to avoid using its authority to issue advisory opinions
under Art. 47 of the ECHR.
12
J. A. Jolowicz, The role of the Supreme Court at the national and international level, (in:)
P. Yessiou-Faltsi (ed.), The Role…, p. 56.
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From that perspective, it may be interesting to compare the composition
of the supreme courts and analyse the relationship between the number of judges
and the dominant role and function of those courts. Apparently, legal issues really
important for a legal community do not depend on the size of the jurisdiction, so
that, irrespective of the population or territory covered by the court’s jurisdiction,
they may be discussed and decided by a relatively small number of judges. But
if a supreme court is invited, or even bound to hear individual cases selected by
mechanical criteria (value of the type of case), it is to be expected that bigger
jurisdictions should need more supreme court judges than those whose population
is smaller.
A relatively complete and representative comparison of the number of supreme
court judges in the European countries can be derived from the reports of the European Commission for the Efficiency of Justice. Within its evaluation rounds, one
of the issues that is subject to the reporting of the competent state authorities is
the number of judges at various levels. Based on the official reports of the national
correspondents based on the uniform scheme for evaluating judicial systems,
the CEPEJ assembles its regular bi-annual surveys that evaluate European judicial systems (EJS reports). Among other data, distribution of professional judges
between various levels of jurisdictions, including the supreme court judges, is
analysed and presented. For instance, in the latest EJS report (Edition 2012 based
on the 2010 data), one of the figures presents the ratios of judges of lower courts
(first and second instance) and the supreme court judges.
The CEPEJ report demonstrates interesting divergences in the ratio of lower
and higher court judges. However, it does not analyse the data on the absolute
number of the supreme court judges, and neither does it put these figures in relation to the size of the particular jurisdiction. However, the raw data are available
and may be extracted from the national reports of particular countries, which is
publicly available.13 In the next table, these data are presented in a shortened and
partly modified form. The number of European jurisdictions has been reduced,
and includes a selection of small, mid-sized and large jurisdictions from all sides
of Europe; for reasons of comparison, some representative common law jurisdictions, such as those of the United States and Australia, are added (marked
with*). The states that made remarks and reservations, such as the United Kingdom (England and Wales) and Russian Federation, are marked with**. Finally,
a separate figure for the Federal Court of Germany (Bundesgerichtshof ) has
been added, and shown together with the declared German figure on the number
of supreme court judges, that is calculated on the bases of total number of all
judges in the five German highest courts.14
See http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/cooperation/cepej/profiles/default_en.asp.
Bundesgerichtshof (BGH) in Karlsruhe, Bundesverwaltungsgericht (BVerwG) in Leipzig,
Bundesfinanzhof (BFH) in Munich, Bundesarbeitsgericht (BAG) in Erfurt and Bundessozialgericht (BSG) in Kassel.
13
14
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Table 1: Population, number of judges of the supreme courts, population per judge
State

Population

Australia*

21,507,717

Belgium

No. of SC judges

Population per SC judge

7

3,072,531

10,839,905

27

401,478

Bosnia and Herzegovina

3,843,126

96

40,033

Bulgaria

7,364,570

175

42,083

Croatia

4,412,137

40

110,303

804,536

13

61,887

Czech Republic

10,517,247

231

45,529

England and Wales**

55,200,000

12

4,600,000

France

65,026,885

335

194,110

Germany (CEPEJ data)

81,751,602

915

89,356

Germany (only BGH)*

81,751,602

129

633,733

Cyprus

Greece

11,309,885

270

41,888

Italy

60,626,442

295

205,513

Moldova

3,560,430

47

75,754

Monaco

35,881

15

2,392

Montenegro

620,029

18

34,446

Netherlands

16,655,799

38

438,311

Norway

4,920,305

20

246,015

Poland

38,200,000

178

214,607

Portugal

10,636,979

85

125,141

Romania

21,431,298

108

198,438

142,914,136

163

876,774

Russian Federation**
Slovenia
Spain

2,050,189

37

55,411

45,989,016

79

582,139

Sweden

9,415,570

39

241,425

Turkey

72,561,312

277

261,954

309,300,000

9

34,366,667

United States*

The above table shows considerable variety and range of figures: while some
countries have less than ten supreme court judges, other have declared almost
a thousand. However, if very small jurisdictions (Cyprus, Monaco, Montenegro)
and common law countries are excluded, and Germany is counted only according
to the number of BGH judges, the divergences are reduced to about 1 to 15 ratio
(from about 20 judges to about 300 judges). Here is the grouping of countries
according to the above criteria:
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Less than 20
Australia, US,
UK (E&W),
Cyprus, Monaco,
Montenegro

From 50 to 100

From 100 to 200

Norway, Belgium, Spain, Portugal,
Slovenia,
Bosnia and
the Netherlands,
Herzegovina
Sweden, Croatia,
Moldova

From 20 to 50

Romania,
Germany
(BGH), Russian
Federation,
Bulgaria, Poland
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Over 200
Czech Republic,
Greece, Turkey,
Italy, France

Sorted this way, the table reveals a lot of similarities in legal traditions and
history among the grouped countries. The countries with less than 20 SC judges
are either extremely small jurisdictions, serving few hundred thousand people
(Monaco, Montenegro), or belong to common law tradition (UK, US, Australia),
or both (Cyprus). The group of countries between 20 and 50 SC judges includes
Northern Europe – Scandinavian countries, Belgium and the Netherlands, and
some smaller European jurisdictions (Slovenia, Croatia, Moldova – all with less
than 5 million inhabitants). In the group between 50 and 100 SC judges we find
the South-West of Europe – Spain, Portugal, Bosnia and Herzegovina (in which
a very high number of supreme court judges is attributable to its peculiar – and
dysfunctional – constitutional design). Countries between 100 and 200 SC judges
include Germany (only BGH) and some larger post-socialist states (Romania,
Russian Federation, Bulgaria and Poland). Barely escaping the previous group,
Czech Republic is in the group of countries with over 200 judges. There, we
find the large European countries of the “cassational” model, such as Italy and
France. Ominously, among them are some other South-European countries, such
as Greece and Turkey.
The selected jurisdictions widely differ in size and population, and range from
Monaco – a country of barely 35 thousand inhabitants, to the US that has almost
ten thousand times bigger population. In order to inquire what is the impact of size
of population on the size of supreme courts, the next table puts into relationship
population and number of supreme court judges, showing the size of population
per one supreme court judge, as well as ranking of the country in terms of population.
Table 2: Ranking of the countries according to the population served by one supreme
court judge
State
United States

Population per one SC judge

Rank (Population)

34,366,667

1

England and Wales

4,600,000

8

Australia

3,072,531

11

876,774

2

Germany (only BGH)

633,733

3

Spain

582,139

9

Russian Federation
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State

Netherlands

Population per one SC judge

Rank (Population)

438,311

13

Belgium

401,478

15

Turkey

261,954

5

Norway

246,015

20

Sweden

241,425

18

Poland

214,607

10

Italy

205,513

7

Romania

198,438

12

France

194,110

6

Portugal

125,141

16

Croatia

110,303

21

89,356

4

Moldova

75,754

23

Cyprus

61,887

25

Slovenia

55,411

24

Czech Republic

45,529

17

Bulgaria

42,083

19

Greece

41,888

14

Bosnia and Herzegovina

40,033

22

Montenegro

34,446

26

2,392

27

Germany (CEPEJ data)

Monaco

As expected, the extremes in this table are even further apart: while one judge
of the supreme court of Monaco serves less than 2.5 thousand people, in the US
one SC judge comes on every 34.4 million inhabitants.
Does this also confirm that supreme court judges in larger jurisdictions inevitably have to serve larger number of people than in the smaller ones? A certain
soft tendency to confirm this submission may be seen in the lowest (Monaco,
Montenegro) and the highest (US, Russia) rows of this table. But all other data are
too diverse to support this conclusion. The millions of inhabitants per supreme
court judge at the top of the table are attributable rather to legal tradition and
the special function of the supreme courts in common law countries than to their
sheer size or population. Equally, the relatively low population-per-judge figures
in the lower part of the table can be attributed rather to geographical and cultural
factors, than to the small size of the country. The fact that the countries with
less than 100 thousand people per SC judge include mainly the South of Europe
(post-Yugoslav countries, Bulgaria, Greece, Cyprus) can be proof of this. Also,
few large European jurisdictions, such as Italy, France, Romania and Portugal,
still belong to the lower part of the table, which is due more to their common judicial history (‘Romanic’ cassational model) than to their relative size.
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Having said all that, we may conclude by some questions and statements that
can be taken as a challenge for further research.
1. Does this analysis indicate that the judicial bodies called “supreme courts”
and their members called “supreme court judges” are even more different than
we originally thought, so that we should refrain from treating them as similar or
even comparable? Perhaps not… completely. However, these differences should
caution us against resorting too early to premature comparisons. They also need
further research and analysis.
2. Can we take the fact that, unlike their common law counterparts, supreme
courts of civil law countries are composed of dozens or hundreds of judges as
a proof that these courts still predominantly serve the private purpose, with only
moderate inclination towards public purpose? Again, it is not proven…. fully.
But the number of systemically important legal issues is not inexhaustible, and
in order to keep a systemic perspective, one should keep it manageable.
3. Can we expect that a court with a high number of judges will make a decisive turn from private to public purpose? Perhaps… but not very likely. It is
undoubtedly more difficult to have uniform views and decisions on important
legal and social issues in a court with 300 judges than in a court with 10 judges.
Thus, the wish to engage in consistent interpretation and development of law
and uniformisation of the case law of lower judicial bodies while observing and
developing your own case law imposes difficult organisational challenges in large
courts, where a plenary debate and mutual interaction of all judges is impracticable and almost impossible. In addition, once daily routine in adjudication of repetitive matters prevails, it is difficult to adjust to the idea of having to develop law
and reinvent new rules and principles in every case.
4. Finally, is there a link between the organisational elements, such as
the number of judges and the population they serve, and the efficiency of the court
work? Can we conclude that, paradoxically, smaller supreme courts whose judges
serve more people are in fact more efficient than big courts with a large number
of supreme court judges? There has not been any conclusive evidence for that
submission…. yet. Still, analysing the population-per-SC-judge table, it may seem
striking that the lower part of the table more often than not contains countries that
experience more or less permanent crisis in their judicial systems with issues such
as trial within a reasonable time or efficient protection of individual rights. Looking at the top side, there are few jurisdictions that experience problems of such
nature. Of course, one may argue that the blessings of efficiency come at considerable expense: that many of those who might have been able to assert their
rights in the highest judicial instances have been deprived of their right of access
to justice. Is this true or not, is another question. It is hard to say that Australian
or American citizens are more deprived of their access to justice then citizens
in Greece or Bulgaria only because their supreme courts have much stricter filters
for incoming cases. On the contrary, just like with the Holy Grail, it seems that
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citizens have more trust in the courts that are exclusive, unique and – to a certain
level – elusive and hardly reachable.
Nevertheless, this opens a wholly different story, which may also need further comparative and empirical research, this time of a different kind. Short
of venturing on that journey, allow me to end this speech with another provisional conclusion. A true challenge to the supreme courts in the 21st century, both
organisational and functional, will be to maintain effective work, concentrating
on really important cases, but at the same time not sacrificing public confidence
to the justice system and their own public image of transparency and accessibility.
The legend of Johann William Grävenitz, the Miller of Sanssouci, speaks of a citizen who, being threatened by an angry king (Frederick the Great), expressed pride
and defiance, confident that his rights will be protected by the “Supreme Court
in Berlin”. Just as in the 17th century, the citizens of the 21st century must not lose
their confidence (even if illusionary one) that, ultimately, “their” Supreme Court
will defeat injustices.
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SUPREME COURTS IN THE 21ST CENTURY: SHOULD
ORGANISATION FOLLOW THE FUNCTION?

Summary
The text discusses different aspects connected with organisation of supreme courts. It
argues that the focus should be shifted to the “how” question. If the supreme courts aspire
to fulfil certain special functions, a necessary precondition towards fulfilling this goal
entails appropriate organisational structures, means and personnel. The organisation,
framework and methods of work of a supreme court should reflect the functions that it
is supposed to serve. Although most supreme courts have staff, departments and offices
that are entrusted with legal research and analysis, the rise in importance of international
jurisprudence is putting on the agenda the need for restructuring and reinforcing
the existing departments. The author claims that supreme courts are becoming less and
less self-centred in their adjudication, which requires legal research of international and
comparative law. The text also deals with other aspects of supreme courts’ organisation.
For instance, it shifts focus towards the relation between the number of judges in a supreme
court and its impact on the uniformity of jurisprudence. It also emphasises the need to
further examine the relation between the number of judges per capita and the efficiency
of the court’s work.
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THE SUPREME CASSATION
COURT OF THE NETHERLANDS
(HOGE RAAD DER NEDERLANDEN)1

The Dutch Supreme Cassation Court has jurisdiction in civil, criminal and
tax matters. The court is based in The Hague, not the capital but the administrative centre of the Netherlands where the government is based as well. The
Netherlands is a medium sized European country with ca. 17 million inhabitants.
The Supreme Cassation Court of the Netherlands is also charged with cassation
appeals against judgments of the Joint Court of Justice of Aruba, Curaçao, Sint
Maarten and Bonaire, Saba and Sint Eustatius (overseas territories in the Caribbean) in the fields of criminal and civil law.
The court was founded in 1838. It took its name from a court that had been
established in the 16th century but that had been abolished in 1795 under French
influence. Between 1795 and 1838 several other supreme courts existed, but these
will not be discussed here. In administrative litigation (apart from tax matters),
the supreme court does not have jurisdiction; other courts have been established
for a final decision in administrative cases: the Central Appeals Council, the Trade
and Industrial Affairs Appeal College and the Administrative Jurisdiction Division of the Council of State. These three courts are appellate courts, not courts
of cassation.
The 1838 Dutch supreme court adopted the French model of cassation. However, some improvements were introduced in the 19th century, such as the lower
court being bound by the judgment of the cassation court directly after the first
cassation appeal.
During the 19th century, the court was not regarded as being very relevant
in the Dutch judicial system and it was stated by various authors that it could
better be abolished. This has changed during the 20th century and currently
the Dutch supreme court is one of the most prominent courts in the country. Being
appointed as a judge in this court is considered to be a great honour. The judge’s
1
Part of the information in this summary is based on info that can be found on the website
of the Dutch Supreme Cassation Court: http://www.rechtspraak.nl/Organisatie/Hoge-Raad/Pages/
default.aspx (last accessed 1 June 2014).
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salary is public like the salary of all civil servants in the Netherlands. It is comfortable but not excessive.
The Supreme Court is responsible for its own managerial and operational
tasks. The Supreme Court, the Procurator General and the Director of Operations are in charge of this; the Dutch Council for the Judiciary is not in charge
of the supreme court; it is only in charge of the lower courts.
In the first eighty years of its existence – from 1838 till 1918 – the Supreme
Court of the Netherlands consisted of two chambers or divisions: the civil chamber and the criminal chamber. During that period the civil chamber also heard tax
cases. Mainly as a result of an amendment of the law in 1914 however, the number
of these cases grew so substantially that a third chamber had to be established.
This chamber is now known as the fiscal or tax chamber, but originally it was
called administrative chamber. Only the fiscal or tax chamber is divided in two
sections.
Each chamber consists of: 2 vice-presidents and approximately 10 judges, 5 to
10 advocates general, approximately 35 members of the legal research office and
administrative support. In each chamber some of the members are specialists,
others generalists. As a rule the generalists are career judges. In the group of specialists one finds law professors, lawyers, tax consultants and also some career
judges.
The civil chamber (also known as the first chamber) deals with ca. 550 cassation appeals per year, and the average duration of such an appeal is 550 days.
The chamber is responsible for civil cases, including commercial and family
law cases. This chamber also deals with many cases that do not fall under civil
law in the strictest sense, for example those pursuant to the Psychiatric Hospitals (Compulsory Admission) Act. The tax division deals with 1,100 cases per
year and the average duration is 356 days per case. The criminal division handles 3,500 cases per year and the average duration is 459 days. The total number
of cases is more than 5,000. Apart from criminal cases, extradition proceedings
are the responsibility of the second chamber. The chamber also handles applications for review in criminal cases. There are no considerable backlogs. In principle cassation proceedings take place before a panel of five judges of the Supreme
Court in complicated matters. Since 1986 cases that do not qualify as complicated have been decided by a panel of three judges, unless one of these judges is
of the opinion that a judgment by a panel of five is required. The possibility to
judge with a panel of three has been introduced in order to decrease the workload
of the court. For obvious reasons (avoidance of any undue influence) the members
of specific panels are not named by the chamber or its chairman but more or less
at random by the clerk’s office. The panel decides by majority vote. Other members of the chamber also have some influence in the decision-making process. It
is open to them to make remarks, especially in the interest of a uniform and consistent application of the law. These remarks can be made orally or via the internal
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e-mail system, while the case is under discussion. This is the so-called system
of consultations in chambers. These consultations in chambers take place on
a weekly basis (Thursdays).
Traditionally, two types of cassation proceedings are to be distinguished (here,
again, the Netherlands follows the French model): ordinary cassation appeals and
cassation in the interest of the uniform application of the law.
Ordinary cassation appeals are brought by the parties to the lawsuit and may
only concern complaints about the application of the law (including procedural
law) and the legal reasoning provided. The Supreme Court also monitors whether
the lower court satisfied the requirements of due process. The aim of cassation is
to preserve legal uniformity, to develop the law and to provide legal protection
in individual cases.
Cassation in the interest of the uniform application of the law may only be
brought if the original parties to the action have decided not to bring a cassation
appeal and if the Procurator General considers it to be in public interest to address
legal questions which are not submitted to the court by the parties. The Procurator General receives requests to bring cassation proceedings from the public
prosecution service, other courts, government and semi-governmental agencies,
businesses, individuals and lawyers. The judgment of the court as a result of cassation in the interest of the law only has consequences for the future and does not
affect the original parties to the action. The unsuccessful party in the case at hand
remains unsuccessful and the successful party remains successful. The decision
of the supreme cassation court is in these cases only relevant for the future.
Apart from bringing cassation in the interest of the uniform application
of the law, the Procurator General and his advocates general at the Supreme Court
provide the Court with independent advice, known as an advisory opinion (“conclusion”). These opinions, which are written with the help of the research office
(each Advocate General has several staff members who help him) represent a substantial and indispensable contribution to the Supreme Court’s work and thereby
to the quality of the administration of justice and its development, legal protection and legal uniformity. An advisory opinion generally reviews the facts upon
which the Supreme Court must base its judgment, the legal questions the Court
must answer, the decision of the court whose judgment is being appealed in cassation and scholarly opinion and existing case law. In addition, a number of possible solutions are sometimes presented. In civil cases and most criminal cases an
advisory opinion is compulsory. There is no such requirement in tax cases. The
Supreme Court is free to concur with or differ from the advisory opinion and is
not obliged to account for itself in this respect. The advisory opinions are published together with the judgments in legal journals and on the internet.
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THE SUPREME CASSATION COURT OF THE NETHERLANDS
(HOGE RAAD DER NEDERLANDEN)

Summary
The text presents the development of the Dutch Supreme Cassation Court from
the early 19th century onwards. The Court adopted the French model of cassation,
which is reflected in two types of cassation proceedings: ordinary cassation appeals and
cassation in the interest of the uniform application of the law. The text offers an outline
of the organisation of the court, status of the Dutch Supreme Cassation Court’s judge as
well as the layout of the Court’s chambers. Interestingly, although administrative matters
are generally excluded from the Court’s scope of competence, an exception to this rule
has been made for tax cases, which are examined by one of the Court’s chambers (the
so-called “fiscal or tax chamber”). Additionally, the text not only discusses the question
of influx of cases and duration of proceedings, but also presents comparative data
with regard to each chamber of the court. The author also touches upon the system
of consultations in each chamber, which positively affects the uniformity of the Court’s
jurisprudence.
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THE SUPREME COURT OF RUSSIA

2014 is the year of the 150th anniversary of the Judicial Reform in Russia. It was the time of the tsar Alexander II, known in Russian history the time
of the “Great Reforms”. Russian judicial system was highly improved during that
period. All main procedural principles were established, as well as new judiciary
was founded, including courts, judges and attorneys. We can say that the roots
of the contemporary civil procedure were put down during that time. Civil procedural code was adopted in 1864 and it remained in force until 1918. Its influence
on different Soviet procedural legislation and doctrine was highly significant.
Nowdays our civil judiciary is composed of courts of general jurisdiction,
military courts, commercial courts and the intellectual property court. The
Supreme Court is the highest court for all of these courts. It was founded in 1923
as the Supreme Court of the USSR and in 1992 it started to function as the court
of the Russian Federation.
Last year the big reform was announced and in February the legislation was
approved. It is about the unification of the Supreme Court and the Supreme Commercial Court.
Until 2013 there had been two parallel court systems: courts of general jurisdiction and arbitrazh (commercial) courts. Arbitrazh (commercial) courts were
charged with settling economic disputes, while courts of general jurisdiction
handled disputes between individual citizens. The arbitrazh (commercial) courts
system was founded in 1991 after the collapse of the Soviet Union and the adoption of a market economy. According to the 2013 reform the Supreme Court and
Supreme Arbitrazh (Commercial) Court should be united in 2014. The Constitution was changed in February 2014 for the second time since its adoption, because
it regulates the structure of the judicial system. The Supreme Arbitrazh (Commercial) Court will be abolished and its functions transferred to the Supreme Court.
This reform idea has proved highly controversial. Its advantages and disadvantages are hotly debated amongst lawyers and members of the judicial community,
attracting criticism from some. More than 100 law offices have signed a petition to stop the reform, arguing that the work of the Supreme Arbitrazh (Com-
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mercial) court has been most effective. On the other hand, authors of the reform
assert the need to eliminate differences and contradictions in the judicial practice
of both supreme courts.
Supreme court status is regulated by special Federal Constitutional laws “On
the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation” of 5 February 2014 (№3-ФКЗ),
“On Judicial System of the Russian Federation” of 31 December 1996 (1-ФКЗ),
Civil Procedural Code of 2003, Regulations of the Supreme Court, approved by
the Plenum of the Supreme Court (28 June 2011, No. 11).
The Supreme Court consists of 170 judges, including the Chief Justice and
chairmen of eight chambers. There are several chambers: appeal chamber, judicial chamber on penal cases, judicial chamber on civil cases, judicial chamber
on economic cases, judicial chamber on administrative cases, military chamber, disciplinary chamber. Apart from chambers there different structures inside
the Supreme Court: the Plenum and the Presidium, and also Scientific and Consulting Council.
The Chief Justice is nominated by the President of Russia and appointed by
the Federal Council of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation for a six
year term.
Other Supreme Court judges are also nominated by the President of Russia
and appointed by the Federation Council. In order to become a judge, a person
must be a citizen of Russia, be at least 35 years old, have a legal education, and
have at least 10 years of service.
Highest Qualification Panel of judges is a non-governmental organisation
of the Russian judiciary that plays a key role in the appointment, promotion and
dismissal of judges.
Plenum of the Supreme Court is composed of all judges of the Supreme Court.
The Plenum deals with the most complicated matters regarding general jurisdiction courts’ functioning and justice administration. The Plenum views information on practice application studying and generalizing, clarifies it, reviews and
decides matters pertaining to the introduction of legal initiatives and requests to
the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation regarding verification of constitutional laws and other legal acts. The Plenum of the Supreme Court approves
the composition of the judicial chambers, panels and the secretary of the Plenum,
and the composition of the Scientific and Consulting Council under the Supreme
Court of the Russian Federation. The Prosecutor General and the Minister of Justice can participate in the Plenum sessions. They or their substitutes have the right
to make correspondent introduction sto be heard during the Plenum session. They
have the right to express their opinion on matters under discussion. Plenum sessions should be held at least once every four months.
The Presidium of the Supreme Court is the highest and the last judicial instance for cases viewed under the general jurisdiction. The Presidium
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consists of the Chief Justice and his deputies. The members of the Presidium
of the Supreme Court include some of the most respected judges of the Supreme
Court. The total number of Presidium members is 13. The composition of the Presidium is approved upon the introduction of the President of the Russian Federation based on the presentation of the Chief Justice and a positive resolution
of the Highest Qualification Panel of judges. The Presidium of the Supreme Court
views cases when the majority of its members are present. The Supreme Court
has original jurisdiction in certain cases. Those include: challenging of individual
acts of the Federal Assembly and decrees of the President of Russia and the Government of Russia; challenging of delegated legislation of governmental agencies;
termination of political parties and all-Russian NGOs; challenging of actions
of Central Electoral Commission of Russia when organizing presidential elections, State Duma elections or referendum. The Supreme Court may also hear
criminal cases against members of the Federation Council of Russia and the State
Duma and federal judges at their discretion. Presidium sessions should be held at
least once a month.
The Academic Consultative Council is a body created in order to assist
the Supreme Court in various legal and academic matters. It comprises members of the Supreme Court, academics, practising lawyers, and law enforcement officers. Its composition is approved by the Plenum. It is presided over by
the Chief Justice. The Scientific and Consulting Council elaborates scientifically
based recommendations on the most complex and important issues of the judicial practice. These recommendations for the Plenum may serve as clarification
of judicial practice issues, preparation of law projects and other legal acts, specific
case trials.
There are also large numbers of clerks who work for the agency for judicial practice analysing and generalizing, legislation agency, personnel and state
service agency, administrative department, planning and financing agency, economic agency, international law department, law information department and
other agencies.
The official journal of the Supreme Court is “The Bulletin of the Supreme
Court of the Russian Federation” that publishes the most important decisions of
the Presidium.
The 2014 reform of the Russian Supreme Court has strengthened its powers
and competence. Its organisational structure has been changed so that it is now
the higher justice authority not only in civil, but also in economic cases.
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Summary
The text traces back the roots of the contemporary Russian judicial system and
presents the current landscape of court structure in Russia. It also touches upon the
2013 reform which aimed at merging the Supreme Court and the Supreme Commercial
Court. The concept of the reform sparked controversy because it might endanger the
efficiency of the latter court. On the other hand, it might lead to greater uniformity in
judicial practice of both courts. The text also offers an insight into the organization of the
Supreme Court, including the structure of its chambers as well as the role of the plenum
and the presidium of the court.
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PART III

Access to Supreme Court

STUDIA IURIDICA LXXXI

Good morning, Ladies and Gentlmen.
It is now time to open the third panel of the colloquium.
This panel is devoted to “Access to the Supreme Court”. The topic has
been evoked yesterday. We have now to consider it more deeply. This session is
the longest of the conference; for this reason it is divided into two parts, the first
one this morning, the second one after lunch.
I have to chair the morning session.
It is a pleasure, of course, but I have to confess that this pleasure is greatly
mitigated because I have here and now to replace a great friend, professor Federico Carpi. I was not expected to chair this session. Initially, Federico Carpi had
to chair it, but unfortunately an accident prevented him to attend the conference
and deprived him of the pleasure to fulfil his commitments. Our friend is currently recovering. I kindly ask our Italian colleagues, and I thank them for that,
to express to Federico Carpi our warmest wishes and our affectionate feelings.
I do not know how Federico Carpi would have introduced this session. He
maybe would have said that the topic is a very important issue in Italy where
the constitutionalisation of the recourse before the Corte suprema di cassazione
(art. 111) obstructs the system in a certain way and prevents the supreme court from
implementing its funzione nomofilattica, I mean its proactive role in the unification
of the case law and in the development of the law. Luckily, Chiara Besso is here
and will explain us, after the coffee break, the Italian approach of the problem. But
before that, we will turn our attention to England and Wales, with John Sorabji, and
to France, with Soraya Amrani Mekki. These two systems offer opposite models
of access to the supreme court. First of all, France has no supreme court in the Common Law sense. Secondly, the English model is a selective model while the French
one is an open one. However with 20,000 new cases in 2012 the average duration
of the French proceedings before the Cour de cassation is about 400 hundred days.
It is not so bad. It will be interesting to compare the solutions implemented here and
there, in order to combine efficiency and due process, the rising number of cases and
the necessity to rule them in a reasonable time. Increasing the numbers of Justices
in order to increase the number of rulings does not seem the best way to achieve this
goal. But on the other hand the equation “more appeal, less efficiency / less appeal,
more efficiency” is a too simple, even simplistic response to the challenge.
I am confident that the reports and the discussion will be rich and lively.
I am happy to welcome John, Soraya and Chiara who are good friends and
who are in their respective countries something like rising stars. They are good
friends but I ask them firmly to respect the 30 minutes of their lecture so that we
have time for discussion.
Dziękuję.
Loїc Cadiet
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John Sorabji
University College London
Judicial Institute

ACCESS TO THE SUPREME COURT –
THE ENGLISH APPROACH

1. INTRODUCTION
The United Kingdom Supreme Court (UKSC) is a relatively new Supreme
Court. It was created by the Constitutional Reform Act 2005 (the 2005 Act) and
started to sit in October 2009. The delay between creation and commencement
arose because its premises were not ready until the latter date. It was created
in order to ensure that the UK’s constitutional arrangements were more closely,
or rather obviously, aligned with a commitment to separation of powers. Before
2005 the House of Lords exercised the supreme judicial authority in the UK,1
although by a combination of statutory provision (the Appellate Jurisdiction
Act 1876) and constitutional convention, it was in fact only ever exercised by
the judicial committee of the House of Lords. Only Lords of Appeal in Ordinary
(Peers appointed under the Appellate Jurisdiction Act 1876) and other members
of the Lords who had held or held high judicial office in the UK (collectively ‘Law
Lords’) constituted the judicial committee. As a consequence of this, prior to
2005 there was a functional, constitutional separation of powers. The 2005 Act by
removing the House of Lords’ judicial function and transferring it to the UKSC
simply transformed a commitment to separation that held by way of constitutional
convention into one that held by way of statute.
In this paper I have been asked to set out the rules concerning access to
the UKSC. I do so by setting out the following issues: the court’s jurisdiction;
standing; permission to appeal requirements; substantive nature of appeals; tied
decisions and reopening of appeals. I then go on to examine the nature of the remedies available to it, and any restrictions that apply to them. Because the court
Strictly speaking by the High Court of Parliament, see Appellate Jurisdiction Act 1876, s4.
Both Houses originally exercised parliament’s judicial jurisdiction, however in 1399 the House
of Commons declared it “had no role in the jurisdiction”: M. Burton, Civil Appeals (Sweet & Maxwell) (2013) (Burton on Civil Appeals) at 225.
1
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is the statutory successor to the House of Lords’ judicial powers,2 transferred to
it by section 40 and schedule 9 of the 2005 Act,3 it is necessary to consider both
the UKSC and its predecessors’ jurisdiction.

2. THE UK SUPREME COURT’S JURISDICTION
The UKSC is, as Andrews has described it, the highest appellate court
in the United Kingdom.4 As the apex court it only hears a limited number
of appeals per year. In 2013–2014, for instance, it heard 120 appeals and dealt
with 201 applications for permission to appeal, of which 81 were granted and 120
were refused.5 Appeals lie to it from each of the UK’s three legal jurisdictions:
England and Wales; Scotland; and Northern Ireland. It has no original trial jurisdiction.6 Its role is to determine fundamental issues of law. It provides authoritative interpretations of statute, and clarifies and develops the common law i.e.,
judge-made law. Its jurisdiction is however limited to deal only with appeals that
raise points of general public importance. As Lord Bingham put it describing
the House of Lords’ jurisdiction, “In its role as a supreme court the House must
necessarily concentrate its attention on a relatively small number of cases recognised as raising legal questions of general public importance. It cannot seek
to correct errors in the application of settled law, even where such are shown to
exist.7” In order to do so it has the power to “determine any question necessary to
be determined for the purposes of doing justice under any enactment.8” Its decisions bind all lower courts within the jurisdiction from which an appeal to it arose
e.g., if the appeal originated from England and Wales, the UKSC’s decision binds
all courts in England and Wales.9 While such decisions will not bind the courts

2
As summarised in Supreme Court Practice Direction 1 at 1.1.6, “The jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court corresponds to that of the House of Lords in its judicial capacity together with
devolution matters . . .”
3
See Explanatory Notes to Constitutional Reform Act, s40, http://www.legislation.gov.uk/
ukpga/2005/4/notes/contents.
4
N. Andrews, The Supreme Court of the United Kingdom and English Judgments, “Legal
Studies Research Paper Series” 2014, No. 23.
5
UK Supreme Court Annual Report 2013–2014 at 24, http://supremecourt.uk/docs/annual-report-2013-14.pdf.
6
Constitutional Reform Act 2005, s40 only provides it with an appellate jurisdiction, and see
Appellate Jurisdiction Act 1876, s3.
7
R v Secretary of State for Trade & Industry, ex parte Eastaway [2000] 1 WLR 2222 at
2228.
8
Constitutional Reform Act 2005, s40(5).
9
Constitutional Reform Act 2005, s41(2).
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of the other UK jurisdictions, they will be highly persuasive authorities and are
likely to be followed.10
The court’s appellate jurisdiction arises in three distinct areas: civil proceedings, including appeals from judicial review decisions; criminal proceedings; and
devolution matters. It has, subject to two exceptions, no constitutional review
role. It cannot, as for instance the US Supreme Court can, strike down legislation.
As Lord Neuberger MR, now the current President of the UKSC, commented
in 2009 regarding the court’s creation,
“. . . there was plainly no intention to create a Constitutional Court; that is to
say, one that can carry out a constitutional judicial review of legislative action,
as opposed to executive action. So, it is not intended that the new court should be
able to strike down legislation on the ground of unconstitutionality.11”
While that may have been an accurate summary in 2009, it must however
now be read subject to what can, at best, be described as a nascent movement
towards establishing a US-style power to strike down legislation; one anticipated by Lord Neuberger MR, again in 2009, when he went on to suggest that
an unintended consequence of the court’s creation might be for it, at some point
in the future, to have “its own Marbury v Madison moment” and discover such
a jurisdiction.12
Its practice and procedure is governed by the Supreme Court Rules (2009)
(SCR)13 and fourteen Practice Directions,14 which supplement the Rules. In addition, the House of Lords’ Practice Statement (Judicial Precedent) [1966] 1 WLR
1234 remains in force and applies to the Supreme Court as it did to the House
of Lords (discussed further below). In order to examine the court’s jurisdiction,
it is necessary to take each of its aspects in turn, including looking at its extant,
albeit limited, constitutional review jurisdiction and the nascent movement to
full constitutional review powers adverted to by Lord Neuberger MR. In general,
except where the context makes it clear, the points made relate to the court’s civil
rather than criminal jurisdiction.

See, for instance, Donoghue v Stevenson [1932] AC 562, which effectively created the modern law of negligence in England and Wales, was an appeal from Scottish proceedings and was,
hence, not technically binding on English and Welsh courts.
11
D. Neuberger, The Supreme Court: Is the House of Lords “losing part of itself”, 2 December 2009, at [19], http://www.judiciary.gov.uk/Resources/JCO/Documents/Speeches/mr-supremecourt-lecture-dec-2009.pdf.
12
D. Neuberger, The Supreme Court…, at [23]–[25].
13
SI 1663/2009), Constitutional Reform Act 2005, s45.
14
Practice Directions are issued under the court’s inherent jurisdiction as a superior court by
the President of the Supreme Court.
10
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2.1. CIVIL JURISDICTION

Civil appeals lie to the UKSC from the following: the Court of Appeal in England and Wales;15 the Court of Session in Scotland;16 the Court of Appeal of Northern Ireland.17 Appeals can only be brought if permission is obtained from either
the court from which the appeal is to be brought or from the UKSC.
In exceptional circumstances, an appeal lies to the court from the High Court
in England and Wales18 and the High Court of Northern Ireland.19 These appeals,
known as “leapfrog appeals” arise where an appeal to the relevant Court of Appeal
would be unsuitable because a number of conditions are made out, as noted by
Burton on Civil Appeals,
“(i) the appeal involves a point of law of general public importance;
(ii) the point of law relates either to the construction of an act of Parliament (or
statutory instrument) or is a point on which the Judge is bound by a decision of the
Court of Appeal [which in turn would render any appeal to the Court of Appeal
otiose as it too would be bound by its prior decision] or Supreme Court;
(iii) that a sufficient case has been made out to justify an application for permission to appeal to the Supreme Court; and
(iv) that all the parties consent.20”
In order to bring a leapfrog appeal the party wishing to bring it must obtain
a certificate from the High Court judge whose judgment is to be appealed certifying the fact that the conditions are made out. That certificate must be issued
immediately after the relevant judgment is given or within fourteen days of it
being given.21 Should such a certificate be issued, it and an application for permission to appeal must then be filed with the UKSC within the relevant time
limits (see below).
There are a number of statutory restrictions on the ability to bring appeals
in civil proceedings to the UKSC. Appeals cannot be brought in respect of:
(i) a decision of the Court of Appeal in England and Wales refusing permission to bring an appeal to that court (the Court of Appeal);22
(ii) incidental decisions of the Court of Appeal in England and Wales, which
may be challenged under rules of court;23

Constitutional Reform Act 2005, s40. For an overview see SCR PD 1.
Ibidem; Court of Session Act 1988, ss40–43, 24, 27(5), 32(5), and 52(3).
17
Judicature (Northern Ireland) Act 1978, ss42, 44, and 45.
18
Administration of Justice Act 1969, ss12–16.
19
Administration of Justice Act 1969, ss12–16, Judicature (Northern Ireland) Act 1978, s43.
20
Burton on Civil Appeals at 236; SCR PD 1 at 1.2.17.
21
SCR PD 1 at 1.2.18.
22
Access to Justice Act 1999, s54(4).
23
Senior Courts Act 1981, s58.
15
16
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(iii) preliminary decisions of the Court of Appeal in England and Wales
in respect of which permission to appeal to that court was not granted;24
(iv) applications made by a permission whose access to the courts is restricted
by an order under Senior Courts Act 1981, s42 i.e., an individual subject to a civil
proceedings order restricting vexatious litigants’ ability to issue or continue proceedings;
(v) applications for permission to appeal decisions arising from County Court
probate proceedings;25
(vi) applications for permission to appeal decisions of the Court of Appeal
in England and Wales heard on appeal from the High Court under Part III
of the Representation of the People Act 1983;
(vii) applications for permission to appeal a refusal by the Court of Appeal
in England and Wales to reopen proceedings before it.
The UKSC also has jurisdiction to consider appeals arising from judicial
review applications from each of the UK legal jurisdictions. This is, however,
subject to the restriction that it has no jurisdiction to deal with appeals from refusals by the Court of Appeal in England and Wales to refuse to grant permission to
itself to hear an appeal from a decision of the High Court refusing permission to
apply for judicial review.26
2.2. CRIMINAL JURISDICTION

The UKSC has no jurisdiction to hear criminal appeals from Scotland. It does
not do so because the House of Lords had no such jurisdiction. It did not do so
because at the time of the Act of Union between England and Wales and Scotland,
the House of Lords had no criminal jurisdiction. The question whether it obtained
any criminal jurisdiction regarding Scotland was left open by the Act of Union
1707. It was however affirmed in Bywater v. Lord Advocate (1781) 2 Pat. 563, that
no appeals lay from Scotland to the House of Lords. That position pertains today.
The court does however have appellate jurisdiction in criminal proceedings
from both England and Wales and Northern Ireland. Such appeals can only be
brought if they raise matters of general public importance, which appear to raise
a point that ought to be considered by the UKSC.27 Additionally, points of law may
be referred by the Court of Appeal in England and Wales to the UKSC where such
Lane v Esdaile [1891] AC 210.
County Courts Act 1981, s82.
26
SCR PD 1 at 1.2.21; R v Secretary of State for Trade & Industry, ex parte Eastaway [2000]
1 WLR 222; R v Hammersmith & Fulham LBC, ex parte Burkett [2002] 1 WLR 1593.
27
Criminal Appeal Act 1968, ss33–34, Administration of Justice Act 1960, ss1–2; Criminal
Appeal (Northern Ireland) Act 1980, ss31–32, Judicature (Northern Ireland) Act 1978, s41 and
schedule 1; SCR PD 1 at 1.2.10.
24
25
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an issue as been referred to it by the Attorney-General upon an acquittal.28 As
part of its criminal jurisdiction it can also hear appeals arising from court-martial
decisions.29
2.3. CONSTITUTIONAL REVIEW – UNDER THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITIES ACT 1972 AND THE HUMAN RIGHTS ACT 1998

The UKSC has two specific, statutory, powers which enable it to review
the legality of primary legislation (and subordinate legislation), enacted by
the UK Parliament. The first such power arises under the European Communities Act 1972 (the ECA). It gives primary to European Union law and renders it
of direct effect in the UK. The ECA, as the House of Lords affirmed in Factortame (No 2),30 enabled, and required, the courts to give effect to European Union
law even where it was contrary to the provisions of an Act of Parliament. Where
such a conflict arose, the courts had to disapply the Act of Parliament. While this
power is not limited to the UKSC, but is applicable by other courts in the UK, it is
its role as the ultimate appellate court ultimately to determine, as it did in the Factortame case, whether and to what extent an Act of Parliament is in conflict with
European law.
The second review power arises under the Human Rights Act 1972 (the
HRA). Again, this power is not unique to the UKSC, but is a power it shares with
the other superior courts in the UK, e.g., the High Court and Court of Appeal
in England and Wales. The HRA provides the senior courts with the power to
review primary and secondary legislation to ascertain whether it is consistent,
compatible, with the rights guaranteed in the European Convention on Human
Rights. This review power does not, as Lord Irvine LC put it, give the courts,
including the UKSC, “the right to strike down Acts of Parliament . . .31”
The review power is limited in two ways: first, it only arises in the context
of contested litigation where the question of an Act of Parliament’s compatibility arises as a consequence of the immediate issue – there is no general right to
challenge the validity of Acts of Parliament per se; secondly, the review power
requires the court to initially attempt to interpret the Act of Parliament consistently with the ECHR, if that is not possible it can then make a “declaration of
incompatibility.32” Interpretation can go a long way to read words and meaning
into a statute to render it, as far as possible, compatible with the Convention, but
Criminal Justice Act 1972, s36.
Courts-Martial (Appeals) Act 1968, ss39–40.
30
[1991] 1 AC 603.
31
D. Irvine, Human Rights, Constitutional Law and the Development of the English Legal
System, Oxford 2003, at 98.
32
Human Rights Act 1998, s3(2)(b).
28
29
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it does not go as far as to allow the courts to amend legislation.33 A declaration
of incompatibility does not invalidate an Act; it simply informs Parliament and
the government of the issue. Crucially it leaves it to them to decide whether to
amend the offending provision, repeal it or leave it as it is.34 Neither Parliament
nor the government are required to take any steps.35
2.4. CONSTITUTIONAL REVIEW – DEVOLUTION JURISDICTION

The UKSC has two forms of devolution jurisdiction, both of which arise under
the Scotland Act 1998, Northern Ireland Act 1998 and Government of Wales Act
2006. These Acts provide the devolved legislatures and executives in those parts
of the United Kingdom with a number of powers and functions.
The first type of devolution jurisdiction arises in respect of the exercise
of devolved powers and functions. The UKSC’s jurisdiction remains primarily an
appellate one. Such matters can be brought to the UKSC either by way of appeal
from a decision of a superior court in England and Wales, Scotland or Northern Ireland, by way of a reference from one of those courts or by on of the Law
Officers of the Crown.36
The second type of devolution jurisdiction is both novel and unique in the UK.
It again arises under the terms of the: Scotland Act 1998; the Northern Ireland Act
R v A (No 2) [2002] 1 AC 45; R v Lambert [2002] 2 AC 545; R v Offen [2001] 1 WLR 253;
Poplar Housing & Regeneration Community Association Ltd v Donghue [2002] QB 48; Ghaidan
v Mendoza [2004] 2 AC 557; for a discussion see A. Kavanagh, Constitutional Review under the
UK Human Rights Act, CUP 2009.
34
Human Rights Act 1998, ss 4 & 10.
35
In addition to these three measures, HRA s19 also obligates the executive to consider
whether proposed legislation is compatible with the Convention and make a statement to that effect when Bills are presented to Parliament. As such a culture of compliance is created. Only once
has the executive not been able to make a positive statement on a Bill; the legislation was subsequently held to be compatible with the Convention: see Communications Act 2003 and R (Animal
Defenders International) v Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport [2008] 1 AC 1312. Also
see R v Home Secretary ex parte Simms [1999] 1 AC 69 at 131, “Parliamentary sovereignty means
that Parliament can, if it chooses, legislate contrary to fundamental principles of human rights.
The Human Rights Act 1998 will not detract from this power. The constraints upon its exercise by
Parliament are ultimately political, not legal. But the principle of legality means that Parliament
must squarely confront what it is doing and accept the political cost. Fundamental rights cannot
be overridden by general or ambiguous words. This is because there is too great a risk that the full
implications of their unqualified meaning may have passed unnoticed in the democratic process.
In the absence of express language or necessary implication to the contrary, the courts therefore
presume that even the most general words were intended to be subject to the basic rights of the
individual. In this way the courts of the United Kingdom, though acknowledging the sovereignty of
Parliament, apply principles of constitutionality little different from those which exist in countries
where the power of the legislature is expressly limited by a constitutional document.”
36
SCR PD 10.1.3.
33
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1998; and the Government of Wales Act 2006. It is a limited jurisdiction and it
is not an appellate jurisdiction. It is however one that permits abstract, a priori,
review of proposed legislation.
This jurisdiction can only be invoked by one of the Law Officers of the Crown
(see below). It has only been used twice, once by the Attorney General of Northern Ireland and once by the Attorney General of England and Wales. Of the two
references the former was withdrawn,37 while the latter resulted in the UKSC’s
first act of constitutional review.38
2.5. COMMON LAW CONSTITUTIONAL REVIEW – EARLY
DEVELOPMENTS?

The established fundamental principle of the UK’s uncodified Constitution is
that of Parliamentary sovereignty or supremacy, that as Lord Mustill explained
in the House of Lords’ decision in ex parte Fire Brigades Union in 1995, “Parliament has a legally unchallengeable right to make whatever laws it thinks fit.39”
This means that no court in the UK, including the UKSC, has the “power to
declare enacted law to be invalid.40”
There is however a developing debate whether the UKSC has the power to
strike down primary legislation on the grounds that it is unconstitutional. The
basis for this development is the claim that Parliamentary sovereignty is no longer
the sole, or the fundamental principle of the UK’s constitution. It is suggested that
that principle is now subject to the rule of law, as Lord Hope put it in the Jackson
case:
“The rule of law enforced by the courts is the ultimate controlling factor upon
which our constitution is based. The fact that your Lordships have been willing to
hear this appeal and give judgment upon it is another indication that the courts
have a role to play in defining the limits of Parliamentary sovereignty.41”
And as Lord Steyn put it in the same case,
“The classic account given by Dicey of the doctrine of the supremacy of Parliament … can now be seen to be out of place in the modern United Kingdom.
Nevertheless, the supremacy of Parliament is still the general principle of our
constitution. It is a construct of the common law. The judges created this prin37
See B. Hale, The Supreme Court in the UK Constitution, 12 October 2012 (Legal Wales
lecture) at 16.
38
Local Government Byelaws (Wales) Bill 2012 – Reference by the Attorney-General for
England and Wales [2012] UKSC 53, [2013] 1 AC 792.
39
R v Secretary of State for the Home Department, ex parte Fire Brigades Union [1995] 2 AC
513 at 597; and see A. V. Dicey, An Introduction to the Study of the Law of the Constitution, 10th
edition, Macmillan 1959, at 39–40.
40
Railways Board v Pickin [1974] AC 765 at 798.
41
R (Jackson) v HM Attorney General [2005] Q.B. 579 at [107].
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ciple. If that is so, it is not unthinkable that circumstances could arise where the
courts may have to qualify a principle established on a different hypothesis of
constitutionalism. In exceptional circumstances involving an attempt to abolish
judicial review or the ordinary role of the courts, the … new Supreme Court
may have to consider whether this is a constitutional fundamental which even
a sovereign Parliament acting at the behest of a complaisant House of Commons
cannot abolish.42”
This idea has not been without its critics, who have argued, amongst other
things, that Parliamentary sovereignty is not a product of the common law, and
even if it was, it was not capable of revision by the judiciary.43 At best the position
can be said to be undetermined at the present time. As Lord Hope put it in AXA
General Insurance Ltd & Ors v Lord Advocate & Ors (Scotland):
“[50] The question whether the principle of the sovereignty of the United
Kingdom Parliament is absolute or may be subject to limitation in exceptional
circumstances is still under discussion. For Lord Bingham, writing extrajudicially, the principle is fundamental and in his opinion, as the judges did not by
themselves establish the principle, it was not open to them to change it: The Rule
of Law, p. 167. Lord Neuberger of Abbotsbury, in his Lord Alexander of Weedon
lecture, Who are the masters Now? (6 April 2011), said at para 73 that, although
the judges had a vital role to play in protecting individuals against the abuses and
excess of an increasingly powerful executive, the judges could not go against the
will of Parliament as expressed through a statute. Lord Steyn on the other hand
recalled at the outset of his speech in Jackson, para 71, the warning that Lord
Hailsham of St Marylebone gave in The Dilemma of Democracy (1978), p. 126
about the dominance of a government elected with a large majority over Parliament. This process, he said, had continued and strengthened inexorably since
Lord Hailsham warned of its dangers. This was the context in which he said in
para 102 that the Supreme Court might have to consider whether judicial review
or the ordinary role of the courts was a constitutional fundamental which even
a sovereign Parliament acting at the behest of a complaisant House of Commons
could not abolish.44”

[2006] 1 AC 262 at [101]–[102].
D. Neuberger, Who are the Masters now?, Lord Alexander lecture, 6 April 2011, at [42]
“I cannot accept the accuracy of the claim that Parliamentary sovereignty is a product of the
common law, or that, because common law existed prior to Parliament’s ‘legislative supremacy’,
as Professor Allan put it, ‘it defines and regulates it’. The error is that of post hoc ergo propter
hoc. And, with the exception of Coke’s fleeting attraction to common law fundamentalism, I am not
aware of any authority which supports, let alone establishes, the proposition that the common law
created Parliamentary sovereignty. Nor am I aware of any significant authority which suggests
that the common law can justify the courts lawfully setting aside or invalidating a statute.” For detailed and convincing criticism see, J. Goldsworthy, Parliamentary Sovereignty, Cambridge 2010.
44
[2011] UKSC 46, [2012] 1 AC 868 at [50].
42
43
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When the UKSC comes to decide the issue it will inevitably have to grapple
with the view expressed by the former Lord Chief Justice, Lord Judge, that an
attempt to strike down or suspend legislation would itself be an unconstitutional
act by the court; unconstitutional because it would infringe the prohibition on
such action set out in the Bill of Rights 1689.45

3. STANDING
There are three categories of litigant who have standing before the Supreme
Court: parties to appeals; interveners; and the Law Officers to the Crown. All litigants may represent themselves before the court; there is no requirement for legal
representation either in respect of the conduct of litigation, i.e., filing the appeal
and appeal documents, or in respect of advocacy before the court.
3.1. PARTIES AND NON-PARTIES

Any party to civil proceedings against whom a relevant decision46 is given
may seek to, and if permission is granted, bring an appeal before the UKSC challenging that judgment or order. Conversely any other party to such proceedings
may defend the relevant decision as a respondent to the appeal before the UKSC.
It is not clear from the case law, as the question has apparently not arisen,
whether a non-party to proceedings can bring an appeal to the UKSC. The SCR
contain no provisions regarding such a possibility. Theoretically, a case can be
made for the UKSC having such a power however, at least in respect of appeals
from the Court of Appeal of England and Wales. In MA Holdings Ltd v George
Wimpey UK Ltd [2008] EWCA Civ 12 the Court of Appeal held that it retained
an equity-based jurisdiction to allow non-parties to bring appeals, and that within
its rules of court the term “appellant” was not to be read restrictively as meaning
a party to the decision to be appealed. It held that the term could be given a wide
reading to include parties to the proceedings at first instance and those who had
not been parties but whose interests were affected by the judgment. The need to
show that your interests were affected would ensure that “intermeddling busyI. Judge, Constitutional change: Unfinished Business, 4 December 2013, University College, London, at [34], “Our judiciary cannot set aside the law enacted by Parliament, nor suspend
it nor dispense with it. To do so would contravene the Bill of Rights”, http://www.ucl.ac.uk/constitution-unit/constitution-unit-news/constitution-unit/research/judicial-independence/lordjudgelecture041213/.
46
A relevant judgment is one given by a court from which appeals lie to the UK Supreme
Court.
45
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bodies” were not able to challenge decisions to which they had not been parties. It
remains an open question whether the UKSC would, if the question arose, adopt
the same reasoning as the Court of Appeal and, more significantly, hold that it had
the same equity-based jurisdiction as that court.
In so far as criminal proceedings are concerned appeal may be brought by
either the prosecutor, i.e., in England and Wales, the Crown Prosecution Service,
or the accused. Additionally, the Attorney-General may refer a point of law to
the UKSC where such a reference has already been made to the Court of Appeal
(Criminal Division) in England and Wales. Such references are made in order to
clarify the law, and raise points of practical and general public importance.47 The
position is broadly similar in respect of criminal appeals from Northern Ireland.48
3.2. INTERVENERS

Non-parties may obtain permission to make submissions to the UKSC
in respect of any civil appeal as interveners.49 Such non-parties may be: individuals, official bodies, i.e., Secretaries of State, the Law Officers, local government
bodies; non-governmental bodies, e.g., NGOs, public interest groups; or, bodies
with an interest in proceedings by way of judicial review.50 Where the proceedings before the court raise the question whether a declaration of incompatibility
should be made under the HRA, the Crown, if it is not already a party to the proceedings, has a right to intervene on the appeal.51
The rationale for permitting interventions is to ensure that on the matters of public importance the court deals has the best possible understanding
of the issues. As Lord Hoffmann put it in E v The Chief Constable of the Royal
Ulster Constabulary (Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission intervening)
[2008] UKHL 66, [2009] 1 AC 536 at [2]–[3],
“[2] It may however be of some assistance in future cases if I comment on
the intervention by the Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission. In recent
years the House has frequently been assisted by the submissions of statutory bodies and non-governmental organisations on questions of general public importance. Leave is given to such bodies to intervene and make submissions, usually
in writing but sometimes orally from the bar, in the expectation that their fund of
knowledge or particular point of view will enable them to provide the House with
Criminal Justice Act 1972, s36.
Criminal Appeal (Northern Ireland) Act 1980, ss31–32; SCR PD 1.2.14.
49
SCR r. 15(1), SCR PD 3.3.17.
50
In 2013–2014 there were 26 applications to intervene in appeals, all of which were allowed:
see UK Supreme Court Annual Report 2013–2014, at 24, http://supremecourt.uk/docs/annual-report-2013-14.pdf.
51
Human Rights Act 1998, s5)2); SCR r. 40.
47

48
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a more rounded picture than it would otherwise obtain. The House is grateful to
such bodies for their help.
[3] An intervention is however of no assistance if it merely repeats points
which the appellant or respondent has already made. An intervener will have
had sight of their printed cases and, if it has nothing to add, should not add anything. It is not the role of an intervener to be an additional counsel for one of the
parties. This is particularly important in the case of an oral intervention. I am
bound to say that in this appeal the oral submissions on behalf of the NIHRC only
repeated in rather more emphatic terms the points which had already been quite
adequately argued by counsel for the appellant. In future, I hope that interveners
will avoid unnecessarily taking up the time of the House in this way.”
3.3. THE LAW OFFICERS OF THE CROWN

The Law Officers of the Crown52 are, as noted above, able to bring references
to the UKSC concerning devolution questions. They are also able to bring references to the UKSC concerning the validity of Bills of the Scottish Parliament,53
Welsh Assembly54 and Northern Ireland Assembly55 (see above) under the UKSC’s
a priori review jurisdiction. In order to bring a reference the relevant law officer
is required to: file it with the UKSC within four weeks from the date when the relevant legislative body passes the Bill;56 specify the question in issue to be determined by the UKSC;57 and serve a copy of the reference on any other law officer
who is not a party to the reference and may have a potential interest in it.58
The Attorney General for England and Wales in respect of England and Wales, the Counsel
General for Wales in respect of Wales, the Advocate General and the Lord Advocate for Scotland,
and the Advocate General and Attorney General for Northern Ireland for Northern Ireland.
53
The Advocate General for Scotland, the Lord Advocate (for Scotland) and the Attorney
General for England and Wales are the relevant law officers to exercise this power in respect
of Scotland.
54
The Counsel General for Wales and the Attorney General for England and Wales are
the relevant law officers to exercise this power in respect of Wales.
55
The Attorney General for Northern Ireland is the relevant law officer to exercise this power
in respect of Northern Ireland.
56
This arises in two circumstances: first, when a Bill is initially passed by the Assembly; and
secondly, when a Bill, which has been passed and subject to reference to the UKSC has then been
reconsidered and passed again by the Assembly: see Scotland Act 1998, ss33 and 36(5), Government of Wales Act 2006, ss112 and 111(7) and Northern Ireland Act 1998, ss11 and s13(6). In so far
as Wales is concerned, references can also be made regarding proposed Orders-in-Council (in this
context measures to transfer legislative powers to the Welsh Assembly) and Assembly measures
(in this context primary legislation under powers conferred by Orders-in-Council, and a subordinate form of primary legislation made by the Assembly, subordinate to Acts of the Assembly) to
the UKSC by the relevant law officer under Government of Wales Act 2006, ss96 and 99.
57
SCR r. 41(3).
58
SCR r. 41(2).
52
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4. PERMISSION TO APPEAL
Appeals from the courts in England and Wales and Northern Ireland can
only be brought with either the permission of the relevant Court of Appeal or
the UKSC. Scottish appeals are not, as a general rule, subject to a permission to
appeal requirement.59
There are detailed provisions governing when and how permission to appeal
must be sought. As a general rule permission must first be sought from the Court
whose decision is to be appealed. If that application is unsuccessful, a fresh
application can be made the UKSC itself.60 In civil matters a permission application must be made within 28 days of the decision to be appealed being given. If
the appeal concerns civil contempt, the time limit is however 14 days from that
date at which permission to appeal was refused by Court whose decision is to be
appealed.61 Applications for leapfrog appeals must be made within one month
of the High Court’s decision to certify the appeal as one suitable for a leapfrog.62
These time limits may be extended by the UKSC.63
Permission to appeal applications are dealt with by an Appeal Panel
of the UKSC. It determines whether the proposed appeal is admissible, and if so
whether it raises a point of law of general public interest. The Panel can grant or
refuse permission, grant permission on specific terms, invite further submissions
or direct an oral permission hearing take place.64
If permission to appeal is granted, the opposing party is required to give notice
of objection within 14 days of being served with the application for permission
to appeal. The opposing party to the proceedings (the respondent in the appeal
before the UKSC) may do a number of things. They may: consent to the appeal;
object to the appeal and seek to uphold the appealed decision for the reasons given
in that decision; seek to persuade the court to uphold the decision on further
grounds; or bring a cross-appeal if they wish to have the decision challenged varied in any way under SCR r. 25(2).
Parties are, of course, free to withdraw or abandon an appeal or concede an
appeal.65
Court of Session Act 1988, s40. Exceptions arise under a number of statutory provisions and
also arise where an appeal from an interim decision of the Court of Session, except such decisions
where there is a difference of opinion between the judges hearing the matter in that Court or where
“the interlocutory judgment is one sustaining a dilatory defence and dismissing the action”, see
SCR PD 1 1.2.25(2) and (3).
60
SCR r.10.2, PD 3.
61
SCR PD 2.1.16.
62
Administration of Justice Act s12.
63
SCR PD2.1.13.
64
Burton on Civil Appeals at 234; SCR PD 3.
65
SCR PD 8.
59
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5. APPEAL PROCESS AND HEARINGS
Appeals are heard in public and are televised. They are generally heard by
panels of five Justices, although on particularly important appeals panels of seven
or nine may sit. The court has never sat en banc, although there is no reason
in principle why it could not.
Appeals are argued orally before the court, and can last from half a day to,
generally no more than, a week. Parties are however required to submit their evidence and legal argument in advance of the appeal hearing.66 Should a matter be
urgent hearings can be expedited,67 and if necessary the UKSC can issue a stay
of execution of any order under appeal to it.68 Stays of execution will however
only exceptionally be granted by the UKSC; the primary means by which an
appellant is expected to obtain such a stay is from the court whose order or decision is subject to appeal.69
The court determines appeals by way of written judgment. There is a varied
practice concerning judgments; the court may issue a single judgment of court,
each Justice may deliver an individual judgment; majority or minority judgments
may be given, as may concurring judgments. Since Lord Neuberger was appointed
President of the Court in 2012 there has been a decided change in judgment practice in the court, with an increase in concurring judgments and a marked reduction in dissenting judgments.70 As Paterson is reported to have noted, in regard
of the latter, the reduction in dissents is “unparalleled in 20 years.71” Given
the importance of dissenting judgments as a means to develop the common law –
today’s dissent forming, for instance, the basis in certain circumstances of tomorrow’s legislative reform or precedent72 – this development is perhaps not one to be
welcomed too much.
SCR PD 6.
SCR PD 6.2.4.
68
SCR r. 37.
69
SCR PD 8.14.1, SCR r. 37.
70
For Lord Neuberger PSC’s rationale for this approach see: D. Neuberger, No Judgment –
No Justice, 20 November 2012, http://www.bailii.org/bailii/lecture/01.html.
71
A. Paterson cited in K. Dowell, Judicial dissent wanes under Neuberger regime at UK Supreme Court, The Lawyer, 23 April 2014, http://www.thelawyer.com/news/practice-areas/litigation-news/judicial-dissent-wanes-under-neuberger-regime-at-uk-supreme-court/3019664.article.
72
As Lord Neuberger PSC ibid. at [23] noted, “I am not suggesting that we should abolish
concurring Judgments, let alone dissenting judgments. A dissenting judgment, properly identified
as such, can be of immense value. I am sure the following judicial observation sounds familiar,
‘. . . whenever one person is by circumstances placed in such a position with regard to another that every one of ordinary sense who did think would at once recognise that if he did not use
ordinary care and skill in his own conduct with regard to those circumstances he would cause
danger of injury to the person or property of the other, a duty arises to use ordinary care and skill
to avoid such danger.’
66
67
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The court has a general discretion to award the costs of any appeal.73 That
discretion is exercised as the court considers just, which in practice means that
costs follow the event.

6. ACADEMIC OR HYPOTHETICAL APPEALS
The UKSC does not, as a matter of general principle, entertain academic or
hypothetical appeals. As such appeals to it must, ordinarily, require the court
to determine live issues that exist between parties to a legal dispute.74 It does
not, as Zuckerman put it, “pronounce on purely theoretical questions that are
of no immediate consequence for the parties’ rights.75” In Ainsbury v Millington
(1987), for instance, the House of Lords refused to give permission to appeal
in proceedings that would, if permission had been given, have resolved a significant issue of public importance: it would have clarified which of two conflicting
lines of authority correctly stated the law regarding joint tenancies. It refused
because no live dispute existed between the parties by the time the matter reached
the House.
This general rule can however be set aside, and as such has been characterised as no more than a “presumption76”. The position appears now to be that
the UKSC will exercise its discretion to hear an academic or hypothetical appeal
when it is in the public interest to do so. In order for it to be in the public interest
the proposed appeal must: i) involve a public authority; and ii) concern a question
of public law, such as an issue of statutory interpretation77 or a fundamental principle of law.78

Most lawyers would guess that it comes from Lord Atkin’s famous judgment in Donoghue
v Stevenson in 1932. It is actually taken from Sir Balliol Brett MR’s dissenting judgment in the
Court of Appeal in Heaven v Pender in 1883. Today’s dissent can often be tomorrow’s authority.”
73
SCR r. 46.
74
See, A. Zuckerman, Zuckerman on Civil Procedure: Principles of Practice, Sweet & Maxwell 2013, at 1171ff.
75
A. Zuckerman, Zuckerman on Civil Procedure…; Sun Life Assurance Co of Canada v Jervis
[1944] AC 111.
76
A. Zuckerman, Zuckerman on Civil Procedure…, at 1172.
77
R v Secretary of State for the Home Department, ex parte Salem [1999] 1 AC 450 per Lord
Slynn, “My Lords, I accept, as both counsel agree, that in a cause where there is an issue involving
a public authority as to a question of public law, your Lordships have a discretion to hear the appeal, even if by the time the appeal reaches the House there is no longer a lis to be decided which
will directly affect the rights and obligations of the parties inter se.”
78
Al-Rawi v the Security Service [2011] UKHL 34, [2012] AC 531: whether closed material
proceedings where compatible with the common law right to fair trial.
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7. TIED DECISIONS
Prior to the UKSC’s creation, the possibility existed that appeals to the House
of Lords could result in tied decisions, the consequence of which would be that
the decision appealed was affirmed. The Constitutional Reform Act 2005 ensures
that such situations cannot arise for the UKSC. It does so through mandating that
all appeals before the UKSC be heard by an uneven number of Justices.79 Should,
for whatever reason, such as ill-health, the panel of Justices hearing an appeal is
reduced in number so that it can only continue with an even number, the 2005
Act provides that the senior judge on the panel may direct that the court remains
duly constituted to continue to hear the appeal.80 If such a direction is given and
the court’s decision is tied, then the appeal must be re-argued de novo before
a fresh panel of Justices.81

8. REOPENING APPEALS
Once a court has handed down its judgment it is functus officio; it no longer has
any jurisdiction concerning the proceedings. This position pertained to the House
of Lords prior to 1999. The question arose that year however whether the House
could reopen a decided appeal after it had handed down its judgment. In R v Bow
Street Stipendiary Magistrate, ex parte Pinochet Ugarte (No 2) the House determined the question whether the former Head of State of Chile could be extradited
to Spain.
Following judgment it became apparent that one of the Law Lords (Lord
Hoffmann) was linked to Amnesty International, which had appeared before
the House on the appeal. The question arose whether the House’s decision was
tainted by actual or apparent bias as a consequence of this. Pinochet Ugarte issued
an application to the House seeking to reopen to appeal in order to have the decision set aside and then have it reheard before a fresh panel of Law Lords.
Before the House could determine the substantive issue concerning bias, it
had to address the question whether it had jurisdiction to reopen the appeal. It held
it had such jurisdiction under its inherent jurisdiction as a final court of appeal,
per Lord Browne-Wilkinson,

Constitutional Reform Act 2005, s42(1).
Constitutional Reform Act 2005, s43, the panel must also have no less than three judges,
of whom the majority must be permanent judges of the court.
81
Constitutional Reform Act 2005, s43(5).
79

80
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“In principle it must be that your Lordships, as the ultimate court of appeal,
have power to correct any injustice caused by an earlier order of this House.
There is no relevant statutory limitation on the jurisdiction of the House in this
regard and therefore its inherent jurisdiction remains unfettered. In Cassell &
Co. Ltd. v. Broome (No. 2) [1972] A.C. 1136 your Lordships varied an order for
costs already made by the House in circumstances where the parties had not had
a fair opportunity to address argument on the point.
However, it should be made clear that the House will not reopen any appeal
save in circumstances where, through no fault of a party, he or she has been
subjected to an unfair procedure. Where an order has been made by the House
in a particular case there can be no question of that decision being varied or
rescinded by a later order made in the same case just because it is thought that
the first order is wrong.82”

9. HOUSE OF LORDS’ PRACTICE STATEMENT (JUDICIAL
PRECEDENT) [1966] 1 WLR 1234
The House of Lords was historically believed to be bound by its own decisions.
This, of course, supports its role in providing clarity and certainty in the law. It
was, however, recognised in 1966 that this focus on certainty could be counter-productive; “too rigid an adherence to precedent may lead to injustice . . .83”
To ameliorate this problem the House exercised its inherent jurisdiction in 1966
and issued a Practice Statement setting out its jurisdiction to depart from its own
previous decisions. This discretion was to be, and is used sparingly. It remains
valid in so far as the UKSC is concerned, as was confirmed in Austin v Southwark
LBC by Lord Hope,
“The Supreme Court has not thought it necessary to re-issue the Practice
Statement as a fresh statement of practice in the court’s own name. This is because
it has as much effect in this court as it did before the Appellate Committee in the
House of Lords. It was part of the established jurisprudence relating to the conduct of appeals in the House of Lords which was transferred to this court by s.40
of the Constitutional Reform Act 2005.84”
Since 1966 a number of principles have been developed, which govern
the exercise of the power. These are summarised in Burton on Civil Appeals as
follows:
“(i) The power to overrule a previous decision is to be used only sparingly.
R v Bow Street Stipendiary Magistrate, ex parte Pinochet Ugarte (No 2) [1999] UKHL 52.
Practice Statement (Judicial Precedent) [1966] 1 WLR 1234.
84
[2011] AC 355 at [24].
82
83
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(ii) A decision ought not to be overruled simply because the Lords hearing the
appeal consider that it was wrongly decided.
(iii) Decisions which have been relied upon in making ‘contracts, settlements
of property and fiscal arrangements’ or which govern criminal law ought not to
be overruled.
(iv) Decisions concerned with questions of construction ought not to be overruled.
(v) If a decision is not considered to be in keeping with modern ideas about
public policy then it should be overruled.
(vi) If departing from a previous decision would involve a change in the law
that ought properly to form part of a comprehensive reform of that area of law by
Parliament or might result in unforeseen consequences, then the decision ought
not to be overruled.
(vii) A previous decision ought to be overruled if it causes uncertainty.
(viii) A previous decision ought not to be overruled where the issue in that
case is of only academic interest in the case on appeal.
(ix) The Court should be less ready to overrule longstanding decisions.85”

10. REMEDIES AVAILABLE UPON JUDGMENT
The UKSC is able to issue procedural decisions governing interlocutory matters, i.e., extensions of time, relief from non-compliance with its rules, security
for costs, as well as final determinations. It has all the powers of the court from
which an appeal arose. As such it can do the following affirm, vary or set aside
the order or decision of the court below. It can order a new trial of the matter. It
may also make any necessary order as to costs arising from the proceedings and
any attendant order regarding judgment interest. Its orders are enforceable as if
they were orders of a superior court of the jurisdiction from which the appeal
originated, i.e., if from England and Wales the order would be enforceable as an
order of the High Court.86

11. CONCLUSION
This paper has provided an outline of the UKSC’s jurisdiction and its ability to review legislation and consider devolution issues. It has outlined parties
85
86

Burton on Civil Appeals at 249–250, and then 250ff for a summary of the relevant case law.
CPR PD 40B 13.
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standing to bring proceedings before it, and the court’s powers in respect of such
proceedings. It has only be able to touch upon these various matters. It should be
apparent however that the UKSC has a wide-ranging appellate jurisdiction, which
enables it to exercise the full range of powers of the courts from which appeals
are made to it. It should also be apparent that, in the majority of cases, access to
the court is limited to: appeals that arise from live disputes between litigants and
that, as it only deals with proceedings that give rise to points of law of general
public importance it necessarily only deals with a small number of appeals each
year.87
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Summary
The United Kingdom Supreme Court (UKSC) is a relatively new supreme court, as
it started to sit as recently as 2009. It is the statutory successor to the House of Lords’
judicial powers. The text sets out the following issues: the court’s jurisdiction, standing,
permission to appeal requirements, substantive nature of appeals, tied decisions and
reopening of appeals. Next, the author proceeds to examine the nature of the remedies
avaible to it, and any restrictions that apply to them. The text demonstrates the UKSC’s
wide-ranging appellate jurisdiction, which enables it to exercise the full range of powers
of the courts from which appeals are made it. However, in the majority of cases, access
to the UKSC is limited due to the Court’s focus on legal questions of general public
importance. As a result of it, the UKSC deals with a small number of cases on an annual
basis. Although the Court is not supposed to carry out a judicial review of legislative
action, the author hints at a nascent movement towards establishing a US-style power to
strike down legislation.
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L’ACCÈS AUX COURS SUPRÊMES –
RAPPORT FRANÇAIS

1. L’étude de l’accès à la Cour de cassation n’est pas qu’une étude technique
des conditions d’ouverture du pourvoi en cassation. Comme cela a pu très bien
être démontré, l’accès à la Cour suprême permet de mettre en lumière le rôle qui
lui est attribué. Accès et fonctions de la Cour de cassation sont ainsi intimement
liées, celui-ci dépendant de celles là. L’intitulé d’un ouvrage de droit comparé
consacré aux cours suprêmes est à cet égard révélateur. Cours suprêmes: comment le filtrage des recours révèle le pouvoir des juges?
2. L’accès à la Cour de cassation est ouvert, en France, à l’encontre des décisions
rendues en dernier ressort pour un contrôle limité au droit, ce qui justifie la qualification de fonction pastorale1 ou disciplinaire de la Cour de cassation. Comme l’affirmait dès 1903 Ernest Faye, la Cour de cassation ne juge pas les litiges mais les
jugements2 avec pour office de s’assurer de la bonne interprétation et application
de la règle de droit de manière unitaire sur l’ensemble du territoire français. Elle
adopte une conception dite de démocratique de son office en ce sens que le seul
critère d’accès est un critère de légalité. L’opportunité, l’intérêt du recours n’est pas
de mise. Elle écarte ainsi le modèle dit aristocratique qui permet à d’autres cours
suprêmes de sélectionner les pourvois selon un critère d’opportunité permettant
de mettre en avant une fonction avant normative3. «Lorsque la fonction normative prédomine, le recours est ouvert sur autorisation, soit de la cour elle-même
(Etats-Unis), soit du juge inférieur avec éventuellement un appel possible devant
la cour suprême (Allemagne, Autriche), soit en prévoyant une autorisation par la
cour suprême ou les juridictions inférieures (Royaume-Uni, Canada)... lorsque la
fonction disciplinaire l’emporte, les recours doivent être ouverts à tous, dès lors
que les droits individuels sont en cause et que la cour suprême est compétente»4.
A. Tunc, La Cour suprême idéale, RIDC 1978, pp. 433 et suivantes, spéc. p. 437.
E. Faye, La Cour de cassation, Traité de ses attributions, de sa compétence et de la procédure observée en matière civile, 1903.
3
J. et L. Boré, La cassation en matière civile, Dalloz 2009–2010, spéc. n° 23–12, p. 56.
4
L. Vogel (dir.), Cours suprêmes: comment le filtrage des recours révèle le pouvoir des
juges, éd. Panthéon Assas, LGDJ, 2005, Introduction, pp. 7–8.
1
2
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3. Du fait, notamment, de cet accueil démocratique, le Cour de cassation se
trouve confrontée à des flux importants de pourvois qu’elle a peine à endiguer.
Les débats sont ainsi constants en France sur la nécessité de contrôler l’accès à la
Cour suprême. Cette recherche d’économie judiciaire est patente dans un discours
d’un ancien premier président de la haute juridiction qui présentait la sélection des
pourvois comme le moyen d’«une utilisation optimale des moyens de la justice
à des fins correspondant exactement à la fonction d’une juridiction du droit5».
Un récent rapport du groupe de travail du club des juristes sera en ce sens rendu
officiel dans quelques semaines. Au delà de cette actualité, toute l’histoire de la
procédure de cassation témoigne du souci de mieux contrôler les flux, la Cour
de cassation n’échappant pas aux contraintes managériales des juridictions. Ces
réflexions portent sur des voies variées et sont toujours à mettre en balance avec
le nécessaire respect du droit à une voie de recours.
4. Ceci dit, il n’existe pas de droit au pourvoi en cassation, pas plus qu’il
n’existe, en matière civile tout du moins, de droit au recours en d’appel. La Cour
européenne des droits de l’homme admet ainsi des restrictions à son ouverture6.
En revanche, à partir du moment où la voie de recours est ouverte, elle doit respecter totalement les garanties du procès équitable. Sorte de politique du tout ou
rien, si rien n’oblige les Etats à ouvrir une voie de recours, décider de l’admettre
suppose d’en respecter l’effectivité d’accès7. C’est pourquoi les freins à l’accès à la
Cour de cassation sont parfaitement conventionnels et admissibles dans la mesure
où ils n’en viennent pas à nier l’effectivité du recours.
Face à ces impératifs, l’accès à la Cour de cassation fait l’objet de filtres
de nature variable et aux finalités multiples. Ainsi, s’il existe, en en premier
G. Canivet, La procédure d’admission des pourvois en cassation, D. 2002, chron. 2195.
«Tandis qu’en France, l’accroissement illimité du nombre de ses membres, la multiplication des
formations de jugement et la prolifération des décisions – près de 30 000 par an – ont compromis
l’efficacité, l’autorité et le crédit de la Cour de cassation, tout en provoquant une allocation irrationnelle des ressources rares affectées par la collectivité à la justice».
6
CEDH, 17 janv. 1970, Delcourt c/ Belgique, série A, n° 11; CEDH, 22 janv. 1984, Sutter
c/ Suisse, Série A, n° 74; CEDH, 19 déc. 1997, Brualla Gomez de la Torre c/ Espagne, D. 1998,
somm. 210, Fricero. V. cep. La recommandation du 7 fév. 1995 du conseil de l’Europe, n° R[95] 5
pour qu’un recours soit réservé aux affaires «qui contribueraient au développement du droit ou
à l’uniformisation de l’interprétation de la loi». Il peut en outre être sujet à abus ou manoeuvres
dilatoires et même soumis à sanctions pécuniaires (art. 628 CPC).
7
D. Mardon, Voies de recours et convention européenne des droits de l’homme, thèse Grenoble, 2013. CEDH 17 janv. 2006, Barbier c/ France, D. 2006. 1208, note F. Defferard F. et V. Durtette: «Le droit à un tribunal, dont le droit d’accès constitue un aspect, n’est pas absolu et se
prête à des limitations implicitement admises, notamment en ce qui concerne les conditions de la
recevabilité d’un recours, car il appelle de par sa nature même une réglementation de l’État, lequel jouit à cet égard d’une certaine marge d’appréciation». En matière pénale, v. Art. 2 protocole
additionnel 7 à la convention européenne des droits de l’homme: «Toute personne déclarée coupable d’une infraction par un tribunal a le droit de faire examiner par une juridiction supérieure
la déclaration de culpabilité ou de condamnation. L’exercice de ce droit, y compris les motifs pour
lesquels il peut être exercé, sont régis par la loi».
5
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lieu, des filtres directs à l’accès à la Cour de cassation, affichés comme outils
de contrôle de gestion des flux (I), d’autres filtres sont, en second lieu, plus indirects car poursuivant officiellement d’autres finalités (II).

I. LES FILTRES DIRECTS
5. Les filtres qualifiés de directs à l’accès à la Cour de cassation sont de deux
ordres. Le premier concerne la limitation de l’ouverture du pourvoi en cassation,
duquel dépend la conception de cette voie de recours. Le second intervient plus en
aval et permet une véritable sélection des pourvois après étude de leur recevabilité
et du sérieux de leurs motifs. Ils sont d’efficacité inégale car, alors que les limites
à l’accès à la Cour de cassation par la fixation des cas d’ouverture est jugée artificielle (A), celles découlant de la sélection est d’une efficacité réelle (B).
A. LE FILTRE ARTIFICIEL DES CAS D’OUVERTURE À CASSATION

6. Le recours en cassation est qualifié en droit français de voie de recours
extraordinaire. Selon la classification des voies de recours, constituent des voies
de recours extraordinaires celles qui ne sont pas soumises à un effet suspensif
mais surtout, pour ce qui nous importe, qui ne sont pas a priori ouvertes. Elles ne
le sont que dans des cas précis. L’article 580 du Code de procédure civile dispose
en ce sens que «les voies extraordinaires de recours ne sont ouvertes que dans les
cas spécifiés par la loi». Ainsi, pour pouvoir former un pourvoi en cassation, il est
nécessaire d’entrer dans un cas d’ouverture à cassation. L’article 978 al. 2 du Code
de procédure civile impose ainsi, à peine d’irrecevabilité déclarée d’office, que
chaque moyen soulevé par le mémoire ne mette en oeuvre qu’un seul cas d’ouverture à cassation en indiquant le cas dont il est question, la partie de la décision
critiquée ainsi que ce en quoi il encourt le reproche allégué8.
7. Or, l’histoire de la Cour de cassation est marquée par une extension des
cas d’ouverture à cassation. Cette souplesse, qui a pour effet de renforcer son
contrôle, occasionne par là-même les causes de son engorgement9. C’est pourquoi
8
A. Perdriau, Un pourvoi défectueux peut-il être corrigé ou …remplacé?, Gaz. Pal. 25 juin
1996, doctr.
9
Sous l’Ancien Régime, seule la contravention expresse aux ordonnances royales était sanctionnée. L’ordonnance de 1667 a fait défense aux juges d’interpréter la normer par la mise en
place d’une sorte de référé législatif. Les hommes de la Révolution française s’en sont inspirés.
Y. Strickler, De l’interprétatoon ou de l’actualité de la pensée de Demolombe, in Mél. G. Wiederkehr, Dalloz 2999, 809. Ainsi, à la Révolution française, le contrôle de cassation ne porte que sur
les contraventions expresses à la loi, ce qui supposait un point litigieux expressément réglé par
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il est régulièrement proposé de les limiter10. L’une des difficultés réside dans le
fait que, malgré l’annonce de cas spécifiés par la loi, il n’existe pas de liste de cas
d’ouverture à cassation, ce qui contredit un peu leur existence même. Les différents auteurs de procédure civile les présentent donc de manière variable, en les
regroupant ou non par catégories, ce qui conduit à une «comptabilisation assez
flottante des cas d’ouverture»11. L’article 604 dispose uniquement que «le pourvoi en cassation tend à faire censurer par la Cour de cassation la non-conformité
du jugement qu’il attaque aux règles de droit».
8. Reprenant une classification usuelle, cohérente et pédagogique, on peut distinguer les cas d’ouverture fondés sur une violation de la loi et ceux qui le sont sur
une atteinte à la logique12. La violation de la loi peut s’entendre d’une mauvaise
interprétation de la loi ou de sa mauvaise application au fait, c’est-à-dire d’un
problème de qualification. La loi s’entend au sens large et vise ainsi aussi bien les
normes nationales, communautaires ou internationales, les normes procédurales
et les normes matérielles, les normes législatives et les normes réglementaires,
les coutumes, les usages, les principes généraux du droit, voire les contrats dans
le cas de la dénaturation. Il s’agit d’une violation de la loi qualifiée de «dérivée»
lorsque la décision perd son fondement juridique, celui-ci pouvant par exemple
être abrogé.
L’atteinte à la logique résulte d’une insuffisance de motivation du jugement, appelée défaut ou manque de base légale mais aussi d’un défaut de motifs,
de motifs hypothétiques ou d’un défaut de réponse à conclusions. L’incohérence
peut être interne à la décision lorsque les motifs contredisent le dispositif ou se
contredisent entre eux, ou externe lorsqu’il y a contrariété de jugements13.
9. Bien que voie de recours extraordinaire, le pourvoi en cassation est parfois
qualifié de voie de recours «normale», précisément en raison de son ouverture
large qui aurait tendance à le banaliser. On a même pu soutenir que «Vouloir que
le pourvoi en cassation soit exceptionnel revient à vouloir que le droit à une bonne
application de la loi devienne lui aussi exceptionnel. Comment peut-on souhaiter

une loi formelle, qu’aucune circonstance de fait ne pouvait détourner de son application et une opposition flagrante entre la loi et la décision attaquée. L’évolution a été marquée par une extension
de ce contrôle. Sur l’évolution historique, v. J. et L. Boré, La cassation en matière civile, cit. spéc.
l’introduction historique.
10
V. par ex. la proposition de confier aux cours d’appel le contrôle de la motivation et de réserver l’office de la Cour de cassation au défaut de base légale faite en 1981. De plus, il persiste
des hésitations à conserver le contrôle par la Cour de cassation du caractère non sérieusement
contestable d’une obligation, AP. 16 nov. 2001, Bull. civ. n° 13.
11
L. Cadiet, J. Normand et S. Amrani Mekki, Théorie générale du procès, 2ème éd., PUF 2013,
spéc. n° 285.
12
En ce sens, L. Cadiet et E. Jeuland, Droit judiciaire privé, Paris 2010, spéc. n° 876 sq.
p. 667 sq.; L. Cadiet, J. Normand et S. Amrani Mekki, Théorie générale..., préc. spéc. n° 285.
13
Com. 18 juin 2013, n° 12–12.842, RTDciv. 2013, 668, Perrot.
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une telle régression?»14. Il est vrai que les conditions générales de son ouverture
sont identiques à celles de l’appel15 alors que ses conditions spéciales qui devraient
le rendre exceptionnel ne sont pas très exigeantes. Un courant doctrinal emmené
par le doyen Héron tend ainsi à contester le caractère extraordinaire du pourvoi
en cassation pour souligner que l’affaire peut suivre un circuit ordinaire, qualifié
de normal, passant de la première instance à l’appel puis la cassation. Une telle
présentation conduit inévitablement à contester l’idée même de limites à l’accès
à la cassation16. «(…) au risque l’enfoncer une porte ouverte, il convient d’affirmer
que le pourvoi en cassation n’est pas une voie de doctrine, mais avant tout une
voie de recours, destinée à garantir les droits des justiciables contre les erreurs
de droit commises par les juges qui statuent en dernier ressort»17. La présentation
erronée du Code de procédure civile serait alors fondée sur une volonté politique
de désengorger la Cour de cassation et devrait être combattue. Ce combat est
cependant inutile tant les cas d’ouverture à pourvoi sont accueillants et impropres
à constituer des filtres efficaces au pourvoi. En revanche, la sélection des pourvois y parvient parfaitement, perturbant non la qualification de la voie de recours
mais la conception même de son office.
B. L’EFFICACITÉ RÉELLE DE LA SÉLECTION DES POURVOIS
EN CASSATION

10. L’accès à la Cour suprême est principalement contrôlé au moyen de la
procédure de non-admission créée par la loi organique du 25 juin 200118. Celle-ci
J. Héron, Droits de l’homme et théorie des voies de recours, (in:) Le juge entre deux millénaires, (in:) Mél. P. Drai, Dalloz 2000, spéc. p. 369 sq.
15
V. not. J. Héron et Th. Le Bars, Droit judiciaire privé, 5ème éd., Montchrestien, 2012, spéc,
n° 696, p. 563.
16
J. Héron et Th. Le Bars, Droit judiciaire..., spéc. n° 702–703, pp. 567–568. V. aussi en
contentieux administratif, R. Chapus, Contentieux administratif, 13ème éd. Montchrestien, 2008,
spéc. n° 1322, pp. 1192–1193. «La vérité est que deux voies de recours – le recours en appel et le
pourvoi en cassation – bénéficient à tous égards d’une prééminence qui les sépare de toutes les
autres et qu’elles doivent très naturellement au fait que, à la différence des autres voies de recours
(de caractère peut-on dire transversal), elles se situent dans la continuité de l’instance de premier
ressort».
17
J. Héron et Th. Le Bars, Droit judiciaire..., spéc. n° 703, p. 568. Il en découle un débat sur
le fait de savoir si la Cour de cassation doit juger les affaires ou les arrêts. Sur la conception de la
voie de cassation, v. infra.
18
G. Canivet, La procédure d’admission des pourvois en cassation, D. 2002, 2195; Administration des Cours suprêmes et filtrage des affaires, in Rencontres avec la Cour suprême du
Canada, BICC 15 mars 2003; A. Perdriau, La non-admission des pourvois, JCP 2002, I, 181;
M. Cottin, La Cour de cassation se dote d’une procédure d’admission des pourvois en cassation,
D. 2002, 748; D. Tricot, Le fabuleux destin d’une décision de non-admission ou les périls de l’interprétation, (in:) Mél. J. Boré, préc. pp. 459–467. Adde S. Amrani Mekki et L. Cadiet (dir.), La sélection du pourvoi à la Cour de cassation, Économica, 2005. Voir encore S. Armani Mekki, La
14
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a, en vérité, ressuscité un filtre qui existait avant 1947 et était exercé par une
chambre spécialisée: la chambre des requêtes. Celle-ci avait été supprimée car
elle outrepassait ses pouvoirs de filtrer les pourvois en jugeant au fond. En outre,
la procédure de filtre était contestée par le fait qu’elle n’était pas contradictoire.
Pour préserver le défendeur, la décision de sélection par la Chambre des requêtes
était prise avant qu’il ne se manifeste. Aussi «alors que, devant toutes les juridictions françaises, le défenseur prépare la tâche du juge, ici, c’est le juge qui
se charge de la tâche du défendeur»19. La nouvelle procédure de non-admission
a ainsi été construite en ayant le souci d’éviter les écueils passés, après que plusieurs tentatives infructueuses aient échoué à la consacrer. Après plusieurs projets
et quelques incitations jurisprudentielles par la pratique des «arrêts tampons» qui
consistaient à ne motiver que la reproduction du contenu de l’article 604 du Code
de procédure civile20, la Cour de cassation a enfin été dotée d’une procédure
de non-admission21 à l’instar du Conseil d’état où elle avait été instaurée dès 1987.
11. Aujourd’hui, il appartient à la chambre à laquelle le pourvoi a été distribué,
qualifiée en pratique de «formation d’admission», composée comme la formation
restreinte de trois magistrats, de déclarer non admis les pourvois irrecevables
ou non fondés sur un moyen sérieux de cassation (art. 1014 CPC et L. 431-1 al. 1
COJ). Le texte de l’article 1014 CPC est lapidaire. Il faut donc nécessairement se
reporter aux pratiques et usages à la Cour de cassation qui, pour être des normes
souples, n’en sont pas moins strictement respectées. L’importance de la procédure de non admission est ainsi inversement proportionnelle aux textes qui la
régissent. La détermination de la «cuisine de cassation» est le plus souvent le fait
de sources de droit plus ou moins consistantes mais dont la particularité est d’être
parfaitement respectées. Il peut s’agir de protocoles d’accords qui manifestent
une contractualisation de la procédure de cassation. Mais il peut aussi s’agir de la
lettre du premier président de la Cour de cassation qui ne figure dans aucune disposition légale. S’agissant de la procédure de sélection des pourvois, les manières
de faire découlent de prises de décisions informelles et on ne s’étonne pas qu’un
sélection des pourvois à la Cour de cassation, (in:) Le juge de cassation en Europe, préc.; J. Boré
et J. de Salve de Bruneton, Quelques idées sur le pourvoi en cassation, D. 2005, 184.
19
J.-L. Roppers, La réforme de la Cour de cassation, évolution ou révolution?, JCP 1947,
I, 1664.
20
Cette pratique avait été initiée par le premier Président Drai et l’avocat général Bezio à partir d’un arrêt du 16 juil. 1991, Bull. civ. I, n° 246: «le pourvoi en cassation est une voie extraordinaire de recours qui, selon l’article 604 du NCPC, tend à faire censurer par la Cour de cassation
la non-conformité de la décision qu’il attaque aux règles de droit (…) au regard de la motivation
de l’arrêt attaqué, aucun des moyens invoqués à l’appui du pourvoi ne répond aux exigences du
texte précité; ce pourvoi doit donc être rejeté».
21
L. n° 87-1127, 31 déc. 1987, art. 11 et CJA, art. L. 822-1, art. R. 822-1 à 822-6. V. C. Vigouroux, La non admission des recours au Conseil d’État, (in:) La sélection des pourvois à la Cour
de cassation, préc., p. 33 sq.; B. Stirn, Le filtrage des recours devant la juridiction administrative,
(in:) Mél. J. Boré, préc. p. 440 sq.
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conseiller de la Cour de cassation explique les modalités de la sélection en faisant
référence à une réunion du bureau de la Cour de cassation22.
12. Il n’y a pas de chambre spécialisée pour sélectionner les pourvois, la
chambre des requêtes n’étant pas ressuscitée. La procédure de non-admission est
en outre parfaitement contradictoire puisqu’elle suit le même parcours que la procédure ordinaire. Il faut ainsi attendre que les échanges de mémoires aient eu
lieu et qu’un rapporteur soit désigné car c’est ce dernier qui propose l’orientation
vers la formation de non-admission. L’avocat général reçoit alors transmission
du dossier pour qu’il émette un avis et les parties sont avisées de l’orientation vers
la non-admission. Bien qu’officiellement aucun recours ne soit possible contre
une décision qui n’est que d’orientation – il s’agit d’une mesure d’administration
judiciaire – en pratique, les parties peuvent la contester par simple lettre.
13. La particularité de la décision de non-admission est en principe son
absence de motivation. C’est en cela qu’elle se différencie d’un arrêt de rejet et
c’est pourquoi elle est pudiquement qualifiée de décision et non d’arrêt de non-admission23. Cette absence de motivation est d’ailleurs le trait marquant de la procédure. L’objectif affiché est de moins motiver pour mieux motiver. Les juges
peuvent ainsi économiser le «coût social24» de la motivation pour le reporter sur la
motivation des véritables arrêts. La redistribution des efforts des conseillers permettrait une amélioration de cette motivation et, partant, de la qualité de la justice.
La motivation des arrêts de la Cour de cassation est parfois jugée assez elliptique
contrairement aux Cours européennes ou anglo-saxonnes25. Pourtant, l’obligation
de motivation a été consacrée par la déclaration des 16 et 24 août 179026. Elle est
V. Vigneau, Le régime de non admission des pourvois devant la Cour de cassation, cit.:
l’auteur fait référence à une réunion du 11 mai 2009.
23
J. Buffet, Le critère de la non-admission. Quelle rationalité?, (in:) La sélection des pourvois à la Cour de cassation, cit., spéc. p. 74: «En réalité, c’est par utilité et pragmatisme que la
Cour de cassation donne aux nonadmissions le qualificatif de décisions et non d’arrêts. Mais, (…)
il s’agit ni plus ni moins de décisions juridictionnelles, selon le cas d’irrecevabilité ou de rejet,
qui ne sont pas spécialement motivées, mais qui comportent les effets des arrêts d’irrecevabilité
ou de rejet». V aussi, J. et L. Boré et L., V Pourvoi en cassation, Répertoire, procédure civile,
2008, spéc. n° 861 «C’est cette absence de motivation qui explique pourquoi la Cour de cassation
a pris l’habitude, par pudeur, de les désigner sous le nom de décisions et non d’arrêts, mais elles
constituent sans aucun doute des décisions juridictionnelles, comme celles qui sont rendues par le
Conseil d’État juge de cassation (CJA, art. L. 822-1), et elles sont revêtues de l’autorité de la chose
jugée» (en ce sens, V. CE 16 mai 1994, Sté Arcus Air Logistic, Lebon 1131).
24
H. Croze, Pour une motivation pas trop explicite des décisions de la Cour de cassation,
(in:) Liber amicorum, Mélanges Philippe Malaurie, Defrénois, Paris 2005, pp. 181 sq., spéc. n° 13.
25
A. Perdriau, Des arrêts brévissimes de la Cour de cassation, JCP 1996, I, 3943.
26
Loi des 16 et 24 août 1790, art 15, titre V: «La rédaction des jugements, tant sur l’appel
qu’en première instance, contiendra quatre parties distinctes…dans la troisième, le résultat des
faits reconnus ou constatés par l’instruction, et les motifs qui auront déterminé le jugement seront
exprimés…». Il a fallu attendre la loi des 27 novembre et 1er décembre 1790 pour son application
au Tribunal de cassation.
22
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un rempart contre l’arbitraire du juge27. D’abord, elle permet l’exercice d’une voie
de recours. Certes, les arrêts ne sont pas expressément susceptibles de recours
mais la pratique de rabat d’arrêt atteste d’une possibilité de réparer les erreurs
grossières28. Ensuite, elle permet une lisibilité de sa jurisprudence. «C’est dans
la motivation que l’acte juridictionnel trouve une grande part de sa légitimité»29.
C’est la raison pour laquelle l’exigence de motivation fait partie des garanties
du procès équitable. Elle participe du droit à un juge indépendant et impartial.
14. La jurisprudence de la Cour européenne des droits de l’homme enseigne
cependant que les exigences du procès équitable se font moins rigoureuses
à mesure qu’on gravit les degrés de juridiction. C’est pourquoi il est admis que
des décisions par lesquelles le Conseil d’état30 ou la Cour de cassation31 filtre les
recours n’ont pas à être motivées. L’existence préalable d’un ou de deux degrés
de juridiction suffit à justifier la rigueur du rejet d’un contrôle par la juridiction
suprême. En outre, parce qu’il ne s’agit pas d’une procédure de jugement mais
de sélection, les exigences de garanties du procès équitable sont moindres. Il est
inutile de motiver les décisions de non admission qui doivent délivrer un message
pédagogique, ce qui permettrait de se concentrer sur les motivations nécessaires.
«L’impact de la loi no 2001-539 du 25 juin 2001 est donc plus psychologique que
juridique32». Malgré ce brevet de conventionnalité, la pratique de la Cour de cassation a reconstitué de manière informelle les bienfaits de la motivation.
15. Chassée par la porte, la motivation semble revenir par la fenêtre. En pratique, les magistrats, qui ont accompli le même travail pour une non admission
que pour un arrêt, semblent difficilement résister à la tentation de motiver qui
est de la nature de leurs fonctions. Quant aux avocats aux conseils, ils ont peine
à supporter un refus brutal de motivation car il leur est alors difficile d’expliquer
la décision aux justiciables. C’est pourquoi, en pratique, il a d’abord été développé
une fiche normalisée où les conseillers pouvaient cocher des cases pré imprimées
A Castaldo, Introduction historique au droit, Dalloz, 2ème éd., 2003, spéc. n° 1028, p. 345
C. Atias, Le rabat d’arrêt – De la rectification d’erreur matérielle de procédure au repentir
du juge, D. 2007, p. 1156. – A. Perdriau, Les rabats d’arrêts de la Cour de cassation, JCP, 1994,
I, 3735.
29
J. Leroy, La force du principe de motivation, (in:) Assoc. Henri Capitant, La motivation,
LGDJ 2000, p. 35 sq, spéc. p. 36.
30
CEDH 9 mars 1999, Société Immeuble groupe Kosser, BICC 2001, n° 2. – CEDH 28 janv.
2003, Burg c/ France, req. 34763/02. – CEDH 10 déc. 2002, Latournerie c/ France, n° 34763/02. –
D’une façon plus générale, voir Flauss J.-F., La sélection des recours et la Convention EDH, (in:)
La sélection des pourvois à la Cour de cassation, cit., pp. 43–49, spéc. p. 45.
31
CEDH 15 juin 2004, Stepinska c/ France, JCP 2004. I. 161, no 6, obs. Sudre. si l’art. 6 § 1
oblige les tribunaux à motiver leurs décisions, il n’exige pas que soit motivée en détail la décision
de la juridiction de recours qui, se fondant sur une disposition légale spécifique, écarte un recours
comme dépourvu de chances de succès. Voir également CEDH 28 janv. 2003, Burg c/ France,
n° 34763/02.
32
J. et L. Boré, La cassation en matière civile, cit., spéc. n° 866.
27
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classant les principaux motifs de non admission33. Ne résistant pas à la tentation, Ils ont ensuite rédigé quelques lignes d’explication au verso de ces fiches34.
Depuis 2005, un pas de plus a été franchi car le rapporteur rédige directement
un document expliquant la non admission du pourvoi35. Il s’agit d’un avis de non
admission qui contient notamment les raisons prévisibles qui justifient l’orientation vers la non admission. La situation est comparable devant le Conseil d’état.
16. Cette motivation anticipée et interne permet de reconstituer les garanties assurées par la motivation. Ainsi en est-il de la possibilité d’exercer une voie
de recours qui dépend de la connaissance des motifs de la décision, ce qui est
aussi un moyen de lutter contre l’arbitraire. Il n’y aura pas une voie de recours
stricto sensu qui sera exercée mais la possibilité de contester la décision prévue
en amont. La pratique en fournit une illustration notable à travers une affaire
d’abord orientée vers la non admission pour aboutir ensuite à un arrêt d’Assemblée plénière36. La même idée sous tend la proposition de ceux qui considèrent
que les juges devraient indiquer le sens de leur décision aux avocats aux conseils
afin de permettre un contradictoire plus efficace. Inspiré des procédures communautaires, il s’agit de renforcer la contradiction là où la voie de recours n’est plus
possible et de répondre à la question provocatrice de certains auteurs se demandant qui cassera les arrêts de la Cour de cassation37. C’est en ce sens que, en pratique, mieux vaut une procédure de non admission qu’un arrêt motivé de manière
superficielle. En outre, cette sorte de motivation anticipée pose question quant
à la nature juridique de l’avis de non admission. Il ne s’agit évidemment pas d’une
décision juridictionnelle et la contestation par les avocats aux conseils de l’orientation ne peut donc être qualifiée de voie de recours. Pour autant, on reconstruit
ainsi en pratique une version édulcorée du processus décisionnel tant la décision
d’orientation fait grief.
17. Au concret, la procédure de non-admission n’accélère pas la procédure
de cassation car elle est de même durée. Cependant, par le nombre de non-admissions, 30% en moyenne mais le nombre varie selon les chambres38, il est souhaité
une régulation des pourvois et un désengorgement de la Cour de cassation. Le
filtre se fait sur un strict critère de légalité et non d’opportunité comme dans cer33
Pour un exemple de fiche, v. J. Buffet, Droit et pratique de la cassation en matière civile,
2ème éd., 2003, Litec, coll Pratique professionnelle, p. 01.
34
V. not. D. Tricot, L’élaboration d’un arrêt de la Cour de cassation, JCP 2004, I, 108, n° 9
qui évoque une note exprimant un avis personnel.
35
V. Vigneau, Le régime de non admission des pourvois devant la Cour de cassation, cit.
36
AP, 9 mai 2008, D. 2008, 1J, 1412, Rouet et 2328, Thomas Raynaud A.L.
37
S. Guinchard, L’avenir de la Cour de cassation: qui cassera les arrêts de la Cour de cassation, (in:) L’avenir du droit, Mélanges F. terré, Dalloz 2000, pp. 701 et suivantes.
38
En 2008, la proportion de non-admission était de 41% des pourvois devant la 1re chambre
civile, 35% devant la 2e chambre, 26% devant la 3e chambre, 37% devant la chambre commerciale,
19% devant la chambre sociale et 58% devant la chambre criminelle (V. rapport de la Cour de cassation, La documentation française, 2008).
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tains pays étrangers39. La conception de la Cour de cassation reste ainsi fondée
sur un modèle démocratique et non aristocratique40. L’usage du terme de sélection
est sujet à discussion et avait même été qualifié de d’ «a priori discutable41» véhiculant l’idée d’un choix en opportunité42. Pourtant, il n’en est rien. Si le premier
président de la Cour de cassation de l’époque avait pu considérer que la procédure
permettait de recentrer la Cour sur sa fonction normative, la conception de l’office ne change pas fondamentalement. Il s’agit pour l’heure de permettre aux
juges de mieux gérer les flux. Cette volonté pourrait d’ailleurs amener à l’avenir à réduire son office, que ce soit en limitant les cas d’ouverture des pourvois
ou, plus révolutionnaire, à vouloir lui permettre de sélectionner en opportunité.
Cependant, une telle politique procédurale ne peut se faire sans une réflexion plus
globale. En effet, de nombreuses réflexions ont lieu sur l’office de la voie d’appel.
Or, tout est fait d’équilibre et l’accès à la Cour de cassation est en étroite dépendance de la conception de la voie d’appel comme elle l’est de l’autorité de la chose
jugé et de l’office des juges.

II. LES FILTRES INDIRECTS
18. Évoquer le filtre des pourvois peut renvoyer à de nombreuses contraintes
qui peuvent être perçues comme autant de freins à l’accès au juge de cassation
39
S. Amrani Mekki, La sélection des pourvois à la Cour de cassation, (in:) Le juge de cassation en Europe, Ordre des avocats aux conseils (dir.), Dalloz Thèmes et commentaires, 2012,
p. 53 sq.; D. Garreau, Du bon usage de la procédure de non admission des pouvoirs, D. 2012, 1137;
V. Vigneau, Le régime de la non admission des pourvois devant la Cour de cassation, D. 2010,
102; J. Buffet, Le critère de la non-admission, Quelle rationalité ?, (in:) L. Cadiet et S. Amrani
Mekki, (dir.), La sélection des pourvois à la Cour de cassation, Economica, 2004, pp. 103–109,
spéc. p. 104; A. Perdriau, La non-admission des pourvoir, préc., n° 87.
40
J. et L. Boré, La cassation en matière civile, cit., spéc. n° 23–12: «le bon plaisir du prince
judiciaire qui peut ouvrir ou refermer son prétoire selon l’état d’encombrement de celui-ci,
et réaliser son rêve de ne juger que les grandes affaires et de ne rendre que de grands arrêts.
Il se comporte en législateur et non en juge». Il en est ainsi aux Etats-unis ou en Autriche par
exemple. Une proposition de loi actuellement en Belgique préconise de réformer l’article 1015bis
du Code judiciaire belge pour écarter les pourvois ne requérant «pas de réponse à des questions
de droit dans l’intérêt de l’unité de la jusrisprudence ou du développement du droit», ce qui est
fort contesté par la doctrine, V. P. Gérard, H. Boularbah et J.-F. Van Drooghenbroeck, Pourvoi en
cassation en matière civile, Rép. Pratique du droit belge, Bruylant 2010, p. 301 et 319.
41
G. Canivet, Propos introductifs, (in:) La sélection des pourvois à la Cour de cassation, cit.,
pp. 5–11, spéc. n° 1: «dans la problématique générale de la sélection des pourvois, au risque d’un
premier a priori discutable: la procédure d’admission serait une technique de sélection».
42
J. Buffet, Le critère de la non-admission. Quelle rationalité?, (in:) La sélection des pourvois
à la Cour de cassation, cit., pp. 103–109: «Il faut faire attention quand, à propos de la nonadmission, on parle de la sélection des pourvois, comme le fait l’intitulé de ce colloque, car il n’y a pas
de sélection puisqu’il n’y a pas de choix».
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qui «s’effrite»43 petit à petit. La Cour européenne des droits de l’homme n’y voit
de ce fait pas une négation du droit au pourvoi effectif44. «L’idée de filtre semble
imposer un jugement de valeur sur les mérites du pourvoi opéré par la juridiction elle-même, afin de discipliner les auteurs de pourvois pour se débarrasser
des pourvois voués à l’échec. … la qualification de filtre est moins pertinente,
à moins de lui prêter un caractère indirect»45. C’est le cas des éléments qui
peuvent constituer un frein à l’accès proprement dit à la Cour suprême (A) ou à la
poursuite de la procédure menée (B).
A. FILTRES INDIRECTS À L’ACCÈS À LA COUR DE CASSATION

19. Le premier filtre est malheureusement d’ordre financier et concernel’exigence de représentation obligatoire en cassation46 et, corrélativement, sa prise en
charge par le système d’aide juridictionnelle.
La procédure suivie devant la Cour de cassation est en effet une procédure
écrite avec représentation obligatoire par un avocat particulier dénommé avocat
à la Cour de cassation et au Conseil d’état ou avocat aux conseils47 (art. 973 CPC).
Il s’agit d’un avocat spécialisé ayant poursuivi ses études auprès de l’institut
de formation et de recherche des avocats aux conseils en sus de l’examen du barreau et qui est titulaire d’une charge. Il existe soixante charges48 mais qui peuvent
être exploitées par une société de 3 associés maximum49. Il y en a aujourd’hui
quatre-vingt-treize. Comme devant les juridictions du fond, leur rémunération
peut être prise en charge par le biais de l’aide juridictionnelle qui est ici sujette
à des conditions spécifiques et plus exigeantes.
20. La présence des avocats aux conseils est associée à de nombreux avantages. Elle serait un gage de l’effectivité du droit au pourvoi, la procédure orale
étant considérée comme une duperie, un cadeau empoisonné face à la technicité

En ce sens, S. Guinchard, Petit à petit, l’effectivité du droit à un juge s’effrite, (in:) La création du droit jurisprudentiel, (in:) Mél. J. Boré, Dalloz 2007, p. 275 sq., spéc. p. 284 sq.
44
CEDH 26 févr. 2002, Esaadi c/ France et Del sol c. France, RDP 2003, 699, obs. Gouttenoire.
45
L. Cadiet, J. Normand et S. Amrani Mekki, spéc. n° 289.
46
J.-L. Nadal et P. Ghaleh-Marzban, L’extension de la procédure avec représentation obligatoire devant la Cour de cassation, le point de vue du parquet général, (in:) La création du droit
jurisprudentiel, préc., p. 349 sq.
47
V. P. Gonod (dir.), Les avocats au Conseil d’État et à la Cour de cassation, Dalloz 2002;
J. Massot, Le ministère d’avocat devant le Conseil d’État. Bilan de 17 années de réformes procédurales, (in:) Mél. J. Boré, préc. p. 307 sq. – J. Boré, V° Avocat au Conseil d’État et à la Cour
de cassation, (in:) L. Cadiet (dir.), Dictionnaire de la justice, PUF 2004.
48
Ordonnance du 10 septembre 1817.
49
Décret du 15 mars 1978, D. 1978, 204
43
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de la procédure de cassation50. Autrement dit, partant du constat statistique du fort
taux d’échec des pourvois en matière sociale où la représentation n’était pas obligatoire avant décret n° 2004-836 du 20 août 200451, la conclusion en était une
illusion d’accès donnée aux salariés. C’est pourquoi le recours formé par certains
syndicats à l’encontre du décret de 2004 devant le Conseil d’état pour atteinte
notamment à l’égalité des armes a été rejeté. La présence d’avocats aux conseils
a aussi l’avantage de permettre des procédures souples telles que le rabat d’arrêt
ou la demande de réexamen de l’orientation en non-admission. Pourtant, l’existence des offices est régulièrement contestée52. Il a néanmoins permis la mise en
place rapide et efficace d’une dématérialisation totale de la procédure53.
21. Surtout, son attrait principal serait une garantie offerte par les avocats
aux conseils d’une limitation du nombre de pourvois54 par la rédaction systématique d’une consultation préalable sur les chances de succès ou non du pourvoi de nature à décourager certains recours55. Il y aurait une corrélation entre le
nombre de pourvoi en cassation et l’ouverture de la représentation à tout avocat.
22. Le frein financier que peut constituer le recours aux avocats aux conseils
n’est pas un obstacle au juge dans la mesure où le système d’aide juridictionnelle
permet une prise en charge pour les plus démunis. L’article 10 de la loi de 1991
prévoit en effet que «L’aide juridictionnelle (…) peut être accordée pour tout ou
50
CEDH, Voisine c/ France, 8 fév. 2000, D. 2000, 651, Thierry: «il est clair que la spécificité
de la procédure devant la Cour de cassation peut justifier de réserver aux seuls avocats spécialisés le monopole de la prise de parole». Il est possible dès lors d’imposer cette représentation en
matière de soins psychiatriques, Cass. Civ. 1, 21 janvier 1992, D. 1992, 498, Massip.
51
A. Perdriau, La duperie que constituent les facilités données pour accéder à la Cour de
cassation, JCP 1997, I, 4063.
52
J.-M. Darrois, Vers une grande profession du droit, La documentation française, 2009. –
J. Attali, Rapport pour la libération de la croissance française, La documentation française, 2007
(décision 215).
53
Arrêté du 17 juin 2008 portant application pour la procédure devant la Cour de cassation
des dispositions relatives à la communication par voie électronique, JO 26 juin 2008, p. 10259;
Convention du 15 déc. 2009 conclue entre l’ordre des avocats aux conseils et le groupement des
huissiers audienciers à la Cour de cassation; V. Lamanda et D. Le Prado, JCP 2009, I, 115, procédures 2010, alerte 2; N. Dessart, Les premières significations électroniques en matière civile
devant la Cour de cassation, Gaz. Pal. 22–23 avr. 2011, 13.
54
J. et L. Boré, La cassation en matière civile, cit., spéc n° 23.23: «c’est un fait sociologique
incontestable – et du reste compréhensible – que l’augmentation du nombre des avocats entraîne,
par une pente fatale, une augmentation du nombre des pourvois, et même qu’il existe une proportionnalité certaine entre ces deux chiffres».
55
J. Boré, La Cour de cassation de l’an 2000, D. 1995, chron. 133: l’auteur estime qu’un tiers
des pourvois ne donnent pas lieu à contentieux du fait de leur filtre préventif par l’établissement
de consultation judiciaire. Ce chiffre résulterait d’une étude entreprise par le procureur Bezio. En
Belgique, le taux de consultation négative est de 60% et justifie que le aux de cassation soit assez
élevé, aux alentours de 45%. Ceci dit, ces statistiques sont plus évidentes qu’en France dans la
mesure où elles sont tenues par la Cour de cassation, les avocats à la Cour de cassation (au nombre
de 20) devant justifier du sens de leur consultation.
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partie de l’instance ainsi qu’en vue de parvenir, avant l’introduction de l’instance, à une transaction ou à un accord conclu dans le cadre d’une procédure
participative prévue par le code civil». Cette personne n’aura alors rien à verser,
ni à un avocat, ni à un huissier de justice; pour elle, «la justice sera pleinement
gratuite»56. Pour pouvoir prétendre à cette aide, le justiciable doit répondre à un
certain nombre de conditions tant subjectives qu’objectives. Les premières d’entre
elles sont essentiellement liées à des éléments de ressources57. Les conditions
objectives tiennent à l’objet de la demande. Il faut, selon l’article 7 de la loi de 1991
que l’action ne soit pas «manifestement irrecevable ou dénuée de fondement»
mais le texte est plus restrictif pour le pourvoi en cassation, puisqu’il indique qu’il
est nécessaire qu’un «moyen de cassation sérieux [puisse] être relevé». La condition ne s’impose toutefois pas au défendeur à l’action ou encore, à la personne
civilement responsable. Cette condition rappelle celle de l’admission du pourvoi.
De fait, la pratique veut qu’un pourvoi formé au bénéfice de l’aide juridictionnelle
soit automatiquement admis.
23. La Cour de Strasbourg a apporté des éclairages sur diverses de ces exigences. Ainsi, si elle considère qu’un système d’aide juridictionnelle doit exister
devant les juridictions nationales, quel que soit le contentieux envisagé, et que
toutes les parties à une procédure doivent pouvoir en bénéficier58, il n’est pas interdit aux États de subordonner l’octroi de l’aide juridictionnelle à des conditions tels
un plafond de revenus59 ou l’existence d’une demande en justice sérieuse. L’État
peut donc refuser l’aide juridictionnelle en présence d’une demande manifestement infondée, dilatoire ou abusive. La solution a été affirmée par plusieurs arrêts
dans des affaires portées contre la France, qui ont de ce fait validé le contrôle
du moyen sérieux devant la Cour de cassation nécessaire à l’octroi de l’aide. «Le
refus de l’aide au motif du défaut de moyen sérieux de cassation, moyen s’inspirant du légitime souci de n’allouer des deniers publics qu’aux demandeurs dont le
pourvoi a une chance raisonnable de succès, ne viole pas l’article 6 § 1»60.
R. Perrot, Institutions judiciaires, Montchrestien, 15e éd., 2012, n° 74.
La détermination du niveau de ressources pris en compte pour ouvrir droit à l’aide relève
de taux fixés par la loi, qui tiennent compte des charges de famille, et qui sont révisés annuellement. L’aide est totale lorsque les ressources mensuelles sont inférieures à un montant qui se
situe aux alentours du SMIC et l’aide partielle est ouverte à l’intéressé quand ses ressources sont
inférieures à environ une fois et demie cette référence. Il est cependant des cas dans lesquels aucun
justificatif de ressources n’est requis. Tel est le cas, par exemple, des bénéficiaires de l’Allocation
de solidarité aux personnes âgées ou du Revenu de solidarité active (RSA).
58
Par ex. CEDH, Seris c/ France, 10 mai 2007, Dr. pénal 04/2008, p. 35: le droit à un juge
suppose, pour être effectif, qu’une aide juridictionnelle puisse être demandée et obtenue par toutes
les parties aux procès, y compris par les parties civiles dans un procès pénal.
59
Gnahoré c/ France, 19 sept. 2000, req. n° 40031/98, § 41: «un système d’assistance judiciaire ne peut fonctionner sans la mise en place d’un dispositif permettant de sélectionner les
affaires susceptibles d’en bénéficier».
60
CEDH, 26 fév. 2002, 3 arrêts (Del Sol c/ France; Essaadii c/ France; Kroliczek c/ France):
Il faut remarquer que, depuis qu’a été mise en place la procédure de non-admission des pourvois
56
57
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Le filtre financier existe donc à l’évidence même s’il est tempéré par l’aide
juridictionnelle. Il serait aussi juridique par le biais des consultations négatives
données par des avocats bénéficiant d’un monopole qui ne les rend pas dépendants financièrement de la poursuite de la procédure de cassation. Celle-ci peut
encore être empêchée par d’autres règles qui ne visent pas directement à contrôler
l’accès à la Cour mais à limiter son office en l’utilisant comme moyen de pression
pour assurer l’exécution des décisions de justice.
B. FILTRES À LA POURSUITE DE LA PROCÉDURE DE CASSATION

24. Il s’agit ici d’évoquer la radiation du rôle des affaires en cours devant la
cour de cassation qui ne vise pas directement à en contrôler l’accès. Il s’agit avant
tout de sanctionner le défaut d’exécution de la décision dont pourvoi. Créée en
1989 au profit de la seule instance de cassation (art. 1009-1 CPC), elle a été élargie par le décret n° 2005-1678 du 28 décembre 2005 à l’instance d’appel (art. 526
CPC)61. Désignée sous le terme de retrait du rôle lors de sa création, elle a été
rebaptisée en radiation afin de signifier qu’il s’agit d’une sanction. Le défendeur
peut demander au premier président de la juridiction de radier l’affaire du rôle
tant que le demandeur n’aura pas exécuté la décision, pourtant exécutoire, dont il
exerce recours. Le premier président prononce cette sanction à moins qu’il y ait
des conséquences manifestement excessives ou qu’il y ait impossibilité d’exécuter. La demande de radiation est réglementée. L’intimé ne peut, par exemple, la
demander que dans le délai de 2 mois dont il dispose pour déposer son mémoire
en défense62. Cette disposition tend à éviter les manœuvres dilatoires de plaideurs
qui utiliseraient le retrait du rôle pour retarder une cassation certaine63.
25. Ce type de radiation est efficace, les pourvois sont souvent abandonnés une fois la décision exécutée64. Les statistiques du Ministère de la Justice le
en cassation pour défaut de moyen sérieux de cassation (sur cette procédure, v. infra, renvoi), une
pratique s’est installée, qui veut que tous les pourvois assortis de l’aide juridictionnelle sont automatiquement admis.
61
O. Bernabé, Le nouvel article 526: un piège pour l’intimé, Gaz. Pal. 13–14 juin 2007, 6;
C. Chainais et G. Tapie, La radiation du rôle pour dfaut d’exécuion de la décisin frappée d’appel:
précaution d’emploi, D. 2008, 2780; P. Gerbay, L’article 526 du CPC: premières approches, Procédures 2006, Etude 15.
62
V. A. Monod, Observations pratiques sur le Décret n° 99-131 du 26 février 1999 relatif à la
modification de certains points de procédure devant la Cour de cassation, Procédures 1999, p. 3
et suivantes, spéc. p. 4.
63
La radiation de l’affaire ne fait pas obstacle à ce qu’une partie demande l’arrêt de l’exécution provisoire sur le fondement de l’article 524 CPC, ce qui rendrait sans motif la radiation
prononcée. Civ. 2, 9 juil. 2009, Gaz. Pal. 14–18 mai 1010, 21, S. Amrani Mekki, Procédures 2009,
Perrot; Civ. 2, 17 fév. 2011, n° 10–15.115, RTDciv. 2011, 389, Perrot.
64
Pour une étude de la question, v. J. Barthelemy, Le droit au pourvoi, (in:) Le juge entre deux
millénaires, Mél. P. Drai, Préf. J. Foyer, Dalloz, Paris 2000, p. 185 et suivantes, spéc. p. 198.
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classent d’ailleurs dans la catégorie des extinctions de l’instance alors que ce n’est
techniquement qu’une cause de suspension65. Plusieurs critiques ont de ce fait
été formulées contre cette sanction car elle utiliserait le droit au recours comme
un moyen de chantage pour l’effectivité de ses décisions. C’est une sorte de droit
de rétention sur sa justice qu’elle opère, ce qui constitue un grave aveu de son
impuissance à faire exécuter ses décisions. Il est possible de regretter la technique utilisée car elle perd alors sa fonction initiale, «on mélange un peu tout»66.
De plus, l’usage de la radiation serait contraire au droit au recours67. L’homme
riche pourrait toujours exécuter sans préjudice, l’homme pauvre ne le pourrait
pas, mais il y aurait l’échappatoire des conséquences manifestement excessives.
Resterait alors l’homme ni riche ni pauvre qui ne pourrait voir son budget amputé
des sommes nécessaires à l’exécution et se verrait ainsi retirer le droit au recours.
Cependant, c’est peut être oublier un peu vite qu’il s’agit de l’exécution d’une décision qui a déjà fait l’objet d’un contrôle juridique. De plus, le coût d’un pourvoi
peut justifier à lui seul l’exécution de la décision.
26. D’ailleurs, la Commission européenne des droits de l’Homme68 puis la
Cour de Strasbourg ont jugé la règle conventionnelle en son principe en raison
du but poursuivi69, l’exécution des décisions de justice70. Cette compatibilité est
d’autant mieux assurée que le retrait du rôle est refusé en cas d’atteinte trop importante au droit d’accès au tribunal71. La Cour européenne des droits de l’homme
vérifie malgré tout au cas par cas si, poursuivant un but légitime, le moyen utilisé
est proportionné. Elle a ainsi pu condamner la France dans un arrêt important où
la situation de celui qui avait formé pourvoi ne lui permettait plus d’exécuter. En
l’espèce, la péremption d’instance avait été acquise entre la décision de radiation
V. Chiffres clefs de la justice, La documentation française, 2012. La radiation prévue aux
articles 90 et 97 CPC (radiation d’office en cas de non représentation devant la Cour d’appel dans
le délai d’un mois après évocation ou après renvoi à une juridiction compétente), est également
parfois considérée par la jurisprudence comme éteignant l’instance: Paris, 26 sept. 1988, Gaz. Pal.
1989, 1, Somm., 85; contra Versailles, 28 avril 1994, D. 1995, Somm. com., 110, Fricero.
66
J. Héron er Th. Le Bars, spéc. n° 880, p. 728.
67
V. en ce sens, M. Santa-Croce, L’honnête homme et l’article 1009-1 du N.C.P.C., D. 1997,
Chr., 239. V. égal., V. Maignan, Le retrait du rôle du pourvoi en cassation et la convention européenne de sauvegarde des droits de l’Homme et des libertés fondamentales, Procédures 2000,
Chr., 12, pp. 4 et suivantes.
68
Commission, MM c/ France, 9 janvier 1995, Justices, 1996-3, p. 240, obs. Cohen-Jonathan
et Flauss.
69
CEDH, 14 nov. 2000, Annoni di gussola, JCP 2001, 1, 291, n° 18, Sudre, D. 2001, Somm.
1061, Fricero, Procédures 201, n° 41, Croze, RTDciv. 2001, 445, Marguénaud.
70
L’exécution des décisions de justice fait partie des garanties du procès équitable. CEDH,
19 mars 1997, Hornsby c/ Grèce, JCP 1997, II, 22949, Dugrip et Sudre, D. 1998, 74, Fricero, RGDP,
1998, 230, Flauss.
71
Cass, ord., 2 février 2000, n° 91249 et 91250, cité par V. Maignan, art. précité, spéc. p. 5: il
convient de vérifier si «les limitations qui en résultent n’ont pas pour effet de restreindre l’accès
au recours en cassation d’une manière ou à tel point que le droit du justiciable s’en trouve atteint
dans sa substance même».
65
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et sa demande de réinscription au rôle lui faisant perdre son droit au pourvoi72.
La Cour européenne des droits de l’homme a de ce fait reproché au premier président de la Cour de cassation, ce qui n’est pas anodin, d’avoir refusé de réétudier
sa décision de radiation alors que la partie ne pouvait plus exécuter. La jurisprudence de la Cour de cassation a donc évolué pour admettre non pas un recours
en rétractation, impossible du fait de la nature de la mesure, mais pour imposer
de vérifier que la décision de radiation est toujours justifiée73. Malgré les enjeux
importants de la décision de radier l’affaire du rôle, la Cour de cassation maintient
que la décision de radiation est une mesure d’administration judiciaire qui, en tant
que telle, n’est pas susceptible de recours, ce qui n’est pas contraire à l’article 6§1
de Convention européenne des droits de l’Homme74.
27. Derrière cette technique servant l’exécution des décisions de justice, il
est patent néanmoins que l’accès à la Cour de cassation est ici contrôlé pour servir les parties qui le mériteraient. C’est pourquoi il apparait assez nettement que
sous diverses formes et avec des finalités plus ou moins directs, l’objectif est
de contrôler les flux de pourvois devant le Cour de cassation sans toutefois pour
le moment remettre en cause la conception démocratique de son office. La justice n’a cependant pas toujours le luxe de ses ambitions et la question perdure
de la possible résistance de cette conception face aux contraintes budgétaires. La
question de la conception de la voie de cassation au 21ème siècle se pose indéniablement et donne tout son intérêt à l’approche comparatiste de ce beau colloque.
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ACCESS TO SUPREME COURTS. REPORT

Summary
The text presents the issue of access to the Cassation Court in France. The author
argues that the functions of the Cassation Court are strictly interconnected with the rules
determining the access to it. According to the author, the French model can be described
as democratic, as opposed to aristocratic, because it depends on purely legal criteria.
The author divided restrictions in the access to the Cassation Court into direct ones
and indirect ones. The former are specifically aimed at controlling the flow of cases. Being
purely technical in nature, they determine the admissibility of cassation. On the other
hand, they also include restrictions which enable the court to examine the substance
of the case and evaluate it in a discretionary way. The author suggested that the court’s
obligation to provide grounds of refusal to examine cassation weakens the ability of this
filter toimprove theefficiency of the Cassation Court. Issuing such decisions takes
the same amount of time as examining the substance of the case. Moreover, merely 30%
of cassation complaints are not accepted for further examination.
Therefore, the author underlined the importance of indirect restrictions in the access
to the Cassation Court. As far as indirect filters are concerned, she stressed the positive
role of cassation lawyers who specialize in filing cassations. She also pointed out at
an interesting legal solution enabling the opposite party to ask the court to suspend
the cassation proceedings if the party who filed the cassation did not comply with
an enforceable judgment of a lower instance court. In practice it often happens that
a cassation is withdrawn as a consequence of this motion.
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ACCESS TO THE SUPREME COURT – THE ITALIAN
APPROACH

The topic of the session is “Access to the Supreme Court”.
Therefore, the task is to define, first, what is the Italian “Supreme Court” and,
secondly, what are the rules to having access to it.
The answer to the first question requires the clarification of the “supreme
court” concept.
As we know, there are many models of supreme courts, differing as regards
their role, functions and procedures. Nonetheless, there is agreement as to
the necessity – see in particular the case law of the European Court of Human
Rights – to have a court that guarantees uniformity of case law and development
of the rule of law.
Under the Italian Judiciary Act of 1941 (still in force), the Corte di cassazione –
that sits in Rome and has jurisdiction over all the Italian territory – is the Supreme
Court.
Based on the French model of cassation (adopted, through the Sardinian
codes, by the first code of unified Italy of 1865), it is a court of last resort on
points of law.
It has the function to “assure the exact observance and the uniform interpretation of the law, and the unity of the national law”.
In principle, there are no limits to the access to the Corte di cassazione (the
money deposit originally fixed to access the Court was abolished by the Constitutional Court in 1977).
The grounds of appeal are limited (see article 360 of the CCP) and the proceedings have a formalistic approach (strict rules are imposed on the redaction
of the introductory acts and severe sanctions are provided for the violation of formal rules, see articles 366, 370, 371 CCP).
Parties have to be represented by attorneys (attorneys have to be enrolled
in a special list).
The docket of cases in the Corte di cassazione (the focus is on civil cases) is
huge.
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In 2013 29,024 cases were brought for review by the Court. In the same year
the Court dealt with 30,167 cases. On 31 December 2013 about 100,000 cases
were pending.
The numbers have constantly increased since the middle of the 20th century,
almost tripling in the last 25 years (there were 13,000 applications in 1990).
The causes of the phenomenon – studied in depth and object of countless conferences and proposals – are usually traced to the following factors:
‒ the fundamental right to review by the Corte di cassazione provided for by
the Constitution of 1948;
‒ the broad interpretation of this fundamental right by the Corte di cassazione;
‒ the tendency of the legislator and the case law to extend the appeal;
‒ the number of attorneys authorised to represent the parties in the Corte di
cassazione: about 50,000 in 2013.
In the last years the Italian legislator repeatedly attempted to reduce the Corte
di cassazione docket and to help the Court to exercise its role of nomofilachia.
Ultimately, by abandoning the idea of modifying article 111 of the Constitution, the legislator created – on the example of the French experience of the formation restreinte – a new section of the Court (the sixth section) which examines all
applications and decides in “camera di consiglio” which of them are inadmissible,
and expanded the list of cases of inadmissibility of the application to the Court.
Nonetheless, the numbers (and the proceedings delay) of the Corte di cassazione are substantially unchanged.
The question is: can the Italian Corte di cassazione – employing hundreds
of judges and dealing with tens of thousand of cases concerning questions of no
public interest whatsoever – be considered a “supreme” court?
A provocative conclusion could be that the Italian Supreme Court is not – as
we read in the Judiciary Act – the Corte di cassazione, but the Constitutional
Court, which, somehow in competition with the Corte di cassazione, controls
both the constitutional legitimacy of the law and interpretation given to the law
by the courts.
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Summary
The text focuses on the problem of limiting access to the Italian Corte di cassazione.
According to the author, the access to cassation court is considered a constitutional right
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in Italy and should not be subject to restrictions. This point of view is supported by
the jurisprudence of the Italian Constitutional Court, which abolished the obligation to
file a money deposit in 1977. As a consequence, the access to the Corte di cassazione
turns out to be limitless. This state of affairs results in a significant backlog of the Court,
which deals with circa 30,000 cases on an annual basis. The requirement of obligatory
legal representation does not decrease the number of cassations, given a vast number
of specialised attorneys who are authorised to act before Corte di cassazione. In order to
deal with the increasing number of cassations, a new chamber of the Court was created
in order to assess the admissibility of cassation. Nonetheless, it did not significantly
affect the influx of cases, nor did it improve duration of the proceedings.
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ACCESS TO THE FEDERAL COURT OF JUSTICE
IN GERMANY

The goal of this paper is to explain the role of the Supreme Court in Germany
in the civil justice system. Specialised jurisdiction for labour cases, administrative law or criminal law will not be dealt with. After a brief overview of the institutional aspects, the main part of the paper is devoted to issues of access to
the Federal Court of Justice as well as the scope of judicial control on appeal.

I. THE ROLE OF THE FEDERAL COURT OF JUSTICE
IN THE COURT SYSTEM
1. BRIEF HISTORICAL SKETCH

The Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof ) is the highest court of ordinary jurisdiction; it is competent to hear both civil and criminal matters. It was
founded in 1950, its seat being in Karlsruhe. When taking into account the long
history of Supreme Courts in Germany, the Federal Court of Justice can look back
on a tradition of more than 500 years of administration of justice.
Its predecessor, the Reichsgericht, existed from 1879 to 1945, its seat being
in Leipzig. Its main function was to bring legal coherence to the German Empire
(founded in 1871), more specifically to ensure uniform application of a series of new
acts, such as the code of civil procedure (Zivilprozessordnung – ZPO), and, later
on, the German Civil Code (Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch – BGB) and the Commercial
Code (Handelsgesetzbuch – HGB), which entered into force on 1 January 1900.
From 1495 to 1806 the Imperial Chamber Court (Reichskammergericht) was
the highest Court of Justice in the Holy Roman Empire, its seat being in Wetzlar (from 1689). It mainly dealt with appeals against civil judgments of inferior courts.1 However, as the competence of the Reichskammergericht posed
1

See amply J. Weitzel, Der Kampf um die Appellation ans Reichskammergericht, 1976.
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a threat to the power of the imperial princes, they did what they could to undermine the possibility to appeal against the judgments of the local courts within
their territory. Consequently, most of them obtained (in exchange for an adequate
counterperformance) a privilegium de non appellando which banned appeals to
the Reichskammergericht, severely limiting the practical influence of that court.
2. INSTITUTIONAL SETTING
2.1. JUDICIAL HIERARCHY

The German civil court system consists of four levels: In the first instance,
Local Courts (Amtsgerichte) or Regional Courts (Landgerichte) are competent
to hear civil cases, depending on the value of the claim: Local Courts hear cases
with an amount in controversy of up to € 5000. For all other cases the Regional
Courts are competent.2 The latter are also competent to hear appeals against decisions of Local Courts. Higher Regional Courts (Oberlandesgerichte) mainly have
appellate jurisdiction over decisions by Regional Courts.3 Finally, the Federal
Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof ) is the final court of appeal in civil (and
criminal) matters.4
2.2. ORGANISATION OF FEDERAL COURT OF JUSTICE

The civil division of the Federal Court of Justice is divided into 12 Senates
sitting in panels of five judges,5 each having pre-defined competences and specialisations. The First Senate, for instance, deals with intellectual property and
copyright law, the Second Senate deals with company law, the Eleventh Senate
with banking and capital markets law, etc.6 Pursuant to Article 101 (1) Basic Law,
“[n]o one may be removed from the jurisdiction of his lawful judge”. As opposed
to many other jurisdictions, in Germany the lawful judge must be determined
in an abstract manner to avoid that cases may be conferred ad hoc on certain
judges for political (or other) reasons. Certainly the degree of specialisation also
helps increase the quality of decisions. To ensure uniformity within the 12 Senates of the Federal Court of Justice a Grand Chamber (Großer Senat für ZivilsaSee sec. 23, 71 Judicature Act (Gerichtsverfassungsgesetz – GVG).
See sec. 119 Judicature Act (Gerichtsverfassungsgesetz – GVG).
4
See sec. 133, 135 Judicature Act (Gerichtsverfassungsgesetz – GVG).
5
There are 129 judges working at the Federal Court of Justice (civil and criminal division).
See the data provided by the Federal Office of Justice (Bundesamt für Justiz), available at: https://
www.bundesjustizamt.de/DE/SharedDocs/Publikationen/Justizstatistik/Gesamtstatistik.pdf?__
blob=publicationFile&v=5 (accessed: 13 June 2014).
6
See the detailed organisational plan (Geschäftsverteilungsplan), available at: http://www.
bundesgerichtshof.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/DE/DerBGH/GeschaeftsvertPDF/2014/geschaeftsverteilung2014.pdf?__blob=publicationFile.
2

3
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chen) will convene to decide on the request of one Senate wishing to deviate from
the jurisprudence of other Senates.7
2.3. OTHER FEDERAL SUPREME COURTS

There are five more Federal Supreme Courts: the Federal Administrative
Court, the Federal Finance Court, the Federal Labour Court and the Federal
Social Court as supreme courts of administrative, financial, labour and social
jurisdiction. The existence of these Courts is enshrined in Article 95 (1) Basic
Law (Grundgesetz). Moreover, a Federal Patents Court has been set up (Article
96 (1) Basic Law).8
As a consequence of such a multitude of Federal Supreme Courts a Common Senate of the Federal Supreme Courts (Gemeinsamer Senat der Obersten
Gerichtshöfe des Bundes) has been created (Article 95 (3) Basic Law).9 That
Common Senate deals with overarching legal issues to maintain uniformity. It
convenes only very rarely. One of the cases decided concerned the admissibility
of claim forms filed by way of computer fax.10
2.4. FEDERAL CONSTITUTIONAL COURT

For constitutional matters, the Federal Constitutional Court (Bundesverfassungsgericht) has been set up (Article 93 (1) Basic Law). It deals with civil
cases only exceptionally, namely if, on a constitutional complaint, an individual
alleges that one of his or her basic rights (Articles 1 to 20 Basic Law) or other
rights as set out in the constitution have been infringed by a court (or, indeed,
any other public authority).11 The Federal Constitutional Court has shown considerable interest in civil law cases, and was therefore dubbed “super appeal court”
(“Superrevisionsinstanz”).12 The jurisprudence of the Court was quite influenSec. 132 Judicature Act (Gerichtsverfassungsgesetz – GVG).
In total, there are 429 Federal Judges, see the reference provided above in note 350.
9
The legal basis is the Gesetz zur Wahrung der Einheitlichkeit der Rechtsprechung der
obersten Gerichtshöfe des Bundes vom 19. Juni 1968, BGBl. I S. 661. See generally M. Schulte,
Rechtsprechungseinheit als Verfassungsauftrag: Dargestellt am Beispiel des Gemeinsamen Sen
ats der obersten Gerichtshöfe des Bundes, 1986.
10
Gemeinsamer Senat der obersten Gerichtshöfe des Bundes, Beschluss vom 5.4.2000, Az.
GmS-OGB 1/98 – Computerfax, BGHZ 144, 160.
11
Between 1991 and 2013, 113,735 constitutional complaints were filed with the Constitutional Court, out of which 45,349 were against judgments in civil cases. The overall success rate,
however, is only about 2.5%. Cf. http://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/organisation/statistik_2013.html.
12
The term has been used by the Constitutional Court itself; cf. BVerfGE 7, 198, at para 31:
“So wenig das Bundesverfassungsgericht berufen ist, als Revisions- oder gar ‘Superrevisions’-Instanz gegenüber den Zivilgerichten tätig zu werden, sowenig darf es von der Nachprüfung solcher
Urteile allgemein absehen und an einer in ihnen etwa zutage tretenden Verkennung grundrechtlicher Normen und Maßstäbe vorübergehen.” See F. Krauß, Der Umfang der Prüfung von Zivilurteilen durch das Bundesverfassungsgericht, Diss. Erlangen 1987 (§ 6); G. Hager, Von der
7
8
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tial on the development of private law. In the famous Lüth case it has endorsed
the doctrine of indirect effect of fundamental rights on private law (Drittwirkung
der Grundrechte)13 and, through that, considerably changed private law thinking. Other landmark cases include judgments on the validity of post-contractual
non-competition clauses without compensation in commercial agency,14 the validity of oppressive suretyships,15 and contractual freedom in marriage contracts.16
However, as the catalogue of rights includes procedural guarantees such as
the right to be heard, quite frequently the constitutional complaint is used by
the aggrieved party as a last resort. In order to prevent the constitutional complaint from becoming an extraordinary appeal, the plenary Constitutional Court
held in a landmark case that the legislator should enable the ordinary courts to
provide redress in cases of violations of the right to be heard.17 As a consequence,
sec. 321a was inserted in the Code of Civil Procedure which gives the aggrieved
party the right to object to the judex ad quem.18
3. THE CIVIL APPELLATE SYSTEM

The German Code of Civil Procedure (Zivilprozessordnung – ZPO) establishes three regular types of appeal:19 the ordinary appeal (Berufung, sec. 511
et seq. ZPO), the appeal on points of law (Revision, sec. 542 et seq. ZPO) and
the complaint (Beschwerde, sec. 567 et seq. ZPO).20 In 2001 a major reform
of civil procedure was enacted.21 It entered into force on 1 January 2002, introducing important changes to the appellate system.

Konstitutionalisierung des Zivilrechts zur Zivilisierung der Konstitutionalisierung, “Juristische
Schulung” 2006, 769, at 773 et seq.
13
BVerfGE 7, 198 (Lüth).
14
BVerfGE 81, 242 (Handelsvertreter).
15
BVerfGE 89, 214 (Bürgschaftsfall).
16
BVerfGE 103, 89 (Ehevertrag).
17
BVerfGE 107, 395 (Rechtsschutz gegen den Richter).
18
Sec. 321a (1) ZPO reads: “Redress granted in the event a party’s right to be given an effective and fair legal hearing has been violated. (1) Upon an objection having been filed by the party
adversely affected by the decision, the proceedings are to be continued if:
1. no appellate remedy or any other legal remedy is available against the decision, and
2. the court has violated the entitlement of this party to be given an effective and fair legal
hearing and this has significantly affected the decision.
No objection may be filed against any decision preceding the final decision.”
19
For a brief history of the law of appeals in Germany as well as for further references see
M. Stürner, Die Anfechtung von Zivilurteilen, 2002, pp. 7 et seq.
20
Furthermore, proceedings may be reopened under very limited conditions, see sec. 578
et seq. ZPO.
21
Gesetz zur Reform des Zivilprozesses vom 27.7.2001, BGBl I, Nr. 40, p. 1887.
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According to the (still) predominant opinion in the legal literature, the German constitution does not guarantee a right of appeal.22 From the very beginning
the Constitutional Court has shared this view.23 While it is true that there is no
explicit provision in the Basic Law conferring a right to a further instance, the constitution does guarantee judicial protection against any act of the public authority (Article 19 (4) Basic Law). Quite clearly, courts of law are part of the public
authority.24 It follows from this, at least in the view of a number of authors, that
in principle an appeal must lie against any decision of a court.25 However, as this
would lead to an infinite chain of appeals, it is up to the legislator to set up limits,
taking into account other constitutional values such as the principle of finality.
Restrictions on access to the appellate court must be designed following the principle of proportionality.26
While denying such a concept in principle, the Constitutional Court did accept
in a plenary decision that the rule of law requires a legal remedy against the violation of the right to be heard.27 However, the Court held that such remedy may
be designed in a way that it could be dealt with by the judex a quo, thus leaving
unchanged the position taken in earlier decisions.28
3.1. APPEAL (BERUFUNG)

An appeal lies against the final judgments delivered by the court of first
instance (sec. 511 (1) ZPO).29 In case the court of first instance was a Local Court,
the appeal will be heard by the Regional Courts. In case the Regional Court was
the court of first instance, the appeal will be heard by the Higher Regional Courts.
See e.g. Maunz/Dürig/Schmidt-Aßmann, Grundgesetz, 42. Ed. 2003, Art. 19 (4) note 96
et seq.; BeckOK-GG/Enders, 20. Ed. 2014, Art. 19 GG note 57; both with further references.
23
See e.g. BVerfGE 1, 433, 437.
24
The (presumably still) predominant opinion, however, takes the rather narrow view that
Article 19 (4) Basic Law guarantees a legal remedy by the judge, not against him (“Rechtsschutz
durch, nicht gegen den Richter”, see BVerfGE 15, 275, 280; BVerfGE 49, 329, 340; BVerfGE 65,
76, 90). That maxim has been coined by Günter Dürig, see Maunz/Dürig, Erstkommentierung,
1958, Article 19 (4) at note 17.
25
See A. Voßkuhle, Rechtsschutz gegen den Richter. Zur Integration der Dritten Gewalt in
das verfassungsrechtliche Kontrollsystem vor dem Hintergrund des Art. 19 IV GG, München 1993;
A. Voßkuhle, Bruch mit einem Dogma – Die Verfassung garantiert Rechtsschutz gegen den Richter, “Neue Juristische Wochenschrift” 2003, p. 2193; M. Stürner, Die Anfechtung…, pp. 66 et seq.
26
For that rationale see M. Stürner, Die Anfechtung…, pp. 79 et seq.
27
BVerfGE 107, 395: “Es verstößt gegen das Rechtsstaatsprinzip in Verbindung mit Artikel
103 Absatz 1 des Grundgesetzes, wenn eine Verfahrensordnung keine fachgerichtliche Abhilfemöglichkeit für den Fall vorsieht, dass ein Gericht in entscheidungserheblicher Weise den Anspruch auf rechtliches Gehör verletzt.” That has been reiterated in BVerfGE 108, 341, 347.
28
See the reference in note 368. The legislator reacted soon after the decision inserting sec.
321a ZPO, see note 363.
29
For a comparative Anglo-German perspective see M. Stürner, Die Anfechtung…, 2002,
pp. 106 et seq.
22
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Generally, almost every case will be suitable for appellate review. Pursuant to
sec. 511 (2) ZPO, an appeal shall be admissible if the value of the subject matter
of the appeal is greater than € 600. Even for cases below that threshold, the court
of first instance may grant leave to appeal, namely if the “legal matter is of fundamental significance or wherever the further development of the law or the interests in ensuring uniform adjudication require a decision to be handed down by
the court of appeal” (sec. 511 (4) ZPO).
The appeal has a double focus. First, it may be based on the allegation that
the decision handed down was wrongly decided from a legal point of view. Second, the appellant may claim that the factual basis of the decision was wrong
(sec. 513 (1) ZPO). However, there is only limited scope of review of fact-finding.
As a matter of principle, the appellate court is bound by the facts established by
the court of first instance. It is only unless “specific indications give rise to doubts
as to the court having correctly or completely established the facts relevant for its
decision” that a new fact-finding process will be permissible (sec. 529 (1) No. 1
ZPO).30 Moreover, new facts and circumstances may be introduced under limited
conditions (sec. 529 (1) No. 2, 531 ZPO).31
As parties made ample use of their right to challenge court decisions, the appellate courts were flooded with unmeritorious appeals.32 Consequently, the reform
of 2001 introduced a doorkeeper: pursuant to sec. 522 (2) ZPO, the appellate court
may strike out such appeals if it is satisfied that
“1. the appeal manifestly has no chance of success;
2. the legal matter is not of any fundamental significance;
3. the further development of the law or the interests in ensuring uniform
adjudication do not require a decision to be handed down by the court of appeal;
and that
4. no hearing for oral argument is mandated.”

30
See S. Arnold, Zur Überprüfung tatrichterlicher Ermessensspielräume im Zivilprozess,
“Zeitschrift für Zivilprozess” 2013, 126, p. 63.
31
Sec. 531 (2) ZPO reads: “(2) New means of challenge or defence are to be admitted only if
they: 1. concern an aspect that the court of first instance has recognisably failed to see or has held
to be insignificant; 2. were not asserted in the proceedings before the court of first instance due
to a defect in the proceedings; or 3. were not asserted in the proceedings before the court of first
instance, without this being due to the negligence of the party.”
32
Germany was sometimes seen as a “Rechtsmittelstaat” (the term plays with the central
notion of Rechtsstaat, i.e. a state governed by the rule of law; Rechtsmittel means appeal): see e.g.
Justizministerium Baden-Württemberg (ed.), Rechtsstaat – Rechtsmittelstaat?, 1999; some commentators ironically referred to the German “Instanzenseeligkeit”, cf. W. Zeidler, Rechtsstaat ‘83,
“Deutsche Richterzeitung” 1983, pp. 249, 253; H. Sendler, Zum Instanzenzug in der Verwaltungsgerichtsbarkeit, “Deutsches Verwaltungsblatt” 1982, pp. 157, 164.
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The parties will be informed of the intention of the court to strike out
the appeal, and the appellant will get the opportunity to submit his or her position
within a period of time to be set (sec. 522 (3) ZPO).33
Immediately after the reform introducing the possibility to strike out unmeritorious appeals the situation was quite unsatisfactory as court practice varied
considerably: Some courts struck out almost 60% of appeals, others only 20% or
so.34 There was no way to attack the decision of the court. Recently the legislator has introduced an important change.35 Pursuant to the new sec. 522 (3) ZPO
the unsuccessful appellant may attack the decision striking out the appeal with
an appeal on points of law under the same conditions as if a full judgment were
handed down by the appellate court.
3.2. APPEAL ON POINTS OF LAW (REVISION)

Pursuant to sec. 542 (1) ZPO, “an appeal on points of law may be filed against
the final judgments delivered by the appellate instance on fact and law”. Such
appeals on points of law will be heard by the Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof ). The goal of the appellate proceedings is revision, not cassation.
That means that in case of a successful appeal the judgment of the lower court
will not just be quashed. The Federal Court of Justice may hand down a decision
on the merits, provided that “the judgment is reversed only due to a violation
of the law, in application of the law to the situation of fact as established, and
if in light of said situation the matter is ready for the final decision to be taken”
(sec. 563 (3) ZPO). Pursuant to sec. 566 (1) ZPO, a so-called leapfrog appeal
(Sprungrevision) may be brought against final judgments of first instance courts
provided that the defendant consents and the appellate court allows the appeal.
Some statistics:36 4348 appeals were lodged in 2013. In 715 cases (16.4%) leave
was given by the lower court (Revisionszulassung);37 all the others were complaints against denial of leave (Nichtzulassungsbeschwerden).38 At the beginning

33
See M. Weller, Rechtsfindung und Rechtsmittel: Zur Reform der zivilprozessualen Zurückweisung der Berufung durch Beschluss, „Zeitschrift für Zivilprozess” 2011, 124, p. 343.
34
Cf. R. Greger, Die ZPO-Reform – 1000 Tage danach, “Juristen Zeitung” 2004, pp. 805, 813.
35
Gesetz zur Änderung des § 522 der Zivilprozessordnung, BGBl. I Nr. 53 vom 26. Oktober
2011, p. 2082, in force since 27 October 2011.
36
See the Annual Report (Jahresstatistik) 2013, available at: http://www.bundesgerichtshof.
de/SharedDocs/Downloads/DE/DerBGH/StatistikZivil/jahresstatistikZivilsenate2013.pdf?__
blob=publicationFile.
37
When also counting appeals on the basis of special legislation, such as appeals (Berufungen)
in patent law or complaints on points of law (Rechtsbeschwerden), in energy law and in competition law the number of incoming cases amounts to a total of 6743.
38
Taking into account complaints pursuant to sec. 544 (1) ZPO as well as sec. 522 (3) ZPO;
also considering applications for leapgfrog appeal pursuant to sec. 566 (1) ZPO.
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of the same year, 4023 cases were pending.39 4228 cases were disposed of;
700 of which by way of final judgment (16.6%); in only 275 cases (or 8%) the complaint against denial of leave (Nichtzulassungsbeschwerde) was successful.
1106 appeals (26.2%) were inadmissible (unzulässig) or were withdrawn; 62 appeals
(1.5%) were struck out for obviously being unmeritorious (sec. 552a ZPO).40
It is difficult to provide an average duration of the proceedings before the Federal Court of Justice. The official statistics indicate that slightly more than 50%
of all appeals are disposed of in less than 12 months.41
3.3. COMPLAINT (BESCHWERDE) AND COMPLAINT ON POINTS OF LAW
(RECHTSBESCHWERDE)

The Code of Civil Procedure sets up a third type of remedy: the so-called
complaint. It may be filed against the decisions delivered by the Local Courts
(Amtsgerichte) and Regional Courts (Landgerichte) in proceedings before them
as courts of first instance provided that those decisions did not require an oral
hearing and dismissed a petition concerning the proceedings (sec. 567 ZPO). It
will be dealt with in this paper only insofar as it concerns access to the Federal
Court of Justice, namely in the form of complaint against denial of leave to appeal
(sec. 544 ZPO: Nichtzulassungsbeschwerde) and the complaint on points of law
(sec. 574 ZPO: Rechtsbeschwerde).

II. RESTRICTING ACCESS TO THE FEDERAL COURT
OF JUSTICE
Quite clearly, access to the highest instance has to be restricted in order to enable the court to concentrate on those cases which merit closer attention because
they raise important legal issues for society at large. One model confers the power
to choose those cases on the Supreme Court (example: USA42). Other models
mainly entrust the appellate courts with that responsibility (example: Germany43).
A third model combines both approaches (example: UK44).
A total of 5127 considering cases outside the scope of application of the Code of Civil
Procedure (ZPO), see note 382.
40
See below at II. 3.
41
Annual Report (note 381), at p. 32 et seq.
42
28 USC § 1254 (1), § 1257 (a). See H. Schack, Einführung in das US-amerikanische Zivilprozessrecht, 4. Aufl. 2011, Rn. 7 with references.
43
Note, however, that there is a complaint against denial of leave to appeal (sec. 544 ZPO:
Nichtzulassungsbeschwerde). See below, at 2 b).
44
N. Andrews, On Civil Procedure, Vol. I, 2013, Ch. 15. See Article 40 Constitutional Reform Act 2005, available at: http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2005/4/section/40.
39
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1. THE OLD SYSTEM

The major reform of civil procedure of 2001 mainly concerned the (ordinary)
appeal (Berufung), but also brought about some changes to the appeal on points
of law. Before that reform access to the Federal Court of Justice was possible
in two different constellations:45 (1) In cases where the value of the claim was
below DM 60,000 (or € 30,000), leave had to be granted by the appellate court
(Zulassungsrevision). (2) Where the value of the claim was above that sum, appeal
was possible without leave of the court (Wertrevision). However, the Federal
Court of Justice had the power to dismiss such appeals with a majority of 2/3
of the members of the senate, provided that the case did not raise any legal matters
of fundamental significance46 and was obviously unmeritorious.47 That provision
was criticised as about 80% of all cases did not qualify for an appeal on points
of law.48 The functions of the Federal Court of Justice to clarify and develop
the law were not properly served.
2. ADMISSION TO APPEAL 49
2.1. ADMISSION BY LOWER COURT

The basic assumption is that the appellate court ( judex a quo) has the best
knowledge of the case and, consequently, is in a position to evaluate the case’s
suitability for appellate review. Thus, sec. 543 (1) No. 1 ZPO provides that an
appeal on points of law may be lodged only if it is admitted by the appellate court.
As a matter of law, not discretion, an appeal on points of law is to be admitted if:
(1) the legal matter is of fundamental significance, or (2) the further development
of the law or the interests in ensuring uniform adjudication require a decision to
be handed down by the court hearing the appeal on points of law (sec. 543 (2)
ZPO). The court hearing the appeal on points of law is bound by the decision
of the lower court. Those reasons for admittance reiterate the model of the ordinary appeal (sec. 511 (4) ZPO50). They ensure that the public interest in uniform
adjudication and clarification of the law will be duly served.51
Sec. 546 ZPO as of 2001. See amply H. Prütting, Die Zulassung der Revision, 1977.
Nichtannahmebeschluss, sec. 554b ZPO as of 2001.
47
Cf. BVerfGE 54, 277.
48
See Bericht zur Rechtsmittelreform in Zivilsachen, C.1.1.1.2. The Report can be downloaded at: http://gesmat.bundesgerichtshof.de/gesetzesmaterialien/15_wp/Zivilprozessreformgesetz/b_rechtsmittelr_zs-index.htm.
49
Cf. P. Althammer, Die Zukunft des Rechtsmittelrechts, (in:) A. Bruns, J. Münch, A. Stadler
(eds.), Die Zukunft des Zivilprozesses, 2014, p. 87, 98 et seq.
50
See above at I 2 a).
51
Cf. BGHZ 152, 182.
45

46
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2.2. APPEAL AGAINST DENIAL OF ADMISSION
(NICHTZULASSUNGSBESCHWERDE)

The decision of the appellate court is not final. In cases where leave to appeal
is denied by the judex a quo, the aggrieved party may lodge a complaint against
the denial of leave to appeal pursuant to sec. 544 ZPO. The complainant must set
out the grounds on which leave to file an appeal should be granted (sec. 544 (2) (3)
ZPO) – these are identical to those set out in sec. 543 (2) ZPO.
Consequently, the mere fact that the decision by the appeal court was wrong
does not justify the complaint. Even blatantly wrong decisions or violations
of fundamental procedural rights will not fulfil the criterion of ensuring uniform
adjudication. There will only be fundamental legal significance if the case was
decided arbitrarily and a constitutional complaint would be manifestly well-founded.52 The individual interest in receiving a correct judgment ranks lower than
the public interest in clarifying and developing the law.
The Code of Civil Procedure does not contain any monetary threshold. The old
system was done away with in 2001 as the legislator acknowledges that the fundamental importance of a case is in no way determined by the value of the claim.53
However, the old system was somehow conserved by the back door: The transitional provision hidden in sec. 26 No. 8 of the Introductory Act to the Code
of Civil Procedure (Einführungsgesetz zur Zivilprozessordnung – EGZPO) provides that the value of the claim (Wert der Beschwer) must be above € 20,000.
Otherwise no complaint will be possible against a denial by the appellate court to
grant leave to appeal. That regime applies until 31 December 2014.54
3. STRIKING OUT REVISIONS

Similar to the ordinary appeal, the Federal Court of Justice may strike out
unmeritorious appeals on points of law: Pursuant to sec. 552a ZPO the court shall
dismiss by unanimous decision the appeal on points of law admitted by the court
of appeal if the court hearing the appeal on points of law is convinced that the prerequisites for admitting the appeal on points of law have not been met and that
the appeal on points of law has no chance of success.

Cf. BGHZ 152, 182.
Referentenentwurf eines Gesetzes zur Reform des Zivilprozesses vom 23.12.1999, p. 83
et seq. The full text can be downloaded at: http://www.gesmat.bundesgerichtshof.de/gesetzesmaterialien/15_wp/Zivilprozessreformgesetz/RefE.pdf.
54
The “2. Justizmodernisierungsgesetz” (BT-Drs. 16/3038, S. 25) extended the sunset clause
from 2006 until 2011; the Gesetz zur Änderung des § 522 ZPO vom 21.10.2011, BGBl. I, S. 2082
brought about a further extention from 2011 until 2014. A further extension seems possible. The
provision was held to be constitutional, see BGH NJW-RR 2003, 645.
52
53
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4. REPRESENTATION BY COUNSEL

Pursuant to sec. 78 (1) (3) ZPO, in proceedings before the Federal Court
of Justice, the parties to the dispute must be represented by an attorney admitted
to practice before said court. There are currently only 43 attorneys admitted to
the Federal Court of Justice.55 Those attorneys may not plead before lower courts
(sec. 172 Federal Lawyers’ Act – Bundesrechtsanwaltsordnung, BRAO). These
restrictions were set up to maintain a high standard of legal arguments before
the Federal Court of Justice.

III. ISSUES ON APPEAL (REVISIONSGRÜNDE)
1. BASICS

As opposed to the ordinary appeal, the appeal on points of law is restricted to
legal issues.
1.1. VIOLATION OF THE LAW

Pursuant to sec. 545 (1) ZPO, “an appeal on points of law may only be based
on the reason that the contested decision is based on a violation of the law”. Sec.
546 ZPO defines a violation of the law as an instance where “a legal norm has not
been applied, or has not been applied properly”. Such mistakes can be wrong applications of substantive provisions, such as a misguided interpretation of the notion
of “intention” in the delictual responsibility pursuant to sec. 823 of the civil code
(BGB)56 or a wrong inference from the facts, e.g. the lower court’s factual findings
do not justify the assumption that the defendant has acted intentionally.57 Besides,
procedural mistakes are under review. A violation of the rules of evidence (e.g.
the principle of evaluation of evidence at the court’s discretion pursuant to sec.
286 ZPO) could justify the appeal.
There has to be a causal link between the violation of the law and the judgment of the lower court. It may happen that the Federal Court of Justice finds
a violation of the law, but nevertheless upholds the judgment appealed against as
the outcome, e.g. denial of the claim, is justified. However, sec. 547 ZPO defines
cases in which the decision of the appellate court is always to be regarded as
unlawful (“absolute” reasons for an appeal on points of law). Such mistakes are
55

html.

56
57

Source: http://www.bundesgerichtshof.de/DE/BGH/Rechtsanwaelte/rechtsanwaelte_node.
The German terminology is “Interpretationsfehler”.
The German terminology is “Subsumtionsfehler”.
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considered to be so grave that leaving them unsanctioned may distort public confidence in the administration of justice. That concerns the following mistakes:
“(1) the composition of the court of decision was not compliant with the relevant provisions;
(2) a judge was involved in the decision who, by law, was prohibited from
holding judicial office, unless this impediment has been asserted by a motion to
recuse a judge without meeting with success;
(3) a judge was involved in the decision although he had been recused for fear
of bias and the motion to so recuse him had been declared justified;
(4) a party to the proceedings had not been represented in accordance with
the stipulations of the law, unless it had expressly or tacitly approved the litigation;
(5) the decision has been given based on a hearing for oral argument in which
the rules regarding the admission of the public to the proceedings were violated;
(6) contrary to the provisions of the present Code, the decision does not set out
the reasons for the judgment.”
1.2. FACTUAL BASIS

As to the relevant facts, there are, of course, important restrictions. The factual
basis of the appellate control consists in the findings of the lower court that “are
apparent from the appellate judgment or the record of the session of the court”
(sec. 559 (1) ZPO). The Federal Court of Justice does not embark on a new assessment of factual allegations, it does not elicit evidence. The parties may not introduce new factual allegations, even though they may have come into existence
after the appellate proceedings before the lower court.58 The findings of the lower
court with regard to factual allegations being true or untrue will be binding for
the purposes of the appeal on points of law. The only exception to that rule concerns the situation in which the appellant has challenged the fact-finding process
of the lower court by an admissible and justified petition, sec. 559 (2) ZPO.
2. FOREIGN LAW ON APPEAL

As set out in the previous section, an appeal on points of law has to be based
on a violation of the law. What if the lower court had to apply foreign law and got
it wrong?
2.1. FOREIGN LEGAL PROVISIONS AS LAW, NOT FACT

In German law, like in many other countries, foreign law is not seen as a matter of fact, but as a matter of law. Consequently, the maxim iura novit curia
58

For exceptions see Thomas/Putzo/Reichold, ZPO, 35. Auflage 2014, § 559 notes 8 et seq.
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applies.59 The court has to apply foreign law ex officio. However, iura novit curia
reaches its limits where the application of foreign law is concerned. The court can
be expected to know German law only. Foreign law is outside the scope of the presumed knowledge of the judge.
Even though foreign law is not seen as a question of fact, when it comes
to ascertaining its contents, the court is given the necessary power to establish
the relevant rules of the applicable law. The relevant statutory provision is sec.
293 ZPO:
“Foreign law; customary law; statutes
The laws applicable in another state, customary laws, and statutes must be
proven only insofar as the court is not aware of them. In making inquiries as
regards these rules of law, the court is not restricted to the proof produced by
the parties in the form of supporting documents; it has the authority to use other
sources of reference as well, and to issue the required orders for such use.”
According to that provision, the court has a fairly large discretion as to how
the content of the foreign law is established.60 The approach towards foreign law
is even more flexible as compared to the power the court has when establishing
the facts of the case. The court is not necessarily bound by the strict law of evidence applying to the proof of facts.
First, the court can take advantage of its own knowledge about the relevant foreign law.61 The court can use any source of information, e.g. manuals,62 databases63, internet sites,64 etc. A further valuable source of information
could be the European Judicial Network in civil and commercial matters.65 Such
sources, however, will only rarely completely solve every issue and will only help
in straightforward cases.
59
See E. Schilken, Zur Rechtsnatur der Ermittlung ausländischen Rechts nach § 293 ZPO,
(in:) Festschrift für Ekkehard Schumann, 2001, pp. 373–388.
60
Cf. BGHZ 118, 151 (so-called Freibeweis as opposed to the more formal Strengbeweis).
61
See W. F. Lindacher, Zur Mitwirkung der Parteien bei der Ermittlung ausländischen
Rechts, (in:) Festschrift für Ekkehard Schumann, 2001, p. 283; T. Pfeiffer, Methoden der Ermittlung ausländischen Rechts, (in:) Festschrift für Leipold, 2009, pp. 283, 286.
62
There is good deal of excellent manuals on foreign law in German language, see e.g. Basedow, Coester-Waltjen and Mansel (eds.), IPG – Gutachten zum Internationalen und Ausländischen
Privat- und Verfahrensrecht (collection of experts’ reports on foreign law prepared at the request
of German courts); Bergmann/Ferid/Henrich (eds.), Internationales Ehe- und Kindschaftsrecht
(Family Law), Ferid/Firsching/Dörner/Hausmann, Internationales Erbrecht (Law of Successions). An excellent source of information can be found in Ch. von Bar, Ausländisches Privat- und
Privatverfahrensrecht in deutscher Sprache. Systematische Nachweise aus Schrifttum, Rechtsprechung und Gutachten, 9th ed., 2013.
63
The manual edited by Ch. von Bar (previous note) is also available as a database at sellier.
elp.
64
Sometimes unreliable and not properly organised.
65
See http://ec.europa.eu/civiljustice/index_en.htm. That site mainly contains information
on procedural issues, and not on substantive law.
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Second, the court can (and often will) ask parties to provide information on
foreign law:66 The parties are under a duty to assist the court in fulfilling its task
to ascertain the relevant content of the applicable law.67
If the court is unable to get satisfactory access to the relevant foreign law it
will have to look at external sources. One possibility is to ask for judicial assistance which is available e.g. through the European Convention of 7 June 1968 on
Information on Foreign Law (the “London Convention”) set up under the auspices
of the Council of Europe.68 According to Article 3 of the Convention, a judicial
authority may make a request for information concerning the law of another Contracting Party.
In complex cases German courts mostly appoint a court expert (sec. 402
ZPO).69 That court expert gets the complete picture of the case as he is normally
provided with the entire file of the case. The expert draws up an expert statement
about the foreign law aspects of the whole case. Foreign law experts are usually
law professors or specialists at large institutes such as the Max Planck Institute
of Foreign and Comparative Law in Hamburg.
2.2. THE APPEAL COURT’S POWER OF REVIEW

Before the reform of 2001 things were fairly clear. The former wording of sec.
545 ZPO restricted the scope of the appellate procedure mainly on violations
of federal law (Bundesrecht).70 The reform did away with that restriction as sec.
545 ZPO only refers to violations of the law. Consequently, the question arose
whether or not the wrong application of foreign law could be an issue before
the Federal Court of Justice.
The legal literature was (and still is) profoundly divided on the issue. Those
arguing in favour of a full review of foreign law underline the fact that the need
for a uniform application also comprises foreign law.71 Foreign law plays a vital
role for instance in the field of company law, where the advent of more and more
foreign corporations (e.g. Limited Companies incorporated in the UK) entails

See W. F. Lindacher, Zur Mitwirkung der Parteien…, pp. 283–294.
See BGH NJW 1976, 1581, 1583.
68
Ratification in Germany: BGBl. 1974 II, 938, 1975 II, 300. See S. D. Jastrow, Zur Ermittlung ausländischen Rechts: Was leistet das Londoner Auskunftsübereinkommen in der Praxis?,
“Praxis des Internationalen Privat- und Verfahrensrechts” 2004, No. 5, pp. 402–405.
69
See T. Pfeiffer, Methoden der Ermittlung…, pp. 283, 294 et seq.
70
Legal norms below the federal level are under review only in case such norms are in force
in more than one judicial district of a Higher Regional Court (OLG), see B. Hess, R. Hübner, Die
Revisibilität ausländischen Rechts nach der Neufassung des § 545 ZPO, “Neue Juristische Wochenschrift” 2009, p. 3132.
71
P. Gottwald, Auf dem Weg zur Neuordnung des internationalen Verfahrensrechts, „Zeitschrift für Zivilprozess” 95 (1982), pp. 3, 8 with references; M. Aden, Revisibilität des kollisionsrechtlich berufenen Rechts, “Recht der Internationalen Wirtschaft” 2009, pp. 475, 477.
66

67
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the need for an application of the law of incorporation of those companies.72 The
Federal Court of Justice has excellent access to information on foreign law.73 That
point of view is confirmed by the practice of the Federal Labour Court where
review of foreign law is accepted.74
As opposed to that, those advocating the non-revisability of foreign law
maintain that the review of foreign law cannot be seen as a goal of the Federal
Court of Justice as the court’s task – the development of the law and the uniform
adjudication – inherently refers to national law only.75 Moreover, when changing
the wording of sec. 545 ZPO, the legislator had no intention of enabling the Federal Court of Justice to review foreign law.76 The court might be flooded with new
cases which would impede its proper functioning.77 Finally, judgments of the Federal Court of Justice on foreign law might be considered “ridiculous” by foreign
courts which could result in an unnecessary loss of reputation.78
That latter point of view has been endorsed by the Federal Court of Justice
in two recent judgments.79
G. Mäsch, Die Rolle des BGH im Wettbewerb der Rechtsordnungen oder: Neue Nahrung
für den Ruf nach der Revisibilität ausländischen Rechts, “Europäische Zeitschrift für Wirtschaftsrecht” 2004, 321.
73
P. Gottwald, Auf dem Weg zur Neuordnung des internationalen Verfahrensrechts, “Zeitschrift für Zivilprozess” 1982, 95, pp. 3, 8.
74
T. Riehm, Vom Gesetz, das klüger ist als seine Verfasser – Zur Revisibilität ausländischen
Rechts, “Juristen Zeitung” 2014, pp. 73, 75; M. Aden, Revisibilität…, pp. 475, 476. But see other
procedural rules: sec. 72 (1) FamFG has the same wording as the ZPO. Some commentators even
claim that the result of a non-revisability of foreign law could amount to a violation of the principle
of non-discrimination (Article 18 TFEU), see A. Flessner, Diskriminierung von grenzübergreifenden Rechtsverhältnissen im europäischen Zivilprozess, “Zeitschrift für Europäisches Privatrecht”
2006, Vol. 14, pp. 737, 738; B. Hess, R. Hübner, Die Revisibilität…, pp. 3132, 3133; Mankowski/
Hölscher/Gerhardt, (in:) Rengeling/Middeke/Gellermann (eds.), Handbuch des Rechtsschutzes
der Europäischen Union, 3. Auflage 2014, § 38 Rn. 89 (“indirect discrimination”).
75
H. Roth, Die Revisibilität ausländischen Rechts und die Klugheit des Gesetzes, “Neue
Juristische Wochenschrift” 2014, pp. 1224, 1226.
76
W. Ball, (in:) H.-J. Musielak (ed.), ZPO, 11. Auflage 2014, § 545 Rn. 7 m.w.N; H. Roth, Die
Revisibilität ausländischen…, pp. 1224, 1225; T. Riehm, Vom Gesetz…, pp. 73, 75 (noting that
such statement was issued outside the legislatory process). Moreover, sec. 560 ZPO would become
redundant (because every statute could be an issue on appeal now), cf. Ch. Thole, Anwendung
und Revisibilität ausländischen Gesellschaftsrechts in Verfahren vor deutschen Gerichten, “Zeitschrift für das gesamte Handelsrecht und Wirtschaftsrecht” 2012, 176, pp. 15, 59; Lorenz, (in:)
BeckOK BGB, Stand: 1.2.2014, Einl. IPR at note 87.
77
F. Sturm, Wegen Verletzung fremden Rechts sind weder Revision noch Rechtsbeschwerde
zulässig, “Juristen Zeitung” 2011, pp. 74, 77; in a similar sense already E. Steindorff, Das Offenlassen der Rechtswahl im IPR und die Nachprüfung ausländischen Rechts durch das Revisionsgericht, “Juristen Zeitung” 1963, pp. 200, 203
78
F. Sturm, Wegen Verletzung…, pp. 74, 77; contra Ch. Thole, Anwendung und Revisibilität…, pp. 15, 62.
79
BGHZ 198, 14; BGH NJW 2014, 1244 (on the latter decision see F. Krauß, Anforderungen
an die tatrichterliche Ermittlung ausländischen Rechts in Zivilverfahren, GPR 2014, p. 175).
72
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2.3. REVIEW OF FOREIGN LAW “BY THE BACK DOOR”

However, the Federal Court of Justice may review procedural mistakes in connection with the ascertaining of foreign law, e.g. violations of sec. 293 ZPO such
as a misuse of the lower court’s discretion.80 As it is difficult to draw a sharp line
between such procedural errors and errors concerning the application of foreign
law one may view this as a review of foreign law by the back door.81
3. PARTY AUTONOMY VS. DEVELOPMENT OF THE LAW

It has been mentioned that the development of the law and the uniformity of adjudication are paramount goals of the Federal Court of Justice. Those goals, however,
conflict with an important overarching principle of civil procedure, namely party
autonomy. Relevant legal problems may escape the judiciary because the parties
settle the case before judgment can be handed down. Certain areas of law, such as
insurance law, are particularly concerned: To avoid unwanted precedents, insurers
mostly tend to settle a case or withdraw the appeal as soon as they realize that
they are likely to lose.82 As there is no attorney general for civil cases in Germany,
the Federal Court of justice is not in a position to provide guidance in such cases.
Until very recently, the appellant was in a position to withdraw the appeal
without the respondent’s consent until judgment is pronounced, sec. 565, 516 (1)
ZPO.83 The legislator has changed that with effect of 1 January 2014.84 From now
on a withdrawal of the appeal without the respondent’s consent is only possible
until the beginning of the oral hearing (sec. 565 (2) ZPO).

IV. THE SUCCESSFUL APPEAL ON POINTS OF LAW
Pursuant to sec. 562 (1) ZPO, to the extent the appeal on points of law is
deemed justified, the contested judgment is to be reversed. That includes also
80
BGHZ 118, 151; see K. Kerameus, Revisibilität ausländischen Rechts, “Zeitschrift für Zivilprozess” 1986, 99, pp. 166, 172 et seq.; H. Dölle, Bemerkungen zu § 293 ZPO, (in:) Festschrift
für Nikisch, 1958, pp. 185, 193.
81
Ch. Thole, Anwendung und Revisibilität…, pp. 15, 56.
82
G. Hirsch, Revision im Interesse der Partei oder des Rechts?, “Versicherungsrecht” 2012,
p. 929; Ch. Fuchs, Einschränkungen der Dispositionsmaxime in der Revisionsinstanz: Werden alle
Ziele erreicht?, “Juristen Zeitung” 2013, pp. 990, 992.
83
P. Althammer, Die Zukunft des Rechtsmittelsystems, (in:) A. Bruns, J. Münch, A. Stadler
(eds.), Die Zukunft des Zivilprozesses, 2014, pp. 87, 100 et seq.
84
See Gesetz zur Förderung des elektronischen Rechtsverkehrs mit den Gerichten vom
10.10.2013, BGBl. I, p. 3786. On the reform cf. Ch. Fuchs, Einschränkungen der Dispositionsmaxime…, p. 990.
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factual findings of the lower court, provided that those findings were based on
procedural errors. There are two possible ways to go forward:
(1) The matter may be remanded to the appellate court, which is to hear it once
again and is to decide on it. The appellate court is to base its decision on the legal
assessment on which the reversal of the judgment was based (sec. 563 (1) and (2)
ZPO)85 – a rare instance where German law adheres to the doctrine of binding
precedent.86 That would be the model of cassation.
(2) The powers of the Federal Court of Justice go beyond that: in case the judgment is reversed only due to a violation of the law, the Court may decide on
the merits in application of the law to the situation of fact as established, and if
in light of said situation the matter is ready for the final decision to be taken (sec.
563 (3) ZPO).

V. CONCLUSION
The Federal Court of Justice is widely being acclaimed for doing good legal
work. The main problem consists in finding the right balance between the goal
of doing justice in the individual case and the overarching aim of every Supreme
Court to clarify and develop the law. The history of reforms of access to the Federal Court of Justice can be seen as a constant attempt to find the equilibrium;
sometimes one aspect is given too much weight, sometimes the other. In Germany,
traditionally, much weight has been placed on the goal of individual justice. However, in the last decade, the collective aspects of the revision were strengthened.
The mere fact that a decision rendered by the appellate court is wrong does not
suffice to open revision. The Federal Court of Justice has reserved only a small
loophole for cases which are so wrongly decided that they border on arbitrariness.
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ACCESS TO THE FEDERAL COURT OF JUSTICE IN GERMANY

Summary
The text explains the role of the Supreme Court in the civil justice system in Germany
with reference to a major reform of civil procedure that was enacted in 2001. The reform
of access to the Federal Court of Justice aimed at striking a balance between individual
justice and public interest. The author discusses the requirements of admissibility
of ordinary appeal and appeal on points of law, which may be filed to the Federal Court
of Justice. The German legislator has notably renounced the ratione valoris criterion
(monetary threshold) and adopted the requirement of the leave to appeal. The power to
restrict access to the Supreme Court was conferred on appellate courts. As a consequence,
an appeal on points of law may be lodged only if it is admitted by judex a quo. Although
the denial of admission is subject to appeal, the text argues that the reasons for admittance
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ensure that the public interest in uniform adjudication and clarification of law will be
duly served.
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ADMISSIBILITY OF REMEDIES FILED
TO THE SUPREME COURT OF THE REPUBLIC
OF MACEDONIA IN CIVIL MATTERS

I. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
For a long time the judiciary was only believed to be “la bouche de la loi”
which was obligated to apply the laws strictly according to the will of the legislator. Nowadays, this traditional position of the highest judicial body is long forgotten. On the contrary, the position of the highest judicial authority in the legal
system is constantly modified in order to accomplish wider general interests –
to achieve the evolution of law, its adaptation to the contemporary conditions,
and simultaneously to achieve harmonisation of the judicial practice. Even more,
the highest judicial authority can be the catalyst for changes, being best positioned
to identify topics it sees as ripe for change whilst deciding on case-by-case basis.1
This has its reflection in the Macedonian legal system as well. The highest
judicial authority in the country – the Supreme Court of the Republic of Macedonia – has a specific position to foster the further development of the law and to
contribute to the uniform application of the law provisions.2 It is even explicitly
stated in the Constitution of the Republic of Macedonia that the Supreme Court
of the Republic of Macedonia is the highest court in the country which provides
for the uniform application of laws by the courts (Art. 101). This places the MaceOn the possibility of the Supreme Court acting as a think tank, see J. Bell, Reflections on
continental European Supreme Courts, “Legal Studies” 2004, Vol. 24, p. 166.
2
A number of international documents, especially Council of Europe Recommendations
place the Supreme Courts in such a position. See e.g.: Recommendation R (95)5 concerning the introduction and improvement of the functioning of appeal systems and procedures in civil and commercial cases; Recommendation R (81)7 on measures facilitating access to justice; Recommendation R (84)5 on the principles of civil procedure designed to improve the functioning of justice.
1
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donian Supreme Court in the role of an active factor in the realisation of the legal
system as a whole.
The accomplishment of these goals set before the Supreme Court of the Republic of Macedonia and therole it performs in the Macedonian legal system is most
directly connected to the regime of the remedies submitted to the Supreme Court.
The access of the parties to the highest judicial authority provides the Supreme
Court with knowledge of the manner in which the lower courts are deciding
the cases. As a matter of fact, the quality of realisation of the goals that should
be accomplished by the Supreme Court is directly interdependent on the manner
of regulating the access to this court by the parties. The Supreme Court will be
prevented from performing its functions if the parties do not have a possibility
to access the Supreme Court, or if this possibility is set on overly broad basis. In
either situation, the result would be similar – failure of the Supreme Court to fulfil
its constitutional assignment, to affect the harmonisation of the court practice and
the subsequent development of the law.
This function of the highest judicial authority in the country is even more
emphasised if we consider the functioning of the legal system in Macedonia.
Namely, in the years that preceded the shaping of the current regime for granting
access to the Supreme Court of the Republic of Macedonia, the socio-political
and economic system in the country underwent a fundamental change. The transition of the system to a market economy, the abandoning of the system of state
ownership and the introduction of the guarantees for freedom of the market and
entrepreneurship were necessarily accompanied by almost daily changes in legislation. In these circumstances, there was a real threat of a different interpretation
of the legal provisions by the various courts which applied them.3 This threat
was even more emphasised having in mind the situation in the civil legislation
in the country, such as the absence of a Civil Code and the fragmentary regulation of certain areas of civil matters that frequently caused problems in settling
the relations among parties in this area.4
Currently in Macedonia there is only one remedy granting access to
the Supreme Court of the Republic of Macedonia in civil matters – revision,
as provided in the Civil Procedure Act5 from 2005 and its latest amendments
According to the law on the courts (Official Journal of RM, No. 58/2006, 35/2008,
150/2010), the judicial power in the Republic of Macedonia is performed by 27 primary courts
as first instance courts, and 4 appellate courts, as second instance courts. All of them are courts
of general jurisdiction (both civil and criminal matters). Only the administrative court and the High
Administrative Courts are specialized courts which deal with administrative cases.
4
On the need for codification of civil the law domain in the Republic of Macedonia, see
S. Georgievski, Kodifikacija na gradjanskoto zakonodavstvo vo Republika Makedonija [Codification of the Civil Legislation in the Republic of Macedonia], Pravnik, No. 210, Skopje 2009,
pp. 7–17.
5
Official Journal of the Republic of Macedonia, No. 79/2005, 110/2008, 83/2009, 116/2010,
7/2011 – consolidated text, hereinafter referred to as CPA.
3
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in 2010.6 This article will provide a preview on the genesis of the existing
regime for access to the highest judicial body in Macedonia, the particularities
of that regime, and an assessment on its effects in the system – does it provide
the Supreme Court of the Republic of Macedonia the opportunity to perform its
constitutionally prescribed functions.

II. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT – AN OVERVIEW
OF THE REMEDIES GRANTING ACCESS TO THE SUPREME
COURT OF THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA
The system of remedies in Macedonia in the years following the disintegration
of former Yugoslavia, for more than a decade followed the pattern set by the former
federal legislation, which was traditionally influenced by Austrian and German
civil procedure. The first procedural legislation enacted in the Republic of Macedonia did not introduce great modifications of the possibilities to bring a case
before the Supreme Court. Namely, the default manner in which a dispute could
have been brought before the Supreme Court was by lodging a revision (in Macedonian – revizija), which was an extraordinary remedy limited to errors of law
(both substantive and procedural).7 It was admissible under the clearly defined
preconditions in Civil Procedure Act of 1998,8 based on the value of the dispute
(ratione valoris) and on the subject matter of the dispute (ratione materiae).9
It is obvious that the legislative goal of existence of the revision was to protect
Official Journal of the Republic of Macedonia, No. 116/2010 of 1 September 2010. These
ammendments entered into force within 8 days of their publication in the Official Journal, but
started applying one year after their entry into force.
7
As in the majority of civil law systems, the Supreme Court does not deal with factual
matters, and therefore the findings of facts cannot be subject to review before the Supreme Court.
8
Official Journal of the Republic of Macedonia, No. 33/1998 and 44/2002, hereinafter referred to as CPA of 1998.
9
More precisely the CPA of 1998 provided that revision was admissible in property disputes
in which the claim refers to monetary claims, transferral of objects or performance of any other
action, if the value of the contested subject matter of the dispute exceeded 1,000,000 denari (approximately 16,000 Euro), as well as in property disputes in which the claim does not refer to monetary claims, transferral of objects or performance of any other action, if the value of the dispute
stated by the claimant in the statement of claim exceeded 1,000,000 denari (Art. 368, para 2 and 3).
On the other hand, the CPA of 1998 expressly provided that revision was admissible in a number
of cases enlisted in the CPA, regardless of the value of the subject matter of the dispute: in maintenance disputes; in disputes for compensation damages for loss of maintenance due to the death
of the provider of the maintenance; in copyrights disputes; and, in disputes relating to the protection and use of inventions and technical improvements, samples, models and trademarks, the right
to use company name, as well as in cases of disloyal competition and monopolistic behaviours
(Art. 368, para 4).
6
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the interests of particular parties, allowing access to the Supreme Court in matters of significance from the viewpoint of the parties. The Supreme Court was
not authorised to admit cases which are not covered by those preconditions, or to
refuse to hear a case if it was admissible under the express provisions of the law.
Nevertheless, it should be emphasised that during that period of time,
in the Macedonian civil procedure the revision existed alongside another extraordinary remedy, the so-called “request for the protection of legality” (in Macedonian – baranje za zaštita na zakonitosta). The revision and the request for
the protection of legality functioned coherently in the legal system, and, more or
less, did not differ in terms of the reasons for filing the remedy. As a matter of fact,
the main purpose of the request for protection of legality was to ensure effective
legal protection in disputes where filing of revision was not admissible (as were,
for example, the small claims disputes or the disputes over disturbance of possession), and yet there was an imminent need to ensure the uniformity of case law.10
However, the key feature that made a distinction between these two remedies
(and at the same time, the most arguable feature of the request for the protection
of legality) was the subject authorised to file the remedy. While only the parties
were authorised to file a revision and to initiate a procedure before the highest
judicial authority, the authorisation to file a request for the protection of legality
belonged to another subject – the Public Prosecutor, a body which is completely
unconnected to the dispute and the particular parties. Although the participation
of public authorities in order to secure the protection of public interests and the uniform application of the law in the civil procedure is not unfamiliar in the countries
of the Roman legal circle11 (such as the authorisation of the Procurator General
to file extraordinary remedy in Italy – Il ricorso nell’interesse della legge, or
in Belgium – Cassatie in het belang der wet), there was one striking distinction
between these remedies and the request for the protection of legality, as it was set
in Macedonian legislation before 2005. While these remedies do not cause direct
effects in the particular litigation, but only have declaratory effects (and act as
precedents in future disputes),12 the request for the protection of legality resulted
in reviewing the decision in the particular litigation, directly affecting the parties’
rights and obligations. This remedy strived to achieve the uniformity of the legal
See V. Velkovski, Baranje za zaštita na zakonitosta i edinstvena primena na zakonite [Request for the protection of legality and uniform application of laws], “Sudiska revija” 2004, Year
10, No. 1, 2004, pp. 122–123.
11
On the position and role of the Procurator General and his authority to request cassation
of any judgment “in the interest of law”, see K. Kerameus, Procedural Tools in The Different European States Concerning the Uniform Interpretation of Law by the Supreme Courts: A Comparative Presentation, “Revue Hellénique de Droit International” 2000, Vol. 53, pp. 617–618.
12
See the example in Romania, where the solutions given to the legal issues subject to judgment are mandatory for the courts, starting with their publication in the country’s Official Journal
– D. Lupascu, The Appeal in the Interest of Law in the Drafts of the New Romanian Procedure
Codes, “Lex and Scientia International Journal” 2009, XVI, Vol. 1, p. 92.
10
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system at the expense of the sanctity of the res iudicata principle. It could have
been filed as long as three months after the finality of the award, without the consultation and participation of the parties in the dispute, whose particular interests were directly affected by the challenged award, for the purpose of protecting
the public interest. For that reason, it was frequently considered that this remedy
represents “a result of the reception of Soviet law, and was clearly motivated by
the doctrine of (socialist) state paternalism and the protection of State (‘public’)
interests in private law disputes”.13 The European Court of Human Rights, analysing the Soviet model of this remedy has itself found that “the rights of a litigant
would be rendered illusory if a Contracting State’s legal system allowed a judicial
decision which had become final and binding to be quashed by a higher court on
an application made by a State official”.14
For these reasons, when the new CPA was enacted in 2005, the request for
the protection of legality was abolished. Due to the abolishment of the “request
for the protection of legality”, the need to provide for wider access to the Supreme
Court was met by establishing new criteria for admissibility of the revision and so
expanding the scope of “revisable” cases. In addition, the function of this remedy
was supplemented: the revision does not solely serve the private party’s interest, but it also serves the interest of jurisprudence as a whole. The latter was
achieved by introducing the “leave to file a revision system”, which set the aims
of the admissibility of the revision beyond the interests in particular case.

III. THE FEATURES OF REVISION IN THE MACEDONIAN
LEGAL SYSTEM
Revision in the Macedonian legal system is an extraordinary remedy, which
can be filed against final, legally binding decisions rendered by an appellate court,
within 30 days upon receipt of a copy of the decision by the parties.15 Although
13
A. Uzelac, Accelerating Civil Proceedings in Croatia – A History of Attempts to Improve
the Efficiency of Civil Litigation, (in:) C. H. van Rhee (ed.), History of Delay in Civil Procedure,
Maastricht 2004, p. 311.
14
See ECHR, Application No. 5 2854 /9 9, Ryabykh v. Russia, Judgment of 24 July 2003.
On the problems the Russian Law is dealing with in reforming the supervisory review (nadzor) to
make it compliant with the ECHR, see W. Pomeranz, Supervisory Review and the Finality of Judgments under Russian Law, “Review of Central and East European Law” 2009, Vol. 34, pp. 15–36.
15
The legal theory usually states that the possibility to file a revision (regardless whether an
ordinary revision or a leave to file a revision is admissible in the particular dispute) is connected
to the so-called “ban for skipping instances”, meaning that it is possible to initiate proceedings
before the highest judicial authority only if an appeal was previously filed in the particular dispute.
If an appeal was not filed against the first-instance court decision, there is no possibility for filing
revision, even if the prerequisites for admissibility of revision are met in the particular dispute –
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the CPA does not make a terminological distinction, two different modes of revision can be differentiated under art. 372 of the CPA – the “ordinary” revision and
“the leave to file a revision”, depending on the goals this remedy primarily strives
to achieve – individual justice in the particular dispute or uniform application
of the law and harmonisation of the judicial practice.
A. ADMISSIBILITY OF ORDINARY REVISION

The “ordinary revision” sets the primary standards for the admissibility
of revision in the Macedonian civil procedure, and it places the individual interests
of the parties and their request to have a lawful decision rendered in the particular
dispute in the spotlight. These criteria set the importance of the issue that should
be raised before the Supreme Court as seen from the perspective of the parties
(expressed in the value of the dispute or the type of dispute).16 The admissibility
of the “ordinary revision” is determined by applying several criteria – the value
of the dispute, the subject matter of the dispute or the procedure that preceded
the final, legally binding decision.17
A party can always file a revision if the amount in controversy on review is
more than 1,000,000 denari (approximately 16,000 Euro).18 This criterion, used
as a primary method for accessing the highest judicial body, sees the importance of the questions raised as dependent from the interests at stake – the higher
the value of the disputed rights, the greater the necessity to have the Supreme
Court decide in the particular dispute. The ratione valoris criterion in the Macedonian civil procedural system has been changed on several occasions. When
the CPA was originally enacted in 2005, the threshold was lowered from the previous 1,000,000 denari and amounted to only 500,000 denari (approximately
8,000 Euro), which was then explained by the legislator with the need to broaden
the possibilities to bring a dispute before the Supreme Court, given the abolition
of the request for protection of legality. However, this threshold was again raised
to 1,000,000 denari with the amendment of the CPA in 2010, and on this occasion
see A. Janevski, T. Zoroska-Kamilovska, Gragansko procesno pravo, kniga prva, parnicno pravo,
vtoro izmeneto i dopolneto izdanie [Civil Procedural Law, Book I, Litigation, Second Revised
Edition], Skopje 2012, p. 482.
16
On the different purposes of remedies see J. A. Jolowicz, On civil procedure, Cambridge
University Press 2000, p. 316.
17
However it should be noted that filing revision is not admissible in a number of disputes specifically enlisted in the CPA or other laws, regardless whether any of these criteria is met – such as
the disputes for disturbance of possession (Art. 414 (4) of CPA), or small claims disputes (Art. 438
(4) of CPA). Apart from the CPA, there are a number of procedural as well as substantive laws
that expressly exclude the possibility to file a revision in certain cases, such as the acts regulating
the enforcement procedure, the procedure for security of claims, the non-contentious procedure,
and the family relations.
18
See Art. 372 (2) of CPA.
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the legislator failed to provide a reason why this criterion was modified once
again. We can only assume that the underlying reason was the need to reduce
the backlog of the Supreme Court.
Additionally, even if the ratione valoris criterion is not met, filing revision
may be admissible if it relates to a particular type of dispute which has a bearing
on specific interests related to the public concerns of the state. The CPA (art. 372,
para. 3) provides that regardless of the value of the dispute, revision is always
admissible in the following disputes:
– maintenance disputes;
– disputes over damages for loss of maintenance due to the death of the provider of the maintenance;
– labour disputes over termination of employment;
– copyrights disputes, excluding monetary claims arising from these disputes;
– disputes relating to the protection and use of inventions and technical
improvements, samples, models and trademarks, the right to use company name,
as well as in cases of disloyal competition and monopolistic behaviours, excluding
monetary claims arising from these disputes.
A specific solution is the last ground for the admissibility of revision, which
is set using the procedural criterion – revision is always admissible in the disputes
where in the appeals procedure, the decision rendered by the Primary Court was
reversed by the second instance court.19 This possibility was added with the amendments of the CPA in 2010, and its underlying basis is the need to secure the application of the constitutionally guaranteed principle for dual instance deciding
in disputes when determining the factual issues. It primarily relates to the cases
where the appellate court has determined a different factual basis in the particular
case, especially where a hearing was held in the course of the appeals procedure.
However, this provision goes further – it brings the possibility to file a revision not
just in these cases where the appellate court has found a completely different factual
basis of its decision, but literally in every dispute where the Appellate court has
reversed the decision rendered by the primary court.20
B. ADMISSIBILITY OF THE LEAVE TO FILE A REVISION

In 2005, the leave to file a revision (in Macedonian – vonredna revizija) was
introduced in Macedonia, as an exception from the standard regime – allowing
See Art. 372 (2), line 6 of CPA.
Such situation would be for example where the appellate court reverses the decision due
to an erroneous application of the substantive law on a prior correctly determined factual basis.
See Art. 361 of CPA. For further elaboration see A. Janevski, Dozvoljenost revizije prema Zakonu
o izmenama i dopunama ZPP Republike Makedonije iz 2010. godine [Admissibility of revision
according to the law on amendments and modifications of the CPA of 2010], “Pravni zivot” 2011,
Vol. 11, p. 741.
19

20
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the parties to file a revision in the disputes where, according to the primary criteria of value of the dispute, filing of revision is not allowed. One of the reasons for the introduction of this remedy was to compensate for the abolishment
of the request for the protection of legality, and to provide the Supreme Court with
an efficient tool to affect the uniform application of the law and the harmonisation
of judicial practice.
Contrary to the “ordinary revision”, with the leave to file a revision the importance of the issue that can be raised before the Supreme Court is seen from
the perspective of the wider public interest: the need to accomplish or preserve
the uniformity of the judicial practice, or to provide an opportunity for the highest
judicial authority to deliver its opinion on important legal issues and to contribute
for the further development of the law.21 In these circumstances, the interests
of the parties of the particular dispute are of secondary importance. Therefore it
should be stressed that the success of the leave to file a revision and the goals it
strives to achieve are ultimately dependent on the guidance the appellate courts
have in deciding on granting this remedy – the legislation must necessarily identify some kind of criteria. An effective leave to file a revision requires the infusion of substance into the public importance formula for leave applications.22
Although different models were taken into consideration, the Macedonian legislator has eventually decided to leave the power to grant a leave to file a revision
not in the hands of the same body that will decide upon their merits – the Supreme
Court of the Republic of Macedonia, but in the hands of the appellate courts.
Although the German and Austrian patterns have made a major impact, Macedonian legislator has authentically tailored its system of the leave to file a revision,
with a number of specificities. An outline will be provided of the preconditions
for admissibility of this remedy introduced in 2005, and their subsequent modification in 2010.
Namely, the Art. 372 (4) of the CPA of 2005 prescribed several prerequisites
for granting leave to file a revision:
– Leave to file a revision can be granted only in disputes where the filing
of the revision according to the criteria ratione valoris and ratione materiae is
not admissible (1).
– The leave to file a revision cannot be granted in disputes where the CPA or
other acts expressly prescribes that filing a revision is not admissible (2).
– The court of second instance – the appellate court – should expressly state
in the tenor of the decision on appeal that filing a revision against that decision is
admissible (3).
21
A. Galić, The Role of the Supreme Court in Creating Precedents in Slovenian Civil Procedure, (in:) Los recursos ante los Tribunales Supremos en Europa [Appeals to Supreme Courts in
Europe], Barcelona: Difusión Jurídica y Temas de Actualidad 2008, p. 264.
22
See B. Wilson, Leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada, “Advocates’ Quarterly”
1983, Vol. 4, No. 1, p. 7.
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– The appellate court can render that decision if it finds that the decision
in the dispute depends on resolving a substantive or procedural issue relevant
for securing the unified application of the law and harmonisation of the judicial
practice (4).
– In the reasons of the decision, the appellate court is obliged to state specifically the legal issue on the basis of which the leave to file a revision was granted
and to state the reasons due to which the court finds the issue to be of importance
for securing the uniform application of the law and harmonisation of the judicial
practice (5).
1. The leave to file a revision in the Macedonian civil procedure bears the characteristics of a subsidiary remedy. Namely, a leave to file a revision can be granted
only in disputes in which revision is not admissible under the ordinary criteria – ratione valoris, ratione materiae or the procedural criterion. As previously
noted, the CPA of 2005 states as a general rule that filing a revision is admissible
in all disputes where the value of the dispute exceeds the set monetary threshold
(Art. 372 (2) of CPA of 2005). In addition, several other acts prescribed that filing
a revision is always admissible in certain disputes. For example, the Macedonian
Family Act23 prescribes that filing a revision is always admissible in disputes for
determining and contesting paternity and maternity (Art. 271 of the Family Act).
2. The appellate court can grant the leave to file a revision only if the CPA or
other acts does not exclude the admissibility of filing a revision in certain disputes,
such as the disputes for disturbance of possession (Art. 414 (4) of CPA of 2005), or
the small claims disputes (Art. 438 (4) of CPA). Accordingly, the appellate courts
do not have the power to grant a leave to file a revision in these disputes.
3. The CPA expressly provides that granting the leave to file a revision should
be contained in the tenor of the decision rendered by the appellate court. It should
be taken that in situations when the appellate court has failed to state that revision against that decision is allowed in the tenor of the decision, but however has
stated reasons for granting the leave to file a revision in the statement of reasons,
corrections to the decision can be made pursuant to Art. 331 of CPA,24 which
states that “mistakes in names and numbers, as well as other obvious spelling
and calculating mistakes, flaws in the form and inconsistence of the copy of the
judgment with the master copy shall be corrected by the president of the council,
i.e. the sole judge at any time”.
Contrary to this, if neither in the tenor nor in the statement of reasons
of the decision the appellate court has stated that filing a revision against that
decision is allowed, the appellate court would not be authorised to grant the leave
Official Journal of RM, No. 80/1992, 9/1996, 38/2004, 33/2006, 84/2008, 67/2010,
156/2010, 39/2012 and 44/2012.
24
See also V. Prančić, Revizija po dopuštenju drugostupanjskog suda [Revision permitted by
appelate court], “Pravo u gospodarstvu” 2004, No. 1/04, Vol. 43, pp. 70–71.
23
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to file a revision with an additional decision,25 since in the given circumstances
the court has not performed an omission to decide. That is, the granting of the leave
to file a revision, pursuant to the provisions of the CPA, is not a matter of the parties’ right, but a discretionary authorisation of the competent court. Accordingly,
although the parties are free to “remind” the court of the possibility to use that
authorisation,26 (i.e. the possibility to grant filing of revision in the current dispute), it does not rise up to a situation where the court has failed to decide upon all
the issues it was obliged to decide in accordance with Art. 328 of CPA.27
Hence, upon a specific proposal by the parties to grant the leave to file
a revision contained in the appeal, the court is not obligated to render a separate
decision, nor is it obligated to state the reasons why in the particular dispute it
has not granted the leave to file a revision. Therefore, by the general regulation
of the leave to file a revision in the Macedonian civil procedure, it is not a matter
or a right of the parties, but an instrument aimed at securing the wider, common
interests – unification of the application of the law and harmonisation of the judicial practice. Nevertheless, there have been examples in the judicial practice to
render an additional decision granting the leave to file a revision, after the decision on the appeal has been deliberated upon the parties’ proposal.28
4. The appellate court is authorised to grant the leave to file a revision only
in cases which raise a legal question requiring clarification, regardless whether
it would be substantive or procedural in nature. A substantive issue on which
the decision of the appellate court is dependant can be considered to be any legal
rule that consists an element of the abstract praemisaemajor of the logical syllogism of the deliberation of the decision and ruling on the merits of the dispute.29
It would comprise any issue where due to the wrong application of the substantive law and the wrong resolving of the substantive issue, the court has rendered a decision that should not have been rendered. The reviewable areas of law
In German law also “a subsequent leave after rendering the judgment is void”. See P. Gottwald, Review Appeal to the German Federal Supreme Court after the Reform of 2001, (in:) Los
recursos ante los Tribunales Supremos en Europa [Appeals to Supreme Courts in Europe], Barcelona: Difusión Jurídica y Temas de Actualidad 2008, p. 94.
26
The parties may bring out such “reminder” to the court in the statement of claims itself,
or in the appeal filed against the first-instance decision or even in a separate submission filed before the case file was sent to the second-instance court. See I. Gović, Revizija u svjetlu poslednih
izmjena и dopuna Zakona o parničnom posupku (ZPP/03) i na njima utemeljenoj sudskoj praksi
[Revision in the light of the course of the last amendments to the Civil Procedure Act (CPA/03) and
the case law based on them], “Collection of papers of the Law Faculty at the University of Rijeka”
2008, Vol. 29, No. 2, p. 1102.
27
This states that “If the court has failed to decide upon all the claims that it was obligated to
decide with the decision, or has failed to decide only upon part of the claim, the party can within
15 days upon receipt of the decision suggest the court to supplement the decision”.
28
For e.g. Decision of the Appellate Court in Skopje, GŽ. No. 587/07.
29
See S. Triva, M. Dika, Građansko parnično procesno pravo [Civil procedural law], Zagreb 2004, p. 682.
25
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may include international treaties ratified by the domestic legislator, other norms
of international law, foreign law, and even general principles of law.30
The CPA itself does not regulate this issue in detail by stating as an example
situations where it should be taken that it comes to such issue, but rather limits
itself to only stating a general formulation.31 The procedural theory takes that, for
example, such issue should be taken to exist in the following situations:
– The revision court has not yet taken a stand upon that issue on a department session or a general session, and there is an issue creating diverse practice
between the appellate courts.
– The revision court has not yet taken a stand upon that issue on a department
session or a general session, and it can be expected that the appellate courts might
take different stands upon that issue.
– The revision court has taken a stand, but the appellate decision is based on
an opinion that is not in accordance with the stand of the revision court.
– The revision court has already taken a stand upon that issue and the appellate
decision is consistent with that stand, but the appellate court finds that the judicial
practice should be reconsidered.32
By the same token, the decision in the dispute would depend on the resolving
a procedural issue if a different assessment of that issue would have led to different resolution of the dispute in a procedural sense. Such procedural issue should
address those procedural errors for which “ordinary” revision is allowed, or it
should be taken that a leave to file a revision should not be granted for questions
that do not represent errores in procedendo according to the rules of CPA. Similarly, the CPA only uses a general formulation, but it does not state as an example
situations where it should be taken that such issue exists.
According to the CPA, this substantive or procedural issue on which
the deciding in the dispute is dependent, should be relevant for securing the unified application of the law and harmonisation of the judicial practice.33 As
a matter of fact, that issue should have a preventive or a corrective effect. The
K. Kerameus, Procedural Tools in The Different European States…, p. 619.
It is often stated that “the grounds on which appelate courts grant or deny leave are somewhat obscure and run counter to counsel’s instincts” – G. Hall, Application for leave to appeal:
The Paramount Importance of Public Importance, “Advocates Quarterly” 1999, Vol. 22, p. 88.
32
M. Dika, Novo uređenje revizije protiv presude [New arrangement of the revision against
the judgment], Zbornik 47 susreta pravnika Opatija’09, Hrvatski savez udruga pravnika u gospodarstvu, Opatija, 20‒22 svibnja 2009, p. 214.
33
It can be assumed that the legislators’ intention in prescribing such broad terms on the adminissibility of the leave to file a revision was to provide for a possibility for evolution of the Supreme Court’s interpretation of these terms over the years to come, which ultimately bears the risk
of “too frivolous” interpretation of these terms by the various appelate courts applying these provisions. On the boundaries of evolution of the courts’ interpretation, see R. Telfer, A Historical
Comparison of Certiorari Review Standards in Florida’s Appellate Courts, “Stetson Law Review”
2013, Vol. 42, pp. 525–544.
30
31
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preventive effect would imply that by taking a clear and distinctive stance on
a particular issue, the highest judicial authority would reduce the possibility
of creating diverse practice by the lower court in future. By the same token,
the corrective effect would imply that by taking a stance on a particular issue,
the Supreme Court would create the basis for harmonisation of the current
divergent practice of the lower courts, or the basis for changing the practice
of those courts.
However, the Departmentof Civil Matters at the Supreme Court has taken
the stand34 that the legal issue for which the revision is submitted would not be relevant for securing the unified application of the law and harmonisation of the judicial practice in situations when the Supreme Court has already expressed its
position on that issue, regardless whether the stand was taken in the form of a legal
opinion or conclusion, or through deciding in a particular dispute. Although this
position of the Supreme Court is not unfounded, yet we consider it to be problematic for ensuring the further development of the law. Namely, one of the main
goals of the Supreme Court is to be a carrier of the evolutionary development
of the law, which consequently could impose the need to reconsider and to review
the positions that the Supreme Court has taken on a particular issue. In Macedonia, this need might be even more emphasised having in mind the prospective
changes in the Macedonian legal system conditioned by the EU accession process, and influenced by international agreements and decisions of the European
Court of Human Rights. Hence, there would be an imminent need to grant leave
to file a revision in every situation where it could be assessed that it is necessary
to achieve further development of law and its adaptation to the new conditions
and circumstances.
The granting of a leave to file a revision should not be taken as a sign
of uncertainty, reserve and lack of persuasion of the appellate court in the legality
and grounding of its decision on a particular substantive or procedural issue. On
the contrary, the leave to file a revision aims to ensure the uniform application
of the law in a situation where there are inconsistencies, gaps and ambiguities
in the legislation. As a matter of fact, the leave to file a revision should encourage
the appellate courts to establish timely and active communication and information with each other, and even initiating legal issues upon which a leave to file
a revision will be granted. Additionally, in the reverse sense through the decisions
rendered upon the submitted revisions and the positions taken in those decisions,
the Supreme Court will inform the appellate courts, and accordingly the primary
courts, of their position in particular disputes, and in that manner conduce to

34
Pravno milsenje na Vrhovniot sud na Republika Makedonija [Legal opinion of the Supreme
Court of the Republic of Macedonia], 08.07.2008, available at: http://www.vsrm.mk/Pravni_mislenja_i_stavovi.aspx (accessed: 9.03.2014).
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the achievement of the unified application of the law and harmonised judicial
practice.35
5. The initial solution in CPA of 2005 provided for an active role for the appellate courts in the process of granting the leave to file a revision. The court was
obliged to state, in the statement of reasons of the decision, specifically the legal
issue on the basis of which the leave to file a revision was granted, and to state
the reasons why it considers that issue to be essential for securing the unified
application of the law and harmonised judicial practice. The appellate court
was obligated to clearly differentiate and elaborate on the disputed issue, so that
the Supreme Court could assess whether that issue is a legal issue important for
the deliberation.
Indeed the CPA provided for a dual obligation for the appellate courts: first,
concretely, clearly and undoubtedly to state the legal issue and second, to elaborate on the reasons due to which the leave to file a revision was granted in the particular dispute. This legal formulation caused the greatest problems in practice.
The appellate courts tended to fulfil this prerequisite to grant the leave to file
a revision in different manners, which consequently led to diversity in the application of this remedy.
In order to overcome the diversity, the Supreme Court has taken a rather
restrictive stand that
“[T]he appellate courts are obligated to define in the statement of reasons of
the decision in a clear and unambiguous way the substantive or procedural issue
on which the decision in the dispute depends and the reasons why they consider
that issue to be essential for securing the unified application of the law and harmonisation of the judicial practice, by citing the final decisions rendered by the
same court or by another court in the Republic of Macedonia upon the same legal
issue that solve the issue in different manner.”36
The Macedonian Supreme Court has furthermore taken a stand that the “revisions filed against second-instance decisions in accordance with the Art. 372
(4) of the CPA (referring to the leave to file a revision), which do not meet the
legal requirements, cannot be dismissed by the revision court, and such revision should be rejected as unfounded”.37 According to the Supreme Court’s position, when the appellate court has failed to elaborate on the reasons for granting
the leave to file a revision, and to differentiate the particular legal issue which has
arisen in the decision-making process before the second-instance court, which is
important for the unified application of the law and harmonisation of the judicial
practice, by citing final decisions that decide upon the same substantive or proceSee D. Uzunov, Vonredni pravni lekovi [Extraordinary remedies], Pravnik, No. 177, Skopje 2007, p. 50.
36
Ibidem.
37
Ibidem, para 3.
35
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dural issue in a different manner, should be rejected as unfounded.38 In practice,
the courts managed to fulfil all the aforementioned criteria very rarely.39
Hence, the accomplishment of the goals set to the leave to file a revision (unification of the application of the law and harmonisation of the judicial practice), and
furthermore, the realisation of the constitutionally prescribed role of the Macedonian Supreme Court, is necessarily dependent on the performance of the appellate
courts. Their failure to meet the legal requirements for granting a leave to file
a revision would prejudice the resolution of a certain contentious issue in the judicial practice and eventually that issue will continue to create diversity among
the lower courts.
With the amendments of the CPA of 2010, the jurisprudence of the Supreme
Court was incorporated in the legislative solution. The CPA itself now provides
for an express obligation for the appellate court, amongst other prerequisites, to
give indication of the lack of homogeneous application of the law and to cite
the final, legally binding decisions that indicate its existence. This position
of the Supreme Court, and subsequently of the legislator, excluded the possibility
to grant a leave to file a revision in the disputes where it could be expected that
the appellate courts might take different stands, and suspended the possibility
for the highest judicial authority to act pre-emptively in relation to the possibility
of creating divergent practice by the lower courts. Thus, the role of the Supreme
Court to secure the harmonisation of the judicial practice is reduced to undertaking corrective measures once the lower courts have created diverse practice
in regard to the particular issue. This solution opens the possibility for the emergence of diversity in the process of decision-making of the lower courts, which,
consequently, might prejudice the equality of the citizens before the law. According to this solution, the Supreme Court will have the possibility to affect the unified application of the law and the harmonisation of the judicial practice only after
the lower courts have already rendered final decisions which decide the contested
issue in a different manner.
Moreover, it is questionable whether in every particular dispute the appellate court will have the possibility (and possibly the incentive) to trace decisions
of different courts relating to the identical issue, which have decided the aforementioned issue in a different manner. This problem is even more emphasised
having in mind that in Macedonia, being civil law country, the case law does not
38
See Decision of the Supreme Court of the Republic of Macedonia REV No. 508/2008; Decision of the Supreme Court of the Republic of Macedonia REV No. 991/2008; Decision of the Supreme Court of the Republic of Macedonia REV No. 1316/2008; Decision of the Supreme Court
of the Republic of Macedonia REV No. 305/2009.
39
According to Safet Aliu, judge of the Supreme Court of the Republic of Macedonia, before
2011, upon a granted leave to file a revision, the Supreme Court has only decided on the merits
of the dispute in two cases – see S. Aliu, Izmenite na Zakonot za parnicnata postapka (ZPP) vo
odnos na revizijata [The amendments of the Civil Procedure Act (CPA) regarding the revision],
Delovno pravo, No. 24, Skopje 2011, p. 66.
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have the relevance of a mandatory source of law, and consequently, the publication of judicial decisions in specialised editions is a rare occurrence. The legislator
has made an attempt to solve this problem in a different manner – the amendments of the CPA of 2010 introduced the obligation for the courts to publish
the decisions on their websites within two days after the decision has been prepared in writing.40 However in the practice these provisions do not seem to provide an adequate solution to the problem.

IV. THE EFFECTS OF THE REMEDIES GRANTING ACCESS TO
THE SUPREME COURT OF THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA
It is hard to provide a comprehensive assessment of the functioning
of the Supreme Court, and of the effectiveness of the different modes of revision
allowing the Court to fulfil its constitutionally assigned functions due to several reasons. Namely, all the revisions filed to the Supreme Court are recorded
in a single registry book – “R”, regardless whether they are filed as an “ordinary
revision” or a leave to file a revision granted by the appellate courts.
When it comes to the leave to file a revision, the general impression is that
the number of granted leaves to file a revision is small. For example, in the first
three years after the introduction of this remedy, the appellate court of Skopje has
granted a leave to file a revision in approximately thirty disputes, most of which
were later on rejected by the Supreme Court. Taking in consideration the fact
that the Department of Civil Matters at the Macedonian Supreme Court annually receives more than 1300-1500 revision cases, these numbers show the pettiness of this remedy in the practice of the Macedonian Supreme Court. This is
partly due to the vague definition of this remedy in the CPA, but also to the fact
that the leave to file a revision significantly deviates from the procedural traditions in Macedonia, which resulted in the courts having a reserved position
in the application of this institution and applying a rather restrictive approach to
the leave to file a revision.
The general data show variations in the caseload of the Supreme Court
of the Republic of Macedonia in deciding revision cases.

40
See art. 326 para 4 from the CPA. The manner in which the decisions are published on
the court’s websites is governed by the law on managing the movement of the court decisions,
which provides that prior to publishing the decisions, an authorised court clerk should “anonymize” the decision, by removing the personal information of the parties – see art. 10 of the law
on managing the movement of the court decisions (Official journal of the Republic of Macedonia,
No. 171/2010).
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Table 1: Caseload of the Supreme Court of the Republic of Macedonia in civil cases
2006–201341
Backlog at the
beginning of the year

Incoming cases

Resolved cases

Backlog at the end
of the year

2006

1,011

1,635

1,224

1,422

2007

1,422

1,499

1,358

1,563

2008

1,563

1,641

2,025

1,179

2009

1,179

1,364

1,664

861

2010

858

1,540

1,144

1,254

2011

1,447

1,599

1,033

2,005

2012

2,005

1,300

1,423

1,855

2013

1,855

1,482

1,864

1,461

Year

The data shows the caseload of the Supreme Court of Macedonia in the years
when the regime under the CPA of 2005 applied (2006–2011) and the two years
when the modifications of the CPA came into force (2012 and 2013).42 First, it
should be noted that the data shows certain inconsistencies regarding the backlog
of the Court and the incoming and resolved cases within certain years,43 which we
can only assume is due to some kind of a technical error in the reports. According to the reports, a great proportion of the revisions filed goes to revisions filed
in labor disputes – their number reaches up to 66.5% of the total revisions filed
in 2006 or 49.3% in 2008 – followed by disputes concerning compensation damages, debt recollection and ownership disputes.44
The data show great variations in the caseload of the Court in different
years (the ratio between the incoming and resolved cases per year), so it would
be difficult to draw accurate conclusions to what extent the regime for admis41
Source: Reports for the work of the Supreme Court of the Republic of Macedonia, available
at http://www.vsrm.mk/Statistika.aspx, http://www.vsrm.mk/cms/FCKEditor_Upload/File/izvestaj-VSRM-2006.pdf, http://www.vsrm.mk/cms/FCKEditor_Upload/File/izvestaj-VSRM-2007.
pdf, http://www.vsrm.mk/cms/FCKEditor_Upload/File/izvestaj-VSRM-2008.pdf, http://www.
vsrm.mk/cms/FCKEditor_Upload/File/izvestaj-VSRM-2009.pdf (accessed: 9.03.2014).
42
As previously stated (supra No. 6) the amendments of the CPA of 2010, introducing several
changes to the regime of the revision (increased monetary threshold, introduction of the procedural criterion, more restrictive prerequisites for the leave to file a revision) started applying from
September 2011. For that reason, we will review the data from 2006 to 2011 as time frame when
the prior regime of the revision was applicable, and 2012 and 2013 as years when the modified
regime of the revision was applied.
43
Such is the example in 2010, where the reports state that there was a total of 1,254 unresolved cases at the end of 2010, and 1,447 unresolved cases at the beginning of the next year – 2011,
or in several years – 2009, 2011, 2012, 2013, where there is a mismatch between the total number
of cases before the Court, the number of resolved cases, and the remaining backlog at the end
of the year.
44
See page 9 of the Report for the work of the Supreme Court of the Republic of Macedonia
in 2006, and page 11 of the Report from 2008.
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sibility of the revision has an impact on the work of the Court. The data shows
a peak in the number of incoming cases in 2006 (immediately after the lowering
of the monetary threshold for admissibility of revision with the CPA of 2005)
which reaches up to 1,635 cases, and a drop in the first year following the amendments of the revision regime in 2012 – decreasing to 1,300 cases per year, which
is again followed by an increase in 2013.
The same is valid for the backlog of the Court – the Court has managed to
decrease its backlog to under 1,000 cases in 2009; only two years later its backlog increased to incredible 2,005 cases in 2011, and then again dropped in 2013.
Even the efficiency of the Supreme Court and its ability to deal with potential
backlog varies in different years – if we use the clearance rate index, devised
by the European Commission for the Efficiency of Justice (CEPEJ)45 to assess
the performance of the courts, it shows a specific two-year cycle in the performance of the Supreme Court of the Republic of Macedonia – the Court in certain
years struggles with the inflow of cases, then manages to reach a clearance rate
of over 120% (and even decrease the backlog to 861 cases in 2009 – see Table 1
supra), and then again brings the clearance rate below 75%, followed by another
peak in 2013.
The time elapsed from the latest modifications of the regime of the revision
in the Macedonian legal system is still too short, to make it possible to draw valid
conclusions on the suitability of the preconditions for accessing the Supreme
Court prescribed in the currently applicable law, and how they affect the performances of this judicial body. Whether this regime is more suitable for achieving individual justice in the particular dispute, and whether and to what extent
it provides the Supreme Court with the possibility to foster the uniform application of the law and harmonisation of the judicial practice, remains to be seen
in the years to come.
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ADMISSIBILITY OF REMEDIES FILED TO THE SUPREME
COURT OF THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA IN CIVIL
MATTERS

Summary
The text provides the genesis of the existing regime for access to the highest
judicial body in Macedonia, the particularities of that regime and an assessment on
its effects on the judicial system. The authors provide insight into two different modes
of revision in Macedonian legal system, namely the ordinary revision and the leave to file
a revision, depending on the goals each of these remedies primarily strives to achieve –
individual justice in a particular dispute or uniform application of law and harmonisation
of the judicial practice. The text also presents the issue of granting a leave to appeal, which
has a number of specificities in comparison to its German and Austrian counterparts.
Finally, it offers a critical assessment of recent reforms and provides statistical data on
the Supreme Court’s caseload in Macedonia.
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ACCESS TO THE SUPREME COURT – POLISH
APPROACH

I. In Polish civil proceedings a cassation complaint, as the most basic extraordinary appellate measure1 enabling access to the Supreme Court, allows for
engaging in polemics with regard to the manner of appropriate application and
interpretation of the law. The Supreme Court is not the third instance court allowing for the presentation of one’s own point of view and opinions on a given matter.
The Supreme Court does not adjudicate in cases, but it exercises control over
courts of general jurisdiction and it examines whether they do or do not infringe
legal acts with their judgments2. The institution of cassation complaint allows
the Supreme Court to act as a link between the courts of general jurisdiction and
it provides coherent guidelines as to how to apply the law3. Proper and efficient
functioning of cassation proceedings requires the adoption of numerous mechanisms leading to the limitation of access to the Supreme Court.
A cassation complaint has always had a control-based character, although
over the years it has undergone significant evolution in the Polish law. Throughout the last dozen or so years the cassation complaint evolved in a way which
bears resemblance to the classic cassation4. In 1996 the cassation system substituted the previously prevailing revisional system5. In the beginning, cassation
1
The Supreme Court also examines complaints pertaining to the statement of inconsistencies of legally valid judgments with the law, complaints, complaints regarding the unreasonable
length of the proceedings, as well as undertakes resolutions answering the appearing legal issues.
2
T. Ereciński, Entwicklung der Regelung der Kassation in Zivilsachen in Polen, (in:) Festschrift für Walter H. Rechberger zum 60. Geburstag, Wien 2005, p. 121.
3
Z. Hahn, Kasacja wedle polskiego Kodeksu postępowania cywilnego [Cassation complaint in Polish Code of Civil Procedure], “Czasopismo Sędziowskie” 1932, No. 1–2, p. 2.
4
T. Zembrzuski, Ewolucja charakteru skargi kasacyjnej w polskim postępowaniu cywilnym
[Evolution of a cassation complaint in Polish civil procedure], (in:) Ewolucja polskiego postępowania cywilnego wobec przemian politycznych, społecznych i gospodarczych [Evolution of the Polish civil procedure in view of political, social and economical changes], Warszawa 2009, p. 338.
5
Law amendment: ustawa z 1 marca 1996 r. o zmianie Kodeksu postępowania cywilnego,
rozporządzeń Prezydenta Rzeczypospolitej – Prawo upadłościowe i Prawo o postępowaniu ukła-
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was an ordinary appellate measure. It fulfilled the role of the third instance. Due
to the protraction of the cassation proceedings and the overload of the Supreme
Court6 with cassation complaints7, an additional mechanism for selecting cassation complaints was introduced in 20008, i.e. a preliminary procedure designed to
select cassation complaints which will be examined by the Supreme Court. This
change put an emphasis on the importance of the public interest over the private
interest of the parties. One can easily notice that all these changes aimed at limiting the access to the Supreme Court. As a result of this evolution, the cassation
complaint was transformed into an extraordinary appellate measure in 20049. As
the view on the number of instances was reevaluated in relation with the notion
of reliable and just proceedings, it was decided that the cassation complaint would
be excluded from the so-called course of instances10.
II. The reviewed borders of accessibility to the Supreme Court are an effect
of experiences fromboth the inter-war period as well as the last years11. They are
also an expression of the expectations related to the functioning of this institution.
A cassation complaint is regulated in articles 3981–39821 of the Polish Code
of Civil Procedure. As far as the cassation complaint is concerned, the access to
the Supreme Court in Poland is shaped at two levels, i.e. the admissibility of a complaint and the acceptance thereof for examination12. As a result of the above-mentioned restrictions in the access to the Supreme Court, it examines only the cases
of significant complexity and gravity. These mechanisms protect the Supreme
Court against an excessive number of cassation complaints which would be filed
on a daily basis.
dowym, Kodeksu postępowania administracyjnego, ustawy o kosztach sądowych w sprawach cywilnych oraz niektórych innych ustaw (Dz.U. Nr 43, poz. 189).
6
In 2000 the average expectation time for having a cassation complaint examined was about
three years. Nowadays it is about eleven months.
7
J. Gudowski, Kasacja w świetle projektu Komisji Kodyfikacyjnej Prawa Cywilnego (z uwzględnieniem aspektów historycznych i prawnoporównawczych) [Cassation in view of the Civil
Law Reform Commission (with consideration of historical and comparative legal analysis aspects)], “Przegląd Legislacyjny” 1999, No. 4, p. 4.
8
Law amendment: ustawa z 24 maja 2000 r. o zmianie ustawy – Kodeks postępowania
cywilnego, ustawy o zastawie rejestrowym i rejestrze zastawów, ustawy o kosztach sądowych
w sprawach cywilnych oraz ustawy o komornikach sądowych i egzekucji (Dz.U. nr 48, poz. 554).
9
Law amendment: ustawa z 22 grudnia 2004 r. o zmianie ustawy – Kodeks postępowania
cywilnego oraz ustawy – Prawo o ustroju sądów powszechnych (Dz.U 2005 r., nr 13, poz. 98).
10
T. Ereciński, Ograniczenia w dostępności do kasacji w sprawach cywilnych [Limitations in
the accessibility of cassation in civil cases], (in:) Prace z prawa prywatnego. Księga pamiątkowa
ku czci sędziego Janusza Pietrzykowskiego [Elaborations on private law. Commemorative book
in memory of the judge Janusz Pietrzykowski], Warszawa 2000, p. 73.
11
T. Ereciński, Kilka uwag o modelu kasacji w sprawach cywilnych [Some remarks on the
model of cassation in civil cases], “Studia Iuridica” 1994, book XXI, Z zagadnień współczesnego
prawa cywilnego [From the issues of the modern civil law], p. 96.
12
T. Zembrzuski, Skarga kasacyjna. Dostępność w postępowaniu cywilnym [Cassation complaint. The availability in civil proceedings], Warszawa 2011, p. 115.
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III. The cassation complaint may be used in both litigious and non-litigious
proceedings13. However, it is not admissible in enforcement proceedings.
The criteria of admissibility of cassation complaints are varied and they
include a set of prerequisites which condition the effective submission of this
extraordinary appellate measure. Submission of the admissible complaint, i.e.
a complaint that is appropriately drawn up by a person who is entitled to do
it, opens a possibility of subjecting it to a preliminary procedure which results
in selecting the cases which will be later examined by the Supreme Court.
The Code specifies the situations in which the cassation complaint can be
effectively filed as well as the situations in which its submission is not allowed.
This category includes the so-called legally existing judgments (sententia
existens), entitlement to submit a cassation complaint, suability of a judgment
with a cassation complaint, limitations of ratione materiae and ratione valoris,
as well as the submission of a complaint within a specified period of time. The
analysis of regulations allows to ascertain whether in a given case a given entity
is entitled to submit such a complaint. An admissible complaint is the one which
may be filed by a given entity in relation to a specific judgment, the one which
fulfils all the structural and formal elements, the one which was appropriately
paid for and submitted by an attorney within a required time limit. Failure to
fulfil any of the above-mentioned conditions leads to the inadmissibility of a cassation complaint. As a result of it, a cassation complaint will be rejected.
IV. Submission of a cassation complaint is dependent on the exhaustion
of the so-called course of the instance. In Polish civil procedure there is no possibility of submitting a cassation complaint if the appeal instance was omitted
by a party (the so-called leap-frog procedure). The legal validity of a judgment
of a court of the second instance is the precondition for the admissibility of a cassation complaint14. A cassation complaint may be filed only against a judgment
which ends the proceedings in a case, i.e. which finishes the dispute. Therefore, a party cannot effectively submit a complaint against a cassatory verdict
of a court of the second instance. An extraordinary appellate measure can be
used exclusively against judgments of utmost procedural significance. A cassation complaint in the Polish civil procedure may be filed against legally valid
verdicts of a court of second instance, as well as some decisions completing
the proceedings in a given case15. A cassation complaint may be used exclusively
against the decisions which bring about the most significant procedural effects,

13
In cases examined in non-litigious proceedings the Polish Code of Civil Procedure specifically determines the catalogue of cases in which a cassation complaint can be filed.
14
T. Zembrzuski, Skarga kasacyjna…, p. 169.
15
R. Obrębski, Pojęcie postanowień kończących postępowanie w sprawach cywilnych [The
notion of decisions concluding proceedings in civil cases], “Przegląd Sądowy” 2000, No. 11–12,
p. 124.
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i.e. the ones pertaining to the rejection of a lawsuit and discontinuation of proceedings.
A cassation complaint may be submitted only by a party to the proceedings16.
In some cases such an entitlement is granted to the Attorney General, the Polish Ombudsman or the Ombudsman for Children, if the complaint touches upon
the issues of a public character and is related to the scope of activity of these entities. The entitlement of a party to file a cassation complaint is of major relevance.
If a person entitled to file a complaint does so, the entitlement of other entities to
file a complaint is excluded in this regard.
V. The limitations of ratione materiae make it possible to conduct a qualitative decision-making policy by means of excluding specific types of cases from
the control of the Supreme Court. These exclusions are of an enumerative character. They constitute a catalogue of non-cassation cases. It is assumed that some
cases do not require the examination by the Supreme Court, because the priority
should sometimes be granted to the efficiency and rapidity of the proceedings17.
The causes for limiting the access to the Supreme Court are varied18. One may
enumerate the need for a quick adjudication of a dispute, a lower rate of complexity
of certain matters or a low value of the subject matter of the dispute. A cassation
complaint is not admissible for instance in cases regarding divorce, separation,
alimony, lease and tenancy rent, as well as the infringement of one’s possession.
Automatic enumeration of the category of non-cassation cases, in which no controversies, errors or doubts exist, seems disputable.
Limitations of ratione valoris are of a quantitative character and relate to
cases regarding property rights. The inadmissibility of a cassation complaint is
influenced by the appraisal of the value of the subject matter of a claim. Its indication in the complaint is the obligation of the plaintiff. The complaint is in principle inadmissible if the value of the subject matter of the claim is lower than
50,000 PLN19; whereas in cases pertaining to labour law and insurance law, if it
is lower than 10,000 PLN20. In practice there are attempts to artificially dodge
the limitations by means of increasing or modifying the value of the subject matter of the dispute. Such actions are bound to fail and the complaint is rejected.
Limitations of ratione valoris protect the Supreme Court against dealing with
an excessive number of cassation complaints and enable the efficient functioning
of this institution. The amount of the thresholds as conditions enabling the sub16
In the previously prevailing revisional system the entitlement to submit an extraordinary
appellate measure was granted exclusively to public entities. Parties could only direct a motion to
prepare and submit an extraordinary revision in their case to such an entity.
17
T. Ereciński, Kilka uwag o modelu kasacji…, p. 194.
18
T. Ereciński, Apelacja i kasacja w procesie cywilnym [Appeal and cassation complaint in
civil proceedings], Warszawa 1996, p. 107.
19
Around 12,000 euro.
20
Around 2,400 euro.
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mission of a cassation complaint in property-related cases seems quite high. An
assumption that judgments in “more expensive” cases are the ones which usually
deserve a repeated examination is not appropriate.
VI. The access to the Supreme Court is dependent on the appropriate formulation of a cassation complaint. A party is obliged to take into account the structural
(qualified) and formal (regular) requirements. The complaint should be written
in Polish, and in principle it should be submitted by an attorney or a legal advisor.
The civil procedure is formalised with regard to a cassation complaint. Preparation of a cassation complaint should be conducted in a fully professional manner21. The formal requirements provided in the Polish Code of Civil Procedure
translate to the quality of the prepared cassation complaint and are related to
the access to the Supreme Court. Structural elements of a complaint characterise
it as an extraordinary appellate measure. Formal elements of the complaint characterise it as a lawsuit document.
Structural elements of a cassation complaint include the indication of the judgment in relation to which it is submitted, whether it is questioned partially or
entirely; indication of the grounds for cassation and their justification; request for
accepting the cassation complaint for examination and its justification; application
for annulment or annulment and change of the judgment in question. Formal elements signify the requirement pertaining to the conditions for ordinary pleadings,
as well as require the indication of the value of the subject matter of the claim.
If a party has failed to fulfil the regular requirements of the cassation complaint, the court will call a party to do so. There is no such possibility in the case
of structural elements. In such a case the court rejects the cassation complaint
a limine. These deficiencies of a complaint cannot be remedied22. An improper
preparation and submission of a cassation complaint closes the access to
the Supreme Court.
The increase of the formalism of cassation proceedings and the introduction of severe sanctions is also exemplified by the deprivation of the parties
of the capacity to appear as litigants and by the requirement of being represented
in the proceedings before the Supreme Court by professional legal representatives
– attorneys and legal advisors23. What is also of importance is the professionalism, quality and competence of preparation of a cassation complaint. This limita21
Ł. Błaszczak, Dopuszczalność skargi kasacyjnej w procesie cywilnym ze względu na wymagania formalne i konstrukcyjne [Admissibility of the cassation complaint in civil law proceedings on account of formal and structural requirements], “Radca Prawny” 2008, No. 3, p. 8.
22
A. Zieliński, Zasada formalizmu procesowego w nowelizacjach kodeksu postępowania
cywilnego [The principle of procedural formalism in amendments of the Polish Code of Civil
Procedure], (in:) Ewolucja polskiego postępowania cywilnego wobec przemian politycznych, społecznych i gospodarczych [Evolution of the Polish civil procedure in view of political, social and
economical changes], Warszawa 2009, p. 112.
23
T. Zembrzuski, Skarga kasacyjna…, p. 276.
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tion contributes to a significant improvement of the quality of the proceedings24.
The party may not personally prepare and submit a cassation complaint. The
necessity to use the services of professional legal representation comprises not
only the preparation and submission of the cassation complaint, but also includes
all activities in the proceedings before the Supreme Court. The advantages related
to the validity of the obligation to use attorney’s or legal advisor’s services prevail
over the increase of the costs of such proceedings.
VII. A cassation complaint should be submitted within two months25
of the date of delivery of the judgment of the court of the second instance together
with the grounds of the judgment in question. The date is not subject to any modifications. Nonetheless, in the event of infringements a party may request the court
to reinstate the missed deadline.
Submission of a cassation complaint is dependent on the so-called cassation
complaint announcement. The party should first file an application for preparation
and delivery of the grounds of the judgment of the court of the second instance.
The application should be filed within a week of the announcement of the verdict
of the court of the second instance. The delivery of the grounds of the judgment
in question commences the period for delivery of the cassation complaint. Such
a requirement enables the party, and imposes on them the obligation, to acquaint
themselves with the motives of the verdict of the court of the second instance. It
induces additional afterthoughts and considerations on the advisability of the submission of the cassation complaint.
A cassation complaint is submitted to the Supreme Court through the court
of the second instance, which has issued the challenged judgment. The court
of the second instance is not entitled to substantively control the cassation complaint. It exclusively performs the formal control, without analysing the essence
of the cassation complaint. After the expiration of the period for submission
of the answer for the cassation complaint or after the delivery of the answer to
the other party, the case files are transferred to the Supreme Court. The Supreme
Court investigates the admissibility of the cassation complaint for the second time.
VIII. Admissible cassation complaints which were not rejected are subject
to the procedure of preliminary cassation acceptance in order to accept them for
consideration. This pertains to the selection of complaints conducted for the purpose of advisability of their essential examination, i.e. whether there is a need
24
T. Ereciński, Kilka refleksji o przymusie adwokacko-radcowskim [Some remarks on the
principle of compulsory representation by a lawyer], (in:) XX lat samorządu radców prawnych,
Warszawa 2002, p. 59; T. Zembrzuski, Kilka uwag o przymusie adwokacko-radcowskim w postępowaniu przed Sądem Najwyższym po nowelizacji Kodeksu postępowania cywilnego [Some
remarks about representation by a lawyer in the Supreme Court after the amendment of the Polish
Code of Civil Procedure], “Przegląd Sądowy” 2006, No. 1, p. 122.
25
A longer – six-month – period is provided for the Attorney General, the Polish Ombudsman
and the Ombudsman for Children.
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to express an opinion in the case by the highest court instance. This selection
is performed exclusively by the Supreme Court. The preliminary acceptance is
of a sine partes character. This is a preliminary procedure26. The court issues
a decision on either the acceptance or refusal of examination of the complaint.
Exclusively accepted complaints will be subject to substantive control.
The party should include an application for the acceptance of the cassation
complaint therein and justify it. The applicant should cite legal argumentation
which should demonstrate that one of the preconditions specified in the act appears
in the complaint. The complaint is accepted for consideration if the Supreme
Court ascertains the existence of a significant legal issue, the need for interpreting legal regulations which inspire doubts or cause divergences in courts’ judgments, the proceedings turned out to be invalid or when the cassation complaint is
clearly justified. Otherwise the Court will refuse to accept the cassation complaint
for examination. It is assumed that essential legal issues are those which represent a legal problem that has not yet been settled by the Supreme Court or when
there are significant divergent opinions in this regard. The need for interpretation
of legal regulations exists when there is no unified or determined jurisprudence or
when the adopted interpretation is evidently wrong. A clear legitimacy of the cassation complaint is related to a situation when the infringement of the law is evident and visible prima facie27.
Although the prerequisites for preliminary acceptance, which condition
the access to the Supreme Court, are formulated in a general manner, one may
appoint specific meaning to them. The appraisal of these prerequisites depends
on the analysis of an individual case. Thanks to this, the mechanism proves to be
efficient in different, complicated cases and does not require corrections depending on the changing circumstances.
The procedure of preliminary acceptance of cassation complaints most efficiently selects the cases deserving a third essential examination. This is performed from the perspective of circumstances closely tied with the most basic
tasks of the Supreme Court. Only the most complicated, gravest, precedent cases
which may serve the purpose of developing the law as well as unifying jurisdiction are directed to the Supreme Court. This mechanism eliminates complaints
which lack juridical gravity. Only those complaints which serve the public interest are accepted for examination. On the other hand, the selection also allows for
the protection of private interest of the parties.
The preliminary acceptance procedure does not constitute a limitation
of the admissibility of the complaint. It is an additional, independent instrument
regulating access to the Supreme Court. Selection of admissible complaints with
26

p. 415.
27

J. Gudowski, Kasacja w świetle projektu…, p. 37; T. Zembrzuski, Skarga kasacyjna…,
T. Zembrzuski, Skarga kasacyjna…, p. 415.
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regard to preliminary acceptance is a better solution than developing limitations
related to the admissibility of cassation complaints.
IX. The examination of the admissibility of cassation complaints and performance of preliminary acceptance procedure are conducted in cassation proceedings in a specific order. All prerequisites enabling the access to the Supreme
Court and aiming at the verification of the legally valid judgment of a court
of the second instance are significant from the very beginning of the proceedings
before the Supreme Court. A cassation complaint which passes both stages positively will be admitted to the last stage, consisting in substantive examination
of the merits of a complaint.
The cassation complaint should be based on the grounds enumerated in article 3983 of the Polish Code of Civil Procedure. The party should indicate errors
made by the court of appeal that pertain to the judgment in question. The cassation complaint may be based on an infringement of the substantive law due to an
incorrect interpretation or application of legal provisions. It may also be based
on the infringement of procedural law, if such an infringement may have had
a significant influence on the result of the case28. Infringements of the law which
cannot be included in any of these two bases will not be subject to the evaluation
by the Supreme Court. For instance objections pertaining to the determination
of facts or evaluation of evidence cannot constitute the grounds for a cassation
complaint. The scope of control performed by the Supreme Court is specified
by the parties. The Supreme Court is bound by the findings made by the courts
of the first and second instance.
The indication and justification of at least one basis is the structural element
of a cassation complaint, although the evaluation of this element is of relevance
with regard to the substantial examination of the cassation complaint. While
examining a cassation complaint the Supreme Court checks whether the indication of the infringement of the law, as a basis for cassation, was legitimate. The
proceedings are exclusively limited to the investigation of the indicated grounds,
with consideration of the circumstances, which the court is obliged to take into
account ex officio, i.e. the invalidity of the proceedings. As a result of the examination of the cassation complaint it is possible to set aside the challenged judgment
or to issue a judgment on the merits.
X. The requirements for cassation complaints are high and difficult to fulfil.
The special character of the cassation complaint, the relevance of the institution
of the preliminary acceptance29, as well as other limitations which may appear,
justify the thesis that Polish civil litigation law provides only a narrow access to
the Supreme Court.
In the case of the Attorney General, the Polish Ombudsman and the Ombudsman for Children the basis is narrower. It is related to the scope of activity of these entities.
29
As a result of the preliminary acceptance procedure about 70% of all cassation complaints
are refused to be examined.
28
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The regulation of the access to the Supreme Court is the result of a compromise between the colliding public and private interests. The entirety of the limitations and the character of the cassation complaint indicate a strong domination
of the public interest30. The Polish civil procedure ensures protection of the rights
of individuals before the Supreme Court against evident errors of the judicature.
However, the admission and examination of the essence of the cassation complaint is possible when public functions of the Supreme Court may be realised.
The essence of the cassation complaint and the narrow access to the Supreme
Court should be interpreted jointly with the appeal cum beneficio novorum, which
as an ordinary appellate measure, serves to amend the legal and factual errors.
The appeal cum beneficio novorum allows a party to have their case examined
substantively twice. The cassation complaint in the Polish legal system and
the regulation of access to the Supreme Court, as in many other legal systems,
aims at ensuring an appropriate interpretation of the law by courts of general
jurisdiction, as well as serves the purpose of providing and maintaining the unity
of courts’ decisions. The Supreme Court should serve the stability, durability and
reliability of the law. It should be the counterweight to the variability and randomness of statutory regulations. The consideration of cassation complaints should
actively serve the development of the law, although it is combined with the existence of a system which significantly limits the access to the Supreme Court.
The evolution of the character of the cassation complaint in Poland and
the access to the Supreme Court have brought them closer to the standards
adopted in other member states of the European Union31. The transformation
of the cassation complaint into an extraordinary appellate measure, as well as
the previously existing limitations, are not inconsistent with the solutions proposed in the recommendations of the Committee of Ministers of the Council
of Europe. On the contrary – they constitute their practical realisation32. The
development of conditions of admissibility of cassation complaints, or selecting
admissible complaints during the preliminary cassation acceptance procedure
are also not isolated phenomena. Such legislative procedures are an indication
of the general tendency present in numerous European countries, whose systems
and institutions mutually affect each other and lead to the improvement of civil
law proceedings being carried out.
T. Zembrzuski, Ewolucja charakteru skargi kasacyjnej…, p. 337.
T. Ereciński, Kilka uwag o modelu kasacji…, p. 97; T. Ereciński, O nowelizacji kodeksu
postępowania cywilnego w ogólności [About the amendment of the Code of Civil Procedure in
general], “Przegląd Sądowy” 1996, No. 10, p. 8.
32
K. Kołakowski, Refleksje wokół kasacji w procesie cywilnym [Remarks on cassation in
civil proceedings], “Przegląd Sądowy” 1997, No. 7–8, p. 20; T. Wiśniewski, Problematyka instancyjności postępowania sądowego w sprawach cywilnych [Issues of the existence of instances in
court proceedings], (in:) Ars et usus. Księga pamiątkowa ku czci Sędziego Stanisława Rudnickiego
[Ars et usus, Commemorative book in memory of the judge Stanisław Rudnicki], Warszawa 2005,
p. 320.
30
31
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ACCESS TO THE SUPREME COURT – POLISH APPROACH

Summary
The article presents the evolution of cassation complaint in Polish civil procedure.
The author describes the nature of this appellate measure and the requirements of its
admissibility. Aditionally, the text provides an insight into a preliminary procedure
designed to select cassation complaints, which will be subsequently examined by
the Supreme Court on the merits. The author depicts the evolution of Polish cassation into
an extraordinary appellate measure and analyses how it has affected access to the Supreme
Court. He argues that the preliminary acceptance procedure does not constitute
a limitation of the admissibility of the cassation complaint. It is an additional, independent
instrument regulating access to the Supreme Court. In his view, selection of admissible
complaints with regard to preliminary acceptance is a better solution than developing
limitations related to the admissibility of cassation complaints. The author concludes
that requirements for cassation complaints are high and difficult to fulfil. The special
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character of cassation complaint, the relevance of the institution of preliminary selection,
as well as other limitations, justify the thesis that Polish procedural law provides only
a narrow access to the Supreme Court.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The right to enjoy assistance of a professional representative for the purpose
of litigation in civil matters in some cases transforms into an obligation conditioning the effectiveness of certain procedural steps. Consequently, legal limitation
of the capacity to bring proceedings in the Polish legal system is essential for
access to the courts at certain stages of civil proceedings, as well as in certain
categories of cases. As provided by Art. 871 § 1 of the Code of Civil Procedure
(hereinafter CCP), representation of parties by attorneys and legal counsels is
obligatory in proceedings before the Supreme Court. This applies to the proceedings initiated by a cassation appeal (Art. 3981 et seq. CCP), an action for finding
a final decision unlawful (Art. 4241 et seq. CCP), initiated by a complaint filed
at the Supreme Court (Art. 3941 CCP), by an action for reopening proceedings
brought to the Supreme Court (Art. 412 § 4 CCP). As K. Knoppek rightly pointed
out, this mandate also applies to the proceedings conducted by the Supreme Court
in civil matters in the formal sense (art. 1 in fine CCP), for example in case of questioning the validity of parliamentary and presidential elections brought before
the Supreme Court Chamber of Labour, Social Security and Public Affairs1. The
obligation to establish a professional representative for the purpose of litigation
also applies to procedural steps relating to the proceedings before the Supreme
Court taken before a court of lower instance. These steps are steps in the so-called
pre-instance proceedings caused by bringing – via a lower instance court – a legal
remedy before the Supreme Court2.
The provision also applies to a situation when the Supreme Court examines
a complaint against the excessive length of proceedings, regulated by the Act of 17
1
2

K. Knoppek, Komentarz do art. 87(1), (in:) Kodeks postępowania cywilnego, LEX 2013.
H. Pietrzkowski, Metodyka pracy sędziego w sprawach cywilnych, Warszawa 2011, p. 203.
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June 2004 on an appeal against a breach of the right of a party to have their case
heard in preparatory proceedings conducted or supervised by a prosecutor and
judicial proceedings without undue delay3. Also in accordance with Art. 4 para
4 of the Act of 17 December 2009 on pursuing claims in class actions4 a claimant must be obligatorily represented by an attorney or a legal counsel, unless
the claimant is an attorney or a legal counsel.
However, this paper will be narrowed down to the issues of proceedings
before the Supreme Court, in particular in relation to the proceedings initiated by
lodging a cassation appeal.
There is no doubt that the importance of mandatory representation by an
attorney or legal counsel for access to courts in civil cases is expressed mainly
in the problem of costs of establishing a professional representative for the purpose of litigation, which is a barrier to access to courts for persons with low
income, insufficient to establish a professional representative out of choice.
Due to the current structure of attorney–legal counsel mandatory representation, a number of doubts arise. First of all, with regard to the validity of application
of this limitation, as well as the personal and material scope of its introduction.
Personal aspects relate to the circle of professional representatives who should
be authorised to provide legal assistance in cases falling under mandatory representation, while material problems relate to stages of proceedings or category
of cases in which mandatory representation should apply, despite the specified
limitation in access to the courts. As indicated in the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights, the right to justice is not absolute – it may be subject to specific limitations. Due to its nature it requires regulation by the state,
and is also dependent on the time and place, and suitably adapted to the needs
and capabilities of communities and individuals5. The introduction of such solutions is the responsibility of countries that can apply most effective regulations
in this respect. However, the final assessment of the validity limiting access to
the courts lies with the Court as its task does not entail acting in place of national
authorities in assessing the best possible policy in this area6, but determining and
verifying this policy for the citizens of the State responsible for the action. The
Court must be certain that the applied limitations do not restrict or narrow access
to the courts for an entity in such a way or to such an extent that the very essence
of the right to the courts would be violated. Furthermore, the limitation will not
be in accordance with Art. 6 para 1 of the Convention if a reasonable relation-

Journal of Laws, No. 179, item 1843 as amended.
Journal of Laws of 2010, No. 7, item 44; SC resolution of seven judges – legal principle
of 17 November 2004, III SPP 42/04, SC Bulletin 2004, No. 11, item 20.
5
Golder v. Great Britain judgment of 21 February 1975, 4451/70, § 38.
6
Klass and others v. Germany judgment of 6 September 1978, 5029/71, § 49.
3
4
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ship of proportionality between the employed remedies and the aim sought to be
achieved has not been reached7.
Such a perception of access to courts and its limitations also applies to regulations covering restriction of the capacity to bring proceedings through the introduction of mandatory performance of procedural steps involving professional
representatives for the purpose of litigation. Undoubtedly, excessive expansion
of the personal scope of this constraint, thus reducing the possibility of independent acting before a court (or the use of assistance of non-professional representatives), especially with improper use of the so-called law of the poor, can be judged
as a restriction of access to courts in civil cases. Hence the need to balance this
structure and, above all, use mandatory representation in proceedings of a special
nature, distinctive for their complexity and precedential character, including proceedings before the courts of high status in the national justice system examining
extraordinary legal remedies.
The subject of this paper is to consider the optimal shape of mandatory representation by an attorney or a legal counsel, justified in view of the increased
formalism of certain proceedings in civil cases, but at the same time retaining
an appropriate scope of access to courts in these cases, also with appropriate
employment of the institution of legal aid ex officio as a mechanism extending
access for this kind of procedural measures for persons with low incomes (under
the so-called law of the poor).

2. ACCESS TO COURTS IN TERMS OF LEGAL AID IN CIVIL
MATTERS – BASIC ISSUES
The right to justice is not a right of a singular nature but an aggregate of partial
entitlements between which there is a feedback loop. This feedback means that
inadequate implementation of one of these powers affects negatively the actual
provision of the employment of another right by individuals seeking legal protection, and vice versa – appropriate standards of one entitlement positively affect
the proper execution of another (it is sufficient to analyse such a relationship
between the right of access to courts and the right to a fair hearing). These interactions between elements of the right to justice mean that effective state action
must have only a coherent and systemic nature, relating to all aspects of this right
equally. Concentration of state action only on some elements of the right to justice results in this right not being fully realised. The Constitutional Court points
7
I.a. Winterwerp v. The Netherlands judgment of 24 October 1979, 6301/73, § 60 and 75,
ZNP v. Poland judgement of 21 September 2004, 42029/98, §§ 28–29.
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out in its case-law that the right to justice in international law and constitutional
terms comprises in particular:
1) the right of access to courts, i.e. the right to initiate proceedings before
a court (independent and impartial);
2) the right to a relevant shape of the judicial procedure, in accordance with
the requirements of fairness and openness;
3) the right to a court judgment, i.e. the right to obtain a binding settlement
of the case by the court8.
One of the barriers to access to courts in addition to the issue of costs of proceedings is a mental barrier resulting from a lack of confidence in state authorities
and lack of comprehension of formalised court procedures. Hence, the participation of a professional representative for the purpose of litigation, in some cases
court-assigned, becomes essential. There is an established view in the literature
that an attorney (presently a legal counsel as well) plays an extremely important role of the party’s interpreter of the barely comprehensible legal language9.
This is all the more important in the Polish legal system – which, regrettably,
features very difficult legal language that becomes less and less comprehensible
to a “grey” citizen, and legal acts are indeed supposed to regulate social life. It
is difficult to keep the citizens in touch with their content (too many “technical”
changes in the formulated regulations)10. Therefore, one should consider as accurate the position of the Court saying that failure to provide the applicant with legal
aid may violate Art. 6 of the Convention when the presence of a professional representative is necessary for effective access to a court, or when legal representation
is considered mandatory in various types of disputes because of the complexity
of proceedings or type of case11. However, the state has no obligation to provide,
using public funds, free legal aid to a person wishing to initiate cassation proceedings, nor to provide equality of opportunity between the person using such
assistance and the opposing party if each of them had the opportunity to present
their case under conditions that do not place them under significant disadvantage
in relation to the adversary12. Thus, it is necessary to talk about the need to ensure
a representative for the purpose of litigation only to the person who is entitled to
benefit from the so-called law of the poor. A different approach should be considered in terms of inability to defend their rights by a party, and this is in clear
contradiction with the idea of the right to justice. The duty of the state is not abso8

there.

CT judgment of 9 June 1998, K 28/97, OTK 1998, No. 4, item 50 and the literature quoted

E. Wengerek, Dostępność procesu cywilnego w krajach socjalistycznych, “Palestra” 1977,
No. 11, p. 10.
10
P. Pogonowski, Realizacja prawa do sądu w postępowaniu cywilnym, Warszawa 2005,
p. 91.
11
Laskowska v. Poland judgment of 13 March 2007, 77765/01, § 51.
12
M. A. Nowicki, Komentarz do art. 6, (w:) Wokół Konwencji Europejskiej. Komentarz do
Europejskiej Konwencji Praw Człowieka, LEX 2013.
9
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lute and therefore in each individual case, also in relation to initiating proceedings
before the Supreme Court, the legitimacy of establishing legal aid ex officio for
the purposes of these proceeding should be assessed.
This does not mean, however, that the role of the state is to oblige the attorney, whether court-assigned or not, to institute any proceedings or bring any
legal remedies against his opinion on the chances of success of such an action or
measure. From the nature of things, such powers of the State would be detrimental to the essential role of independent legal professions in a democratic society,
which is based on trust between attorneys and their clients. The Court emphasises
that the State is responsible for ensuring necessary balance between, on the one
hand, effective use of access to justice, and on the other hand, the independence
of the legal profession13.
The presence of a professional representative for the purpose of litigation
is particularly important in those proceedings and categories of cases in which we
deal with increased formalism. Formalism is an intrinsic feature of proceedings
and, in the case of a fair procedure, the determinants of its limits are equality
of parties, efficiency and rationality of proceedings. As indicated by S. Cieślak,
procedural formalism is a guarantee of protection of proceedings-related interests
of the persons acting in the proceedings and ensures predictability of proceedings
(stabilisation of the legal situation of individuals acting in proceedings). Thanks
to this characteristic (trait) of civil procedure, that is its formalism, actions taken
by individuals can be properly regulated and performed, and their procedural
interests can get proper protection14. However, the levels of formality at different
stages and types of proceedings sometimes vary depending on the assumptions
of the legislature, and therefore we deal with proceedings of reduced levels of formalisation (an example of which is separate proceedings in matters of labour and
social security law), but also with proceedings of high degrees of formality due
to their specific nature – as is the case in proceedings before the Supreme Court.
With regard to the latter, it seems that the application of mandatory representation
by an attorney or legal counsel is not so much a limitation but a solution beneficial for the party who thus obtains a guarantee of representation of their interests
by a professional and not a person whose preparation to participate in such proceedings is at least questionable (in practice this is currently the case of pseudo-professional representatives operating under the “permanent mandate contract
relationship” with the party).
To sum up, in a democratic society the right to a fair trial takes such an
important place that any interpretation restricting Art. 6 para 1 of the Convention
corresponds to neither the purpose nor the nature of this article. It is therefore
applied at the level of the highest judicial authority in a manner dependent on
13
14

Staroszczyk v. Poland judgment of 22 March 2007, 59519/00, § 133.
S. Cieślak, Formalizm postępowania cywilnego, Warszawa 2008, p. 119.
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the special function of the proceedings. Due to the special role of these courts,
the proceedings that take place before them may be more formalised than in other
courts, especially with the involvement of mandatory representation by an attorney or a legal counsel. Restrictions may not, however, lead to a restriction or
reduction of access to courts in a manner or to an extent resulting in violation
of the substance of that right. Restrictions are not in accordance with Art. 6 para
1 of the Convention if they do not pursue a legitimate aim or if there is no reasonable proportion between the employed remedies and the aim to be achieved15.
As indicated, the introduction of a higher level of formality in proceedings
before the Supreme Court is certainly justified by the extraordinary nature
of the remedies. Thus, the introduction of mandatory representation by an attorney or a legal counsel on the one hand is a restriction of access to the courts,
but on the other hand – assuming proper functioning in a given legal system
of the so-called law of the poor – is an important instrument to support the parties
(participants) of proceedings who without appropriate qualifications would not be
able to effectively act on their own in such a formalised procedure.
The requirement of representation by an attorney (legal counsel) before the cassation court cannot in itself be regarded as contrary to Art. 6 of the Convention.
It is in an obvious way considered to be consistent with the role of the Supreme
Court as the court investigating remedies as regards the law, which is a common feature of legal systems of some Member States of the Council of Europe16.
Hence the need to balance the structure of mandatory representation by an attorney or legal counsel in connection with an acceptable level of increased formality
of proceedings before the Supreme Court.

3. THE ESSENCE OF MANDATORY REPRESENTATION
BY AN ATTORNEY OR LEGAL COUNSEL IN THE POLISH
LEGAL SYSTEM
The essence of mandatory representation by an attorney or a legal counsel
entails excluding in proceedings before the Supreme Court the capacity to bring
proceedings or the capacity to personally take procedural steps by the party,
their authority, legal representative and representatives who are not attorneys or
legal advisers. Mandatory representation by an attorney or a legal counsel is not
only a limitation of the capacity to bring proceedings, but also narrows the circle of persons who may be representatives for the purpose of litigation in civil
proceedings to attorneys and legal counsels. Its role was perfectly depicted by
15
16

SC decision of 23 August 2002, I PZ 72/02, OSNP 2004, No. 11, item 196.
E.g. Gillow v. Great Britain judgment, 9063/80, § 69.
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F. X. Fierich stating that in the interests of the parties themselves, for the control
and help of the judge, in the interests of the proper conduct of the proceedings,
the participation of an attorney (now also a legal counsel) is desirable as a representative in the proceedings, even in those ones that are based on the principle
of oral proceedings17.
Mandatory representation by an attorney (or attorney or legal counsel) in different legal systems may take different forms and may have different personal
and material scope. T. Zembrzuski accurately states that within the institution
of attorney–legal counsel mandatory representation relative and absolute ones are
distinguished. The first one does not limit the possibility of taking procedural
steps by the party personally; however, it means that if a party wishes to use
the services of a representative, he may only be a professional representative, i.e.
an attorney or a legal counsel. In turn, absolute mandatory representation means
that the actions of parties to proceedings do not produce any legal effect and their
interests can be represented only by attorneys and legal counsels. It is an exception which results from the assumption that mandatory representation cannot be
imposed on parties in normal, regular suits18. The first form of mandatory representation is most common in the common law system, and the second one occurs
in the states of continental procedural law, including the Polish legal system.
In accordance with Art. 1 of the Act of 23 November 2002 on the Supreme
Court19, the Supreme Court is the judicial authority, established, inter alia, to
administer justice by ensuring, within supervision, compliance with the law and
the uniformity of jurisprudence of common and military courts by recognizing
cassation appeals and other remedies (in the case of civil proceedings – extraordinary legal remedies). Thus, the systemic function of the Supreme Court is to
exercise judicial supervision, including ensuring uniformity of jurisprudence
of common courts of law. The introduction of mandatory representation by an
attorney or a legal counsel is justified by the fact that control of a contested decision in the framework of the cassation proceedings concerns only the question
of a legal nature, often with a very complex character20. Essential for the implementation of this task is the material level of remedies filed to the Supreme Court
and other pleadings going beyond the individual interest of the applicant, and
also based on legal foundations strictly defined by the law. Participation of a professional representative for the purpose of litigation is supposed to ensure an
appropriate level of professionalism in a situation where the party (a participant

F. X. Fierich, O stronach i zastępcach, Kraków 1905, p. 85.
T. Zembrzuski, Skarga kasacyjna. Dostępność w postępowaniu cywilnym, Warszawa
2009, p. 330 and the literature quoted there.
19
Consolidated text, Journal of Laws of 2013, No. 499 as amended.
20
A. Góra-Błaszczykowska, Środki zaskarżenia w postępowaniu cywilnym. Komentarz do
art. 367–42412 k.p.c., Warszawa 2014, p. 230.
17

18
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in the non-litigious proceedings) intends to perform actions before the Supreme
Court.
Art. 871 § 1 CCP specifies that a party can be obligatorily represented by an
attorney or a legal counsel. On the other hand, §§ 2 and 3 of this provision state
that this restriction does not apply in the proceedings for exemption from court
costs and the establishment of an attorney or a legal counsel, or when the party,
their organisational unit, their statutory representative or proxy is a judge, a public prosecutor, a notary public, or a professor or a habilitated doctor of law, and
also where one of the parties, their organisational unit or their statutory representative is an attorney, a legal counsel or a counsellor of the General Prosecutor’s Office of the State Treasury. Mandatory representation does not apply either
when the representation of the State Treasury is performed by the General Prosecutor’s Office of the State Treasury. It is worth noting that exemption from attorney–legal counsel mandatory representation also includes foreign lawyers named
in this provision, provided they fulfil conditions laid down in the Act of 5 July
2002 on the provision of legal aid by foreign lawyers in the Republic of Poland.
These exclusions should be considered correct, because since at the basis of mandatory representation by an attorney or legal counsel lies ensuring a proper level
of professionalism, certainly persons indicated in these regulations hold qualifications comparable to an attorney or a legal counsel acting as a representative
of the party.
It is worth noting that an entity mentioned in Art. 871 § 2 CCP acting
in the case as a representative for the purpose of litigation (Art. 87 § 1 CCP)
may bring a cassation complaint also on behalf of the represented party21. Thus,
a legal counsel representing their parents and other relatives mentioned in Art. 87
§ 1 CCP may lodge a cassation appeal on their behalf 22. Similarly, a legal counsel
may be a representative of an employee in matters of labour law when acting as
a representative of a trade union (Art. 465 § 1 sentence 1 CCP) and if he is a legal
counsel of a trade union he may, on behalf of the employee, also lodge an appeal
in cassation (Art. 465 para 1 sentence 1 CCP)23.
It should be emphasized that the broad interpretation of the circle of entities
named in Art. 871 § 2 CCP is in no case justified. Certainly this circle does not
include lay judges, even if they hold a record of long service24. However, attorneys, legal advisers, and also retired judges, prosecutors and notaries do not only
retain the professional title used so far, but belong to the class of persons specified
in § 2 of art. 871 CCP, which is justified because the mere fact of retirement is not

SC decision of 6 February 1997, II CKN 77/96, OSP 1997, No. 9, item 168.
SC decision of 24 March1997, I CZ 15/97, Prok. i Pr. 1998, No. 3, p. 41.
23
SC decision of 27 August 1996, I PKN 6/96, Legalis.
24
SC decision of 17 December 1996, II UZ 8/96, OSNAPiUS 1997, No. 15, item 281.
21
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equivalent to the loss of professional qualifications25. Thus, a retired legal counsel is entitled to filing of a cassation appeal personally in a case in which he is
a party26. The adoption of this interpretation – in light of the content of Art. 871 § 2
CCP – cannot be extended in the event of a retired attorney (legal counsel) acting
as a representative for the purpose of litigation, even if he represents a member
of his immediate family under due authorisation27.
As noted by A. Zieliński, a serious problem emerges in a situation when
the party is represented by its organisational unit (Art. 67 § 1 CCP)28. In such
situations, the Supreme Court held that mandatory representation by an attorney
does not apply when a party acts through a single-person organisational unit, and
the organisational unit performing the function is an attorney or a legal counsel.
According to the theory of a body, an action of the body is treated as an action
of a legal person (Art. 38 of the Civil Code). Then it is reasonable to assume that
the situation is analogous when the party in a case is an attorney or legal counsel. The state of affairs needs to be assessed differently when the party’s organisational unit is composed of multiple persons. The Supreme Court discussed
this issue on the example of a residential community board. In accordance with
Art. 21. Para 1 of the Act on the Ownership of Premises, if the board is composed
of several persons, a declaration of intent is given by at least two of its members on behalf of the residential community. This way of representation implies
interaction of at least two representatives. With such an understanding of a joint
representation, action, both of substantive and procedural law, constitutes an act
of a party only when it is performed by two people. If one statement only comes
from an attorney or legal counsel and the other from a person who does not have
such status, the statement of that other person, under the conditions of existence
of mandatory representation by an attorney, remains ineffective29.
At the outset of this discussion the material scope of an attorney or a legal
counsel mandatory representation was outlined. Due to the fact that – as already
specified – this mandatory representation limits the capability to bring proceedings, its scope cannot be interpreted broadly. One should agree with P. Telenga,
according to whom disputable seems the view that procedural steps taken before
a court of a lower order and relating to the proceedings before the Supreme
Court should already include filing of an application for the delivery of the judgment together with the reasons because this act is addressed always and solely
to the court that delivered the judgment, and not to the Supreme Court, and if
More in K. Flaga-Gieruszyńska, Glosa do uchwały SN z 21.10.1997, III ZP 16/97, “Rejent”
1998, No. 9, p. 105.
26
SC judgment of 24 November 1997, II CKN 270/97, OSNC 1998, No. 5, item 82.
27
SC decision of 20 July 2012, II CZ 68/12, Legalis.
28
A. Zieliński (in:) A. Zieliński (ed.), Kodeks postępowania cywilnego. Komentarz, Warszawa
2014, p. 199.
29
SC decision of 23 February 2012, V CZ 136/11, LEX No. 1265590.
25
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the judgment is not challenged, this act will remain in no relation to the proceedings before the Supreme Court30. Similarly, the Supreme Court emphasised that
the request for delivering the judgment of the court of second instance together
with the reasons filed under Art. 387 § 3 of the CCP is not a procedural step relating to proceedings before the Supreme Court within the meaning of Art. 871 § 1
CCP 31. On the other hand, the obligation of maintaining attorney–legal counsel
mandatory representation also applies to a pleading connected to complementing
formal deficiencies of the cassation32. In the literature, the acts named in Art. 871
§ 1 CCP, taken before a court of lower instance, include: all procedural steps to
remedy formal deficiencies of a cassation appeal or a complaint (with the exception of filing an application for exemption from court costs and for establishing an
attorney or a legal counsel), and furthermore, steps in the proceedings initiated by
restoring the time limit for lodging an appeal in cassation appeal, as well as those
related to filing a complaint against the dismissal of a cassation33.
An important issue is the situation of a person who previously, in the absence
of such an obligation, acted in the proceedings without an attorney or a legal
counsel if this person does not have sufficient funds to establish such a representative. The question arises whether the construction of attorney–legal counsel mandatory obligation will not result in closing access to proceedings before
the Supreme Court for such a person. In this case, however, there is no such danger, because during the course of the time period for lodging a cassation appeal,
the holder may request the establishment of a court-assigned attorney or legal
counsel. As a result, the time limit for lodging a cassation appeal runs only from
the date of delivery of the judgment together with the reasons on the court-assigned representative, if established (Art. 124 § 3 CCP). In addition, involuntary difficulties in obtaining legal assistance to prepare and lodge a cassation
appeal may justify restoring the time limit (Art. 168 CCP)34. However, the court
of appeal has no statutory obligation to establish a court-assigned representative
for the party in proceedings before the Supreme Court only because the party has
used such a representative in the proceedings before a court of first and second
instance35. In this case, general rules for granting legal aid based on an analysis
of the individual circumstances of the applicant apply.
Directly related to this issue is the problem of assessing by the court-assigned
representative whether there are objective grounds for bringing an extraordinary
30

2014.

P. Telenga, Komentarz aktualizowany do art. 87(1) Kodeksu postępowania cywilnego, LEX
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SC decision of 22 May 1997, III CZ 62/97, MoP 1998, No. 3, p. 4.
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remedy. The Supreme Court held that a court-assigned attorney is obliged to consider the circumstances of the case and to make a decision as to whether there
are grounds for lodging a complaint. If he finds no grounds to complain, he acts
in accordance with Art. 118 § 5 CCP. Another attorney is assigned for the party
only if the opinion of no grounds for filing a complaint was prepared without
observing principles of due diligence (Art. 118 § 6 CCP). Using legal assistance
of a court-assigned representative paid from public funds does not mean that
a party may seek a change of their designated representative when his assessment
of grounds for bringing extraordinary means of appeal to the Supreme Court is
different from the assessment presented by the party. Adopting such an assumption would constitute a denial of the point of the regulation of Art. 871 § 1 CCP
and the institution of legal assistance offered by qualified representatives for
the purpose of litigation itself 36.
It should be emphasised that pleadings covered by mandatory representation should be signed by an attorney or a legal counsel, therefore any indirect
forms of participation of a professional representative in this area are insufficient.
An attorney’s (legal counsel’s) “endorsement” of a cassation appeal brought by
a party who does not hold qualifications under Art. 3932 § 2 CCP does not meet
the requirement of mandatory representation by an attorney or legal counsel37.
Thus, a person holding a master’s degree in law who does not practice the indicated profession is not entitled to file a pleading to the Supreme Court38. But there
are no grounds to reject a cassation appeal in a situation where it has been signed
by both the attorney or legal counsel and the party, because the requirement
of mandatory representation by an attorney or legal counsel has been satisfied39.
It is important that the court examining the formal requirements of the pleading
does not examine who the real creator of the pleading is. This is due to the fact
that even if the pleading has been drawn up with the participation of third parties,
an attorney or legal counsel, by submitting his signature, takes full responsibility
for its content and the fulfilment of formal requirements and is thus responsible for procedural effects of bringing this pleading. However, the very signature
of the representative (and its significance) is not sufficient for maintaining mandatory representation by an attorney or legal counsel if the content of the complaint unequivocally demonstrates that it was drawn up by the parties themselves,
and its substantive level does not conform to the requirements which can be set
for even an average professional representative40. An opposite stance would be

SC decision of 10 February 2012, II CZ 156/11, LEX No. 1254661.
SC decision of 14 November 1997, III CZ 84/97, Prok. i Pr.-wkł. 1998, No. 5, p. 40.
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SC decision of 23 October 1996, II UZ 3/96, OSNP 1997, No. 10, item 175.
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in opposition to the idea of mandatory representation as a guarantee of professionalism of the filed pleadings.
It needs to be remembered, however, that – as rightly pointed out by I. Gil –
drawing up a legal remedy is not a procedural step since it does not bring effect
on pending proceedings, but only the filing of it initiates proceedings in terms
of considering that remedy41. This author maintains a position already expressed
in the literature that giving an attorney or a legal counsel authorisation for representation to represent a party merely for the purpose of preparing a cassation
entitles the attorney (a legal counsel) only to review the case file at the Registry
of the court, but does not empower him to lodge a cassation appeal42. A professional representative (an attorney, a legal counsel), in order to successfully bring
a cassation should either hold the power of attorney granted in the proceedings
of the first or second instance, the content of which should entail that he is also
authorised to represent the principal before the Supreme Court, or – not having
such a power of attorney – should attach to the cassation the power of attorney
empowering him to take action in the proceedings before the Supreme Court. If
the authorisation is not enclosed, the court will call the representative to remedy
the formal deficiencies of the cassation (Art. 3984 § 2 sentence 1 in conjunction
with Art. 126 § 3 CCP and Art. 3986 § 1 CCP)43. This position is justified by
the fact that lodging a cassation appeal (just as an action for declaring a final
judgment contrary to the law) is a step detached from the course of the instance,
and thus proceedings before the Supreme Court do not constitute continuation
of the proceedings that took place in the first and second instances.
Legal remedies brought before the Supreme Court by a person other than an
attorney or a legal counsel shall be dismissed by the court (Art. 3986 § 2 and 3,
Art. 4246 § 3 CCP). In contrast, other pleadings made in violation of Art. 871 CCP
shall be returned without calling a party to eliminate these deficiencies (Art. 130
§ 5 CCP). Lodging an appeal by the parties themselves (participants in the non-litigious proceedings), if they do not have appropriate qualifications, is not a formal deficiency remediable under Art. 130 § 1 CCP44. What is more, a cassation
appeal which was filed personally by the party with a violation of the obligation
of mandatory representation by an attorney or a legal counsel cannot be remedied
by being signed by an attorney empowered to act on the party’s behalf45. This is
due to the fact that such a solution does not constitute a construction guaranteeing

I. Gil, Komentarz do art. 87(1), (in:) Kodeks postępowania cywilnego, Legalis 2014.
W. Broniewicz, Glosa do postanowienia SN z 14.12.1999, II CZ 139/99, “Orzecznictwo
Sądów Polskich” 2001, No. 2, item 25.
43
Ibidem, p. 424.
44
SC decision of 14 January 1997, I CZ 23/96, http://www.arslege.pl/orzeczenie/76984/postanowienie-sadu-najwyzszego-izba-cywilna-z-dnia-14-January-1997-r-i-cz-23-96/.
45
SC decision of 24 April 1997, II UZ 25/97, OSNAPiUS 1997, No. 20, item 410.
41
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an appropriate formal and substantive level of the pleading, and therefore denies
the essence of mandatory representation.
However, it should be remembered that mandatory representation by an
attorney or a legal counsel not only covers bringing the pleading, but also refers
to the proceedings initiated by it (e.g. a cassation appeal). It must therefore be
regarded as accurate to say that at the hearing before the Supreme Court a party
who is not a qualified lawyer under Art. 871 § 2 and 3 can only be physically
present, but cannot make statements, submit requests or otherwise take the floor,
which also includes making speeches. This is because all these steps are covered
by absolute mandatory representation by an attorney46. Only in accordance with
Art. 39821 CCP may a cassation appeal be also withdrawn by the party itself.
According to J. Gudowski, the party may, in turn, undertake other steps that are
not taken directly before the Supreme Court at the hearing (e.g. they can submit
pleadings other than a cassation appeal or a complaint)47. In addition, I. Gil rightly
argues that not only may the party (participant of proceedings) file the indicated
declaration of withdrawal of a cassation appeal, but also take actions that cannot
be directly classified as procedural steps, such as paying the fee on a cassation
appeal or submitting copies of an already lodged appeal48. The ability to carry out
an act of a dispositive nature and auxiliary acts (organisational and technical, one
may say) is not in contradiction with the assumptions of mandatory representation
by an attorney or a legal counsel because it does not affect the substantive level
of the steps taken before the Supreme Court – it can at most nullify these steps by,
for example, withdrawing or not paying a complaint fee.

4. CONCLUSIONS DE LEGE FERENDA
Proper preparation and then effective sustaining remedies and other actions
taken before the Supreme Court requires appropriate professional qualifications,
experience, and knowledge of not only provisions of the law, but also achievements
of the doctrine and judicature49. In this case, the theory and line of the case law
play a crucial role especially in relation to e.g. proper and effective formulation
of a cassation appeal to be evaluated within the so-called pre-trial examination.
As rightly argued by Z. Nagórski, beside the more theoretical knowledge what is
K. Knoppek, Komentarz do art. 87(1), (in:) Kodeks…
The view of J. Gudowski on the grounds of previous legal state, Kasacja w postępowaniu
cywilnym po zmianach dokonanych ustawami z dnia 12 i 24 maja 2000, “Przegląd Sądowy” 2001,
No. 2, p. 3.
48
I. Gil, Komentarz do art. 87(1), (in:) Kodeks…
49
More on these standards: K. Osajda, Pełnomocnicy uprawnieni do wnoszenia kasacji i występowania przed najwyższymi organami sądowymi, “Palestra” 2004, No. 11‒12, pp. 130 ff.
46
47
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needed here is a slightly different legal mind-set, one needs a more abstract and
a more objective way of thinking50. This means that not every professional representative for the purpose of litigation (especially one who is inexperienced and
without in-depth knowledge) is able to carry out a proper assessment of the case,
and as a consequence – if justified – draw up a proper pleading initiating proceedings before the Supreme Court.
The party empowering an attorney or a legal counsel to represent him or her
for the purpose of litigation has the right to expect and to require that the procedural steps, including the preparation of a cassation appeal, are performed with
certain knowledge of the applicable law51. However, the mere fact of a flawed
preparation of a cassation appeal by a professional representative that results
in a dismissal of a complaint does not form a basis for liability for damages of this
representative52. It appears that widespread faulty preparation of remedies by
a professional representative calls into question his compliance with the standards
of the profession, and that should become of interest to corporate bodies.
According to T. Zembrzuski, the purpose of the introduction of mandatory
representation in question appears to be clear, the legislature seeks to ensure
the proper preparation of cassations (and other pleadings addressed to the Supreme
Court), so that they are formulated in a proper, professional manner. Mandatory
attorney–legal counsel representation influences the assessment of the degree
of formalisation of a cassation appeal. It is about raising its substantive value,
manner of representation and proper, competent selection of arguments. This
mandatory representation is also associated with the will to ensure efficiency
of proceedings before the Supreme Court. The capacity of this Court is limited;
therefore, the optimal and full use of its potential is necessary. It is expected that
persons appearing before the Supreme Court will not require instructions or guidance, although the degree of difficulty and complexities of cases recognised by
this Court are generally high53. Only such perception of mandatory representation
by an attorney or a legal counsel justifies its existence in the context of limiting
the capacity to bring proceedings, and going further – access to the Supreme
Court. If this objective is not achieved, this mandatory representation becomes
merely a restriction of the right to justice, not justified by the execution of other
values important in a democratic rule of law.
Practice shows that the skills and in-depth knowledge are not a strong point
of representatives who prepare pleadings initiating the proceedings before
the Supreme Court. The report on the activities of the Supreme Court for 2013
found two important issues from the perspective of the practice of applying man50
Z. Nagórski, Wyodrębnienie adwokatów przy najwyższych instancjach sądowych, “Głos
Prawa” 1925, No. 17‒18, p. 380.
51
CS judgment of 14 August 1997, II CZ 88/97, OSNC 1998, No. 3, item 40.
52
SC decision of 26 November 2006, V CSK 292/06, LEX No. 232807.
53
T. Zembrzuski, Skarga kasacyjna…, p. 332.
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datory representation by an attorney or a legal counsel. First, a significant number
of complaints for declaring a final judgement unlawful and cassation appeals are
filed “on a special request of the client”, bypassing their objectives and functions,
also the ones relating to the public law. Hence, most of them are unfounded. There
is also a phenomenon of their abuse by the parties and their representatives for
the purpose of litigation. In the Supreme Court’s case law, there is a dominating view that the principle of due process also applies to the parties. Therefore,
if a party fails to comply with the “procedural burden” imposed on him/her or
takes actions that are prescribed by the law and formally admissible, but violating
the rights of the other party in order to obtain effective legal protection, they have
to face some negative procedural effects. Secondly, one can also observe a tend
to draw more and more extensive appeals, which does not always affect their
better quality. Frequently the number of charges exceeds the limits of the need
in question, and the reasons are often closer to an academic dissertation than legal
remedies54. Similarly, in the report for 2011, the Supreme Court emphasised that
very extensive cassation appeals that are incorrectly worded or justified, including footnotes and quotations from literature and case law, are still being filed even
by professional representatives. In such cases the basic value of a legal remedy,
i.e. the substantiality of charges and the strength of arguments, is blurred. Therefore most of actions for declaring a final judgment unlawful are inadmissible,
formally defective or filed injudiciously55. Likewise, in the report of 2010 this
Court underlined the fact that cassation appeals, sometimes, too bulky where
the basic value of a legal remedy, i.e. substantiality of charges, is blurred, are
also brought before the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court opposed the abuse
of the right to justice and wastage of considerable public funds, and also stood
in defence of the seriousness and sense of the institution of mandatory representation by an attorney or a legal counsel in the proceedings before the Supreme
Court. According to the Supreme Court, this once again justifies putting forward
the postulate that actions under mandatory representation before the Supreme
Court should be performed by a limited number of professional representatives.
This solution would be beneficial primarily for the parties themselves, as a flawed
formulation of the grounds of a legal remedy often prevents the desired outcome
of the case56. In 2009 it was stated clearly that a part of cassations, and majority
of them in the Criminal Chamber, as well as a significant part of actions for
a declaration of a final judgment contrary to the law are at a low substantive and

54
http://www.sn.pl/_layouts/SPZWebParts/download.aspx?id=72&ListName=Dzialalnosc_
SN, p. 172.
55
http://www.sn.pl/_layouts/SPZWebParts/download.aspx?id=63&ListName=Dzialalnosc_
SN, p. 138.
56
http://www.sn.pl/_layouts/SPZWebParts/download.aspx?id=62&ListName=Dzialalnosc_
SN, p. 128.
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technical level57. It seems that there is still a belief that a trivial reason may justify
bringing an action for a declaration of a final judgment unlawful. According to
the Supreme Court only a flagrant violation of the law, and only the one in which
the damage caused to a party was substantiated, can lead to upholding the complaint. As a consequence, still a small number of actions are admitted for consideration and accepted58.
Therefore, a fundamental question arises whether, given this state of affairs
that lasts since the introduction of the construction of a cassation and an action
for a declaration of a final judgment contrary to law as extraordinary appellate
measures addressed to the Supreme Court – there is a need for a radical intervention of the legislator which could improve the formal and substantive quality
of the pleadings brought to this court. It seems that a rational solution would be
to create an elite group of attorneys and legal counsels who would retain (gain)
the right to file pleadings covered by mandatory representation. Their specialisation can significantly increase the indicated value, and thereby streamline
the course of proceedings before the Supreme Court, in such a case to a lesser
extent burdened with recognition of cassation appeals subject to rejection
(if not rejected by the court of second instance) or covered by a negative ruling
in the so-called pre-trial examination.
Thus, validity of the following view by K. Kołakowski is retained: further
disregard by those preparing remedies, even already established and not raising
requirements to their level, will have to lead to submitting a proposal de lege
ferenda. The author proposes that future selection of appropriate persons actually
guaranteeing meeting expectations specified by us, should be done by appropriate
authorities of both self-governing professional associations concerned59.
The intention of creating a separate group of professional representatives
for the purpose of litigation in the proceedings of a special nature, is not a solution unheard of in other European countries. An example is the French solution
relating to proceedings before the Court of Cassation and the Council of State,
in which only the attorneys that have been granted such an authorisation may participate. Attorneys appointed at the Council of State and at the Court of Cassation
constitute a separate profession – they are ministerial officials appointed to their
positions by the Minister of Justice. They have an exclusive right to be procedural
representatives in the cases where this representation is mandatory. Their status
stems mainly from the regulation of 10 September 1817 which establishes the Bar
Association at the Council of State and the Court of Cassation under Decree No.
57
http://www.sn.pl/_layouts/SPZWebParts/download.aspx?id=67&ListName=Dzialalnosc_
SN, p. 138.
58
http://www.sn.pl/_layouts/SPZWebParts/download.aspx?id=61&ListName=Dzialalnosc_
SN, p. 150.
59
K. Kołakowski, Środki odwoławcze po nowelizacji Kodeksu postępowania cywilnego
z 2000 r., Warszawa 2000, p. 57.
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91-1125 of 28 October 1991 on conditions for entering the profession, as well as
Decree No. 2002 -76 of 11 January 2002 concerning disciplinary rules governing the profession. Since the entry into force of the order of 10 July 1814 dozens
of attorney’s offices have operated at the Council of State and the Court of Cassation. Decree of 22 April 2009, however, allows the Minister of Justice to create by
way of regulation new attorney’s offices at the Council of State and at the Court
of Cassation due to the needs of good administration of justice, having regard to
the growing number of cases brought before these courts60. Currently, there are
91 of them61.
In the French system a cassation must contain a statement that the party has
granted the power of attorney to a listed attorney and it must be signed by him or
her62. An attorney may refuse to draft the cassation and represent the party if he
considers that it would be ill-founded or would not have any prospect of a positive
outcome. Interestingly, even this kind of limitation did not prevent the French
Court of Cassation from excessive influx of cases, and as a consequence – a huge
overload63.
Similarly, in Luxembourg a separate list (the so-called List I) has been created listing attorneys authorised to practice before the higher courts (avocat à la
Cour). Only attorneys entered in the attorney List I are entitled to use this title.
In order to be included in this list, it is necessary: to have an entry on the List II
of attorneys, to have accomplished a two-year court apprenticeship and to have
passed an exam after its completion; or to have passed the examination provided
for attorneys in other Member States of the European Union under the amended
Act of 10 August 1991 which in relation to the profession of an attorney defines
a general system of recognition of higher education diplomas in courses lasting
not shorter than three years; or to demonstrate that the candidate as a European
attorney who has received a license to practice under the professional title obtained
in the country of origin practiced in an efficient and permanent manner in Luxembourg for at least three years dealing with Luxembourg law, including the law
of the European Union, or that he is covered by Art. 9 para 2 of the amended Act
of 13 November 2002 transposing into the Luxembourg law Directive 98/5/EC
of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 February 1998 on facilitating
practice of the profession of lawyer in a Member State other than that in which
the qualification was obtained64.
https://e-justice.europa.eu/content_legal_professions-29-fr-pl.do?member=1.
T. Ereciński, Selekcja kasacji w sprawach cywilnych z perspektywy prawnoporównawczej,
(in:) Ars et usus. Księga pamiątkowa ku czci sędziego Stanisława Rudnickiego, Warszawa 2005,
p. 100 and the literature quoted there.
62
Ibidem, p. 100.
63
More on the subject in: M. Biedka, Kasacja w sprawach cywilnych we Francji, “Przegląd
Sądowy” 2004, No. 9, pp. 126 ff.
64
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Thus, only lawyers entitled to practice before courts of higher instances
may perform acts for which the law and regulations establish mandatory representation by an attorney (i.e. represent parties before the Constitutional Court,
administrative courts, the Supreme Court and district courts adjudicating in civil
matters), take, on behalf of the parties, procedural decisions, receive pleadings
and documents designed for the parties for the purpose of submitting them to
the court, sign pleadings necessary to ensure compliance of proceedings with
formal requirements and run the case until obtaining the judgment65.
It seems that attempts to build this kind of system of legal aid in proceedings
before the Supreme Court would benefit the effective use of mandatory representation by an attorney or a legal counsel for the purposes for which it was established.
As indicated by T. Ereciński, Polish law creates a system of selection of cassation appeals in civil cases taking into account constitutional tasks of the Supreme
Court and corresponding to the trends observed in many other European procedural systems. It should be clearly emphasised that restriction of access to
the Supreme Court and enabling this Court to select cases of utmost juridical
importance can make the settlement of civil cases more just because it leads,
within a reasonable time, to unifying judicial case law and to the development
of the law.66 Strengthening the system of selection of extraordinary remedies by
revising the approach to the mandatory representation by an attorney or a legal
counsel will also allow to really guarantee equality between the parties and
the principle of adversarial proceedings before the Supreme Court by minimising
the participation of attorneys or legal counsels who demonstrate an insufficient
level of knowledge and competence. This is the essence and purpose of applying mandatory representation of the parties by an attorney or a legal counsel
in the democratic rule of law.
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MANDATORY REPRESENTATION BY AN ATTORNEY OR LEGAL
COUNSEL AND ACCESS TO THE COURTS IN CIVIL CASES

Summary
The text discusses the problem of mandatory representation by a lawyer as one
of the legal solutions that are crucial for access to courts. The starting point for the author’s
deliberations is the analysis of the institution of legal aid of a professional representative
in litigation, which – along with other constructions – constitutes a guarantee of effective
implementation of the right to court in civil matters. Against the background of these
considerations, the author presents the construction of mandatory representation
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by a lawyer in the Polish legal system, with particular emphasis on its subjective and
objective scope. These considerations are complemented by de lege ferenda conclusions,
relating, among other things, to projects considered in the Polish doctrine concerning
the extension of the scope of application of mandatory representation to proceedings
before the court of second instance.
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LEGAL AND HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON PUBLIC
CHARACTER OF CASSATION COMPLAINT IN POLISH
CIVIL PROCEDURE
1. CASSATION BACKGROUND
Institutional formation of cassation, that took place in France, was preceded
by centuries-old creation of two appeal entities. They were to challenge final
(en dernier ressort) and enforceable judgments (qui ont passé en force de chose
jugeé). In the ordinance of 1667 the former, the so-called proposition d’erreur
regarding actually erroneous decision was replaced with restitution (requête civile) challenging legal errors in the course of a trial.1 Furthermore, the evocations
addressed to curia regis due to contradictions between parliamentary decisions
and the law were crucial for the development of cassation. Cassation appeals were
governed in detail by both the regulation of 1738 and other acts of law. In fact,
the latter did not limit the grounds for cassation to legal faults in appealed decisions. Nonetheless, the differentiation between action and legal errors constitutes
the foundation of the institution of cassation.
On 1 December 1790 the Legislative Assembly set up the Cassation Tribunal
that was separated from Curia under the Act of 27 November. The Constitution of 16
September 1807 changed its name to Cour de Cassation, i.e. the Court of Cassation.
Regulations on jurisdiction and procedure of the Court of Cassation were not covered
by the Code of Civil Procedure of 18062 but by other legal and administrative acts.3
W. Sobociński, Kasacja a restytucja w systemie sądowo-odwoławczym Księstwa Warszawskiego, “Annales UMCS, sectio G, (Ius)” 1988, Vol. XXXV, p. 98. Restitution was transpositioned into the Napoleonic Code of Civil Procedure, having been just slightly adjusted.
2
In French Code de procedure civile only article 54 applied to the procedure of cassation.
Within the meaning of that article “In the court of last resort contradictory judgements between
the same parties and the analysis of the same principles by different courts may bring about
the cassation procedure. The case is to be examined in conformity with the rules of the court
of cassation.”
3
J. J. Litauer, Sąd Kasacyjny Księstwa Warszawskiego, “Themis Polska” 1915, Vol. V, parts
one and two, p. 194.
1
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The need for law and order as well as effectiveness of procedure underlay
the objectives that gave rise to the French cassation system. Thus, two courts
of instance were established. The court of appeal allowed to correct parties’ and
judges’ mistakes made in the course of first instance procedure, which referred to
both the law itself and specific facts. However, the court of cassation did not constitute a higher level of court jurisdiction in the true sense of the word but it was
an institution established outside the judiciary.4 Neither a trial nor individual cases
but the analysis of contentious issues was the objective of the court of cassation.
On that account the basic reason for lodging a cassation complaint stemmed from
violation of law (violation de la loi), including contradiction to the binding law
as well as ignorance or violation of rules of procedure. The following instances
of violations were defined: incompetent court, power abuse and inconsistency
of judgments pronounced by different courts with regard to the same case. Over
the course of time other reasons for appeal evolved such as misinterpretation or
misapplication of law, that gained great significance. The court of cassation was
to control courts exclusively to the extent that their judgments do not infringe law.
In such cases problematic judgments were dismissed and were to “safeguard law
against abuse of authority or power”.5
Protection of law, which was based on ensuring lawfulness of an appealed
judgment, underlies the cassation system in the French legislation. In such a situation individual interest was the starting point to fulfil the imperative of law analysis and execution.6 Thus, the Tribunal was the body whose role was to supervise
the legality of court decisions so as to protect the public interest, i.e. to establish
universal law. That is why cassation prosecutor’s office was established; above
all, a prosecutor was liable for protection of state interests and was competent
to table motions. A prosecutor was entitled to lodge a complaint to protect legal
action when parties failed to appeal in a due course of time, a decision contravened the law or the code of conduct or when a judge abused power. However,
parties were bound by the effects of a flawed decision.7
The main function of the French Tribunal (Court) of Cassation was to ensure
the due application of law and the uniformity of judgments. Consequently,
the right to revoke court decisions that were classified as illegal was reduced. In
the case of cassation ruling the Tribunal did not examine the merits of the case but
passed it to a court of the same instance where an appealed decision was made to
4
See. W. Bendetson, O kasacji według kodeksu postępowania cywilnego, “Palestra” 1933,
No. 1–2, p. 27; J. Skąpski, System środków prawnych w projekcie polskiej procedury cywilnej,
Lviv 1927 (a photocopy from “Głos Prawa”, No. 12).
5
J. Skąpski, System środków prawnych…, p. 429.
6
J. J. Litauer, Z dziejów sądownictwa kasacyjnego w Polsce, Sąd Najwyższej Instancji,
“Kwartalnik Prawa Cywilnego i Handlowego” 1917, Rok II, p. 493.
7
W. Sobociński, Sądownictwo Księstwa Warszawskiego a problem kasacji. Pierwsze pomysły i zaczątki organizacji kasacyjnej, “Czasopismo Prawno-Historyczne” 1982, No. 2, p. 157.
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be adjudicated in a substantive manner. In the structure of “pure” cassation independent courts did not have to follow legal decisions made by the Court of Cassation being an institution that was not a part of the judicature and that could not
limit the independence of the judiciary.
In fact, it was difficult to reach the status of legal stability in cases when
decisions were revoked by the court of cassation, whereas independent courts
that dealt with a case and took substantive decisions, sustained their previous
stance. The French legislature adhered to such a system until 1832.8 Independence
of courts and their detachment from second instance of the Tribunal was basically maintained. Legal decisions were acknowledged as legally binding when
the court of cassation, after repeated appeal, sustained its stance by a decision
issued in a session of joined chambers (Chambres Réunies), on condition that
the court of cassation’s decision was not taken into consideration.
The Tribunal’s right to suspend execution of appealed decisions in some categories of cases9 was another concession in the structure of cassation. However,
inadmissibility of such suspension was maintained even if a defendant might suffer irretrievable harm.10
Cassation constituted an extraordinary legal remedy applied regardless
of the value of the subject matter. However, there were some restrictions resulting
from clear grounds for lodging appeal. There were causes (les causes), overtures
(ouvertures) or, more generally, causes (moyens). Violation of law (violation de la
loi), such as violation of substantive or procedural law in particular cases, incompetent court abusing power, and inconsistency of decisions regarding the same,
case were the main grounds for cassation. Apart from that, other grounds for
cassation, such as misinterpretation of an act of law or misapplication, evolved
over the years.
The French system of cassation became a source of inspiration for systems
of appeal in many countries because of clear rules and simplicity of construction.
Polish legislators developing the code of civil procedure regarded the French cassation procedure as an example to follow. The high esteem of the system of cassation in Poland in the Duchy of Warsaw was expressed by Tsar Alexander who
said: “And we shall achieve the excellence that we desire. Among us we shall
establish the institution that would unify lofty and necessary ideals of the existing
judiciary [...], control the application of law. This is the aim of cassation.”11
8
See: J. Gudowski, Kasacja w świetle projektu Komisji Kodyfikacyjnej Prawa Cywilnego
(z uwzględnieniem aspektów historycznych i prawnoporównawczych), “Przegląd Legislacyjny”
1999, No. 4, p. 18, and J. Skąpski, System środków procesowych…, p. 429; other date (1 September
1837) is given in W. Bendetson, O kasacji…, p. 27.
9
The categories applied to cases of divorce and separation, allegation of fraud, and those
where financial damages were ruled for the State Treasury or administrative bodies.
10
W. Bendetson, O kasacji..., p. 27.
11
W. Sobociński, Sądownictwo…, p. 142.
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2. EVOLUTION OF CASSATION IN POLAND
2.1. BEGINNINGS OF POLISH CASSATION

The system of cassation that originated in France in the 18th century was an
absolute novelty in Poland. A part of legislation regarding cassation was preceded
by a few centuries-old evolution of the judiciary. In the First Polish Republic
the Parliament was vested with the capacity of the court of cassation, that is why
decisions of the tribunal of Piotrków and the tribunal of Lublin were appealed
as their decisions were the acts of law.12 After revoking an erroneous decision,
a case was supposed to be judged during a subsequent session of the tribunal. The
above-mentioned procedure did not incorporate the basic differentiation between
a substantial mistake and a mistake relating to the content of legal action as far as
the “pure” cassation is concerned.
The issue of cassation was suggested in an earlier draft of the judicial proceedings ordinance tabled by senator castellan Jan Tarnowski during the sessions
of Sejm in 1558 and 1559.13 The draft of the judicial proceedings ordinance provided for the establishment of a court that would be competent to make decisions on revoking or sustaining decisions made in courts of lower instance with
no competence to alter such decisions (non per modum meliorationis, sed per
modum approbationis aut cassationis), however it disregarded the essential feature of cassation arising from the differentiation between the flawed law and
a mistaken action.
Resolutions of the Permanent Council regarding cases finished by decisions
that could not be appealed were kindred to the concept of cassation.14
New regulations regarding the cassation system were not implemented by
three superpowers that participated in the partitions of Poland. They relied on
the institution of appeal.15
2.2. JUDICIARY IN THE DUCHY OF WARSAW

Under Napoleon’s decree of 14January 1807 a temporary governing board
had been formed before the Duchy of Warsaw was formally established.16 Then
W. Sobociński, Sądownictwo…, p. 147.
Such a view was expressed by Prof. Oswald Balzer in the treatise of 1886, entitled Geneza
trybunału koronnego, see. J. J. Litauer, Sąd Kasacyjny…, p. 186.
14
W. Sobociński, Sądownictwo…, p. 148.
15
See. J. Bardach, M. Senkowska-Gluck (eds.), Historia państwa i prawa Polski, Vol. III,
Warsaw 1981; D. Makiłła, Historia prawa cywilnego i procedura cywilna na ziemiach polskich,
Vol. 4, Toruń 1994.
16
J. J. Litauer, Sąd Kasacyjny…, p. 187.
12
13
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temporary judicial organisation started evolving on the basis of Prussian and earlier Polish law; however, it did not encompass the system of cassation. As far as
the civil procedure is concerned, the Prussian appeal regulations were fully preserved, having been complemented to a small extent with relevant acts and having
been simplified to the extent of regulations of the judicial proceeding ordinance
of 1793.
On 16 January 1807, just two days after the establishment of the temporary governing board, general rules of the judiciary were enacted to provide for
the Final Tribunal in Warsaw that had 12 members and a chairman.17 According to the act of 6 May 1807 that detailed the judicial organisation, the Tribunal
functioned as a court of third instance; it heard civil cases in which the value
of the subject matter surpassed 3000 PLN, that were filed against the decisions
of the second instance court in Prussia. In consequence, it replaced the Berlin
Review Tribunal that had been a court of review to examine the case. The concept of cassation was not manifested by the Final Tribunal that heard cases and
made judicial decisionswithout the right to supervise lower instances. However,
the quality of revision and control were highlighted along with the right to use all
the means necessary to find out the truth and to adjust cases to be in conformity
with legal regulations.18
The organisational structure of the temporary court, established under
the rules of the temporary governing board, functioned until 1808 when it was
replaced with courts set up under the regulations of Title IX of the Constitution
of the Duchy of Warsaw signed in Dresden on 22 July 1807 and announced by
Napoleon, who reported on the implementation of the French civil code and independent judiciary.
According to Articles 16 and 72 of the Constitution, the Council of State
functioned as the last instance in the capacity of a court of cassation. The council was comprised of Ministers and a chairman.19 Bernard Maret, the constitution’s editor, recommended the “chamber of requests” to be set up on the grounds
of the French chambres des requêtes of judicial clerks chaired by the Minister
of Justice who would decide on the admissibilityof cassation complaints.20
In the period between incorporating a new judicial organisation into the constitution and its actual enforcement, there were still temporary courts – the final
tribunal being an exception – set up under the regulations issued by the temporary
governing board. However, at the beginning of 1808 cassation complaints started
Ibidem.
W. Sobociński, Sądownictwo…, p. 149.
19
Such a composition of members had some political background, yet it undermined the independence of the judiciary. However, there was the need to attract people who would be able to
build the authority of the court of cassation, as lawyers lacked such authority at that time. Compare
J. J. Litauer, Sąd Kasacyjny…, pp. 188–189.
20
J. J. Litauer, Sąd Kasacyjny…, p. 189.
17

18
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to be lodged to the Council of State that served such purposes, then complaints
were passed to the Minister of Justice in order to inform a petitioner that the court
had not started operating yet. A detailed bill of civil court organisation of 13
May, drafted by Minister of Justice Feliks Łubienski, came into force on 4 July
1808;21 the draft referred to the provisions of the law. At that time apart from
the constitution such issues were governed only by “the instruction regarding
civil procedure” published by the Minister of Justice on 23 May 1808 with regard
to the French provisions of law. The latter did not govern competence and procedure of the court of cassation.
The Court of Cassation was not based on the judicial organisation of 1808,
which was too general and did not allow for an effective implementation.22 The
act of 3 April 181023 developed and complemented the issue of judicial organisation. The enacted organisation of the Court of Cassation in the Duchy of Warsaw
was supported by the king who stated in the decree of 1 June 1810 that the actual
day for the inception of the Court of Cassation in Poland was 19th June of that
year.
The act of law consisted of four chapters that governed the following issues:
1) composition of the court of cassation, 2) subject matter of the court of cassation’s procedures, 3) modes of procedures in the court of cassation, 4) miscellaneous.24 Following the main principles of the French cassation, a lot of unique
state and procedural regulations, such as development of grounds of cassation
in the Duchy of Warsaw, were implemented. When cassation-related organisational framework and procedures were adapted to a different situation in Poland,
the Court of Cassation was the body of royal authority, to which it was subordiFrom the formal point of view it was to be temporary legal framework, i.e. until a new judicial organisation was enforced, which actually turned out to be sustainable judicial organisation.
22
On 19 March 1808 (even before presenting the bill of the judicial organisation) the position
of the Prosecutor General was offered to the leader of the Opposition, Józef Kalasanty Szaniawski. In fact, the prosecutor did not start performing the duties and responsibilities at the court
of cassation until June 1810, i.e., when the court of cassation started operating. In July 1811 after
the conflict with the Minister of Justice, the Prosecutor General resigned from his position upon
the king’s consent. The next Prosecutor General, Michał Woźnicki, was appointed under the decree of 14 August 1811; before that since 4th August 1810 he had been working as a law clerk
in the court of cassation. See. J. J. Litauer, Sąd Kasacyjny…, pp. 191–192, 205–206, W. Sobociński,
Sądownictwo…, p. 160.
23
The drafted bills governed the competence of the court of cassation; including the bill
of 1808 drafted by Józef Kalasanty Szaniawski, the prosecutor for the court of cassation and
the next one drafted by the committee appointed upon the initiative of the king in order to consider
the previous bill. In July 1809 the bill that combined the above mentioned documents was presented by Feliks Łubieński, the Minister of Justice. See. J. J. Litauer, Sąd Kasacyjny…, pp. 191–192,
205–206, W. Sobociński, Sądownictwo…, p. 160.
24
Accordingly, since there was no court of cassation, it was agreed that in cases when cassation could not be lodged by parties, time limit for lodging cassation starts when the act of law
comes into force. The date to file cases of cassation was 1June 1810 which was set by the royal
decree of 1 June 1810. Compare. J. J. Litauer, Sąd Kasacyjny…, pp. 197 and 202.
21
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nated within the limits of its procedures except for cassation procedures. Apart
from legal and supervisory functions, the Court of Cassation assisted in exercising power especially as far as legislature was concerned.25
In the first chapter the above-mentioned act regulated, inter alia, the status
of law clerks in the court of cassation, defining their functions as clerks who
explained and presented the case. It was decided that the court might adjudicate when there were at least five members, while there were altogether twelve
lawyers at the court of cassation. A prosecutor was obliged to lodge a cassation
in the interest of law itself even when the parties were passive. What is more, he
was allowed to table motions concerning all cases.
The basic judicial role of the court was to differentiate between cassation and
decisions passed by last instance. Causes of appeal may be enumerated as follows:
1) violation of substantive law, 2) misbehaviour, 3) abuse of authority or arbitrary limitation of authority by court, 4) incompetence of court, 5) inconsistency
of decisions regarding the same case issued by different courts, 6) two persons
being sentenced by different courts for the same offence.26
Filing a civil cassation did not stop the execution of an appealed decision
except for divorce cases according to the basic structure of cassation. However,
in case the execution might have caused the subject matter to be forfeited, a petitioner was in a position to obtain security for mitigation purposes.
The cassation procedure was initiated by lodging a complaint signed by
a lawyer within 3 months following delivery of a decision.27 After a prosecutor’s
approval, a complaint was passed to the committee of requests and instructions
that followed the model of the French chamber of requests (chambre des requêtes);
this is where the document was initially analysed by a court clerk on the basis of its
lawfulness, i.e. it was stated whether an appeal is justified according to the causes
of cassation or “illegal”. In the latter case, the committee presented the report to
the court of cassation that decided whether to accept or revoke a cassation. When
a cassation was legally justified, it was passed to the stage of written instruction that consisted in exchanging documents of the case between the parties. At
the end of that phase the committee made a report that was entered into the register of cassation. Then, during the public session the report of the committee
of requests and instructions was read. Afterwards, the subject matter was briefly
presented by a clerk. Defence counsels were not allowed to voice objections; they
could only submit a note with facts that were not fully or thoroughly presented.
A prosecutor presented his remarks verbally. The procedure ended with a public

W. Sobociński, Sądownictwo…, p. 177.
J. J. Litauer, Sąd Kasacyjny…, p. 198.
27
Because of some formal mistakes regarding the lodged complaint on the part of the defence
counsel he could be warned, reprimanded, even excluded from the list of defence counsels (art. 29
of the act of 3 April 1810).
25

26
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announcement of a decision during the same session or the next one (when a case
was complex). Decisions were publicly available.
Neither could the Court of Cassation analyse a case regarding its subject matter, nor change a decision partially or fully. The court was supposed to indicate
the legal regulations that were violated by an appealed decision, revoke a decision
or pass a case for trial to other courts. The latter did not have to apply to the stance
of the court of appeal. Thus, a decision could be re-appealed on condition that
injunctions given by the court of cassation were not taken under consideration,
i.e. both cases referred to the breach of the same legal regulations. Then a case
was heard by a larger group of at least 9 people. When a case was appealed for
the third time, the Council of State presented it to the king whose interpretation
of law was considered to be binding. The function of the court of cassation clearly
determined the objective of cassation that was to ensure uniformity of law application.
Given the French model, the court of cassation did not only serve the purpose
of cassation but it also supervised the courts. As a superior court it heard judicial
disputes between the courts of different category. As far as disciplinary matters
are concerned, the court of cassation exercised the right to discipline and chasten
judges of the court of appeal and the magistrates’ court by suspension from office
or dismissal resolved by the king himself after a direct petition.28
The Court of Cassation was obliged to provide the king with the annual reports,
including remarks and opinions concerning some imperfections in the legislature
as well as possible suggestions of amendments.
Stanisław Potocki became the president of the Court and Feliks Łubieński –
the Minister of Justice – was vested with the position of vice-president.
Passing an act on organisation of the Court of Cassation was an incentive
for the Council of State which during the session on 7 May 1810 announced that
“the court of cassation has the capacity to examine complaints that the parties
file”. Under the Royal Command the ceremony of opening of the court took place
in Warsaw at the Palace on the Krasiński Square on 19 June 1810.29 The Minister of Justice of that time, Tomasz Łubieński, had a chance to deliver his speech
J. J. Litauer, Sąd Kasacyjny…, pp. 193–194.
That day at 11 o’clock, the court of cassation started operating in Poland. See. J. J. Litauer,
Sąd Kasacyjny…, p. 202 along with the source mentioned in the footnote 4.
It should be noted that when the court of cassation started operating, lands recently incorporated in the Duchy of Warsaw under the treaty of Vienna of 14 October 1809 were outside the court jurisdiction. However, under the royal decree of 9 June 1810 the organisation of the judiciary
in the Duchy of Warsaw (including the jurisdiction of cassation) was also formally transferred on
the lands that were recently incorporated; but the actual change took place on 15 August 1810.
Until that date the judiciary in Poland was based on the contemporary regulations of the Austrian
and Galician law where the system of cassation was not mentioned. It means that from the moment
of the annexation to the Duchy territory until 15August 1810 the four departments – under the Austrian partition were deprived of cassation.
28
29
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which characterised the court of cassation as “a safeguard of rights” and a perfect institution established to hear complaints about injustice. The main function of the court was to gather experience regarding law in order to improve it.30
Unfortunately, the first Polish Court of Cassation functioned until the end of 1812
and its regular sessions ended in November of that year. The court discontinued
its operations on 15January 1813.31
The two-year period in which the first Polish Court of Cassation operated is
considered to be a glorious and fruitful time, yet short. The court passed 163 cassation decisions (70 of which concerned civil cases32) based strictly on the grounds
of cassation.33 Judges’ impartiality and conscientiousness should be noted as well
as the fact that their top priority was to respect the law. The Court of Cassation
in the Duchy of Warsaw was not only acclaimed by many lawyers who considered
the court’s decisions to be a valuable achievement of the Polish legal system34 but
it was also a milestone in the Polish cassation system.
2.3. CASSATION JUDICIARY IN THE 19TH CENTURY
2.3.1. CHANGES AT SUPERIOR COURT UNDER SUPREME PROVISIONAL
COUNCIL AND PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT

After Tsar Alexander’s victory over Napoleon in the Duchy of Warsaw,
the Supreme Provisional Council was established on 15 April 1813; unique and
temporary organisation of the Council prevented it from performing cassation
functions. Since such a situation was regarded as a social disadvantage, under
the act of 29 March 1814 the Council entitled the Court of Appeal to fulfil cassation functions regarding criminal, police reformatory and peace making matters.35 In order to expand its functions, the Council took over the responsibilities
and rights of the court of cassation regarding civil cases and at the same time
the committee was appointed to decide on the administrative matters.36
W. Sobociński, Sądownictwo…, p. 178.
J. J. Litauer, Sąd Kasacyjny…, p. 207.
32
About 40% of decisions passed in civil cases were revoked. J. J. Litauer, Sąd Kasacyjny…,
p. 211.
33
Moreover, the court passed 5 decisions unpublished, including 4 regarding matrimonial matters. All in all, from 4 September 1812 (the day of submitting the report to the king by
the court’s writer) the court of cassation judged 194 cases. However, some of them did not end with
a decision (for instance because of the reconciliation between the parties). Compare J. J. Litauer,
Sąd Kasacyjny…, pp. 209–210.
34
See J. J. Litauer, Sąd Kasacyjny…, p. 212; K. Fierich, Sąd trzeciej instancji i Najwyższy Sąd
Sejmowy na tle całokształtu organizacji sądownictwa Rzeczypospolitej Krakowskiej 1815–1833,
Cracow 1917, p. 28.
35
J. J. Litauer, Z dziejów…, p. 314.
36
In urgent and important matters the committee made the decision whether the cassation
complaint was valid, on the grounds of which the Council decided to put it at the instructive stage
30
31
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The organisational structure of the judiciary was changed when the Provisional Government of the Kingdom of Poland was appointed on 20 May 1815.
Under the decree of 21 September 1815 the Court of Last Instance was established
to hear civil cases following the procedure of appeal and cassation, and to perform
supervisory functions; the court was supposed to apply regulations of the decree
of 3 April 1810 to previous and pending cases upon condition that no organisational changes were made.37 The function of cassation was still performed but at
the same time many amendments were enforced to empower the court to make
final decisions about cases “in merito”. Thus, art. 19 of the decree of 21 September 1815 states that if a decision was revoked, a case was finally decided by
the Court of Last Instance. The cassation for retribution of law was repealed (in
satisfactionem legis).
Due to these amendments, the third instance procedure acquired features
of an appeal, and in consequence, the basic function of the Superior Court was
no longer to safeguard the law but the individual interest. As a result of combining the procedure of cassation and appeal, decisions lacked both legal value and
actual analysis.38 Then it was advocated that the court of last instance “which
after revoking a decision, hears a case ‘in merito’ lowers its status as the court
of last instance and replaces a court whose decision was revoked.”39
Among other amendments that accompanied the establishment of the court
of last instance, a prosecutor’s office was replaced with the rightto appoint
a defence lawyer. A reporting judge’s responsibility was to “analyse reasons and
evidence presented by the parties, act in the name of law and clarify all the factors
that might lead to legal conclusions” (art. 6 of the decree of 21 September 1815).
The initial analysis procedure for cassation and a decision taken during a closed
session stating whether cassation can be submitted for further analysis proved
subordination of the court of last instance to the public interest.40 Then the trial
dossier was exchanged and a case was referred to a reporting judge in order to
reach a legal opinion (art. 14 of the decree of 21 September 1815); subsequently, an
open session was held in a way that differs from today’s sessions. At that moment
lawyers presented their legal stances, a judge reported a case and then by asking
questions aimed at reaching a decision (art. 16 of the decree of 21 September
1815).
in order to stop the execution of the appealed decision (but not to start and finish the preparatory
stage since the committee of requests and instructions, responsible for that, ceased to function), or
suspended the decision when the committee opted for revoking the appeal (the court of cassation
which was to revoke the complaint did not exist).
37
W. Sobociński, Kasacja a restytucja…, p. 122.
38
J. J. Litauer, Z dziejów…, p. 502.
39
Records of the committee of justiceregarding the organisation of the Court of Last Instance
of the Kingdom of Poland 18/8/26/II; quote from J. J. Litauer, Z dziejów…, p. 493.
40
The procedure is similar to today’s preliminary examination.
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The Court of Last Instance started operating on 3 November 1815.41
The concept of last instance realised by the Provisional Government was
the basis of “the supreme tribunal in the Kingdom of Poland that hears all civil
and criminal cases in last instance”42 established under art. 151 of the Constitution of the Kingdom of Poland of 27November 1815.43
2.3.2. CHANGES IN THE CASSATION JUDICIARY IN THE KINGDOM
OF POLAND

The uprising of 1830 interrupted operations of the last instance court that
ceased to function following the dissolution of the Sejm. On 13 June 1831 a draft
bill44 concerning establishment of the last instance court was tabled, yet to no
avail.
Only after the failure of the upraising, the act of 14 February 1832 entitled
judges of the last instance court to adjudicate in panels of seven judges, yet only
in the case of appeal’s acceptance or rejection. Consequently, the suspension of its
actions lasted for one and a half years, which resulted in last instance court’s
instructive activities, yet its core operations were still suspended.45
On 8 January 1833 the status quo was restored by the Council’s resolution which
referred to art. 67 of the Organic Statute which was about to enforce the act on
“the highest court chamber”. The issue was not regulated until 18 September 1841
when Tsar’s ukase dissolved the Council of State and the court of last instance46
that was replaced with IX (civil) and X Warsaw Department of the Governing
Senate. In fact, the court operated until 2 October 1842, i.e. the moment when
the court of the last instance and cassation departments at the court of appeal were
abolished and when the organisational structure of the department was enacted.
The Organic Statute of Warsaw departments cancelled the rule of cassation that had been in force in the Kingdom; the statute provided for the chair
On that day the first decision was passed considering father Czapliński who acted
in the name of the church of Oszkowice against Antoni Brochocki over tithe. See J. J. Litauer,
Z dziejów…, pp. 500–501.
42
Apart from offences against state and crimes of high state officials (senators, minister,
heads of state department, state counselor and referendary) that in accordance with art. 116 and
152 of the constitution were heard by the Sejm court.
43
J. J. Litauer, Z dziejów…, p. 496. In subsequent decrees and regulations some minor organ
isational changes were made with regard to, inter alia, the order of precedence for senators at court
(royal order of 17 January 1817), vacatio legis (governor’s resolution of 26 July 1817), the rights and
responsibilities of the court’s president (governor’s resolution of 13 January 1818) and the establishment of the second department of the court (royal resolution of 18 July 1826).
44
Prepared by a member of parliament Kajetan Kozłowski. See J. J. Litauer, Z dziejów…,
p. 497.
45
The Court was additionally empowered to hear the cases of incidental conflicts under
the act of 25 April 1832, as well as cases of disciplinary problems concerning court officials under
the act of 16 November 1932. Compare J. J. Litauer, Z dziejów…, p. 498.
46
The composition of the court is illustrated by J. J. Litauer, Z dziejów…, p. 499.
41
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of the Ruling Committee to be assisted by general prosecutors and to be responsible for supervising the observance of the court procedures and the uniformity
of judgments.
That situation lasted until July 1876 when the Russian act on civil procedure, that referred to many structural elements of the 1806 French code of civil
procedure, came into force. The change resulted in the restoration of cassation,
the absence of which was felt after the Last Instance Court was established in 1815.
Appeal could be based on the grounds of violation of substantive law, incorrect
interpretation, and violation of procedural provisions or when court abused its
power.
The Russian act on civil procedure partially departed from a model of “pure”
cassation, providing for the following:
– contrary to the French Tribunal of Cassation, the Supreme Court was a part
of the judiciary,
– proceedings at the Superior Court were a part of the civil court procedure,
and there was no difference in that respect,
– decision of the Court was binding for the court of second instance in a given
case,
– lodging a cassation complaint as a standard form of appeal did not result
in suspension of enforceability of contested decision by legal reasons; however,
under provisions of an act of law enforceability could be discontinued until cassation complaint was resolved.
Cassation motion was examined by a group of Justices of Peace or a civil cassation department of the Governing Senate in Petersburg. After nullifying a decision, a case was returned to be re-examined at the judging meeting or in the Court
Chamber in Warsaw47.
2.3.3. JUDICIARY IN THE REPUBLIC OF CRACOW

The Republic of Cracow, created at the Congress of Vienna in 1815, devised an
original organisational structure of the superior court. The Court of Appeal was
started with an enlarged composition of members who adjudicated the case. Elements of the French cassation system, the German judicature in which university
law departments presented initial opinions as well as some Polish arrangements
were incorporated. It adjudicated as a court of last instance when the decision
of the Court of Appeal passed in the second instance proceedings differed substantially from the decision of the first instance.48 Not only did the Court serve
the function of cassation but it also adjudicated on the merits.
47
A. Korobowicz, W. Witkowski, Historia ustroju i prawa polskiego (1772–1918), Kraków
2001, p. 169.
48
The fact that different laws are applicable at the first and second instance (the so-called
ratione iudicati conditon) pre-conditioned the admissibility of lodging a cassation, which was
the phenomenon in the Polish history of cassation.
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The Law Department of Cracow University, having examined a case and given
an opinion of one of the professors, pronounced a violation of substantive law
or of procedural provisions by the lower instance. Thus, the department played
an important role for the cassation procedure. Nonetheless, opinion of professors
and doctors of law, by whom the violation was pronounced, was not binding for
the last instance. The lack of such a statement made it impossible to lodge a cassation complaint.
The Constitution of May 1833 served the legal grounds for replacement
of the Court of Appeal with Third Instance Court adjudicating in a reduced composition without a Justice of Peace and arbitrators appointed by the parties. Moreover, the Law Department was no longer obliged to deliver its opinion.
In 1842 further changes in court’s organisational structure of the Republic
of Cracow were made. The previous Court of Appeal and the Court of Third
Instance were replaced with the High Court which was an instance of appeal
in cases involving issues of a higher priority, and the cassation procedure – was
waived.
2.4. CASSATION IN THE SECOND REPUBLIC OF POLAND

After regaining independence in 1918, various modes of court civil proceedings, previously implemented by the partitioners, were followed in the Polish
territory. The procedure was modelled on the French legislation and based on
the same system of cassation49 applied in the central and eastern voivodeships,
whereas the system of appeal dominated in the southern and western voivodeships.50 After its rebirth, the Polish state faced the necessity of unifying law and
making the judiciary uniform. The latter had been gradually implemented since
September 1917 when the Provisional Council of the State enacted provisional
regulations on the organisational framework of the judiciary in the Kingdom
of Poland. New regulations provided for the establishment of the Supreme Court
with its seat in Warsaw. It followed the example of French models constituting
superior instance of cassation. The new court had the authority to revoke deci-

For example the Russian act of civil procedure of 20 November 1864 (applicable in the Polish territory from 1875) provided for the appeal, as far as complaints are concerned, and cassation
modelled on the French system. Cassation functioned as special means along with the restitution
and the opposition of the third. See. J. Gudowski, Kasacja w świetle projektu…, p. 11.
50
In the territory under Prussian rule the concept of appeal against the decisions of the court
of appeal was in force under the act on civil procedure of 30January 1877; in the territory under
Austrian rule so-called “Klein’s procedure” had applied since 1August 1889 and was promoted by
the Vienna University professor F. Klein; the procedure provided for the appeal against the decisions of the court of appeal and was governed by the act of 1 January 1885 on the court procedure
in civil conflicts. See. J. Gudowski, Kasacja w świetle projektu…, p. 12.
49
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sions of the second instance in cases of substantive law or procedural provisions
violation.51
The March Constitution of 1921 established the Supreme Court that dealt
with civil and criminal cases, following the judicial model from 1917, while
the mode of actions and judicial organisation conformed to the legislation. The
model of courts’ organisational structure was discussed in the years to come, and
was finally settled by the Polish President’s regulation on the system of common
courts on 6 February 1928.52 However, no changes concerning the status and
function of the Supreme Court as a court of cassation were made; only the courts
of general jurisdiction were within the Supreme Court’s jurisdiction.
Means of appeal gave rise to much controversy during the efforts to codify
the Polish law of civil procedure.53 Such activities started in 1917 when the commission of civil law was set up upon the initiative of the president of the Department of Justice at the Provisional Council of State. The commission consisted
of the most prominent lawyers from Warsaw and was chaired by J. J. Litauer.54 In
its final version, passed on 21 December 1929 and published as the Polish President’s regulation on 29 November 1930,55 members of the Codification Commission opted for the French and Russian model of the court of cassation that
controlled and revoked decisions of the court of appeal on the grounds of violation
of law but without a chance for significant analysis of a case.56 Thus, the system
of “pure” cassation was appreciated with its long-standing tradition ingrained
also in the history of Polish judiciary. It was stated that according to the chosen
model of cassation, the Supreme Court was supposed to safeguard the uniformity of law; whereas neither the litigants nor the individual cases were judged,
the other courts’ decisions were supervised in order to check if they did not violate the law.57 The Supreme Court was not obliged to hear a case, i.e. to examine
the trial dossier, allegations and evidence; its role was limited to the examina51
The first meeting of the Civil Chamber of the Supreme Court took place on 14 December
1917; see L. Garlicki, Z. Resich, M. Rybicki, S. Włodyka, Sąd Najwyższy w PRL, Wrocław 1983,
p. 16.
52
Journal of Laws No. 12, item 93.
53
Called at that time “the means of law” similar to Rechtsmittel used in German, Austrian
and Hungarian procedure.
54
See more about the draft of codification of the Polish civil procedure in J. Gudowski, Kasacja w świetle projektu…, p. 13.
55
Journal of Laws No. 83, item 651; the text with further amendments was announced by
the Minister of Justice in the proclamation of 1 December 1932 (Journal of Laws No. 112, item
934); it encompassed the order of the Polish President’s Regulation on court execution procedure
of 27 September 1932 (Journal of Laws No. 93, item 803).
56
J. Gudowski, Kasacja w świetle projektu…, p. 17.
57
Reports from the formal civil law department meetings – the supplement to the study “Polska procedura cywilna. Projekty referentów z uzasadnieniami”, Vol. 2, Cracow 1923, p. 9. Quote
from J. Gudowski, Kasacja w świetle projektu…, p. 16.
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tion of controversial issues from a purely legal perspective.58 The dogmatic vision
of “pure” cassation was only a point of reference in terms of activities concerning
arrangements about the final form of the Polish cassation, which also incorporated an element of retrial.
The most significant features taken from the model of retrial were as follows:
– acceptance of a decision that changes the decision of the first instance court
when substantive law is violated (art. 439, according to the document with further amendments of 1932), at the same time an appropriate motionsubmittedby
the parties is not required,
– court of lower instance which hears a case has to observe interpretation
of law included in the judgement of the Supreme Court,59
– possibility of suspension of enforcement of a contested decision.
In addition to that, some restrictions on applying cassation were implemented,
such as:
– cassation complaint was not admissible in cases in which value of controversy was below 500 zlotys (with the exclusion of cases of harm made to citizens
by state bodies or municipalities and related illegal actions or improper official
duties), in cases of restoring the previous state as well as in the execution proceedings,60
– grounds for judicial control of cassation were restricted as compared to
the judicial control of appeal,
– only legally invalid decisions pronounced in the second instance could be
appealed,
– it was necessary for a lawyer to prepare a cassation and to pay a cassation
deposit in order to limit the number of cassation complaints.61
Deviations from “pure” cassation were justified by the procedural economy;
at the same time some basic rules of cassation were undermined. The final compromise that allowed for adjudicating in the third instance was seen as “a victory
58
S. Gołąb, Prawa Państwa Polskiego (in:) W. L. Jaworski (ed.), Ustrój sądów cywilnych,
z. VII A, Cracow 1922, p. 403. Quote from J. Gudowski, Kasacja w świetle projektu…, p. 17.
59
In France, it took place in 1832, when it was concluded that the decision of cassation given
twice and regarding the same matter is binding for the court of lower instance. See J. Gudowski,
Kasacja w świetle projektu…, p. 18.
60
W. Siedlecki was against cassation in the execution procedure, supporting his viewpoint
with the argument that the Supreme Court had too many responsibilities. Actually, some overburdening of the Court took place during 1937–1939, as a result of which under the decree of the Polish President of 21 November 1938 regarding the improvement of the court procedure (Journal
of Laws No. 89, item 609) (the so-called Lex Grabowski) the value of the object of controversy
regarding cassation complaint was tripled, i.e. it amounted to 1500 PLN. According to J. Gudowski
(Kasacja w świetle projektu..., p. 20), who based his calculation on Statistical Yearbook of 1939,
the average salary of office workers was 360 PLN per month.
61
See L. Garlicki, Z. Resich, M. Rybicki, S. Włodyka, Sąd Najwyższy…, pp. 18–19; J. Gudowski, Kasacja w świetle projektu…, p. 18, Z. Hahn, Kasacja wedle polskiego projektu postępowania cywilnego, “Czasopismo Sędziowskie” 1932, No. 1–2, p. 4.
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of the retrial model”62 or “a chance for the Supreme Court to perform all its
functions such as ensuring uniformity of judgments and supervising lawfulness of decisions”63 was a divergence from the traditional cassation model. In
fact, the possibility of retrial meant “the obligation”64 which led to the institution
of third instance that examined a case on its merits, aiming not only at uniformity
of the judicature but also at judging individual cases.
The presented model of cassation functioned until 5 September 1939 when
the Supreme Court was evacuated after Poland had been attacked by the Nazis.
The Court was not re-established under the Nazi occupation. The only document
that mentioned the Supreme Court was the General Governor’s order of 19 February 1940 regarding the Polish judiciary. It was stated that the Supreme Court
was temporarily closed and the rulings of the second instance became finally
enforceable.65
2.5. JUDICIARY REFORMS OF 1949–1950

The system of three instances of appeal and cassation was excluded from
the Polish civil procedure in 1950 due to the reorganisation of the judiciary which
was aimed at the adaptation to the new political system.66 Two instances were
implemented, with the second instance of appeal having been supplemented by
the so-called extraordinary revision, independent from other instances. The latter
constituted an element of judicial supervision over valid decisions of common
courts of all instances. The Minister of Justice, the Public Prosecutor General
and the First President of the High Court were entitled to lodge an extraordinary
revision when a decision violated the law to a significant extent or when it was
deemed to contravene the interests of the People’s Republic of Poland. Extraordinary revision served the purposes of the state where ideology – and not the objective of uniformity of judgments – played a crucial role. The interest of the state
was not linked with the moment when the revised decision was pronounced but
with the moment when an extraordinary revision was examined by the Supreme
Court.67 In consequence, a valid decision might have been revoked or adjusted
within the period of six months following the date when the decision became
finally enforceable.
J. Skąpski, System środków prawnych..., p. 430.
W. Bendetson, O kasacji..., p. 35.
64
J. Skąpski, System środków prawnych..., p. 431.
65
L. Garlicki, Z. Resich, M. Rybicki, S. Włodyka, Sąd Najwyższy…, p. 20.
66
By the act of 20 July 1950 on changes in regulations concerning civil procedures (Journal
of Laws No. 38, item 349).
67
W. Siedlecki, System zaskarżania orzeczeń sądowych w kodeksie postępowania cywilnego
PRL, “Państwo i Prawo” 1957, No. 6, p. 1139 along with the judgment of the Supreme Court of 18
January 1954 (I C 1699/53, “Nowe Prawo” 1954, No. 10, p. 92).
62

63
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The crowning achievement of the system of revision was article 51 of the Constitution of the People’s Republic of Poland of 1952,68 which stated that: “The
Supreme Court is the principal court which supervises all the other courts as
far as the judicature is concerned.” The act on the Supreme Court of 15 February 196269 introduced provisions regarding the supervisory role of this court.
Yet the act did not contravene the changes implemented by the judiciary reforms
of 1949–1950.

3. APPEAL-RELATED AMENDMENTS TO THE CODE OF CIVIL
PROCEDURE OF 1964
The system implemented in 1950 was basically adopted by the code of civil
procedure of 196470 which provided for the extraordinary revision as a measure
of correction functioning until the 90s.
First changes undertaken to restore the system of three instances were made
in 1990.71 The changes provided for the establishment of a common court of third
instance, i.e. courts of appeal which examined ordinary revisions according
to the already existing system, but these efforts opened the door to restitution
of the system of cassation and appeal which existed in Poland under the provisions of civil procedure of 1930.
The necessity for the fundamental reform of the appellate measures was justified by striving to ensure the stability of valid court decisions that examined
a case on the merits. Extraordinary revision as a nondemocratic institution, which
allowed the state to manipulate valid decisions and hinder the revision of the parties, posed a great danger to the stability and effectiveness of the judiciary. The
final reform of the system of appeal was implemented under the amendment
of 199672 which, as far as the measures of cassation are concerned, was based to
a great extent on regulations of the code of civil procedure of 1930. Cassation was
supposed to be an appellate measure which transmitted the dispute to the Supreme
Journal of Laws. No. 33, item 232.
Journal of Laws. No. 11, item 54.
70
The act of 17 November 1964 – the Code of Civil Procedure (Journal of Laws, No. 43, item
296) which came into force on 1 January 1965.
71
The act of 13 July 1990 on formation of courts of appeal and amending the Act – the judicial organisation of common courts, the Code of Civil Procedure, Penal Code, the Act on the Supreme Court, the Act on Supreme Administrative Court of Poland and the Act on National Council
of the Judiciary of Poland (Journal of Laws No. 53, item 306).
72
The act of 1 March 1996 concerning amendments to the code of civil procedure, Polish
President’s orders – bankruptcy and composition law, the code of administrative procedure, acts
on court fees in civil cases and other acts (Journal of Laws No. 43, item 189).
68
69
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Court as the court of third instance.73 The measure was accessible directly to
the parties and it corresponded to decisions or rulings of the second instance which
were finally enforceable. Thus, cassation did not apply to decisions concerning
incidental matters. However, basically modelled on the French law according to
the pre-war standards, cassation had some elements of retrial, as a result of which,
on the one hand, the procedure was more effective but basic premises of cassation were undermined as the Supreme Court was to make the judicature uniform
and control its legality, on the other. Following the above-mentioned amendment,
the Supreme Court is now allowed not only to revoke an appealed decision, which
constitutes its basic jurisdictional function, but it may also examine a case on its
merits provided that the substantive law was violated; in the latter case the actual
state of affairs determined in an appealed decision is binding for the court. The
departure from the authority of cassation on the part of the Supreme Court is
not of great importance as examination of the merits is subjected to a party’s
motion. Despite the fact, that cassation lost its extraordinary nature as parties
were entitled to lodge a cassation complaint and justify its grounds by themselves,
such a change did not transform cassation into a measure verifying the accuracy of facts.74 The basic objective of cassation is the supervision of accurate
application of law that allowed for one category of legal mistakes; the control is
performed on the basis of procedural material established by a court of second
instance. The cassation must be lodged by an entitled party in his or her own
interest, obligatorily represented by a professional attorney. Such an organisation
of the cassation proceedings, consisting in the examination of a complaint along
with the claims and grounds of a cassation, enables the Court to perform a uniform interpretation of law.
As a result of the amendment of 1996, the Supreme Court is entitled to revoke
appealed decisions and reject claims without referring a case to a lower instance
court, which is another difference in comparison with the traditional model
of cassation. Moreover, a court where a case was referred to, is obliged to treat
interpretation of the Supreme Court as binding.
The changes concerning the Polish law of civil procedure that were undertaken, should be considered of great importance, as they strived to reach
the standards adopted in the European Union Member States. Nevertheless, wide
Italian and Spanish civil procedure, where cassation constitutes common measures of court
appeal, is similar. Compare W. J. Habscheid, Cywilnoprocesowe systemy środków odwoławczych
w Europie, (in:) M. Sawczuk (ed.), Jednolitość prawa sądowego cywilnego a jego odrębności krajowe, Lublin 1997, p. 198.
74
Mistakes made by the court of second instance in determining facts regarding the grounds
for the appealed decision can justify its revocation only indirectly when the mistakes are results
of law violation. The Supreme Court is entitled to analyse the accuracy of determining facts if it
is necessary to prove the violation of procedures which significantly affected the decision. See
T. Ereciński, O nowelizacji kodeksu postępowania cywilnego w ogólności, “Przegląd Sądowy”
1996, No. 10, p. 14.
73
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access to the third instance, which constituted a constitutional right of a citizen,75
resulted in an excessive number of cases and led to lengthy proceedings hindering
the administration of justice.76

4. AMENDMENT TO THE CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
OF 24 MAY 2000
In practice, the abovementioned regulations proved cassation faulty and
made “the Supreme Court deal with unimportant and trivial matters which do
not contain judicial problems and do not promote legal action that would create
or make the judicature of common courts uniform.”77 Constitutional and statutory functions of the Supreme Court were hampered by an excessive workload
of the Supreme Court. That implied that the examination of cassation complaints
should be dependent on specific circumstances. For legal and practical reasons
it was advocated that cassation should be attributed features of an extraordinary appellate measure in accordance with its specific functions. Specialists
referred to the pre-war viewpoint which considered cassation to be unnecessary
in the system of instances where there is an appeal cum benefitio novorum, which
allowed for second instance re-examination of a case on the merits. According to
the abovementioned opinion, the institution of cassation is justified on only one
ground; that is when it serves the interests of the state, i.e. uniform interpretation
and application of law.78 In such a situation restrictions of access to cassation,
which did not undermine the rule of two-instance system for court procedures,79
were believed to be necessary for presentation of serious cases of important matters before the Supreme Court. As a result, interpretation of law was meant to be
created and developed.80
75
Art. 77 section 2 and art. 78 of the Constitution of the Republic of Poland of 2 April 1997
(Journal of Laws No. 78, item 483).
76
Waiting time for the examination of cassation was over 13 months whereas the number
of outstanding complaints was over 6000; about 2500 cases were examined a year; see Z. Strus,
Zmiany postępowania cywilnego dokonane w nowelizacji k.p.c. z 2000 r., “Palestra” 2000, No. 7‒8,
p. 12 as well as the justification of a draft bill of 24 May 2000.
77
The justification of the bill of amendments concerning the Code of Civil Procedure on
appeal and cassation. Version of 24 July 1998, the head law clerk, T. Ereciński, “Przegląd Legislacyjny” 1998, No. 1–2, p. 118.
78
A. Akerberg, Środki odwoławcze. Komentarz do art. 393–441 kodeksu postępowania cywilnego, Warsaw 1933, p. 97.
79
Art. 176 section 1 of the Constitution of Poland.
80
T. Ereciński, Dopuszczalność kasacji w sprawach cywilnych (kilka uwag de lege lata i de
lege ferenda), (in:) Symbolae Vitoldo Broniewicz dedicatae. Księga Pamiątkowa ku czci Witolda
Broniewicza, Łódź 1998, p. 86.
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Such demands resulted in passing the act of 24 May 2000 which amended
the code of civil procedure81 and aimed at the following:
– cassation as an institution of law that enables the Supreme Court to supervise the accuracy of law application and uniformity of the judicature,
– facilitating the Supreme Court’s activities by adjusting the number of examined cassation complaints to its capacities.82
The analysis of the above-mentioned amendments gave rise to a heated discussion in circles of lawyers who either supported or criticised the changes.83
During the discussion it was emphasised that on legal and historical basis cassation was a trial measure that served the state, whereas the cassation’s objective
was to supervise the law application and its uniform interpretation.84 The court
of cassation was not meant to judge cases within the framework of two-instance
system of common courts that served this function to a sufficient extent with an
unlimited “full” appeal cumbeneficio novorum which makes it possible to re-hear
the case on the merits. Such a procedure in typical cases secures sufficiently
the interests of both parties.85 Concurrently, the role of the Supreme Court is
restricted to settling juridical controversies but it is realised by means of a cassation as a supportive measure that may capture private interests of the parties,
provided it serves the purpose of general interest or sets an example to the courts
of general jurisdiction.86 Thus, judges of the court of cassation are not obliged to
81
The act of 24 May 2000 on amending the act – The Code of Civil Procedure, the act on
registered pledge and its register, the act on court fees in civil cases and the act on court bailiffs
and execution (Journal of Laws No. 48, item 554 as amended).
82
See M. Piotrowski, Warunki dopuszczalności kasacji, “Monitor Prawniczy” 2000, No. 12,
p. 797 and Z. Strus, Zmiany postępowania cywilnego…, p. 9.
83
See T. Ereciński, Na programową niechęć nie ma rady, “Rzeczpospolita” 1999, No. 174;
J. Gudowski, Trafne i potrzebne rozwiązania, “Rzeczpospolita” 1999, No. 181; A. Zieliński, A jednak – nieszczególny, “Rzeczpospolita” 1999, No. 174; idem, Na pierwszy rzut oka ‒ nieszczególny: projekt nowelizacji kodeksu postępowania cywilnego, “Rzeczpospolita” 1999, No. 137.
E. Łętowska in a gloss to the act of the Supreme Court of 17 January 2001 (III CZP 49/00, “Przegląd
Sejmowy” 2001, No. 4, p. 192) treats the amendments with reserve. She states: “The amendment
to the act on cassation was a practical and forced effort. It turned out that the Court of Cassation
was showered with cassation complaints, which hampered effective work (...). It is an open secret
that falling behind over the years does not result from meticulousness of lodged cassations; compulsory presence by a lawyer did not prevent mediocrity of legal work. In that situation the idea
of initial selection proved to be necessary evil. The restriction, which was a surrender of lofty idea
of wide access of court control, is absolutely indispensable under present circumstances. That is
why I would defend the idea of preliminary examination as a tool of faute de mieux.”
84
J. Gudowski, Kasacja w postępowaniu cywilnym po zmianach dokonanych ustawami
z dnia 12 i 24 maja 2000 r., “Przegląd Sądowy” 2001, No. 2, p. 6.
85
The viewpoint was proved by the increase of judicature of second instance; for example in 1998 only 16.5% of lodged cassation complaints were accepted. A. Wypiórkiewicz, Dokąd
zmierzasz kasacjo? Wymiar sprawiedliwości. Skarżący bacznie śledzi kolejność umieszczania
spraw na wokandzie, “Rzeczpospolita” 1999, No. 144.
86
J. Gudowski, Kasacja w postępowaniu cywilnym…, p. 6.
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settle controversies over facts and in consequence, their focus on law interpretation promotes objective decisions, which is indispensable, considering the role
of supervision of all the other courts aimed at ensuring accuracy and uniformity
of the judicature and law interpretation.
With regard to the traditional model of cassation and according to the amendment of 24 May 2000, cassation served the interest of the state.87 By taking
the main public objective into consideration, the amendment resulted in more
selective criteria concerning cassation, and elimination of cases lacking social
gravity. As a result, the Supreme Court is entitled to exclude complaints that are
irrelevant or lack precedential value. Preliminary examination is supposed to fulfil the above-mentioned goals. Cassation should be perceived neither as a widely
accessible measure which guarantees an unlimited access to the Supreme Court
as “a third instance”, nor as a remedy for all imperfections of the Polish judiciary.
The demand for regulations that limit the range of cassation admissibility and
apply cassation only to decisions of highest social and legal gravity turned out
to be justified. The role of the Supreme Court regarding legal controversy88 was
consolidated and the related changes were to facilitate court actions. As a result,
restoration of cassation does not guarantee a fair trial and it should be treated as
a measure of last resort.
The amendment to the code of civil procedure of May 2000 provided for
regulations which aimed at balancing the public interest (law interpretation) with
private interest (parties’ efforts to obtain as desirable decision as possible) and it
met the European standards. A comparative legal analysis, including the latest
reform of civil procedure, is not only of a theoretical significance, and therefore it
should be thoroughly explored.
In a number of modern appeal systems, the traditional model of cassation
underlines its significance in terms of judicial control of law application and making interpretations uniform. The protection of the public interest is a fundamental,
law-dogmatic constituent of the model. Such a protection underlines the unique
nature of cassation and is supported by a tendency to impose restrictions governing a cassation complaint.
In the French Code de procedure civile cassation complaint (pourvoi en cassation) fits its “pure” model and constitutes an extraordinary measure of appeal
against decisions of last instance, namely when a case is heard by a court of appeal
or only by a judge of first instance.89 The complaint is referred to the Court
The judgment of the Supreme Court of 4 February 2000, PART II 178/98, OSNC (Civil
Law Chamber) 2000, No. 7–8, item 147.
88
See W. Sanetra, Sąd Najwyższy w systemie wymiaru sprawiedliwości, “Przegląd Sądowy”
1999, No. 7–8, p. 6 and T. Wiśniewski, Wybrane problemy procesowe po majowej nowelizacji
przepisów o postępowaniu apelacyjnym i kasacyjnym w sprawach cywilnych, “Radca Prawny”
2000, No. 6, p. 31.
89
J. Vincent, S. Guinchard, Procédure civile, Paris 2001, p. 1003.
87
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of Cassation (Cour de Cassation) which decides on legal matters only. When
an act of law is misinterpreted while being applied to a status quo, the court
can revoke appealed decision by referring it to a lower court for examination
on the merits. Lower court is not bound by grounds of cassation complaints.
A decision of the Court of Cassation becomes legally binding only after re-appeal
of the same decision.90
Cour de Cassation is not classified as highest in the judicial rank as its function is to ensure uniform application and interpretation of law. To a large extent
cassation safeguards state interests; thus, a prosecutor, representing the parties, is entitled to use it in specific situations. Accessibility of cassation is now
restricted by the following: rejection of inadmissible or insufficiently justified
complaints (les pourvois irrecevables ou non fondés un moyen serieux de cas
sation),91 the obligatory representation by a lawyer listed by the Council of State
and the Court of Cassation as well as a fine up to 3000 euro, which is a consequence of the violation of the law.92
Under Italian93 and Belgian civil procedure cassation is a measure of ordinary
appeal, yet cassation prevents divergence concerning the judicature and law interpretation. Provided that a complaint is classified as admissible and justified, an
appealed decision is revoked and referred to the court of equal status with the one
where decision has been published, whereas decision of a court is binding.94
Cassation which serves the interest of law95 is lodged by a prosecutor on condition that time limit for complaints is missed or the right to cassation has not been
W. J. Habscheid, Cywilnoprawne systemy…, p. 203–205.
The decision regarding the issue is made by three judges. Com. art. L 136-6 du Code
de l’organisation judiciare.
92
See M. Biedka, Kasacja w sprawach cywilnych we Francji, “Przegląd Sądowy” 2004,
No. 9, p. 140.
93
Art. 11 section 7 of the Italian Constitution guarantees the right to file cassation complaint
regarding the violation of the law against all decisions and judgments. In result, it is difficult to
implement some restrictions on its admissibility. However, in 2009 some restrictions started to appear, namely, in case of being inadmissible, lacking of essential legal ground or in case of being
unjustified. Compare S. Caporusso, (in:) T. Cipriani (ed.), La riforma del giudizio di Cassazione,
Podova 2009, p. 149 quoted by T. Zembrzuski, Skarga kasacyjna. Dostępność w postępowaniu
cywilnym, Warsaw 2011, p. 99.
94
W. J. Habscheid, Cywilnoprawne systemy…, p. 207 and Z. Resich, Nadzór judykacyjny
Sądu Najwyższego, (in:) L. Garlicki, Z. Resich, M. Rybicki, S. Włodyka, Sąd Najwyższy…, p. 158.
95
French cassation dans l’intérêt de la loi, Italian ricorso in interesse d’ella legge or Belgian
cassation concerning divergence of law interpretation (divergences d’interpretation persistantes
sur un point de droit); see K. Piasecki, Podstawy kasacji według polskiego kodeksu postępowania
cywilnego w świetle porównawczoprawnym, (in:) A. Marciniak (ed. and intro.), Symbolae Vitoldo
Broniewicz dedicatae. Księga pamiątkowa ku czci Witolda Broniewicza, Łódź 1998, pp. 294–295.
Similar measures are taken in the Spanish law (appeal on the interest of the law lodged to the Supreme Court); see: International Civil Procedure, S. R. Grubbs (ed.), Hague–London–New York
2003, p. 699.
90
91
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exercised by the parties. In that case revoking a decision by the court of cassation
has no influence on the parties’s situation as the decision remains legally valid.
In German and Austrian legislation which provide for re-trial in the Federal Court of Justice of Germany (Bundesgerichtshof – BGH) and the Supreme
Court of Justice in Austria (Oberster Gerichtshof ‒ OGH) some methods of selection similar to the institution of preliminary examination were implemented. In
the German system an appeal will be accepted for examination by the court
of appeal which has issued an appealed decision, provided that a case concerns
a legal subject matter of great importance, decision needs to be enhanced, law
needs to be developed or the judgments needs to become uniform.96 Appealunder the Austrian civil procedure is admissible when an outstanding issue of legal
procedure or substantive law is to be settled in order to ensure legal uniformity
or develop jurisprudence.97 The restriction of Rationae iudicati which regards
divergence between decision of first and second instance is characteristic for
the Austrian procedure.98
Analysing amendments of May 2000 implemented in the Polish code of civil
procedure, English and Scandinavian regulations also seem to be interesting. The
characteristic feature of these two systems is the supervision over law uniformity vested in the highest judicial body (in Great Britain the Supreme Court of
the United Kingdom since 2009, before that it was the House of Lords99 which
had served the purpose of the highest judicial body for over 600 years) as well
as the restriction on admissibility of a measure of appeal in last instance which
was a permit in public interest from the court.100 In France according to similar regulations of 1938–1947, complaint had to be first referred to the Chamber
of Requests (Chambre des requêtes) which made first assessment of complaints
checking whether they are admissible, based on righteous grounds or may be possibly examined with possibly positive result.101 Hindrance to the procedure before
the highest judicial body is surely meant to enhance its position. In consequence,
L. Rosenberg, K. H. Schwab, P. Gottwald, Zivilprozessrecht, München 2004, p. 999.
E.-M. Bajons, Austria, (in:) J. A. Jolowicz, C. H. van Rhee (eds.), Recourse against Judgments in the European Union. Voies de recours dans l’Union européenne. Rechtsmittel in der
Europäischen Union, Hague–London–Boston 1999, p. 36.
98
T. Ereciński, Selekcja kasacji w sprawach cywilnych z perspektywy prawnoporównawczej,
(in:) Ars et usus. Księga pamiątkowa ku czci Sędziego Stanisława Rudnickiego, Warsaw 2005,
p. 97.
99
http://www.supremecourt.gov.uk/about/appellate-committee.html (accessed: 1 September
2012).
100
Rulings of the English Court of Appeal may be appealed by the parties in the Supreme
Court only if there is inconsistency of law interpretation or the matter is of social gravity. In Norway, the Supreme Court department of complaints decides on admissibility. See W. J. Habscheid,
Cywilnoprawne systemy…, p. 213; Z. Resich, Nadzór judykacyjny Sądu Najwyższego, (in:) Sąd
Najwyższy…, p. 159.
101
T. Ereciński, Selekcja kasacji…, p. 98. In the draft of the Polish code of civil procedure
of 1964 clear reference is made to this arrangement.
96

97
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the number of lodged complaints is lower and some of them, which do not need
interpretation of law or are not complicated, are refused.
In order to prevent lodging a cassation of dubious legitimacy, legal regulations
governed some restrictions based on rationale of value concerning subject matter
(ratione valoris), subject matter itself (rationes materiae) or relation of decisions
of lower instances (rationes iudicati). Financial restriction refers to the obligation
to pay cassation deposit or the risk of a fine which is the case in some European
countries and is imposed in the case of abusing the right of appeal.102
The above outline of selected European procedures leads to the conclusion
that restrictions on access to cassation are not exceptional. Moreover, the forms
are similar and are justified by public interest which is the main criterion of cases
to be heard by a court of cassation. Thus, the aim to introduce means to prevent
abusing the right to lodge an appeal is commonly justified and practised in many
Member States of the European Union.
The changes are also compatible with the European legal standards. Poland,
being a signatory of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms103 and a member of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe, is obliged to put the standards into practice. Surely, the presentation
of the standards, exclusively based on article 6 of the above-mentioned Convention, which provides for the right to trial as well as fair and public hearing within
reasonable time, is not sufficient. The criticism of lengthy proceedings, which
results inter alia from a wide access to three instances, is also proved by the judicature of the European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg. The Court explicitly
pronounces that the right to trial can be respected even when only one instance
is provided by the legal system. Moreover, when an appeal to the Supreme Court
is possible, the national system can introduce some restrictions and set the mode
of applying the appeal.104
The above-mentioned opinion was also reflected in one of the judgments
of the Constitutional Tribunal where the regulations of the code of civil procedure
concerning admissibility of cassation were defined as pursuant to the constitution.
It inter alia reads: “One may claim that if the code of civil procedure did not provide for control over decisions of third instance, the regulation would be included
in the constitutional right to trial.” The Polish legislature, having followed the foreign examples, implemented special control over decisions issued in the second
102
In Art. 628 the recent French Code of Civil Procedure provides for giving a fine to the party who lodged cassation complaint in order to postponeor abuse pecuniary penalty, or regardless
of such a fine, compensation for the benefit of the counter-party. The Belgian code includes similar
regulations. J. Gudowski, Kasacja w świetle projektu…, p. 30.
103
In 1992 Poland joined the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms of 1950 (Journal of Laws of 1993, No. 61, item 284); W. Góralczyk, Prawo międzynarodowe publiczne, Warsaw 2001, p. 278.
104
T. Ereciński, Na programową niechęć…
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instance proceedings. It is cassation. In cases where cassation does not apply,
supervision of the Supreme Court is in place. The court of the second instance can
refer issues of serious doubt to the Supreme Court. The Tribunal states that exclusion of some cases from cassation control does not infringe the right to trial which
is defined by the constitution in force. Inadmissibility of cassation complaint
in some categories of cases is within the standards of international law. The ruling
of the Tribunal of Strasbourg is worth mentioning. It states that the right to trial is
not infringed by the situation when national regulations exclude the possibility to
lodge a cassation in cases of lesser importance (the ruling of the European Court
of Human Rights of 19 December 1997 concerning Bruella Gomez de la Torre,
Spain, complaint No. 26737/95, Reports 1997 – VIII).
The tendency to restrict the admissibility of cassation in the Polish law and to
subordinate it to the public interest was highly influenced by the recommendations of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe. An overall analysis
shows that:
‒ restriction of the right to appeal in the case of conflicts over a small amount
of money or the object of low value is justified when parties can continue the case
in a court without covering costs disproportionate to the sum in question and
when it prevents the procedure from being lengthy (compare rules 10 and 15
of the Recommendation No. R(81)7 of the Committee of Ministers to the member
states on measures facilitating the access to justice adopted by the Committee
of Ministers on 14 May 1981, at the 68th meeting),105
‒ the right to appeal to a court of higher instance is not restriction-free, which
is justified inter alia by the need to reduce duration of proceedings as well as
related costs. In order to counteract appeals that are intended exclusively to prolong
the proceedings, some measures to discourage the parties from the malpractice
of appealing against judicial decisions are available, for instance a requirement to
get a permit for appeal. As it may be read in an explanatory memorandum: “In
that way unjustified appeals would be rejected on condition that there are no clear
grounds to appeal against the decision.” Furthermore, “appropriate sanctions such
as fines or compensations may be implemented by the state, whenever it is concluded that an appeal was lodged only to prolong the proceedings” (regulation 7
No. R (84)5 of the Committee of Ministers to Member States on the principles
of civil procedure designed to improve the functioning of justice on 28 February
1984 at the 340th meeting of the Ministers’ Deputies),106
– “allocating to the judiciary the necessary means to deal effectively with the
increasing number of court proceedings and non-judicial tasks, to consider the
advisability of pursuing objectives as a part of their judicial policy”: the Council
of European Committee of Ministers to Member States concerning measures to
105
J. Jasiński, Standardy prawne Rady Europy. Zalecenia. Sądownictwo. Organizacja – Postępowanie – Orzekanie, Vol. IV, Warsaw 1997, pp. 212–232.
106
Ibidem, pp. 253–267.
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prevent and reduce excessive workload in the courts adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 16 September 1986 at the 399th meeting of the Ministers’
Deputies),107
– ineffective or inadequate procedures and the right to appeal abused by
the parties cause unjustified delays and may bring the system of justice into
disrepute, so some measures necessary to facilitate the functioning of justice
should be implemented. The measures necessary to facilitate appeal procedures
in civil cases are to serve both the parties and the judiciary; standards that
govern appeal to the third instance indicate that cases already heard by two
instances were subject to a thorough and objective evaluation, thus “appeals
to a third court should be used for example in cases that would develop law or
that would contribute to uniformity of law interpretation. They might also be
limited to appeals where a case concerns a point of law of general public importance. An appellant should be required to state the reasons why a case would
make a relevant contribution” (Recommendation No. R(95)5 of the Committee
of Ministers to Member States concerning implementation and improvement
of functioning of appeal systems and procedures in civil and commercial cases
adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 7 February 1995 at the 528th meeting
of the Ministers’ Deputies),108
in some cases the unlimited right to control decision by a higher court is
not in a party’s interest and the situation may result in delays of justice; in fact,
the delay undermines the principle of justice. Thus, an appeal should be possible
in those cases which need one more hearing, subject matter of which is of great
importance, such as violation of basic regulations, disrespect for essential principles. Moreover “in order to limit the number of faulty appeals, the system is to
‘sift’ the cases, i.e. preliminary control undertaken by a court of first or second
instance may be implemented under national regulations, after that the decision to allow for appeal may be made”. However, “States which do not admit
a system of permission to appeal to third instance court or which do not admit
competence for third instance court to reject part of appeal, could consider such
systems aiming at limiting the number of cases meriting third judicial review”.
Recommendation No. R(95)5 of the Committee of Ministers to Member States
concerning implementation and improvement of the functioning of appeal systems and procedures in civil and commercial cases adopted by the Committee
of Ministers on 7 February 1995 at the 528th meeting of the Ministers’ Deputies.

107
108

Ibidem, pp. 241–251.
Ibidem, pp. 268–290.
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5. CONTEMPORARY CASSATION COMPLAINT IN POLAND
AND ITS HISTORICAL DETERMINANTS
After the amendment of 24 May 2000109 that had given rise to the institution
of preliminary examination of cassation it was said that lodging a cassation was
not a constitutionally guaranteed right but it was an extraordinary110 legal measure that was supposed to serve the public interest above all and was not a common instance of appeal.111 Thus, legislative action was undertaken with a view to
account for a specific public and legal nature of cassation, referring to the role
of the Superior Court, which safeguards the observance of law and uniformity
of its interpretation. Taking the above into consideration, the only step to take was
to sanction extraordinary nature of cassation and to take advantage of it within
the framework of a trial by placing this measure of appeal outside the course
of instance.
Nowadays a cassation complaint initiates a separate procedure that is not
a continuation of a case. The latter ends with the pronunciation of a legally binding decision in a common court. That is why exemption from court costs and
warrant of attorney that occurs at courts of first and second instance does not
apply to the procedure in the Supreme Court.
Admissibility of cassation complaint is dependent on exhausting the course
of instance as cassation complaint applies to legally binding decisions112 which
are final in the case pronounced by a court of second instance. The above regulation emphasises that a cassation complaint, a legal measure of special status,
refers exclusively to decisions of greatest legal gravity. This category encompasses decisions according to which subject matter is adjudicated in the examination proceedings, i.e. judgments on the merits and decisions concerning subject
matter in non-litigious proceedings, and additionally formal decisions which finish a case as a whole.

I.e. on 6 February 2005.
Not because of its legal nature and the position among measures of appeal but because
of its nature.
111
T. Ereciński, Odmowa przyjęcia kasacji, “Gazeta Prawna”, No. 16 (445) of 7–8 February
2001.
112
Nowadays in some legal systems lodging a cassation complaint is possible (Greece, Italy,
Spain, Holland) or similarly, appeal (Germany, Japan) bypassing the appeal procedure (the socalled leap-frog procedure). Compare M. Beltramo, N. Frangakis, N. Kazantzi, H. Saounatsou,
(in:) Ch. Campbell (ed.), International Civil Procedure, Vol. 1, Yorkhill 2007, pp. 102, 292, 322;
I. Quintana, E. de Nadal, J. F. Cortes, (in:) Ch. Campbell (ed.), International Civil Procedure…,
p. 370; Y. Hasebe, (in:) A. A. Zuckerman (ed.), Civil Justice in Crisis. Comparative Perspectives
of Civil Procedure, Oxfrod 1999, p. 237; J. A. Jolowicz, (in:) J. A. Jolowicz, C. H. van Rhee (eds.),
Recourse…, p. 3.
109
110
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Further selection of cassation complaints was made by means of implementation of restrictions concerning subject matter (ratione materiae) or value (ratione
valoris).
Directory of complaints that are not subject to cassation includes cases that
require a prompt closure of proceedings (e.g. to protect personal or family rights)
or the proceeding of mass nature which is not complex (the case is subject to
summary procedure). The restrictions respond to public and legal nature of a cassation complaint which should initiate the proceedings on condition that private
interest is linked to general and social interest.
Presently, in principle, cassation complaint is also inadmissible in execution
proceedings113 as well as in bankruptcy and rectification proceedings.114
The other method, provided for in an act of law, is to restrict admissibility
of cassation complaint according to the criteria of value (rationae valoris), which
are based on the assumption that in the majority of cases which pertain to assets,
importance of a case depends on the amount in controversy.115 Such a time-serving assumption results from the need to adopt effective measures of negative
selection of cases. However, there is no correlation with the regulatory aspect
of cassation complaint. Yet it is employed in many legislatures.116 As a result,
the role of highest judicial bodies, functioning of which is more significant than
the need to protect private interests, is highlighted.
113
Pursuant to the amendment of 2 July 2004 the complaint was totally excluded from execution proceedings. Before, cassation applied to adjudication of property purchased at auction and to
the distribution of the sum obtained from execution procedure among the creditors.
Cassation complaint refers to, according to general principles, decisions of second instance
courts resulting from adverse claim (art. 840–843 c.c.p.). Although the decisions are related to
execution proceedings, they are of intrinsic nature.
114
Exceptionally cassation complaint is admissible in cases concerning exclusion of assets
from bankruptcy estate (art. 74 of law on corporate bankruptcy and reorganization), the bankrupt’s liability shall be decommitted (art. 370 section 2 of law on corporate bankruptcy and reorganization), the prohibition of conducting economic activity (art. 376 section 3 law on corporate
bankruptcy and reorganization).
115
In the interwar period it was pointed out by S. Machalski, who wished to make the amount
in controversy higher, which was a pre-condition of admissibility of cassation complaint, in order to facilitate the functiong of the Supreme Court. In fact, it occurred pursuant to the decree
of the President of the Republic of Poland of 21 November 1938 on facilitating civil procedure.
(Journal of Laws No. 89, item 609 as amended). In accordance with the above decree the amount
increased from 500 to 1500 PLN. However, S. Machalski admitted that for the rich the cases regarding significantly higher amounts seem minor, whereas for the destitute significantly lower
amounts may constitute fortune. Compare S. Machalski, Jakich zmian można dokonać w k.p.c.,
aby uniknąć zaległości w Sądzie Najwyższym?, “Głos Sądownictwa” 1938, No. 3, p. 216.
116
For example in France, Austria, Spain, Switzerland, Singapore (T. Ereciński, Selekcja kasacji…, p. 96; L. Hofmann, (in:) Ch. Campbell (ed.), International Civil Procedure, Vol. 1…, p. 38;
A. Vinal, G. Naeglli, G. Nater-Bass, M. Orelli, N. Herzog, (in:) International Civil Procedure,
Vol. 2, ed. Ch. Campbell, Yorkhill 2007, pp. 209, 293; T. Frad, G. Asokan, J. Low, (in:) International Civil Procedure…, pp. 69, 651).
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Cassation procedure cannot be initiated ex-officio, i.e. by the Supreme Court.
The party (the participant) to the proceedings,117 an intervening party, joining
in as an accessory before termination of the proceedings at the court of second
instance, Attorney General, Ombudsman, Ombudspersons for Children have
the right to lodge the cassation.
The right of a party to initiate cassation proceedings is not dependant on
prior lodging of a measure of appeal concerning a decision of a court of the first
instance.118 It means that the above-mentioned right is not dependent on a party’s
current stance in a trial and a party is entitled to it also when appeal procedure
was initiated by an opponent.
Regarding the public and legal nature of a cassation complaint, the right is
ascribed to the above mentioned entities, the activity of which is linked with
the protection of general public interest. The entities comprise the Attorney General,119 the Ombudsman, the Ombudsman for Children’s Office. Their right to
appeal is limited to the extent, to which a cassation has been lodged by the parties
(art. 3981 § 2 c.c.p.). It means that the right in that respect is broader and prior
when compared to the right of eligible entities.
A trial connected with cassation procedure is subject to compulsory representation by a lawyer that is classified as an obligatory court representation.120 It means that a cassation complaint has to be made, signed and lodged
by a professional legal representative. Likewise, the parties have to be represented before the Supreme Court by a representative who is an attorney or a legal
advisor121 entitled to act in the proceedings.122 When the parties undertake any
117
This is an expression of direct continuation of universal admissibility of cassation, as
a measure of appeal which initiates the proceedings at the Supreme Court as a court of third
instance in 1996–2005. This is both the consequence of normative tradition, which existed in Poland even before II World War, and which says that to start cassation proceedings, the initiation
of the parties is necessary. Compare M. Waligórski, Rewizja cywilna według znowelizowanego
k.p.c., “Przegląd Notarialny” 1952, No. 1–3, p. 60. In 1950–1996 the parties did not have the right
to lodge extraordinary appeal against final sentence. Only the Minister of Justice, the First President of the Supreme Court, Attorney General, Ombudsman, Mminister for Labour and Social
Policy had the right to do so. Thus, the appeal enabled the state to control the number and quality
of cases at the Supreme Court.
118
M. Michalska, Legitymacja do wniesienia kasacji w postępowaniu cywilnym, “Palestra”
2003, No. 5–6, p. 42.
119
And “common prosecutors” who operate pursuant to art. 60 c.c.p.
120
In the pre-war code of civil procedure compulsory representation by a lawyer referred to
proceedings in the Supreme Court but also in courts of appeal and district courts as courts of first
instance. Pursuant to the act of 20 July 1950 regarding amendments to regulations on civil cases
(Journal of Laws No. 38, item 349) compulsory representation by a lawyer was revoked and restored along with the system of cassation in 1996.
121
The obligation did not refer to the party such as a lawyer, a legal advisor, General Attorney
of the Treasury, a judge, a prosecutor, a notary, a professor or an associate professor of law.
122
On issuance of power-of-attorney, a mandatory should entitle an attorney-in-fact to
lodge cassation complaint and represent him at the Supreme Court. In order to do it new powers
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of the above-mentioned actions by themselves, they bear no legal effect. When
the regulations concerning compulsory representation by a lawyer are infringed,
a cassation complaint is inadmissible and is rejected. The lack of financial means
to pay a professional representative is not a factor preventing from negative consequences of personal acts. A party that cannot cover costs of representation (or
costs of cassation procedure) is entitled to obtain legal help of a professional representative appointed by the court. The motion to appoint such a representative, as
well as the motion to be exempted from costs regarding the cassation complaint,
can be lodged by a party.
Implementation of compulsory representation by a lawyer arises from the procedure of lodging a cassation, which has become formalised. Besides, the formal
structure of cassation has to meet strict requirements. It should be noted that
the rule of compulsory representation by a lawyer, implemented in the Polish system of cassation and also in other countries123 was not adopted in a radical form.
In order to ensure a high standard of complaints, it was suggested to limit the catalogue of professional entities entitled to lodge a cassation complaint124 to a list
of lawyers of the Supreme Court.

6. CONCLUSION
It seems that consistently conducted transformation of the Polish cassation
system has debunked the myth that the Supreme Court is a remedy that guarantees redressing mistakes made in the course of examination by the courts of first
and second instance. Such a belief was a typical reaction of the Polish society,
which after political transformations of 1989 was looking for a counterbalance to
the former control exercised by people’s government among new accessible legal
measures. In 1996 cassation was restored and it became an opposite of the former
extraordinary revision which fell beyond a party’s discretional powers.
of attorney should be issued. “Power of Attorney to represent in court proceedings does not include
being entitled to lodge cassation complaint and to take part in cassation proceedings”. See the act
of the Supreme Court of 5 June 2008, III CZP 142/07, OSNC 2008, No. 11, item 122. After transforming cassation into extraordinary measure of appeal in 2005, the procedure is not continuation
of trial.
123
For example, in the French system of cassation complaint, which is a model for the system
adopted in Poland, exclusively listed lawyers at the Council of State and the Court of Cassation
(avocat au Conseil d’Etat et á la Cour de Cassation) can represent before courts. Those lawyers
form only a small group. Compare T. Ereciński, Kilka refleksji o przymusie adwokacko-radcowskim, (in:) J. Żuławski (ed.), XX lat samorządu radców prawnych. Księga jubileuszowa, Warszawa
2002, p. 57.
124
T. Zembrzuski, Skarga kasacyjna…, p. 485.
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Soon after restoring the model of widely accessible cassation that was a measure of appeal initiating procedure before the Supreme Court, as the court of third
instance, it was clear that such a cassation was going to be treated as a remedy
against unfavourable decisions of the courts of general jurisdiction. As a result,
private interests of the parties were exclusively secured. The consequences have
two dimensions. First, the function of supervising court actions, performed by
the Supreme Court, was disturbed. Meanwhile, unrestricted accessibility of cassation became a threat in itself to the effective functioning of the Supreme Court
which was burdened with minor and legally uncomplicated cases.125 Political and
practical reasons resulted in limiting the accessibility of a cassation complaint. In
accordance with the recommendations proposed by the Committee of Ministers
of the Council of Europe and following foreign models,126 pursuant to the amendment of 24 May 2000, the institution of preliminary examination was implemented in order to regulate the accessibility of cassation127 (cassation complaint
at present). Thanks to the procedure of preliminary selection of cases, 60‒70%
of complaints are not accepted for further examination.128 Besides the above-mentioned factors, both absolute compulsory representation by an attorney or a legal
advisor and the exclusive use of cassation grounds indicated in the act of law have
an impact on the accessibility of a cassation complaint.
The above-mentioned restrictions, along with the extraordinary nature
of a cassation complaint as a measure available outside the system of instances,
leads to the conclusion that its accessibility is treated as a special entitlement.
125
In the Civil Chamber of the Supreme Court it has led to excessive workload which amounted to 5000 cases at the end of 1999 and even 8000 cases at the end of 2000. Compare J. Gudowski,
Kasacja w świetle projektu…, p. 40. Fears concerning a wide access to cassation complaint were
also expressed by K. Kołakowski, O dopuszczalności kasacji, “Przegląd Sądowy” 1999, No. 9,
p. 49.
126
For example in France complaints not based on serious grounds to be appealed are
not accepted to be examined because of being regarded as inadmissible ones (non fondés sur
un moyen sériex de cassation) (art. 1014 du Code de procédure civile). In Italy complaint is
inadmissible in case of a serious legal issue or in case of being clearly groundless (Il ricorso
è inammissibile: 1) quando il provvedimento impugnato (…) 2) quando è manifestamente infonda
ta) (art. 360bis Codice di procedura civile), German (or similarly Austrian) appeal can be accepted to be examined if any of the pre-conditions is met: there is legal issue of great significance,
admissibility of cassation is going to contribute to development of legal system, and judicature is
to be made uniform (see L. Rosenberg, K. H. Schwab, P. Gottwald, Zivilprozessrecht…, p. 994;
E. M. Bajons, Austria, (in:) J. A. Jolowicz, C. H. van Rhee (eds.), Recourse…, p. 36).
127
T. Zembrzuski, Skarga kasacyjna…, p. 506.
128
Ibidem. Data for years 2006–2010 according to studies published in the Bulletin of the Civil Chamber of the Supreme Court. After having implemented preliminary examination, excessive
workload decreased. At the end of 2003 and 2010 it amounted to over 1600 cases and at the end
of 2004 and 2009 to 1402 and 1227 cases respectively, at the end of 2005, 2006, 2007, and 2008 to
fewer than 1000 cases were submitted for consideration. See statistical data published in the Bulletin of the Civil Chamber of the Supreme Court, J. Gudowski, E. Stan-Stanik (eds.), 2005 No. 1,
2006 No. 1, 2007 No. 1, 2008 No. 1, 2009 No. 1, 2010 No. 1 and 12.
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However, at the beginning its function was the opposite. The scope of legal activities undertaken by the Supreme Court is limited due to the structure of cassation
procedure when the Court examines cassation but not a case itself.
In the system of legal protection shaped by new regulations, the role of a cassation complaint was limited exclusively to decisions on issues of common law
and of crucial social importance. The analysis of changes that have been made
since 2000 proves the intention to limit the number of cases, in respect of which
the decisions in the last instance were demanded. Accessibility of cassation and
its exclusion from the course of instance was defined in the legislature as there
was the necessity to facilitate the judiciary and to refute the belief that only
the Supreme Court can thoroughly explain all the circumstances of a case according to the conception of truth propagated by a complainant. However, the court
of cassation is not searching wonderful measures which prevent defectiveness
of the judiciary in Poland, the standard of which depends more on the quality
of the judicature and righteous qualifications of judges of all instances. The role
of the court of cassation is to guarantee uniformity of law application by supervising decisions in cases which would lead to severe legal and social consequences.
Taking everything into consideration, the objective of cassation complaint
is the final check whether appealed court decisions of second instance are legal.
Thus, complaint is to serve both law and order as well as uniformity of the judiciary. At the same time the Supreme Court has the right to inspect the judicature
of lower instances, which constitutes its function of judicial supervision.
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LEGAL AND HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON PUBLIC
CHARACTER OF CASSATION COMPLAINT IN POLISH
CIVIL PROCEDURE

Summary
The text offers an overview of the evolution of cassation in Poland and its historical
background from the 19th century until the present time. The author argues that
consistently conducted transformation of the Polish cassation system has changed
the perception of cassation which was widely spread after the political transformation
of 1989. She points out that such elements as: the procedure of preliminary selection
of cases, absolute compulsory representation by an attorney or legal advisor, and
the exclusive use of cassation grounds indicated in the Code of Civil Procedure exert
an impact on the accessibility of a cassation complaint. She demonstrates a far-fetching
evolution of this appellate measure over the years, considering the fact the beginning
of its function was quite the opposite.
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PROCEEDINGS

The aim of this paper is to present selected issues connected with the parties’
obligatory representation in the Polish cassation proceedings. Most notably I will
depict the present regulation against a historical and comparative background. As
its shape kept evolving over the years, its premises have been regularly revisited
in the course of a doctrinal discussion.1 In the recent time especially one question
came to prominence. It touches upon an idea to introduce a special group of legal
representatives who would be endowed with an exclusive right to act in the proceedings before the Supreme Court. In this paper I will try to recreate the historical background of this institution in the Polish law and analyse the present state,
taking into account the nature of the cassation proceedings, as well as the prospects of introducing such a legal specialisation in the future.
As regards the historical background, cassation attorneys acted in the proceedings before the Cassation Court in the former Duchy of Warsaw.2 Not surprisingly, the organisation of the judicial system in the Duchy of Warsaw was

T. Ereciński, Kilka refleksji o przymusie adwokacko-radcowskim [Several remarks on the
parties’ obligatory representation by attorneys and legal advisors], (in:) XX lat samorządu radców
prawnych 1982–2002 [Twenty years of the legal advisors’ self-governance 1982–2002], Warsaw
2002, pp. 55 ff.; J. Żuławski, Czy zawody prawnicze potrzebują elity? [Is the legal profession in
need of an elite?], “Radca Prawny” 2003, No. 4, pp. 142 ff.; K. Osajda, Pełnomocnicy uprawnieni
do wnoszenia kasacji i występowania przed najwyższymi organami sądowymi [Attorneys entitled
to lodge cassations and act in the proceedings before the highest judicial organs], “Palestra” 2004,
No. 11–12, pp. 126 ff.; M. Pilich, Pełnomocnicy procesowi dopuszczeni do działania przed sądami
najwyższymi (analiza problemu na tle prawnoporównawczym) [Representatives authorized to act
before the Supreme Courts (a comparative analysis)], (in:) K. Ślebzak (ed.), Studia i analizy Sądu
Najwyższego [Studies and analyses of the Supreme Court], Vol. VI, Warsaw 2012, pp. 191 ff.
2
The Duchy of Warsaw was established in 1807 under the terms of the Treaties of Tilsit.
The constitutional act of the Duchy of Warsaw of 22 July 1807 introduced in its title IX the socalled “court order” based on the French solutions and provided the Council of State with the role
of a cassation court. See J. Gudowski, Skarga kasacyjna [Cassation complaint], (in:) J. Gudowski
(ed.), System Prawa Procesowego Cywilnego. Środki zaskarżenia [The System of Civil Procedural
Law. Appellate measures], t. III, Warszawa 2013, p. 886.
1
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inspired by the French solutions.3 On 3 April 1810 Frederick Augustus I issued
a decree4 based on the draft prepared by the Minister of Justice Feliks Łubieński
with a view to putting into effect the general provisions of the Constitution
of the Duchy of Warsaw, promulgated by Napoleon on 22 July 1807.5 The decree
included provisions which set out the organisational structure of the Cassation
Court. It stipulated that the claimants would be obligatorily represented by one
of only twelve counselors (in Polish: mecenasi) who were based at the Cassation
Court.6 These counselors had an exclusive right to sign and file cassations called
“recourses”.7 According to article 46, these attorneys were appointed by the King
on the motion tabled by the Minister of Justice. The introduction of numerus clausus of cassation counselors was connected with an idea that only the best lawyers
could exercise this profession. Their promotion was dependent upon a solid theoretical background as well as practical experience. In order to become a cassation
lawyer, a candidate had to pass a special exam called “judicial exam”, involving
both theory and practice, and had to perform the function of a patron, an attorney
or a different legal profession for at least two years prior to the promotion.8 The
day-to-day activities as well as the quality of cassation attorneys’ work was subject to constant and strict control.9 If it was not sufficiently good, the Cassation
Court was empowered to give them a warning or a reprimand. If the wrongdoing

M. Makuch, Wpływ francuskich rozwiązań ustrojowych na organizację sądownictwa cywilnego w Księstwie Warszawskim [Influence of the French solutions on the organization of
civil judicial system in the Duchy of Warsaw], (in:) E. Kozerska, P. Sadowski, A. Szymański
(eds.), Ze studiów nad tradycją prawa [Studies on the legal tradition], Warsaw 2012, pp. 75 ff.;
cf. M. Rogacka-Rzewnicka, Instytucja kasacji we Francji (Institution of cassation in France),
“Państwo i Prawo” 1994, No. 3, pp. 69 ff.
4
S. Car, Zarys historii adwokatury w Polsce (zeszyt pierwszy) [Outline of the history of the
attorney’s profession in Poland (part 1)], Warsaw 1925, pp. 93 and 96; Dziennik Praw Księstwa
Warszawskiego [Journal of Laws of the Duchy of Warsaw], Vol. 2; J. J. Litauer, Sąd Kasacyjny
Księstwa Warszawskiego [The Cassation Court in the Duchy of Warsaw], “Themis Polska” 1915,
Vol. 5, p. 196.
5
The decree of 3 April 1810 put into effect certain provisions of the Constitution of the Duchy
of Warsaw which was promulgated by Napoleon on 22 July 1807 in Dresden with regard to the organization of the Cassation Court of the Duchy of Warsaw; M. Makuch, Wpływ… [Influence…],
p. 79.
6
H. Konic, Sąd Kassacyjny za czasów Księstwa Warszawskiego i jego jurysprudencja [The
Cassation Court during the times of the Duchy of Warsaw and its jurisprudence], “Gazeta Sądowa
Warszawska” 1891, No. 14, p. 214; J. J. Litauer, Sąd Kasacyjny…, p. 197; M. Makuch, Wpływ…
[Influence…], p. 89.
7
S. Car, Zarys… [Outline…], p. 93.
8
Ibidem, pp. 92–93.
9
Cf. J. J. Litauer, Fragmenty z dziejów polskiego sądownictwa porozbiorowego [On the
history of the Polish post-partition judicial system], Warsaw 1915, p. 17; J. Gudowski, Skarga…
[Cassation…], footnote 24, p. 888.
3
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recurred, the king could remove them from the cassation counselors’ list on
the Cassation Court’s motion.10
When the Kingdom of Poland was created in 1815 by the resolutions of the Congress of Vienna, the profession of cassation counselors was maintained. The Constitution of 1815 and the Organic Statute of the Kingdom of Poland dating from
1832 did not introduce any major changes in the organisation of the attorneys’
profession in comparison to the one existing in the former Duchy of Warsaw.
On 21 September 1815 the Provisional Government of the Kingdom of Poland
created the Court of Highest Instance instead of the Cassation Court. This is
where the cassation lawyers were affiliated from then on. When the 9th Department of the Governing Senate was established in 1842, the name mecenasi was
abandoned and replaced by the title “the defendors by the Warsaw Departments
of the Governing Senate”.11 They were appointed by the Governmental Commission of Justice. Interestingly, they were entitled to act not only at the Court
of Highest Instance, but also in the proceedings before the lower instance courts.
The idea to reintroduce “cassation lawyers” in the post-partition civil proceedings was subject to an animated debate too. The discussion was sparked
in the 1920s when the work was underway to introduce a new attorneys’ code.
Throughout the 1920s and 1930s the distinguished authors such as Z. Nagórski,12
J. Sławski13 and E. Waśkowski14 presented a wide range of arguments in favor
of putting this idea into practice.
They unanimously claimed that the cassation attorneys provide a fresh, new
perspective to the case as well as the ability to evaluate the cassation’s grounds in an
objective, unbiased way. Such a sober view of the circumstances of an individual
case would spare a claimant the unnecessary input of time and cost if the cassation
did not hold any promise of success. According to a common view, the “non-cassation” or “regular” lawyers, who acted in the first and second instance proceedings,
lacked the ability to properly evaluate the pros and cons of the case. The arguments
presented in the course of the proceedings before the courts of general jurisdiction
were frequently reiterated before the Supreme Court.
A major argument ensued from the fact that cassation proceedings require
a different approach to the case, i.e. a more abstract one, based exclusively on
the legal perspective ensuing from the proper application and interpretation
J. J. Litauer, Sąd… [The Cassation…], p. 199.
E. Waśkowski, Adwokatura przy Sądzie Najwyższym [Attorneys based at the Supreme
Court], “Gazeta Sądowa Warszawska” 1937, No. 21, p. 303; S. Car, Zarys... [Outline...], pp. 95–96;
T. Ereciński, Kilka... [Several...], p. 59.
12
Z. Nagórski, Wyodrębnienie adwokatów przy najwyższych instancjach sądowych [Creating a group of attorneys based at the highest court instances], “Głos Prawa” 1925, No. 17–18,
pp. 378 ff.
13
J. Sławski, Wyodrębnienie adwokatury przy najwyższych instancjach sądowych [Creating
a group of attorneys based at the highest court instances], “Palestra” 1925, pp. 1063 ff.
14
E. Waśkowski, Adwokatura… [Attorneys…], pp. 301 ff.
10
11
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of law.15 Touching upon the sphere of facts as well as engaging in polemics over
the evaluation of evidence is inadmissible since the Supreme Court deals exclusively with juridical issues. Therefore, a cassation attorney should be particularly
skilled at distinguishing these two spheres.
In view thereof, the most relevant and indisputable argument in favor of introducing a group of attorneys who specialise exclusively in the cassation proceedings was as follows: the role of the parties’ representatives in such proceedings
is incomparable to the function performed in the proceedings before the courts
of first instance and the courts of appeal. While the former deal exclusively with
interpreting the law, the latter bring into focus the sphere of facts and evidence.
Such a distinction ensues from a conviction that a two-instance proceedings,
including appellatio cum beneficio novorum, is amply sufficient to judge a case
in a due and proper way. The shape of the appeal proceedings is supposed to enable
the court of second instance to thoroughly examine the case without restricting itself to a merely formal control of the judgment passed by the court of first
instance.16 The court of appeal provides an additional forum where the evidential
proceedings may be reviewed, reevaluated, and – to some extent – supplemented.
In contrast, the primary goal of the cassation proceedings is to act in the public – not private – interest with a view to ensuring the uniformity of case law
and the development of law.17 Therefore, the Supreme Court’s activity takes into
focus the examination of contentious issues or previously unresolved juridical
conundrums. One might add that according to the present regulation, a cassation
complaint cannot be based on the claims relating to the establishment of facts
or evaluation of evidence (article 3983 § 3 the Polish Code of Civil Procedure:
hereinafter PCCP). The cassation grounds revolve around the infringement
of the substantive law by its incorrect interpretation or improper application
(article 3983 § 1 PCCP) as well as the infringement of the procedural law provided
that the infringement could exert a significant impact on the final outcome
of the case (article 3983 § 1 point 2 PCCP).
Cf. G. Wielikowski, O czystość rozumowania kasacyjnego [For the purity of the cassation
reasoning], “Głos Sądownictwa” 1935, No. 11, pp. 778–779.
16
Decision of the panel of seven judges of the Supreme Court of 23 March 1999, III CZP
59/98, OSNC 1999, No. 7–8, item 124; decision of the panel of seven judges of the Supreme Court
of 31 January 2008, III CZP 49/07, OSNC 2008, No. 6, item 55.
17
Cf. A. Galič, A civil law perspective on the Supreme Court and its functions, passim
(published in this book), Paper to be presented at the conference: “The functions of the Supreme
Court – issues of process and administration of justice” Warsaw, 11–14 June 2014, http://colloquium2014.uw.edu.pl/wp-content/uploads/sites/21/2014/01/Ales-Galic.pdf. Cf. P. Rylski, Ochrona
interesu publicznego w postępowaniu cywilnym – przyczyny, przejawy, skuteczność [Protection
of the public interest in the civil proceedings – causes, examples, efficiency], (in:) T. Giaro (ed.),
Interes publiczny a interes prywatny w prawie [Public interest versus private interest in law].
XIII Konferencja Wydziału Prawa i Administracji Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego 24 lutego
2012 roku, Warsaw 2012, passim.
15
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It needs emphasising that the examination of the cassation’s legal grounds
is preceded by the so-called “pre-trial procedure”, in which one judge evaluates
whether a cassation complaint deserves to be substantially reviewed by a panel
of three judges of the Supreme Court. The positive outcome of this evaluation is
dependent upon the fulfillment of additional conditions, which can be referred
to as “pre-trial prerequisites”. Namely, (1) the case should involve a legal issue
of significant importance; (2) there is a need to interpret legal provisions that give
rise to significant doubts or cause discrepancies in the case law; (3) the proceedings are deemed invalid; (4) the cassation complaint is evidently justified. The
cassation complaint can be accepted for further examination provided that at least
one of these prerequisites is fulfilled.
Therefore, effective submission of a cassation complaint should be preceded
with an objective evaluation of the case and an unbiased assessment whether any
of these prerequisites exist under the given circumstances. In order to perform
such an assessment, a lawyer must apply a more abstract, objective and public
interest-oriented mode of thinking. A great deal of knowledge and experience
is also indispensable. The correct evaluation of the cassation prerequisites may
be effectively performed only by a lawyer who is knowledgeable about the latest judicial trends and doctrinal views, and is able to approach the case bearing
in mind the specific nature of the cassation proceedings.18 Otherwise, it is nearly
impossible to assess whether a dispute in question involves “a significant legal
issue” or gives rise to “discrepancy in the case law”.
These remarks lead to a conclusion that filing a cassation and representing
parties before the Supreme Court should take the shape of a legal specialisation.
Attorneys who opt for pursuing this professional path are supposed to constantly
hone their skills, improve the technique of writing cassation complaints and raise
the level of oral pleadings performed before the Supreme Court, constantly having in mind that the institutional function of the highest instance court is not
primarily about the private interests of the litigants, but about the public interest
connected with the development of law and unification of case law.19
18
Cf. T. Zembrzuski, Ewolucja charakteru skargi kasacyjnej w polskim postępowaniu cywilnym [Evolution of the character of the cassation complaint in the Polish civil proceedings],
(in:) H. Dolecki, K. Flaga-Gieruszyńska (eds.), Ewolucja polskiego postępowania cywilnego
wobec przemian politycznych, społecznych i gospodarczych [Evolution of the Polish civil proceedings against a political, social and economic background]. Materiały konferencyjne Ogólnopolskiego Zjazdu Katedr Postępowania Cywilnego, Szczecin-Niechorze 28–30.9.2007, Warsaw
2009, passim; J. Gudowski, Kasacja w świetle projektu Komisji Kodyfikacyjnej Prawa Cywilnego
z uwzględnieniem aspektów historycznych i prawnoporównawczych [Cassation in the light of the
draft of the Codification Commission of Civil Law against a historical and comparative background], “Przegląd Legislacyjny” 1999, No. 4, passim.
19
W. Sanetra, O roli Sądu Najwyższego w zapewnianiu zgodności z prawem oraz jednolitości orzecznictwa sądowego [On the role of the Supreme Court in ensuring accordance with law
and uniformity of case law], “Przegląd Sądowy” 2006, No. 9, p. 19; W. Santera, Sąd Najwyższy
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A situation in which an exclusive right to act in the cassation proceedings would rest solely with cassation attorneys, would undeniably benefit both
the Supreme Court and the litigants. Such attorneys would cherish a greater deal
of independence, because they would be less “soaked” by their clients’ expectations and wishes. In all probability, they would be able to efficiently discern
whether a cassation complaint bodes well or whether it is utterly unfounded. In
the latter case, if it is evident from the very outset that the chances of success
are scarce or virtually non-existent, they would spare the parties an unnecessary
input of time, cost and false hopes.
It needs emphasising that such a solution would be very profitable to
the Supreme Court as well. Thanks to it, the highest instance court would not
waste valuable time and energy on a futile examination of dozens of cases which
do not fulfill the basic prerequisites (article 3989 § 1 point 1‒4 PCCP). This argument has become even more relevant ever since the Supreme Court was obliged to
draw up written explanations of the reasons behind the refusal to accept the case
for further examination.
The institution of “cassation attorneys” has been introduced in many European countries. In the Polish literature, the references to the procedural law
of inter alia Germany, France and Austria-Hungary served as a frequent source
of inspiration in this regard. Not surprisingly, the example of France was invoked
in the first place.20 France is traditionally viewed as a cradle of cassation proceedings and the organisation of the Cour de cassation served as an eminent example
to many procedural systems in which the profession of cassation attorneys was
adopted. Since 1817 the parties have been obligatorily and exclusively represented
in the proceedings before the Conseil d’Etat and the Cour de cassation by a group
of specialised counselors, who create an independent profession called L’Ordre
des Avocats au Conseil d’État et à la Cour de Cassation. The number of avocats
is limited, as it amounts only to 60. They are appointed by the Minister of Justice
on the motion tabled by a special commission consisting of the judges of the Cour
de Cassation, the Conseil d’État, university professors as well as the members
of the L’ordre des Avocats. Additionally, the Procureur Général and the First
President of the Cassation Court also present their opinion on the candidates. In
order to join the ranks of this prestigious profession one is also obliged to serve
a three-year apprenticeship and pass a special exam. The L’Ordre des Avocats au
w systemie wymiaru sprawiedliwości [The Supreme Court in the judicial system], “Przegląd Sądowy” 1999, No. 7–8, p. 7; B. Szmulik, Pozycja ustrojowa Sądu Najwyższego w Rzeczypospolitej
Polskiej [The constitutional position of the Supreme Court in the Republic of Poland], Warsaw
2008, passim; A. Górski, Uwagi o sprawowaniu wymiaru sprawiedliwości przez Sąd Najwyższy
[Remarks on dispensing justice by the Supreme Court], (in:) J. Gudowski, K. Weitz (eds.), Aurea
theoria, aurea praxis. Księga pamiątkowa ku czci prof. T. Erecińskiego, Vol. 2, Warsaw 2012,
pp. 2807 ff.
20
Z. Nagórski, Wyodrębnienie… [Creating…], pp. 380–381
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Conseil d’État et à la Cour de Cassation cherishes a long tradition in France. The
main rules connected with the legal situation of this group of counselors are stipulated in an ordonnance which dates as far back as 10 September 1817, including
subsequent amendments.
As regards Germany, the counselors who are empowered to act in the proceedings before the Federal Supreme Court are appointed by the Minister of Justice
on the motion put forward by a special commission. The candidates are proposed
by different attorneys’ chambers as well as the Attorneys’ Chamber instituted by
the Federal Supreme Court. An attorney needs to be at least 35 years old and work
in this capacity for at least five years in order to act in the proceedings before
the Federal Supreme Court.
Examples of Netherlands, Italy, England and Wales were also analysed
in the Polish literature as a possible source of reference.21 The example of the Netherlands, where only the attorneys based in the Hague are taken into consideration,
was considered undemocratic and unfair.22 In Italy every attorney who has exercised a legal profession for at least 12 years can act in the cassation proceedings.
As far as England and Wales are concerned, there is a traditional differentiation
between barristers and attorneys and only the latter can act in the proceedings
before the highest judicial instance.
Despite the rich foreign references and a nearly unanimous support manifested
for this idea in the literature, a regulation regarding the introduction of obligatory
representation by “cassation counselors” was never enacted in the Polish Code
of Civil Procedure of 1930,23 nor in the legal acts specifying the rules of the attorneys’ profession. Instead, a distinctive emphasis was put on the need to introduce
the parties’ obligatory representation by “regular” attorneys to a relatively wide
extent.
The Code of 1930 stipulated in article 86 that the absolute mandatory representation of the parties by professional proxies was required in the proceedings
before the Supreme Court, the courts of appeal, as well as the regional courts,
whenever a regional court examined the case in the first instance proceedings. If
a case was examined in the first instance by a district court, the legal representation of the parties was mandatory only in the event of filing an appellate measure
to the Supreme Court.

21
E. Stawicka, Uprawnienie adwokatów do uczestniczenia w cywilnych procedurach kasacyjnych w wybranych państwach europejskich [Entitling attorneys to act in the civil cassation proceedings in the selected European countries], “Palestra” 2002, No. 7–8, pp. 137–138;
M. Pilich, Pełnomocnicy… [Representatives…], passim; K. Osajda, Pełnomocnicy… [Attorneys…],
pp. 133–134; T. Ereciński, Kilka… [Several…], pp. 57–58; Z. Nagórski, Wyodrębnienie… [Creating…], pp. 380–381.
22
K. Osajda, Pełnomocnicy… [Attorneys…], p. 134.
23
Dziennik Ustaw [Polish Journal of Laws] 1932, No. 112, item 934.
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Generally, the mandatory legal representation is connected with the parties’
inability to effectively perform actions and act in the proceedings on their own.24
Such an inability may be caused by either factual or legal reasons. As far as
the latter are concerned, the law may demand that professional legal representation is either absolute or relative. The absolute legal representation means that if
the parties perform actions on their own, they will be devoid of legal significance.
The interwar Codification Commission which prepared the draft version
of the Code of 1930 explained that whenever the matters of considerable legal significance and complexity are examined, it is recommended that such cases should
be dealt with by professionals who have a considerable grasp of legal knowledge
and are able to critically evaluate the sphere of facts.25 It needs emphasising that
restricting this view to “regular” attorneys was deemed sufficient to guarantee
a smooth course of the proceedings and a correct application of law by the courts
of general jurisdiction. According to the interwar Codification Commission,
the mandatory representation of the parties by professional lawyers was supposed
to decrease the flow of lawsuits and the number of appellate measures such as
appeals and cassations.26 It was presumed that the parties would be more inclined
to renounce from instituting judicial proceedings upon a consultation with a lawyer. The mandatory representation meant that a party who appeared in court
without an attorney was considered absent (cf. art. 359 of the Code of 1930) and
the actions performed by such a party were deemed non-existent.27
By the Act of 20 July 1950 the provisions which called for a mandatory
professional representation of the parties were repealed. Soon afterwards,
in the 1950s this issue was revisited in the course of a doctrinal discussion. The
lack of the obligatory professional representation raised doubts with regard to
the principle of the parties’ equality and the substantive dimension of the judicial
proceedings.28 Having said that, the mandatory professional representation was
J. Jodłowski, Z. Resich, J. Lapierre, T. Misiuk-Jodłowska, K. Weitz, Postępowanie cywilne
[Civil proceedings], Warsaw 2009, p. 214; H. Dolecki, Postępowanie cywilne. Zarys wykładu [Civil proceedings. An outline], Warsaw 2005, p. 94; W. Broniewicz, Postępowanie cywilne w zarysie
[An outline of the civil proceedings], Warsaw 2006, p. 160.
25
F. K. Fierich, Strony i ich zastępcy [Parties and their representatives], (in:) Polska procedura cywilna. Projekty referentów z uzasadnieniem [The Polish civil procedure. Speakers’ drafts
with explanation], Cracow 1921, pp. 71 ff.
26
Ibidem, p. 71.
27
L. Peiper, Komentarz do Kodeksu postępowania cywilnego (część pierwsza) [Commentary
on the Code of civil proceedings (part one)], Kraków 1934, p. 254.
28
M. Sychowicz, Przymus adwokacko-radcowski w postępowaniu cywilnym [Obligatory
representation of the parties by attorneys and legal advisors in the civil proceedings], “Palestra”
1996, No. 7–8, p. 28; Cf. J. Kopera, O kilka zmian w k.p.c. [For a few amendments in the Polish
Code of civil procedure], “Nowe Prawo” 1957, No. 9, p. 82; Z. Krzemiński, Adwokat w projekcie
kodeksu postępowania cywilnego [An attorney in the draft of the Polish Code of civil procedure],
“Palestra” 1960, No. 10, p. 16; W. Siedlecki, Projekt kodeksu postępowania cywilnego PRL [The
draft of the Code of civil procedure of the Polish People’s Republic], “Państwo i Prawo” 1960,
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not reinstated until the mid-1990s, when the institution of cassation was reintroduced to the Polish Code of Civil Procedure by the act of 1 March 1996. In this
way, the mandatory representation by “regular” attorneys (and legal advisors)
reappeared in the Polish law after almost 46 years of absence.29 According to article 3932 § 1 of the Code, as introduced by the Act of 1 March 1996, the mandatory
professional representation concerned only one activity performed before
the Supreme Court, i.e. “filing the cassation”. The Supreme Court explained
that the activity of writing and signing a cassation should be understood under
this term.30 The introduction of this provision was motivated by the desire to
avoid burdening the Supreme Court with cassations which would not be based
on the legal grounds stipulated by the Code. Its introduction aimed at raising
the level of cassations as far as the substantive and formal requirements were concerned, as well as facilitating their examination by the Supreme Court.
In 2005 article 871 § 1 PCCP was introduced in order to broaden the scope
of obligatory legal representation.31 Article 871 prevents the parties from performing procedural activities on their own. The representation of the parties by
professional attorneys or legal advisors is mandatory in the cassation proceedings. This obligation also concerns additional activities related to the proceedings before the Supreme Court, which are performed in the courts of general
jurisdiction. Article 871 § 2 states that this rule does not extend itself to cases
when the parties or their representatives are: a judge, a public prosecutor, a notary
public, a professor or a habilitated doctor of law, an attorney, a legal advisor or
a solicitor of the State Treasury Solicitors’ Office.
The legislator’s inclination to ensure the obligatory professional representation before the highest instance court is motivated by the desire to establish
a higher standard and a better quality of procedural pleadings addressed to
the Supreme Court. On the one hand, it aims at raising the merits-related dimension of the legal aid, which undeniably serves the better protection of the parties’
interests. However, pursuing this direction serves well the public interest too.
The fewer low-quality, groundless cassation complaints are filed to the Supreme
Court, the better the quality of the Supreme Court’s work itself.
The reintroduction of cassation in 1996 once again sparked the discussion
regarding the creation of a special group of counselors who would represent
No. 3, p. 447; W. Siedlecki, Z prac Komisji Kodyfikacyjnej nad nowym kodeksem postępowania
cywilnego PRL [On the work of the Codification Commission on the new Code of civil procedure
of the Polish People’s Republic], “Studia Cywilistyczne” 1961, Vol. 1, p. 281.
29
M. Sychowicz, Przymus… [Obligatory…], p. 27.
30
Decision of the Polish Supreme Court of 19 March 1998, I CZ 18/98, LEX No. 1228318.
31
Dziennik Ustaw [Polish Journal of Laws] 2004, No. 172, item 1804; T. Zembrzuski, Kilka
uwag o przymusie adwokacko-radcowskim w postępowaniu przed Sądem Najwyższym po nowe
lizacji kodeksu postępowania cywilnego [Several remarks on the obligatory representation of the
parties by attorneys and legal advisors in the civil proceedings], “Przegląd Sądowy” 2006, No. 1,
p. 122.
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the parties exclusively in the cassation proceedings. In recent years there were
several attempts to introduce such an amendment in the Polish code of civil
proceedings. Most notably, in January 2002 the governmental draft contained
a proposal to change the content of article 871 PCCP. The envisioned amendment stipulated that “in the cassation proceedings the parties can be represented
exclusively by the attorneys or legal advisors based at the Supreme Court”. This
amendment generally aimed at limiting the number of attorneys who are entitled to draw up cassation complaints and perform other activities in the cassation
proceedings. The purpose of the draft was also directed at broadening the scope
of obligatory representation of the parties by professional attorneys and legal
advisors in the proceedings before the courts of appeal. However, this legislative
attempt turned out to be unsuccessful and it was not adopted.
In the light of these remarks, the incentives aimed at introducing a special
group of “cassation lawyers” have been resumed on a regular basis ever since
the interwar period. In view thereof, one might pose the following questions:
firstly, why the representation of the parties by “regular” attorneys and legal
advisors is deemed unsatisfactory and insufficient, and secondly, why all these
attempts do not come to fruition?
As regards the first question, it is worth mentioning that the Polish Supreme
Court has stated on several occasions that the quality of cassation complaints has
been continuously deteriorating. Most notably, it remarked in its annual report
of 2010 that the level of cassation complaints is worryingly unimpressive and over
the years it has not shown any sign of improvement.32 According to the Supreme
Court’s report, cassation complaints are frequently prepared in an ill-considered,
unprofessional manner, which adversely affects not only their persuasive force,
but also their substantive quality. The report also highlighted the fact that the distinctive feature of this extraordinary appellate measure, i.e. the conciseness
of the charges, is lost and, as a consequence, it frequently occurs that a number
of charges is unduly exaggerated. Even though the cassation complaints are written by professional representatives, i.e. attorneys and legal advisors, it frequently
happens that they are formulated and justified erroneously. For instance they
are either disrespectfully short or, on the contrary, exceedingly long, containing
footnotes and references to different scholarly publications.33 As a consequence,
the cassation complaints often resemble scientific works rather than appellate
measures.34 This is frowned upon by the Supreme Court’s judges because a cassation complaint should be concise. Its strength should be associated with the precision of the charges and the power of the arguments.35
http://www.sn.pl/osadzienajwyzszym/SitePages/Sprawozdania_z_dzialalnosci.aspx.
Ibidem.
34
Ibidem.
35
J. Gudowski, Pogląd na kasację [A view on the cassation], (in:) P. Grzegorczyk, K. Knoppek,
M. Walasik (eds.), Proces cywilny. Nauka – kodyfikacja – praktyka. Księga jublieuszowa
32
33
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This state of affairs translates into a high percentage of cassations (circa 60%)
which are dismissed during the pre-trial examination, preventing them from being
accepted for a full review by the Supreme Court. Unfortunately, as it was already
emphasised, the majority of cassation complaints are filed on a special wish
of a client, notwithstanding the role of the Supreme Court and its public functions. It should be stressed that the panel of seven judges of the Supreme Court
passed a resolution on 21 September 2000, III CZP 14/00,36 in which it stated
that a lawyer should advise a client against filing a cassation if it lacks grounds
in an outright manner. Regrettably, attorneys are not inclined to act against their
client’s whims and they outpour the Supreme Court with obviously groundless
cassations, lacking any substantiation whatsoever. The parties, as well as their
legal representatives, have difficulty in detaching themselves from the unfounded
perception that the access to the Supreme Court is allegedly a matter of a constitutionally guaranteed right and, consequently, they perceive the cassation proceedings as a continuation of the merits-based proceedings that took place before
the courts of general jurisdiction.
The idea to create a special group of legal representatives acting exclusively
before the Supreme Court has encountered a firm reluctance of the governing
bodies of the associations which gather legal advisors and attorneys. Nowadays,
the members of these two professions are entitled to represent parties in the cassation proceedings in Poland. The majority of attorneys and legal advisors perceive
the discussed idea as undemocratic, and eventually leading to the emergence
of a “legal aristocracy”, a “cassation caste”, an “elite” or a “privileged group”
enjoying a monopoly on acting in the proceedings before the Supreme Court.37
Regrettably, the negative attitude towards putting this idea into practice is also
shared by some prominent journalists.38
The introduction of this regulation is also halted by numerous questions
that surround the organisation scheme of the new legal profession. For instance,
a doubt arises whether the number of cassation attorneys should be limited (as
in France) or unlimited (as in Italy). The first solution would certainly contribdedykowana profesorowi Feliksowi Zedlerowi [The civil process. Doctrine – codification – practice. A book dedicated to professor Feliks Zedler], Warsaw 2012, pp. 168–169; T. Wiśniewski,
O swoistości postępowania kasacyjnego w sprawach cywilnych (zagadnienia wybrane) [On the
specificity of the cassation proceedings in civil matters (selected issues)], (in:) P. Grzegorczyk,
K. Knoppek, M. Walasik (eds.), Proces cywilny. Nauka – kodyfikacja – praktyka. Księga jubileuszowa dedykowana profesorowi Feliksowi Zedlerowi [The civil process. Doctrine – codification
– practice. A book dedicated to professor Feliks Zedler], Warsaw 2012, pp. 377 ff.
36
OSNC 2001, No. 2, item 21.
37
Cf. A. Bojańczyk, Czy celowe jest wyodrębnienie wyspecjalizowanego korpusu obrońców
kasacyjnych przy Sądzie Najwyższym? [Is it advisable to create a special group of cassation attorneys based at the Supreme Court?], “Palestra” 2011, No. 11–12, pp. 176 ff.
38
Cf. E. Usowicz, Kolejna kasta? [Another caste?], “Rzeczpospolita” of 24 October 2012,
http://prawo.rp.pl/artykul/945339-Kolejna-kasta-.html.
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ute to the “elite” character as well as prestige of the new profession. It would
also guarantee a high level of professionalism of the “cassation lawyers”, because
the results of their work would be easier to assess and the quality of their performance would be constantly submitted for critical evaluation by all the interested
parties, i.e. the litigants, the judges of the Supreme Court and the colleagues from
the “cassation attorneys” community. Having said that, the second option might
be perceived as more fair and democratic. However, the question remains whether
the level of the cassation attorneys’ work would be equally high as in the first
model. Perhaps this uncertainty could be mitigated by the way in which the selection procedure is shaped. As far as this aspect is concerned, there are multiple
paths to follow. The first of them consists in conditioning the access to the “cassation attorneys” profession upon taking and successfully passing a special exam.
Another way of approaching this issue might lead to organising a contest in which
the best candidates would be chosen by a special panel composed of the Supreme
Court judges, university professors and, possibly, the representatives of the cassation attorneys community. The objectivity and transparence of such a procedure
would be guaranteed by the members of this eminent panel.
While conceiving the organisational scheme of the cassation attorneys’ profession, it is essential to take into account the constitutional aspects connected with
it. This weighty issue has already sparked a reaction of civil procedure scholars,
as well as the attorneys’ and the legal advisors’ governing bodies. As expected,
the latter group approaches it with scathing criticism. By contrast, the Polish doctrine’s stance on the constitutionality of the discussed idea is far more conducive.
M. Pilich, who studied this issue quite extensively, is a proponent of the reform
and he accepts its outcomes as long as the constitutional standards are safeguarded.39 According to this scholar, one should evaluate whether the introduction
of “cassation attorneys” group would be in accordance with such constitutional
guarantees as the equality of everyone before the law (article 32 of the Polish
Constitution), as well as the freedom to choose and to pursue one’s profession and
place of work (article 65 of the Polish Constitution). He claims that the specialisation of attorneys would serve well the interests of the litigants in the cassation
proceedings. Therefore, putting this idea into practice is worth considering and
should be regarded as fully justified. However, as required by article 31 item
3 of the Polish Constitution, any limitation upon the exercise of constitutional
freedoms and rights may be imposed only by statute and only when necessary
in a democratic state of law. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to ensure that
the selection criteria are objective and that they serve an important, general,
public interest. According to M. Pilich, selection criteria such as: above-average expertise, outstanding theoretical knowledge and exquisite practical skills
39
M. Pilich, Pełnomocnicy… [Cassation…], pp. 231–233; M. Pilich, Czy grozi nam prawnicza kasta [A threat of another legal caste?], “Rzeczpospolita” of 14 May 2014, http://prawo.rp.pl/
artykul/1109337-Czy-grozi-nam-prawnicza-kasta.html.
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of cassation attorneys would be appropriate and well-suited to the exceptional
character of the cassation proceedings. Such criteria should be congruent with
article 31 item 3 of the Polish Constitution. Moreover, as long as the selection criteria are transparent and objective, and there are no hidden or unjustified barriers
in the process of accepting new adepts, the constitutional freedom of exercising
the profession of “a cassation attorney” would not be violated. The author also
underlines the fact that in some cases the public interest may demand that the status and the scope of duties of the “public trust” professions be varied.
Another controversial issue that may appear, is related to the parties’ liberty
to choose their representative in the cassation proceedings. Doubts may arise
whether the parties’ freedom of choice is not encroached upon in this respect.
However, according to T. Ereciński such fears are illegitimate and unjustified,
because no-one would impose on a party an obligation to be represented by a concrete cassation attorney.40 The parties would be allowed to choose their representative and their freedom in this regard would be merely limited by the necessity
of turning to a lawyer who exercises the profession of a cassation attorney.
It needs emphasising that the “cassation attorneys” profession would be
perfectly congruent with the public interest incorporated in the adjudication by
the highest instance court as well as the nature of the cassation proceedings which
deals exclusively with juridical issues. The present model of cassation proceedings in Poland has a status of extraordinary appellate proceedings, which primarily serves the public function of adjudication by the Supreme Court, dealing
with cases of precedential value, resolving complex juridical issues, interpreting
the law and contributing to its development.
As regards certain circles’ reluctance towards the discussed idea, one might
remark that every novelty and every revolutionary change causes an understandable deal of caution and anxiety. However, it should be reminded that article
176 of the Polish Constitution sets the standard of two instance proceedings. As
a matter of fact, the contemporary lawmakers accept the premise that substantive
examination of the case in two instances amply secures the interests of the parties.41 Therefore, it is worth underlining that the cassation proceedings in Poland
are not designed to fulfill the role of the “third instance” examination meddling
in the establishment of facts and evaluation of evidence, nor safeguarding the private interest of the parties in each individual case. Therefore, the constitutionally
T. Ereciński, Kilka… [Several…], p. 63.
M. Waligórski, Podstawy kasacyjne procesu cywilnego w świetle różnicy pomiędzy faktem a prawem [Cassation grounds from the perspective of differentiation between facts and the
law], Lviv 1936, p. 7; K. Osajda, Zasada sprawiedliwości proceduralnej w orzecznictwie Trybunału Konstytucyjnego [The principle of procedural justice in the case law of the Constitutional Tribunal], (in:) T. Ereciński, K. Weitz (eds.), Orzecznictwo Trybunału Konstytucyjnego a Kodeks postępowania cywilnego [The case law of the Constitutional Tribunal and the Code of civil
proceedings]. Materiały Ogólnopolskiego Zjazdu Katedr i Zakładów Postępowania Cywilnego,
Serock k. Warszawy, 24–26 września 2009 r., Warsaw 2010, p. 446 ff.
40
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guaranteed right to hearing a case by a competent, impartial and independent
court can be neither identified, nor equaled with the notion of unrestricted access
to the Supreme Court. First and foremost, the access to the Supreme Court should
be closely intertwined with the public interest as defined in the earlier remarks.
It should be emphasised that the effects of endowing the cassation attorneys
with an exclusive right to act before the Supreme Court would be twofold. The cassation attorneys would serve as a filter that would sift through cases and provide
the Supreme Court only with the relevant ones, whose examination would add
a real value and contribute to developing the law. The risk of wasting the Supreme
Court’s valuable time on utterly groundless cases would be reduced. Furthermore, cassation attorneys would facilitate the Supreme Court to fulfill its fundamental role, i.e. examining the cassation complaints in the public interest. Ideally,
as A. Galic stated in his paper, the effects of the Supreme Court’s adjudication
should be directed “at the future”, and not “at the past”. If the Supreme Court
is allowed to fully concentrate its efforts on the public realm mentioned above,
fewer lawsuits will be filed on an annual basis, as the number of divergences
in the Supreme Court’s adjudication will significantly decrease. Consequently,
fewer cassations would be lodged to the Supreme Court, which would translate
into the higher efficiency and a better quality of the Court’s work.
As Z. Nagórski put it, the Supreme Court provides for a scene where the most
intimate intercourse of legal theory and its practical application takes place.42
Therefore, preparing cassation complaints and participating in the proceedings
before the Supreme Courts should take the shape of a professional specialisation.
As it was rightly observed in the interwar period, the role of “regular” attorneys
and “cassation” attorneys should be clearly distinguished. In the first and second
instance proceedings the attorneys concentrate on defending their clients’ private
interests and their strategy is intricately linked with the recreation of facts and
evaluation of evidence. In contrast to it, the cassation proceedings is less spectacular, because only the finely elaborated, sublime and precise legal reasoning
is of value there.
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Summary
The text presents selected issues concerning parties’ obligatory professional
representation in Polish cassation proceedings. It depicts the present regulation against
a historical and comparative background. As its shape kept evolving over the years, its
premises have been regularly revisited in the course of a doctrinal discussion. In recent
times especially one question came to prominence. It touches upon an idea to introduce
a special group of legal representatives who would be endowed with an exclusive right to
act in the proceedings before the Supreme Court. The text recreates historical background
of this institution in the Polish law and juxtaposes it with the present state, taking into
account the nature of cassation proceedings, as well as the prospects of introducing such
a legal specialisation in the future.
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THE SUPREME PEOPLE’S COURT OF CHINA
IN THE PROCESS OF JUDICIAL REFORM

China’s 20-year judicial reform introduced tremendous changes in the role
of the Supreme People’s Court of China (SPC). During this period the SPC underwent two major transitions. It has evolved into a designer of the judicial system
from the traditional role of a dispute solver. In the meantime, it also shifted its
position from a passive implementer of laws and policies into an active public
policy maker.

1. HISTORICAL FUNCTIONS OF SPC
As the Constitution of the People’s Republic of Chinaputs it, “the SPC is
the highest judicial organ. The SPC supervises the administration of justice by
the people’s courts at various local levels and by the special people’s courts. The
people’s courts at higher levels supervise the administration of justice by those at
lower levels”.1
In its early stage, the SPC functioned as an adjudicator of major criminal
cases and civil cases involving economic or marital disputes, and played almost
the same role as the local courts. The “political” side of the SPC by then reminded
people that it was still the “supreme” court of the nation. It led some so-called
“hard strike” nationwide operations in which violent crimes posing a severe threat
to people’s personal safety as well as economic crimes were tried. In the meantime, the SPC introduced a set of rules regarding the judiciary related public
policy.

1

Constitution of the People’s Republic of China, § 127 (2004).
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2. TRANSITIONS OF THE SPC’S ROLE IN THE JUDICIAL
REFORM PROCESS
In the late 1980s, China started the reform of the civil proceedings (the litigious mode) aimed at strengthening the function of courtroom trial and constructing a system of advocacy and professionalisation of judges.2 The first Guideline
of the 5-Year Reform programme of the People’s Court issued by the SPC in 1999
set trial mode’s revolution as a major goal. Under the Guideline, eleven out of thirty-nine reform goals concerned this issue. As a result of the reform, the Chinese
litigious proceedings relinquished inquisitorial elements and followed the modern
pattern of adversarial proceedings.
Constitutional scholar Paul Freund once stated: “The Court should never
be influenced by the weather of the day but inevitably they will be influenced
by the climate of the era”.3 In the process of judicial reform in China, the role
of the SPC has kept changing, and now is considered as a “pusher” of social justice and protector and balancer of social values, rather than an institution whose
main task is to handle lawsuits; its judicial philosophies have also changed, from
instrumental rationality to substantive rationality. This transition process underwent two phases. In the first phase, the main function of the SPC shifted from “the
state apparatus for fighting against crimes”4 in the 1980s to “protector of economic growth” in the 1990s;5 in the second phase, the SPC gradually replaced
its central value from pursuing “justness and efficiency”6 in the early 2000s to
seeking “judicial justice” in 2014.7 After two decades of judicial reform, China’s central mission is finally connected with pursuing judicial independence and
judicial justice, and the operational structure of power within the SPC has undergone a series of transformations. This movement, primarily a passive response to
political and judicial reform of the system, also encompasses active self-adjustments and innovations initiated by the SPC itself.

Judicial Reform of China, the State Council Information Office of the People’s Republic
of China, Oct. 2012.
3
John Hockenberry (Sep. 16th, 2013), Interview with Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, see http://www.thetakeaway.org/story/transcript-interview-justice-ruth-bader-ginsburg/ (accessed: May 19th, 2014).
4
Working Report of Supreme People’s Court 1984, People’s Daily, Page 2, June7th, 1984.
5
Working Report of Supreme People’s Court 1993, People’s Daily, Page 2, Apr. 6th, 1993.
6
Working Report of Supreme People’s Court 2005, see http://www.court.gov.cn/qwfb/
gzbg/201003/t20100310_2631.htm (sccessed: May 19th, 2014).
7
Working Report of Supreme People’s Court 2014, see http://www.china.com.cn/
news/2014lianghui/2014-03/17/content_31811880.htm (accessed: May 19th, 2014).
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2.1. FROM TRADITIONAL DISPUTE SOLVER TO DEVELOPER
AND REFORMER OF THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM

Adjudicating cases accounted for a large part of the SPC’s daily activity when
it was initially established in the 1950s and 1960s. The judicial interpretations
(a kind of legal documents issued by the SPC or the Supreme People’s Prosecutor Office to explain how the law should be comprehended and applied, usually being considered as law in China) that the SPC came up with were mainly
replies to specific questions about application of laws in individual cases handled by lower-level courts. This was the traditional and inherent trial function
of the court; it was also a prompt answer to the urgent call for rebuilding social
order in the founding period of the People’s Republic of China. When a complete
and hierarchical court system had been set up and lower-level courts were capable
of handling most of the cases, the SPC’s role of performing daily adjudication
work just as any other ordinary local court needed to be reconsidered.
The change of local weather depends on adjusting to regional climate
in a broader sense. Similarly, a well-established judicial system is a prerequisite for effective dispute resolution. In the latest stage of China’s judicial reform,
the SPC has been provided with new attributes: “[the SPC shall] perform constitutional and legal duties loyally, exercise adjudicative powers independently and
impartially in accordance with the laws [...] deepen the judicial system reform,
strengthen the judges’ practical training program, promote the public trust
of the judicature and endorse social equity and justice”.8 Such changes include
the following aspects:
2.1.1. UPDATES IN THE SPC’S JUDICIAL PHILOSOPHIES
2.1.1.1. Enhancement of the Human Rights Protection

In order to put into practice the postulate according to which “China is ruled
by the law”, human rights shall be well protected by the judicial system. However,
the SPC used to consider human rights protection merely as being tough on criminals and concentrating on the victims’ protection. As a consequence, legal rights
protection of the accused was neglected for a long time. Now such imbalance is
getting reduced. For example, in 2003, the SPC initiated a nationwide action with
a view to decreasing the number of illegally extended detentions and implemented
ten “minor solutions” to prevent prolonged pre-trial detention in the future. The
aim of this action was to respect the suspects’ and defendants’ right to be duly
sentenced and set free without undue delay.
As the Amendment to the Constitution of 2004 explicitly stipulated, “the State
respects and preserves human rights”. Correspondingly, former Chief Justice
8

Resolution at the Second Session of the Twelfth National People’s Congress 2014.
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of China Xiao Yang stated: “We should implement the principle of respecting and
protecting human rights in all aspects of social life in all judicial activities” and
“enhance human rights protection in all judicial fields, and the concept of human
rights protection shall be firmly established in the whole society”.9 Human rights
clause was also embedded in the Criminal Procedure Law of 2012. The SPC then
issued an Opinion on the Establishment of a Sound Mechanism of Preventing Miscarriage of Justice in Criminal Cases in 2013, making it clear that “it is equally
important to protect human rights as it is to fight against crimes”.10
Death penalty deprives a person of the right to live – the center component
of human rights. In 2007, the SPC deprived provincial high courts of the power
to review death penalty cases, becoming the exclusive judicial organ that has
the authority to approve death penalties. In addition, the SPC confirmed the principle of reviewing death penalty cases, that is, all criminals under death penalty
shall be sentenced with a two-year suspension of execution, unless immediate
execution is necessary.11 This regulation shows respect for life and takes precautions against the death sentence.
2.1.1.2. Introduction of the Adversarial Proceedings and Integration of Two Major
Litigation Philosophies

Litigation pattern in China shares inquisitorial elements of the civil law system. Judges play an active role in the proceedings, while the litigants are quite
passive. This feature is particularly apparent in criminal proceedings: the defendant is usually unable to match up with the power and resources of the prosecutor
side. In recent years, however, the SPC altered its trial mode by introducing into
it basics from the adversarial proceedings system.
In the aspect of civil proceedings, driven by the market-oriented economy,
conceptions of private rights and autonomy of private law have been deeply rooted
in China. Interpretation of the Supreme People’s Court of Several Issues concerning the Application of the Civil Procedure Law issued in 1992 and Several provisions on the reform of the trial mode (litigious mode) in civil economic cases
issued in 1998 by the SPC provided a set of detailed rules regarding the determination of claims, evidence production, evidence examination and evidence review
in civil proceedings, with a focus on putting the litigants in the dominant position
at trial and weakening the judge’s power of trial control, which in return would
boost the adversarial elements in civil litigation.
Xue Yongxiu, Conference of Deans of Higher People’s Courts Was Convened in Beijing,
Dec. 16th, 2004, see http://www.chinacourt.org/article/detail/2013/06/id/144099.shtml (accessed:
May 19th, 2014).
10
Opinion on the Establishment of a Sound Mechanism of Preventing Miscarriage of Justice
in Criminal Cases.
11
Working Report of Supreme People’s Court 2010, see http://www.court.gov.cn/qwfb/
gzbg/201007/t20100716_7756.htm (accessed: May 19th, 2014).
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China’s Criminal Procedure Law that was revised in 1996 adopted the concept of “equality in confrontation” from the principle of adversarial proceedings.
Accordingly, the center of criminal proceedings has been shifted from the investigation phase to the trial phase, with an emphasis on the protection of the defendant’s right to due process.12 With the Criminal Procedure Law being revised
again in 2012, the SPC proceeded to intensify the trial mode reform13 by “vigorously absorbing beneficial factors from the adversarial proceedings system and
the ‘accuse-defense’ trial mode”.14 Within the same year, Notice on Legal Aid in
Criminal Cases was issued by the SPC to ensure protection of the defendant’s
right of defense, with a focus on the right to a fair trial of the accused in the second instance proceedings and in the retrial procedures.15
2.1.2. SPC CONCENTRATING ON ESTABLISHING THE EVIDENCE
RULE SYSTEM

In the process of judicial reform, the SPC gradually realised that an accurate
determination of evidence was a guarantee of the trial work’s quality as well
as the foundation of judicial justice.16 In 2007, the then Chief Justice of the SPC
stated: “Evidence is the basis on which we put into practice the judicial justice”.17
Since evidence rules are closely linked with the fundamental work of fact-finding and distribution of rights and duties, its construction is undoubtedly the primary task in the pursuit of judicial justice.18 Under the influence of human rights
protection and the principle of adversarial proceedings, focusing on the system
of evidence rules is substantially equally important as focusing on adversarial
position and the parties’ duties in litigation. In this sense, establishing a system
of evidence rules is the turnout of China’s effort in embracing the civil law and
common law systems together. The SPC has been working tirelessly and constantly on this aspect.

12
Zeng Dejun, Yang Wei, Direction of Choice on the Mode of Criminal Procedure of China,
Legal System and Society, 2007 (12).
13
Qi Shujie, Zhong Shengron, Influence of Civil Trial Mode Reform on the Evidence System
of China, Law Review, 1998 (4).
14
Report on the Evidence and the Rule of Law in China, 1978–2008, Chief Editors, Baosheng
Zhang and Lin Chang, China University and Political Science and Law Press (2010).
15
Guideline of 5-Year Reform of People’s Court 1999–2003.
16
Notice on the Pilot Project of Implementation of the Uniform Provisions of Evidence of
People’s Court (Proposal for Judicial Interpretation), April 11th, 2008.
17
Report on the Evidence and the Rule of Law in China, 1978–2008, Chief Editors, Baosheng
Zhang and Lin Chang, China University and Political Science and Law Press (2010).
18
Zhang Baosheng, Construction of Evidence System is the Principal Task of Realizing Judicial Justice, Evidence Science, 2010 (5).
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2.1.2.1. The SPC’s Strategic Plan on Establishing Evidence Rule System

Establishment of evidence rule system played a big role in the Guideline of
5-Year Reform of People’s Court 1999–2003, focusing on “innovating evidence
system, refining evidence rules and initiating evidential legislative proposals”.
Six out of eleven items regarding the trial mode reform related to evidence rules:
1. Refining the process of evidence examination and evidence review. Analysis of evidence evaluation at issue shall be fully explained in written judgments.
2. Urging witnesses to show up in the courtroom to testify and study related issues
such as duties to testify in the courtroom, witness safekeeping, financial support
for witnesses on stand-by. 3. With respect to evidence in criminal proceedings,
attention shall be paid to the burden of proof in cases of private prosecution, issuing guidance on evidence presentation between parties as well as on the judge’s
power of investigation. 4. With respect to the system of evidence in civil proceedings, rules on the burden of proof, time limit for evidence presentation, pre-trial
discovery and evidence collection by the court need to be refined. 5. With respect
to evidence in administrative proceedings, rules on evidence presentation, evidence examination and evidence evaluation need to be refined and an evidence
rule system suitable for administrative proceedings shall be established.19
2.1.2.2. The SPC’s Two Provisions on Civil and Administrative Evidence System

Provisions of the Supreme People’s Court on Evidence in the Civil Proceedings and Provisions of the Supreme People’s Court on Evidence in Administrative Litigations, both issued by the SPC in 2002, are deemed to be its landmark
achievement in the evidence rule system construction. As some scholars have
remarked, “in the history of China’s evidence legislation, Provisions on Evidence in the Civil Proceedings is the first statute that contains a series of specific
evidence rules organised in a systematic way, which shows lawmakers’ understanding of systematisation of evidence rules.”20 These two Provisions improved
the rules regarding the burden of proof, set up a system of self-admission and pretrial evidence disclosure, introduced the concept of an expert assistant (similar
to the role of an expert witness) and added best evidence rules on judicial notice.
2.1.2.3. The SPC’s Endeavour to introduce Unified Rules of Evidence

Vice Chief Justice of the SPC Shen Deyong believed that there were two
mode options for the evidence system legislation. One option is modifying evidence rules in three procedural laws respectively. The other option is enacting

Guideline of 5-Year Reform of People’s Court 1999–2003.
Tang Weijian, The Creativity and Defect of Some Provisions of the Supreme People’s Court
on Evidence in Civil Procedures, Studies in Law and Business, 2005 (3).
19
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an independent uniform evidence code by the state legislature.21 In 2006, the SPC
asked the Institute of Evidence Law and Forensic Science, China University
of Political Science and Lawto draft Uniform Provisions of Evidence of the People’s Court (Proposal for Judicial Interpretation). This Proposal of Uniform Provisions of Evidential Proceedings (hereinafter Uniform Provisions) includes one
hundred seventy-four articles in total, applicable to civil, criminal and administrative procedures. Based on the principles of accuracy, justice, harmony and
efficiency, the authors of the Uniform Provisions took relevance as their pivotal
element and prepared a comprehensive set of evidence rules focusing on evidence
presentation, evidence examination and evidence review. Moreover, the rules
concern privilege, hearsay, illegally obtained evidence, character and propensity
evidence, as well as inadmissibility of evidence.
2.1.2.4. The SPC’s Response to Wrongful Convictions by Improving Criminal
Evidence Rules

From She Xianglin case in 1994 to Du Peiwu case in 1998 and to Zhao Zuohai case in 2010, a series of wrongful convictions sparked criticism pointing to
unsoundness of the evidence system, including extorting confessions by torture, chaos in the management of forensic examinations and lack of regulations
in the field of evidence examination and evidence review. Basing on this understanding, the SPC issued Provisions on Several Issues concerning the Examination and Judgment of Evidence in Death Penalty Cases and Provisions on Several
Issues concerning the Exclusion of Illegal Evidence in Criminal Cases jointly
with other state organs in 2010. The two judicial interpretations set up the principle of “evidentiary adjudication”, established “beyond reasonable doubt” as
standard of proof in death penalty cases, and systematically specified detailed
requirements in reviewing documentary evidence, physical evidence, witness
testimony and forensic appraisal. Furthermore, the ban to use illegally obtained
evidence was introduced for the first time in China’s criminal proceedings.
2.1.3. THE SPC’S PROMOTION OF JUDICIAL TRANSPARENCY

According to an old English saying, justice should not only be done, but
should manifestly and undoubtedly be seen to be done.22 The SPC now promotes
judicial transparency, expecting to put into practice the idea of “justice under
sunshine”. Specifically, the SPC’s Several Provisions on Recording and Videoing
Trial Activities in 2010 was intended to make justice “repeatable and freezable”;
21
Chief Justice Xiao Yang, China Continues intensifying the Reform of Evidence System, see
http://big5.gov.cn/gate/big5/www.gov.cn/jrzg/2006-05/30/content_295901.htm (accessed: May
19th, 2014).
22
Law and Religion, Harold J. Berman, translated by Liang Zhiping, China University of Political Science and Law Press, August 2003.
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a website called China Judgments and Decisions,23 launched by the SPC in 2013,
is designed to make written judgments available to the public; the SPC also promulgated Opinions on Promoting the Construction of Three Platforms for Judicial
Transparency this year, which increases the transparency of the trial, judgments
and enforcement information. This effort facilitates public supervision. The SPC
also launched its microblog (Sina Weibo, similar to Twitter) in 2014, followed by
more than six hundred sixty lower-level courts. Courts from about twenty provinces now simultaneously show to the public their case trial through “live blog”.24
All these efforts are “We-media” style disclosures from the SPC with a view to
delivering latest cases and judicial philosophies to the general public.
2.1.4. THE SPC’S PROMOTION OF STANDARDISATION
OF SENTENCING REFORM

Each year, an average of 850,000 criminal defendants are sentenced in China.25 “Regulating judicial discretion and embedding sentencing into the court trial
proceedings” is a key part of the SPC’s Guideline of 5-Year Reform of People’s
Court 2009.26 In 2010, the SPC took part in the promulgation of the Opinions on
Several Issues of Sentencing Procedure Standardisation (trial) and the People’s
Court Sentencing Guidelines (trial), which triggered reform on quantification
of sentencing methods and relative independence of sentencing procedure.27 These
two statutes provide legal grounds for regulating judge’s discretion in the realm
of sentencing and are a great improvement in pursuing judicial justice.
2.1.5. ESTABLISHING A CASE GUIDANCE SYSTEM

“Establishing and improving a case guidance system and highlighting its
influence in unifying standards of law application, guiding trial work of lower-level courts, as well as enriching and developing juristic theories” is a task
included in the SPC’s Guideline of 5-Year Reform of People’s Court 2004–2008.
In 2010, the SPC issued Provisions on Case Guidance. China’s case guidance system, under a legal system based mainly on statutes, is a system using typical cases
serving as an example to accurately comprehend and apply law and regulations.28
To some extent, it is similar to Anglo-American case law systems, although these
two systems differ from each other. In recent years, under the principle of “letting
23
24
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Fu Dalin, Live Court Trial Makes “Justice under Sunshine”, People’s Daily, April 14th,
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Sciences Edition, 2011 (1).
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cases explain the law”, the SPC selected and released a set of typical cases to
provide reference for lower-level judges’ decisions in similar cases. Such a system promotes judges’ discretion in a reasonable way and reinforces implementation of the principle of “Equal Justice Under Law”. This is virtually a “tactical”
acceptance of the case law system, following the trend of fusion of the two major
legal systems.
2.2. FROM PASSIVE IMPLEMENTER OF LAWS AND POLICIES
TO ACTIVE MAKER OF PUBLIC POLICIES

As the nation’s highest-level judicial organ, one of the SPC’s main functions
is to implement laws and policies. However, “a judge’s decision has to take social
stability and economic development into consideration and should not trade off
other values for legal value only”.29 The SPC’s effort in litigation system development is mostly about legitimacy proceedings in the realm of the court’s power
and the parties’ rights, with the focus on procedural justice. By comparison,
the SPC’s creation of public policies’ roots puts an emphasis on the judicial realisation of substantive justice.30
In general, the purpose of the SPC as the judicial authority is to make public policies that influence “check and balance” between interests of the state,
society and citizens through norms (laws), adjust judicial distribution of interests and, going one step further, clearly define or marginally adjust the extent
of all parties’ interests in criminal, civil and administrative proceedings, which
either reflects or responds to the current mainstream policies or contemporary
social values. The SPC plays such a role by means of judicial interpretations
of substantive law, issuing standardised documents and presenting typical cases.
For example, the SPC issued pertinent judicial interpretationson cases including
such issues as e.g. agricultural land, compensation for demolition, corruption,
drug abuse, abducting and trafficking women and children, cyber crime and
food safety.
Besides, the system of judicial guidance mentioned above has similar influence on forming public policies. It covers a wide range of social life, including
intellectual property, medical disputes, domestic violence, sexual assault and
so on.

Xiao Yang, China’s Judicature: Challenge and Reform, People’s Judicature, 2005 (1).
Zhang Youlian, Research on the Function of Creating Public Policy of Supreme People’s
Court, Ph.D. dissertation of Jilin University, 2009.
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3. DIRECTION OF THE SPC IN THE COMING NEW ROUND
OF REFORM
A new round of judicial reform will be launched this year in China, focusing
on the problems of localisation of judicial power and judicial administration. The
plan is to promote unified province-level management of judicial working force
and property to eliminate local protectionism in judicature, and to implement
a responsible system of cases being examined by a presiding judge and a collegiate bench.31 The SPC will soon issue its fourth Guideline of 5-Year Reform
of People’s Court, in which we can expect further changes in the SPC’s role
in the future.
3.1. DE-ADMINISTRATIVISATION OF THE COURT
AND PROFESSIONALISATION OF JUDGES

Some scholars criticised the fact that during the implementation of the Guideline of 5-Year Reform of People’s Court 2009, the SPC seemed to “continue its
transition from system construction to policy guidance. Revolution in the trial
mode and evidence system construction is no longer the key point of the reform,
since the political slogans, such as ‘active judiciary’, ‘judiciary for the people’,
‘mediation first’ and even ‘social stability first’, became the keywords. This
showed a more and more noticeable trend of judicial administrativisation”.32 However, “if the judicial activities absorb excessive administrative management disciplines, the fundamental nature of judiciary, that is to say, justice, will no longer
exist. In other words, judiciary will no longer be the modern judiciary. Then it
will lose its value of independent existence and be no different from the general
state functions”.33
The long-standing administrative mode of management within the Chinese
court system is shown in the following two aspects:
One is the administrativization of judcial management. On the one hand, highlevel judges have the authority to decide on the salaries and promotion of lower-level judges and have more power in the decision-making process of cases. On
the other hand, the currently existing accountability system for incorrect judgments, lacking flexibility, and judge’s performance appraisal system based on
the reversal rate and remand rate only make things worse.
The Third Stage of Judicial Reform is Beginning, The Economic Observer, April 4th, 2014.
Report on the Evidence and the Rule of Law in China, 2010, Chief Editors, Baosheng
Zhang and Lin Chang, China University and Political Science and Law Press (2012).
33
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The other issue is administrativisation of judicial power operations. The hierarchical control and the “submit-approval” mode in the decision making process
of a case violate the principles of direct and verbal proceedings and go against
the rationality and autonomy of judgment that is required. The separation of hearing
and decision-making is an obstacle for an independent and fair judgment. A strict
and unified administrative management and a requirement that the subordinate
must obey the superior prevent judges from thinking independently and exercising
their discretion freely in specific cases, which further hinders judicial justice.
The SPC is also expected to be an active frontline promoter of the reform
process of the courts’ de-administrativisation, as well as a protector of the professionalisation of judges. On the one hand, the SPC should aim to establish
a new organisation of the trial mode, which could effectively limit the scope and
procedures of cases submitted to the court administrative leaders at all levels for
instructions and fully respect the decisions made independently by the judges
and the jury, in order to truly put into practice the idea that the “cases are decided
by the adjudicators”. On the other hand, the SPC shall campaign for improving
welfare and wage treatment of judges through legislations, strengthening judges’
identity protection while reducing the disadvantages of the judges’ profession.
Only in this way the judges will be encouraged to rely on evidence, follow laws,
and, most importantly, pass independent and just judgments using their own wisdom and experience.
3.2. THE SPC SHOULD BE MORE CONCENTRATED ON JUDICIAL
PRACTICE SUPERVISION AND GUIDANCE

Currently, the SPC spends too much time on examining cases. The annual
Working Report of the SPC revealed that the SPC tries 11,000 to 13,000 cases per
year,out of which 7,000 to 9,000 cases are concluded. By contrast, the Supreme
Court of the United States chose to hear only 77 cases out of 7,509 lawsuits
brought to the Court in 2013.34 Even taking the population factor into consideration, the SPC still spends too much time and energy on hearing cases.
“The higher the level of court, the weaker the function of accurate scrutiny,
and institutional administrative function increases”.35 The trial is undoubtedly
situated in the center of judicial activities. Nonetheless, the SPC, as the supreme
judicial organ of the nation, shall focus on guiding the development of law, ensuring the consistency of law application, and striving for the legal stability from
34
John Roberts, 2013 year-end report on the federal judiciary, translated by Huang Bin and
Zhao Xin, see http://www.guancha.cn/John-Roberts/2014_02_25_207916_2.shtml (accessed:
May 19the, 2014).
35
Song Bing, Reader: the Judicial Systems and Procedures of the US and Germany, China
University of Political Science and Law Press, 1998.
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an overall perspective. The SPC’s task is to supervise all courts in China and
to exercise control over their work. Thus, the SPC is capable of and responsible
for guiding judicial practice, issuing judicial interpretations and releasing examples of typical cases, and not merely solving individual disputes. To say the least,
the SPC’s role is not just meant to pass a judgment in every single cases but to
set an example on a nationwide scale in a comprehensive way, striking a balance
between various interests and promoting standards for lower-level courts. In this
sense, it is essential that the SPC shall rethink its jurisdictional system as well as
its mode for selecting and accepting cases for examination.
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Summary
The text presents judicial reforms of the Supreme People’s Court of China (SPC). The
author argues that during a twenty-year period, the role of the SPC has underwent two
major transitions. Firstly, its role of a dispute solver evolved into a designer and a leading
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voice of the judicial system in China. Secondly, it shifted its position from a passive
implementer of laws and policies into an active public policy maker. The text also offers
an insight into the SPC’s enhancement of human rights protection, efforts to establish
the evidence rule system, as well as its role in promoting judicial transparency.
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